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This longitudinal study investigated the normal drawing development of
children assumed to be nonabused relative to indicators of possible sexual
abuse. 306 Man, Woman and Self drawings were collected from 34
nonabused children, ages 5-10, in a primary school In Scotland over a one
and one-half year period of time in three phases. Children were divided into
three smaller agegroups, Primary Qne (ages 5-6) (N=T2) , Primary Three
(ages 7-8) (N=1G), and Primary Five (ages 9-10) (N=12).
Subjects were given Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices (CPM)
and the British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS) as standardized measures
of nonverbal and verbal mental ability, respectively. All drawings were
scored using the Naglieri Draw-A-Person Test (DAP) which measure
cognitive development.
Drawinas were subsequently scored usina the Haaood Scorina Chart_ . - - - - ~ a / - - — - - v/ - - — ■
for "Sex Abuse Indicators" ("SAI"s) purported to be linked with sexual abuse
and "Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators" ("ASAF's) which were sexual parts
of the anatomy including genitalia in various forms, also purported to be
associated with sexual abuse. The terms "Sex Abuse Indicators" ("SA!"s)
and "Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators" ("ASAI's) are placed within
quotation marks throughout this thesis. While these terms are commonly
used by professionals, they lack scientific support.
Drawing scores on the Naglieri DAP correlated significantly with those
on the CRM and BPVS. There were no significant differences between
scores of bovs and airis on. the DAP. but alris scored sliahtly hiaher. AsJ O \/ J N/
predicted, there was a significant increase in DAP scores over time with
older children scoring higher than younger children. It was also found that
there were no significant differences between scores of the Man, Woman,
and Self drawings.
"SAr's did occur frequently in drawings of all nonabused children, with
certain features appearing significantly more frequently than others and the
data supported a developmental trend for a total of 14 different features.
Ten "SAI"s did not appear in any of the 306 drawings and 15 other features
occurred so infrequently that there appeared to be no connection with
cognitive development. These iatter 25 features therefore remain to be
studied for possible links with sexual abuse or other related trauma. As
predicted, there was a significant reduction of "SAI"s with, age and also a
significant decrease In "SAI"s over the three phases of the study.
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Negative significant correlations were made between "SAPS and the
CRM. BPVS and DAP consistently demonstrating that "SA!"s were features
of younger children's drawings. Analyses of "SAI"s for sex differences
Indicated no significant difference between boys and girls, but boys scored
slightly higher than girls.
Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators ("ASAF's) were overlapping in nature
and therefore only summary statistics were used. A total of 41 ("ASAF's)
appeared in 19 (6.2%) of the 306 drawings of nonabused children. These
were drawn in the same drawing in some instances by eight different
children, 23.5% of all children in the study (N=34). There were no clear
differences between agegroups. Sex differences were found with 6 out of 8
subjects drawing "ASAF's being female (75%), The claims of most previous
writers that anatomical sexual features were linked with sexual abuse was
not supported, unless these children had been sexually abused, which was
Impossible to determine due to the sensitive nature of the study.
vis
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CHAPTER i - iNTRQDUCTiQN
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN'S
DRAWINGS WITH REFERENCE TO
POSSIBLE INDICATORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE
Statement of the Problem and Purpose of the Study
The literature contains a considerable number of claims that certain
characteristics of children's drawings are linked with a history of sexual
abuse. Such representations may. however, also occur in normal children's
artwork. This investigation looks specifically at the presence of these
graphic representations in drawings of normal nonabused children.
This investigation will focus exclusively on children with no known
history of sexual abuse. It will look at characteristics of drawings of
nonabused children and attempt to determine which features purported to
be linked with sexual abuse may in actual fact be more appropriately
associated with normal cognitive development. Features in children's
drawings purported to be linked with a history of sexual abuse will be
identified in existing literature in order to learn to what extent they appear in
drawings of nonabused children. The study will also seek to identify those
characteristics which do not appear in drawings of nonabused children or
occur very rarely which may yet be linked with sexual abuse or related
trauma. Sex differences also will be considered.
This is a longitudinal study with several drawings collected from
Scottish Primary School children ages five to ten in three stages. Previous
studies of drawings of sexually abused children have not investigated
artwork of children from a longitudinal perspective in order to understand
the effects of development on characteristics of children's drawings.
This investigation also will discuss theories from both psychoanalytic
and cognitive developmental perspectives and how both views relate to the
understanding of drawings of sexually abused children. It will consider the
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effects of Freud's Seduction Theory, its retraction, and the subsequent
development of his Oedipa! Theory on psychoanalytic interpretations of
children's drawings. It will look at common assumptions of interpretation of
children's drawings derived from adherence to the psychoanalytic method.
The study will review the history of the identification and categorization
of features of children's drawings relative to cognitive development and how
these features change considerably as children mature. Previous studies
into drawings of sexually abused children have neglected to take this
important aspect into consideration when interpreting such drawings. This
research wiii attempt to determine which characteristics in children's
drawings are perhaps more related to cognitive development than to a
history of sexual abuse.
Projective theory, also derived from psychoanalysis, and the
development of children's projective drawing tests will be discussed. The
strengths and weaknesses of these tests will be explored and how problems
with such an approach may have influenced the results of previous studies
of drawings of sexually abused children. Interpretations of drawings of
adults based on psychoanalytic theory frequently have been generalized to
drawings of children without appropriate consideration of the influence of
cognitive development on features of children's drawings at various ages.
This phenomenon further confounds the possibility of accurately assessing
children's drawings for the possibility of sexual abuse, especially if
strengths, weaknesses, and limitations of these drawing tests are not fully
acknowledged.
Existing accounts, both anecdotal and systematic, specific to drawings
of sexually abused children will be reviewed. Methodological problems with
such studies will be discussed. These studies have relied on direct
comparisons with control groups matched on various criteria using subjects
with wide age ranges. It is unlikely, however, that matching could account
for considerable developmental differences in subjects within the groups
being compared.
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This research also looks at the importance of assessing levels of
mental maturity using accepted standardized measures such as Raven's
Coloured Progessive Matrices (CRM) and the British Picture Vocabulary
Scale (BPVS) in addition to drawing assessment instruments, in particular
the Nagiieri Draw-A-Person Test (DAP). This factor likewise is seldom
taken into consideration in assessing drawings of sexually abused children.
Many previous studies were made comparing groups of children who
had been sexually abused and those with no known history of sexual
abuse, but who had been treated for other psychological problems. Earlier
studies made no direct comparisons with ordinary nonabused children with
no emotional problems. More recent investigations, however, have included
comparison groups of such nonabused children, but to date have not
closely looked at variations in drawings due to the developmenal maturity of
these children.
Historical Background
The fact of child sexual abuse has been shown to exist for many years
(Rush, 1980). Increasing awareness of the high incidence of child sexual
abuse in the United States began approximately 45 years ago. Kinsey's
earlier well-known studies indicated that 24% of females questioned had
experienced some sort of sexual abuse before reaching adolescence
(Kinsey, Pomeroy & Martin, 1949. 1952). in more recent years disclosures
of sexual abuse have been made by adult and child victims alike at an
ever-growing rate. Greater public awareness of child sexual abuse has
occurred due to television programmes, newspaper, and magazine articles
in the United States and more recently in the United Kingdom. Immediately
after a nationwide broadcast of the Phil Donohue Show in 1978 on the topic
of child sexual abuse there was a doubling of referrals to a national agency
dealing with this problem (Kroth, 1979). Again, in 1984 the television film
"Something About Amelia" in which well-known American actors
dramatized an incestual family triggered yet more reports of sexual abuse.
By that time treatment programmes had been established in most major
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Debiinger. McLeer, Atkins, Ralphe. and Foa (1989) compared the rates
of PTSD symptoms across sexually abused, physically abused, and
nonabused psychiatrically hospitalized children and found that sexually
abused children did indeed exhibit symptoms of PTSD with the significant
addition of inappropriate sexual behaviours. In addition, the sexually
abused children showed a tendency to exhibit more avoidant/dissociative
symptoms as compared with the nonabused children. It is proposed by
these researchers that the presence of inappropriate sexual behaviours
may be an important factor in differentiating sexually abuse victims from
other traumatized children.
In Kilgore's 1988 study, she listed symptoms consisting of depression,
guilt and shame, low self-esteem, panic disorders, phobias, somatization,
and hysteria. Interpersonal difficulties and social withdrawal were also
commonly found. In addition, cognitive-perceptual symptoms including
hallucinations, recurrent illusions, nightmares, detailed knowledge about
sex, inability to concentrate at school, learning disabilities and language
delays frequently occurred in survivors of sexual abuse. According to
Kilgore, serious behavioural problems were also found in those who have a
history of sexual abuse. These behaviours include suicide gestures,
excessive masturbation, exhibitionism, sexual abuse of other children,
running away, stealing, lying, excessive bathing, self-mutilation, fire setting,
promiscuity, prostitution, enuresis and encopresis (wetting and soiling),
delinquency, age inappropriate thumb-sucking, urinary infections, chronic
stomach aches, and eating disorders.
Behaviour problems in children who had been sexually abused were
studied by Freidrich, Beilke. and Urquiza (1986) and were compared with
those of outpatient psychiatric children and normal children. Problems with
depression, hyperactivity, delinquency, aggression, and somatic complaints
were some of the difficulties significantly more frequent in the abused
group. Sexual behaviour problems seemed to be more specific to sexually
abused children, and it was suggested that further research was needed
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focusing on this particular symptom.
Dysfunctional family dynamics are frequently present in families were
sexual abuse has occurred, particularly in instances of intra-familial incest.
Severe family problems such as isolation from the environment,
undifferentiation in family members, and avoidance of growth and change
which would enable children to establish outside contacts and eventually be
able to leave home (Alexander, 1985). Behaviour problems of these
children are further exacerbated by families where there was greater family
conflict and lower family cohesion (Freidrich, Beilke. &. Urquiza, 1988).
Relationship difficulties, developmental effects limiting the sibling's
ability to form meaningful relationships within his or her peer group, and
dysfunctional family dynamics are evident with these victims. Sibling incest,
related to dysfunctional family dynamics, is estimated to occur five times as
often as father-daughter incest (Conn-Caffaro & Caffaro, 1993).
Kendall-Tacket, Williams, and Finkelhor (1993) reviewed 45 studies
which revealed that sexually abused children consistently had more
psychological symptoms than nonabused children, in summarizing this
review, the authors concluded that the most frequent symptoms were fears,
behaviour problems, sexualized behaviours, poor self-esteem, and PTSD.
In the United States where children have been involved in therapeutic
programmes for a number of years, there is an increasing awareness of the
occurrence of dissociative disorders, especially Multiple-Personality-
Disorder (MPD). in children who have been sexualiy abused (Putnam. 1989.
1993). Even though such awareness also existed in the 19th century and
was known to Pierre Janet and other clinicians (Carson &. Butcher, 1992), it
is only now that it is being increasingly linked to the trauma of sexual abuse.
This disorder is a more serious version of dissociation which can develop
with more clear-cut symptoms in adulthood and until recently was believed
to be rare. However, evidence is building in support of the occurrence of
this disorder among victims of sexual abuse. Ross, Norton, and Wozney
(1989) found that 79.2 percent of 236 cases diagnosed as MPD had a
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history specifically of sexual abuse in childhood. Likewise. Putman. Guroff,
Silberman. Barban. and Post (1986) reported childhood abuse of a sexual
nature in 83% of the MPD cases in their study.
Developmental maturity is frequently affected by child abuse, whether it
is physical, sexual, or emotional. It is proposed by Trikett & Putman (1993)
that problems in both psychological and biological processes of pubertal
development occur as a long-term result of sexual abuse.
An increasing awareness of the fact that young sexually abused
children in some instances may themselves sexually abuse other children
has recently surfaced and is referred to as "abuse-reactive behavior"
(Cunningham &. MacFarlane, 1991). It is yet unknown to what extent being
a recipient of this behaviour may impact on a child psychologically.
In a review of the existing research into child sexual abuse Finkelhor
(1987) stated that, although there had been few systematic evaluations of
large samples of sexually abused children as yet which had assessed the
prevalence of various symptoms, nonetheless the weight of the growing
number of studies was impressive. It Is clear that awareness of the effects
of child sexual abuse on psychopathology and problems relative to
behaviour, development, and relationships continue to emerge on an
ever-increasing basis.
Theoretical Concerns. Weaknesses of Projective Drawing Instruments and
Methodological Problems
This thesis will argue that the influence of psychoanalysis has affected
the understanding of drawings of sexually abused children in a variety of
ways. For years the incidence of the sexual abuse of children appears to
have been obscured by the broad acceptance of such theory, and such
acceptance has likewise created confusion in the interpretation of children's
drawings where there may be a suspicion of sexual abuse.
Several researchers attempting to establish that there are differences in
characteristics of drawings of children who have been sexually abused have
used a variety of existing drawing instruments, or adaptations to such
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instruments. Examples are the Draw-A-Person Test (Goodenough, 1926;
Harris, 1963: Koppitz. 1968; Machover, 1949; Naglieri, 1988), the
Kinetic-Family-Drawing Test (Burns, 1982) and the House-Tree-Person Test
(Buck, 1948). In no study to date, to the knowledge of this investigator, has
there been an in-depth review of these instruments in studies on drawings
of sexually abused children nor a discussion of the considerable number of
problems in using them, particularly where interpretation is concerned. This
thesis will attempt to analyze some of the methodological problems in using
these tests, particularly focusing on various forms of the Draw-A-Person
Test, and to illustrate that common psychoanalytic assumptions about
interpretations of drawings can lead to contradictory and unreliable results.
This research will argue further that design problems in existing
research have themselves led to the further misunderstanding of children's
drawings, particularly from the standpoint of normal development. The
predominant use of matched groups, while identifying differences in
drawing characteristics between wide agebands of nonabused and abused
children, does not control for considerable differences in drawing ability in
children at specific ages.
Significance of the Study
The need to understand to what extent children's drawings may or may
not be used in the detection of sexual abuse is the primary purpose of this
research. Protection of such children from the trauma of ongoing sexual
abuse and the resulting sequelae of psychological difficulties is of
paramount concern. The hope that children's drawings may be
successfully used to aid in such protection has been the basis for previous
research.
This study seeks to ciarify the reasons for failure of previous studies to
produce more solid evidence for such use of children's drawings and to
establish the importance of a strong consideration of child development in
future research. The focus of this study, in contrast with other studies, is
exclusively on nonabused children's drawings from a developmental
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perspective taking into consideration differences at each stage of
development. Some of these characteristics may have been erroneously
interpreted as being indicative of sexual abuse.
The present study will also seek to identify those features which do not
occur in nonabused children's drawings in order to strengthen the
possibility that they might yet be clues to sexual abuse. The opposite
danger may be to overlook those features which in reality may be indicative
of sexual abuse and thus not adequately provide protection and
psychological treatment.
There are at least four possible explanations as to why drawings of
sexually abused children appear to be different from those of nonabused
children.
(1) Regression may be occurring where elements in drawings of
sexually abused children are those commonly found in drawings of children
at a much younger chronological age which may be due to delayed
development because of the abuse (Trickett &. Putman, 1993). A temporary
regression might also be reflected in drawings during a therapeutic session
because of anxiety the child may be feeling at the moment (Lowenfeld &
Brittain, 1987). Such regression, however, has also been observed in
ordinary nonabused children (Thomas &. Silk. 1990).
(2) Some drawing features may be due to emotional trauma, or
features of PTSD (Stronach-Bischel, 1990).
(3) Certain drawing features may be due to neurological trauma to the
child as a result of head injury (Bender, 1949: Uhlin. 1969, 1979). To the
knowledge of this investigator, this issue has not been explored to date
specific to sexually abused children, in the clinical experience of this
investigator it was not uncommon to find a history of severe physical abuse
incurred by these children, including severe shaking, being thrown against
walls, and direct assaults to the head.
(4) The appearance of certain features of drawings of sexually abused
children may be those characteristics of drawings which are specific to the
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act of sexual abuse. Examples in this case might be anatomical sexual
details on drawings of the human figure and/or explicit portrayal of sexual
behaviour.
Discussion
The major research questions in this longitudinal study focus on
determining to what extent characteristics purported to be associated with a
history of sexual abuse ("Sex Abuse indicators") appear in drawings of
children assumed to be nonabused. The study will iook at the effects of
cognitive development on the occurrance of these features. It will also
attempt to determine whether some of these features rareiy appear or do
not appear at all in nonabused children's drawings. It will also determine to
what extent sexual anatomical features ("Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators")
which are considered to be strong Indicators of the possibility of sexual
abuse appear in these drawings.
A better understanding of the appropriate uses of children's drawings
in assessment is needed for those mental health professionals working with
sexually abused children. Such an understanding is especially needed by
clinicians who are or will be using art in the therapeutic process, as well as
those in the legal system who attempt to protect children from sexual
abuse. At least 16% of American art therapists are now specializing in
working with sexually abused children (Gordon & Manning, 1991) and are
having some success in the courtroom using children's artwork as
increasingly respected evidence (Cohen-Liebman, 1994. 1995: Levick,
Safran & Levine. 1990: Maichiodi, 1990).
The findings of this research should also further clarify to what extent
art therapists, teachers, school counsellors, school psychologists, social
workers, psychotherapists, and other mental-health professionals required
to report suspicion of child abuse may use artwork to provide a basis for
better detection of child sexual abuse. Such detection may result in the
provision of greater protection for children as well as identifying them for
therapeutic intervention in order to minimize current psychological damage
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and the possibility of further psychological difficulties in adulthood. On the
other hand, erroneous assumptions about certain features of children's
drawings indicating a history of sexual abuse when they are in fact a matter
of development need to be brought to light.
Accurate assessment of child sexual abuse under the best
of circumstances is not clear or easily documented, but rather like
assembling a jigsaw puzzle (Hobbs, Wynne. & Hanks. 1991). From the
standpoint of investigations and legal procedures, it is becoming
increasingly important to refine further the possibility of using children's








The early development of the field of art therapy began in the 134G's
based on the concepts of psychoanalytic theory at that time in both the
United States and the United Kingdom (Junge &. Asawa ,1894; Waller,
1990). To a large extent, these concepts are still the primary theoretical
basis for the practice of art therapy today (Art Therapy Credentials Board,
1994). The development of art therapy in other countries throughout the
world has been spearheaded by either American or British art therapists
trained in these theories as well. This chapter will consider various aspects
of the evolution of psychoanalytic theory important to this research which
appear to be related to the interpretation of children's drawings where there
may be the possibility of sexual abuse. A high percent of published studies
into drawings of sexually abused children has been carried out by art
therapists, or others who rely on such art therapy theory. (See Chapter V).
While there have been more recent modifications, a review of some of the
older, and possibly outdated aspects of psychoanalytic theory is still
essentia! because art therapists who have either carried out or influenced
existing research have been and continue to be trained in these earlier
concepts. It is important to explore difficulties emanating from adherence
to these theories in order to minimize their continued misapplication in
future research.
At ieast six aspects of such theory appear to have influenced
approaches to interpretation and the design of existing studies into
drawings of sexually abused children (see Chapter V). First is Sigmund
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Freud's retraction of his seduction theory and subsequent development of
the theory of the Oedipal Complex (Masson, 1964) which has lead in some
instances to the assumption that the appearance of genitalia in artwork
was merely due to unconscious fantasies and the possibility of sexual
abuse has been dismissed (Klein, 1948, 1949; Kramer, 1979). Second,
conversely, the application of Freud's theory of dream interpretation has
lead some clinicians to interpret artwork in favour of sexual abuse when
children drew certain objects which were alleged by Freud to be symbols of
the phallus (Chase. 1987; Freud. 1953; Sidun. 1986). A third problem has
resulted in the possible misapplication of Jung's concept of the
transcendent function (Jung. 1935) whereby unconscious material is
projected into artwork and integrated with consciousness, it is
questionable to what extent this theory is appropriate for children, but it
nevertheless has been a major tenet in the interpretation of children's
drawings by those adhering to Jungian theory (Kalff, i960; Naumburg,
1988; Pasto, 1964; Uhlin, 1979a). A fourth difficulty has arisen where
certain features in children's drawings were related to a specific early stage
of psychosexual development (e.g. orai, anai, and so on) and claimed to be
related to sexual abuse (Malchiodi, 1890; Sidun, 1989, personal
communication). Fifth, an understanding of the notion of projection
espoused by Freud and his followers is also essential to properly
understand the evolution of children's drawina instruments. The effects of
this particular area of psychoanalytic theory on interpretation of children's
drawings will be discussed in more detail in Chapter IV. A sixth major
issue is that the analytic approach has consistently failed to consider the
importance of the influence of cognitive development on what children draw
and the way they draw it. This failure to closely look at characteristics in
children's drawings reflecting a stage of norma! cognitive development and
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the need to do so in future research is the major argument of this thesis.
(For further discussion, see Chapter's ill).
Special consideration will be given to the analytic theories of Freud,
Jung, and Klein because the evolution of theory applicable to the
interpretation of drawings of children relies strongly on these points of view
and such interpretations have frequently been used with drawings of
sexuaiiy abused children (Kaufman and Wohl, 1S92; Kramer, 1979;
Naumburg 1988: Sagar, 1990; Stember. 1980; Uhlin, 1979a).
Freud's .Seduction Theory
This section will discuss Freud's earliest understanding of the
phenomenon of child sexual abuse and his Seduction Theory which he
originally proposed in 1896 (Freud, 1896). Such theory has influenced not
only the way art therapists have interpreted children's drawings, but clinical
work in general carried out by psychiatrists, psychologists, counsellors, and
social workers as well (Masson, 1984; Rush, 1980). Subsequent changes
to his theory will be reviewed, namely the Oedipal Complex and aspects of
psychosexual developmental theory which appear to be particularly
relevant to the understanding of children's drawings where there may be
concern about sexual abuse.
Based on his experiences in treating a considerable number of cases
of patients with symptoms of hysteria, Freud developed his "seduction
theory", according to which adults may seduce children into participating
with them in a variety of sexuai activities (Rush, 1980). Freud's original
seduction theory (Freud, 1896; Masson, 1984: Rush, 1980) hypothesized
that many psychiatric symptoms which he regularly encountered in his
practice were due to his patients' history of sexual abuse of this kind in
childhood. He later retracted this idea and developed the theory of the
Oedipal and Electra complexes whereby children allegedly had sexual
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fantasies regarding the parent of the opposite sex as a course of normal
psychosexual development.
Freud originally believed the accounts of his female patients who were
suffering from hysterical symptoms and who consistently reported that they
were victims of childhood sexual molestation. He believed that he had firm
evidence that there was a connection between sexual abuse and hysterical
neurosis. At a Congress in Vienna on 21 April 1896, Freud presented his
seduction theory before the Verein fur Psychiatrie und Neurologie in a
group of three papers entitled "The Aetiology of Hysteria". In this piece of
work, he publicly challenged the notion that hysteria was hereditary and
identified the specific excitement of the genitals resulting from sexual abuse
in childhood as the trauma that brought on hysteria. He cited 18 cases to
support his theory.
Freud challenged the members of the Congress:
"I therefore put forward the thesis that at the bottom of
every case of hysteria there are one or more occurrences
of premature sexual experience, occurrences which
belong to the earliest years of childhood but which can
be reproduced through the work of psychoanalysis in
spite of the intervening decades. . (p. 203)
Freud concluded his presentation by saying:
"If you submit my assertion that the aetiology of
hysteria lies in sexual life to the strictest examination,
you will find that it is supported by the fact that in
some eighteen cases of hysteria I have been able to
discover this connection in every single symptom, and
where the circumstances allowed, to confirm it by
therapeutic success" (p. 199). "It seems to me certain
that our children are far oftener exposed to sexual
aggession than we should suppose" (p. 203).
Freud's paper was poorly received at the Congress and he was
ridiculed by his colleagues for such a far-fetched theory and became
increasingly uncomfortable with such incriminations. In light of what we
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have now learned about the incidence of child sexual abuse and
subsequent symptomatology, it appears that Freud was on the correct path
in his early understanding of the phenomenon, It also appears tragic that
in Freud's abandonment of this "seduction theory" in favour of his theory of
the Oedipa! Complex, he contributed to nearly a century of professional
orthodoxy where clinicians influenced by the teaching of Freud failed to
take their patients' disclosures of sexual abuse seriously.
After the major rejection of Freud's ideas he began modifying his
original theory into what is now known as the Oedipal Complex. One year
after his presentation, he wrote in a letter to Wilheim Fliess that he realized
that even he himself had sexual fantasies about his mother and recalled
feeling jealousy toward his father (Masson, 1984).
Freud's Theon/ of the Oedioal Complex
As Freud revised his thinking, he began to work on his theory of the
phallic stage of psychosexua! development and developed his concept of
the Oedipal Complex. He then argued that this complex was a necessary
and universal aspect of childhood and postulated that it occurred during
the stage of development when the genital organs begin to take on
considerable importance. It occured in both sexes, according to Freud,
with boys being sexualiy attracted to their mothers and girls being sexuaily
attracted to their fathers. A desire exists in ail children to displace the
parent of the same sex in order to possess the parent of the opposite sex.
Seif-manipulatian and fantasies occur as the child begins to notice
differences in the male and female sex organs by observing himself or
herself and other family members.
After working on his theories for a considerable number of years, in
1933 he concluded "Almost all my women patients told me that they had
been seduced by their fathers. I was driven to recognize in the end that
these reports were untrue and so came to understand that the hysterical
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symptoms are derived from phantasies and not from reai occurrences"
(Freud, 1966, p. 584). Peters (1976) succinctiy summarized Freud's
evolution of theory as fallows:
. . . "that both cultural and personal factors combined to cause
everyone, including Freud himself at times, to welcome the idea
that reports of childhood sexual victimization could be regarded as
fantasies. This position relieved the guilt of adults. In my opinion
both Freud and his followers oversubscribed to the theory of
childhood fantasy and overlooked incidents of the actual sexual
victimization in childhood. Sexual assault upon children is ignored
or discounted at the expense of the psychological weii-being of the
child victim".
Freudian Theory of the Oedioal Complex Relative to Interpretation of
Qbildrm',s.Dxawin,os
The change in direction of Freud's thinking has had considerable
ramifications for the development of therapeutic work with children as well
as for interpretations of their artwork. In the clinical experience of this
investigator it has been observed that imagery in children's artwork which
could have been indicative of a history of sexual abuse has sometimes
been dismissed by analytically oriented clinicians as simply a depiction of
unconscious "Oedipai fantasies" instead of considering that it couid be an
attempt on the part of the child to communicate that he or she has been
abused. Art therapists and other clinicians using art in therapeutic work
with children sometimes interpreted drawings of genitalia as reflecting
sexual drives and unconscious sexual fantasies relative to the parent of the
opposite sex (Kramer, 1979) (See Chapter V). When a child drew genitals,
it was assumed that he or she had not been sexually abused, much in the
same way as when adult survivors of sexual abuse relayed their memories
to analytic therapists and were told it was only their fantasies.
Such concepts subsequently had major effects on interpretations of
phallic symbols in children's drawings and the possibility of sexual abuse
was commonly discounted. Knowing whether phallic images in artwork are
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normal Oedipai fantasies appearing as a course of natural psychosexual
development, or whether such images possibly reflect actual sexual abuse
are thus major theoretical dilemmas currently faced by mental health
professionals.
Freud's Stages of Psvchosexuai Development
It is important to consider Freud's stages of psychosexual development
because those who interpret children's drawings frequently rely on these
stages as a basis for such interpretation. It is also essential to realize that
Freud developed such theory based only on recollections of his adult
patients, not on direct work with children themselves.
Freud described normal psychosexual development as a progression
through a series of stages and believed that the basic structure of one's
personality is fairly set by the time the child Is five or six years old (Nye,
1975). These stages are known as: (1) oral; (2) ana/; (3)p/?a///c;
(4) /atency; and (5) gen/fa/ and are commonly taught on most basic
psychology courses (Carson & Butcher, 1992). Physical-maturation
processes, according to Freud, cause the primary focus of pleasure to shift
from one area of the body to another (e.g. from mouth to anus to genital
organs) and the final outcomes in terms of individual personality structure
are influenced by socialization processes and how well basic human needs
are gratified or frustrated in varying degrees, Freud cautioned against
thinking that such a progression through each stage was definite and
clear-cut, and claimed that overlapping occurred in such a way that two
stages might exist at the same time. Freud further hypothesized that the
child's progression through these stages results from a complex interaction
between biological influences arid environmental factors. While human
biology influences the basic pattern of development, environmental factors
such as relationships with parents and siblings determine the specific
outcomes of the stages.
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influence of Freud's Developmental I heorv on interpretation of Children's
Drawings
Certain features of children's artwork reflect, according to
psychoanalytic art therapists, certain phases of psychosexual development
(Kramer, 1979). Examples of such interpretations of children's artwork
might be: (1) depiction of food is related to oral needs; (2) depiction of
circles is reflective of the oral stage; (3) the use of brown may symbolically
represent feces and thus be reflective of the anal stage; and (4) the
inclusion of male phalluses in artwork of young children is a reflection of
oedipal fantasies whereas in adolescence it may be a reflection of the
genital phase. One example of this approach to interpretation specifically
relevant to drawings of sexually abused children is American art therapist
Sidun's (1988) conclusion from her research that the most significant
feature in drawings of sexually abused children were the inclusion of
circles. She attributed this to "orality" and believed that it was a major clue
in determining from drawings whether a child had been sexually abused
(Sidun, May, 1989. personal communication). For further discussion of
Sidun's work, see Chapter V.
The assumptions of the Oedipal theory and of children's fantasies of
the father's penis are reiterated by British trained art therapist Sagar (1990)
in her work with sexually abused children when she states: "The stealing of
the father's penis and the mother's partner may reflect in theft of material
objects . . . Oedipal phantasies become realities, a confusing speciainess is
created for the child who knows and experiences too much too soon", (p.
113)
Influence of Freud's Theory of Dreams on Interpretation of Children
Drawings
Freud developed an elaborate list of images appearing in dreams
which he alleged were symbolic of genitalia. He claimed, for example, that
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all elongated objects, such as sticks, tree-trunks and umbrellas may stand
for the male organ. Long, sharp weapons such as knives, daggers and
pikes were also listed. On the other hand objects such as boxes, cases,
chests, cupboards, and ovens represented the uterus (Freud, 1953). With
the increasing awareness of chiia sexual abuse in recent years, some art
therapists of analytic persuasion now appear to go to the opposite extreme
of those denying sexual abuse and sometimes interpret such symbols as
indicators of possible sexual abuse (Chase, 1987; Kaufmann & Wohl,
1992: Sidun. 1986). Both Sidun and Chase, for example, included many of
these symbols in their scoring chart for so-called indicators of sexual abuse
found in children's drawings.
Freudian Theory and the Development pf Art Therapy Thgopda-WoiMis
with Children
Edith Kramer (1971, 1977, 1979) was a major contributor to the field
of art therapy as a profession in both the United States and the United
Kingdom. She bridged her understanding of psychoanalysis with her
background in art education. Kramer's book "Childhood and Art Therapy"
(1979) has been a key textbook in the training of art therapists across the
United States for a considerable number of years, along with her previous
writings (Art Therapy Credentials Board, 1994). She strongly adhered to
Freud's theories, even though Freud himself did not work with children.
She also incorporated the ideas of Anna Freud (1946) and Klein (1948)
who iater developed work with children and generalized assumptions of
Freud's work with adults to working with unconscious Symbolism in
children's art and play. She also claimed a high regard for
developmentaiist Victor Lowenfeid (1987), but did not closely link his
stages of cognitive development and their influence on characteristics of
children's drawings to her interpretations. Kramer's thinking on the use of
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artwork with children relative to possible sexual abuse is discussed further
in Chapter V.
Donald Uhlin, another American art educator involved in the
development of the profession of art therapy, discussed the Oedipal
Complex relative to children's artwork (Uhlin, 1979a). His interpretations
were based on the Freudian assumption that a female child loves her
father, seeks his affection, and rejects her mother, even to the point of
wishing her mother dead. These wishes, according to Uhlin, were
frequently reflected in children's paintings and drawings. He was one of
the first to illustrate examples of paintings, drawings, and sculptures done
by children known to have been sexually abused.
Uhlin demonstrated a basic understanding of the influence of cognitive
development on children's drawings, but when it came to his interpretations
of individual children's artwork, he did not appear to closely take into
consideration the specific ages of the children discussed. Like Kramer,
Uhlin had great admiration for the work of developmentaiist Victor
Lowenfeld, but he appeared to commit the same error of not linking these
developmental stages closely with his interpretations of children's artwork,
viyngian Theory Relative to the Interpretation pf Children's Drawing?
Carl Gustav Jung began to distance his interpretations from Freud's
theory of psychosexuai development. In one of a series of lectures
delivered at Fordham University in New York, Jung (1912) stated: "Now
although no fault can be found with Freud's sexual terminology as such,
Since he logically gives all the stages of Sexual development the general
name of Sexuality, it nevertheless led to certain conclusions which in my
view are untenable". "The incorrectness of the conception of infantile
sexuality was no error of observation . . . the error lies in the conception"
(Brome, 1978. p. 145). Jung believed that the "libido" as such was much
broader than sexual energy alone, and that there was far more to consider
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relative to the relationship with the mother than sexuality. The mother was
also seen by Jung as "a protective and nourishing figure and not as the
object of incesfual wishes". Thus Jung placed considerable emphasis on a
child's attachment to the mother as a matter of normal development, not an
Oedipai symptom.
Jung also questioned Freud's developmental stages and broadly
redefined these stages as (1) the pre-sexual stage; (2) the iater years of
childhood up to puberty; (3) the pubertal stage; and (4) the maturity stage
(the adult life from puberty) (Brome. 1978). Jung did not elaborate on
stages of early childhood development believing that the child is more likely
to develop psychological problems later in life.
Jung wrote that unconscious material is revealed in artwork and
through the process of the transcendent function it becomes integrated
with conscious awareness (Jung, 1933, 1935). Symbolic content lying
within the unconscious was projected into paintings and drawings. When
interpreted by the therapist, or preferably by the client, a conscious
understanding of such content was said to release blocked energy allowing
the client to move to a higher level of functioning. Jung, however, did not
believe that such integration was possible until mid-life or subsequently.
Consciousness fully developed only when a person had matured and the
need to bridge and integrate his or her "conscious" with an earlier
established "unconscious" arose in order to resolve the resultant conflicts
which had caused psychopathology (Brome, 1978).
Jung had his adult patients paint and draw their dreams in an effort to
help them to become aware of their own unique unconscious symbols
bringing them into conscious understanding (Jung, 1933). Jung did not do
analytic work directly with children. Freud, while making a major
contribution to the analysis of dreams, did not advocate the use of art in
analytic work. He also used a more absolute system of symbolic meaning
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without acknowledging that one's symbolism might be idiosyncratic nor did
he work directly with children.
Other writers have attempted to translate Jung's theories to their
assumptions of the unconscious relative to drawings of children (Kalff,
1980; Kellogg, 1970; Naumburg, 1988; Pasto, 1964; Uhlin, 1979a). Such
assumptions from Jungian theory have also influenced the interpretation of
children's drawings relative to sexual abuse.
Jungian Theory and the Development of Art Therapy Theory in Working
with Children
Jung's theory was the foundation of the work of Margaret Naumburg,
another pioneer in the development of the profession of art therapy.
Naumburg, an artist, personally underwent both Freudian and Jungian
analysis. She subsequently developed a method of art psychotherapy
integrating unconscious material surfacing in paintings and drawings with
conscious thought, based on Jung's concept of the "transcendent
function". She claimed, as did Jung, that It helped the patient to obtain
insight into whatever problems were presented (Naumburg, 1988).
Naumburg integrated these theories with her knowledge of art education
using art media in the therapeutic process. Like Kramer, she relied on the
Freudian concepts of repression, projection, sublimation, and
free-association. She was also interested in the use of art in diagnosis and
correlated images found in patient artwork with those projected into
Rorschach inkblots (Woltmann, 1952). She postulated that in accordance
with the Jungian concept of the "transcendent function", one could tap into
one's unconscious by the use of the mechanism of projection in finding
images in "scribbles". Naumburg worked with young adults and
adolescents, not adults after mid-life and therefore her application of Jung's
concepts appear to be somewhat incongruent with Jung's contention that
this process did not occur until later adulthood.
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Naumburg's work strongly influenced Clara Jo Stember (1978, 1980)
who was the first American art therapist to specialize in using art therapy
with sexually abused children, Stember frequently used the "scribble"
method advocated by Naumburg and found that frequently when children
drew phalluses within such scribbles, upon further investigation it was
found that in some instances they had indeed been sexually abused. (See
Chapter IV for further discussion of Naumburg and Stember).
Another contributor to the evolving theory of American art therapy was
Tarmo Pasto (1964). He attempted to bridge Jungian analytic theory with
theories of child development when he developed his "Space-Frame"
theory. He relied on a Jungian reference of symbolism and related it to the
motor development of the child. He attempted to understand the
developmental stages of the child's motor ability reflected in drawings and
to fit it into concepts from Jungian psychoanalysis.
Pasto structured his theory into seven categories of development.
These categories are similar to those of other cognitive developmental
theorists relative to children's drawings (Kellogg, 1969; Lowenfeld, 1987)
insofar as the characteristics of children's drawings are concerned at each
age level. Pasto, however, adds an assumed Interpretation related to the
child's unconscious. Pasto's categories are (a) the swing scribble (12 to 18
months); (b) the circle (2-3 years); (c) the cross (3-4 years); (d)
ibe rectangle (4 years); (e) the homuncu/us (5years);(f) reality §-10
years); and (g) deterioration from age 11). While his attempt to pull
together Jung's theory with the development of children's drawings seems
laudable. Pasto appears to disregard the fact that Jung's theories for the
most part did not apply to children. Pasto provided no systematic evidence
to support his theories.
Malchiodi (1990) who has written extensively on the use of art therapy
in working with sexually abused children related Pasto's theory to such
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children's drawings. Pasto speculated that at around two and a half years
of age, the mother image and the circle become connected and remain this
way for the rest of the life cycle. Thus, a child or individual who
consistently repeats the circle in art expressions may be fixated at that
psychological stage. Malchiodi speculated that Pasto may have provided a
theoretical explanation of why Sidun (1986) found the circle image to be
prevalent among sexually abused children. No consideration is given to
the common use of the circle by ordinary children as a matter of
development (Kellogg, 198Q)(see Chapters V and VI).
Dora Kalff (1980), a Swiss psychoanalyst, developed therapeutic work
with children with the use of small toys in a sandtray in addition to
drawings. She studied with child psychologist Margaret Lowenfeld in 1956
to learn her well-known "World Technique" (Lowenfeld, 1979; Semeonoff,
1976). While Kalff borrowed ideas from Lowenfeld. she based her work
primarily on Jungian analytic theory and silentiy interpreted children's
symbols as they played with small toys or made paintings and drawings.
She applied analytic interpretations regarding what the child was
unconsciously trying to represent without asking the children what the
drawings might mean. It is believed that Kalff actually worked with Jung's
children in this manner, and therefore the assumption has been made that
Jung condoned this approach (Ryce-Menuhin, 1992). Kalff's influence on
clinicians throughout the world has been considerable.
Canadian art therapist John Allan (1988) wrote about counselling
children in schools from a Jungian perspective. He discussed the
adaptation of the Jungian technique of active imagination to the use of
guided imagery with children who had been sexually abused and alleged
that sexually abused children drew rosebushes differently than did
nonabused children (Carter, Allan & Boldt, 1992).
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it appears that theorists such as Naumburg (1988), Pasto (1964),
Uhiin (1979), Kaiff (1980), Case and Daiiey (1990), and Allan (1988) who
have attempted to integrate Jung's theories with drawings of young
children have glossed over the fact that Jung himself did not work with
children. Although Jung alleged that archetypal symbols were undoubtedly
present in the child (Jung, 1972), he stated that the transcendent function
did not occur in childhood and it therefore was not possible for the child to
merge unconscious material with conscious understanding at that stage. It
is also unlikely that adult meanings of symbols could be exactly the same
for children because of a child's limited life experiences. Nevertheless
therapeutic work has developed in some circles whereby children are not
asked anything whatsoever about their drawings, and they are analyzed in
accordance with Jung's theories of unconscious symbolism based on his
work with adults (Kalff, 1980).
Object Relations Theon/ and the Development of Art Therapy Theory in
Working with Children
Like the theories of Freud and Jung, Kleinian theories about infant
sexuality were highly influential in the development of psychodynamic
therapy not only in the field of art therapy, but other areas of psychotherapy
as well (Case &. Daiiey, 1990; Kramer, 1979; Rubin, 1984). Most art
therapists are trained in Freudian psychoanalytic theory and subsequent
theories of Jung. In Britain art therapists rely almost solely on the
object-relations theories of Klein (1949) and Winnicott (1971), especially
when working with children. Meianie Klein modified Freud's theory of the
Oedipal Complex stating that it's resolution began in infants as early as six
months old (Klein, 1949). She argued that the penis is introjected and
forms the basis of the superego in infancy. She postulated that the phase
of oral aggression was responsible for the child's unconscious knowledge
of its parent's sexual activitites. She largely discounted the influence of the
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environment on the child's development. She claimed that little girls, even
under ages two and three, were governed by the "primacy of the penis and
were desperately driven to posses the coveted male genital"
(Chassequet-Smirgel, 1970). Her theory did much to underline the
approach of interpreting phalluses in children's artwork again as a
reflection of Oedipal fantasies, not the possibility of sexual abuse. Klein
claimed that children had an unconscious knowledge of their parents'
sexual activities and they developed aggressive impulses to "stick"
something into their mother's body long before they knew what a penis was
(VVyss, 1366). The nipple of the mother's breast according to Klein was
replaced by the father's penis which both boy and girl would like to
incorporate during the phase of oral sadism". (Wyss, p. 213)
British art therapists Case and Dalley (1390) state that Klein used
drawing extensively to gain access to the child's unconscious and that the
artwork of children in therapy is the central means of focus for the safe
communication of conscious and unconscious processes. British art
therapy literature specifically relative to working with children has only
recently been published (Case & Dalley, 1990: Schaverein, Weir, Haliiday,
& Nowell-Hall, 1987: Wood 1984). The theoretical framework largely
relied upon in working with children is the use of Melanie Kiein's stages of
development. In the first book to be published in the United Kingdom
devoted exclusively to the use of art therapy in working with children, Case
and Dailey (1990) stated that "... it is useful' to use the Kieinian
terminology and her description of pre-iatency children, who are still under
the immediate and powerful influence of instinctual experiences and
phantasies, whereas the child in the iatency period has already
desexualized these experiences and phantasies much more completely and
worked them over in a different form." (p. 2).
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Discussion
in reviewing aspects of psychoanalytic theory that provide the basis for
certain developents in art therapy theory, it becomes apparent that there
are several possible discrepencies in the application of such theory to the
interpretation of children's drawings, particularly with respect to sexual
abuse. The change in direction of Freud's thinking has had considerable
ramifications for the development of therapeutic work in general and in
particular where children's drawings are used to investigate alleged cases
of child abuse. The question of whether phallic images in artwork are a
reflection of normal Oedipa! fantasies appearing as a course of natural
psychosexual development, or whether such images possibly illustrate
actual sexuai abuse creates a major theoretical dilemma currently faced by
mental health professionals.
The application of Freud's lists of dream symbolism of genitalia to
children's drawings of ordinary objects has aiso served to complicate the
situation of evaluating children's drawings when assessing for sexual
abuse. Assumptions about Jung's theory relative to children's drawings
have further confounded the issue. Kieinian object-relations theory
embellishes Freud's Oedipal theory in its assumptions about the fantasy life
of infants and very young children. British and American art therapy theory
has evolved largely from these concepts and as such has aiso influenced
others in the mental health professions who are likely to attempt to interpret
children's drawings relative to possible sexual abuse. It is clear that
psychoanalytic theory has had a profound impact on the work of clinicians
coming from a variety of professional trainings, such as psychiatrists,
psychologists, counsellors, social workers, and art therapists.
A major split has existed in the understanding of the significance of
children's drawings between proponents of psychoanalytic theory and
cognitive developmental theory. The former focuses on unconscious
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material, frequently to the exclusion of apparently more rational
explanations of children's drawings. The cognitive approach tends to
ignore unconscious interpretation, and claims that representations in
children's drawings are entirely a reflection of their experience and stages
of cognitive development. The integration of these two views in regard to
the interpretation of children's drawings, however, continues to be
problematic.
There is a considerable body of knowledge relative to children's
drawing development which appears to have been largely ignored by
psychoanalytic theorists. It is apparent that consideration of the
development of children's drawings must take into account not only
psycho-sexual factors, but also cognitive development of children and its
effects on concepts represented in their drawings. An in-depth account of
stages in development of children's drawings relative to then increasing




RELATIVE TO CHILDREN'S DRAWINGS
introduction
Cognitive developmental theory seeks to understand the way in -which
children's thought processes evolve as they mature, it is assumed that
there is a "norma!" course of development common to ail children, namely a
sequence of stages which al! children follow, although they go at varying
speeds and some may go further than others (Donaldson, 1973). Chiidren's
drawings evolve with certain characteristics in a fairly predictable sequence
of age-related stages and they have been used as measures of levels of
cognitive maturity. This contrasts with the psychoanalytic perspective which
was discussed in Chapter II. according to which chiidren's drawings display
unconscious symbolism and may be interpreted to gain a better
understanding of the child's problems and to aid in the treatment of
psychopathoiogy.
This chapter will review the evolution of classifications of chiidren's
drawings according to cognitive developmental theory. The findings may
give a different interpretation of the drawings children make at different
ages, enabling an alternative view of supposed indicators of sexual abuse.
This consideration is needed, given psychoanalytic explanations of
children's drawings discussed in Chapter ii. As is explained in Chapter V,
previous investigators, in particular those following the practices of
American art therapy (Art Therapy Credential Board, 1994), have tended to




Eariy observations of the development of children's drawings were
carried out by Rlcci (1694). Ricci observed that the child starts drawing with
an interlacing network of lines and then moves on to simple
representational forms which become more and more detailed as the child
grows older.
German researchers Lichtwark (1887) and Baldwin (1898) later
investigated parallels between the child's development in drawing and
popular evolutionary theories emerging at that period of time. They
compared the development of young children's drawings to paleolithic cave
drawings which were believed to reflect the eariy stages of the development
of mankind. Anthropologists and psychologists continued to be fascinated
with such comparisons for many years thereafter and thereby encouraged
an interest in the stages of development in children's art.
Sully (1895), an English philosopher and psychologist, was the first to
use the term "schemata" or "schema" for the child's simplified drawing
concept. He was highly influenced by the work of Ricci and emphasized the
mental concept of the child expressed by a simple representational symbol
which stood for the object drawn. At around the same time Barnes (1893)
organized, conducted and reported scholarly studies of child art noting a
definite sequence of development according to chronological age. He also
regarded children's drawings as symbolic ianguage. Lukens (1896)
likewise described the development of children's drawing in terms of
chronological age and was followed by yet other investigators interested in
such an approach. He described the first stage as the scribbling stage and
stated that it occurs between ages one and four. From age four to eight,
the go/den age occurs and the chiid begins to tell a story about his or her
pictures. Between the ages of nine and fourteen, the critical'period begins
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and the child tends to become overcriticai of his or her artwork and thus
artistic efforts become stagnated,
Until 1900, investigations into children's drawings were largely
descriptive, After that date, however, efforts were made to systematically
categorize drawing features relative to cognitive development. Levenstein
(1904), for example, investigated storytelling in children's drawings, in eariy
years he found children's drawings to be somewhat fragmentary, but as the
child grew older, his or her drawing involved linear, panoramic, and
time-sequence factors to elaborate the story.
Kerschensteiner (1905) studied thousands of drawings made by
German schoolchildren and classified them into three basic content areas.
These categories included schematic drawings, drawings in terms of yisual
appearance, and drawings which attempted representations of
three-dimensional space (Thomas & Silk, 1990). Around the same time,
Stern (1908) argued that the young child experiences himself as the center
of space In his drawing and that an attempt is made to subordinate the
environment to himseif. This motivates the child to increasingly organize
the space of the drawing surface, Stern also noticed a relationship between
drawing and language development and drew the analogy that "scribbling is
to drawing what babbling is to speech".
The concepts of ideopfastic and physioplastic were later introduced by
Verworn (1907) to describe children's art development where the primary
emphasis was on kinesthetic experience. The work of symbolists or
expressionists in art. for example, might be considered "ideoplastic" artists.
Physiopiastlc, according to Verworn, referred to the individual's relationship
to his or her physical environment as experienced primarily through the
senses.
Verworn described his notion of children's art development in four
stages. The first was the unconsciousphysiopiastic stage up untii age four
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where scribbling was the primary mode of children's drawing. His second
stage was the unconscious ideoplastic stage in which the child used
symbols to express ideas ana occurred between the ages of four to nine
years, Verworn's third stage was conscious ideopiastic us,
physiop/astic which represented the growing intellect versus sensitivity of
physical maturation. This stage described the artwork of children generally
between the ages of 9 to 13. Verworn attempted to describe an integrative
process bridging the development of unconscious and conscious processes
with kinesthetic experience.
Efforts continued to be made by numerous researchers to observe and
classify the development of children's drawings, resulting in a variety of
different, but overlapping, categories. Rouma (1313), for example, studied
drawings of school children over time and classified these into ten
developmental stages. At the same time Luquet (1913, 1929) was
classifying children's drawings and his work has been especially important
because it embodied a unifying theory and subsequently influenced the
work of Piaget. Luquet made the assumption that children's drawings were
based on an interna! mental mode! and postulated that children's drawings
were essentially realistic in intention and that the drawer made an initial
attempt to portray a recognizable representation of an object. He proposed
developmental stages in organizational and graphic skills, including the
child's realistic intentions (Thomas &. Silk, 1390).
Krotzsch (1917) described a scribbling stage as one in which
differentiated bodily movements are already expressed. Krotzch maintained
that the scribbling of children begins as rhythmical movements which are
undifferentiated and uncontrolled. Gradually the child begins to appreciate
that there is a relation between the conscious experience of muscular
movement and the strokes on the paper. According to Krotzch at that point
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scribbling proper begins and the child gradually begins to give names while
in the process of drawing (Lowenfeld, 1333).
During this period Burt (1921) was working to further refine categories
of the development of children's art and organized his findings into seven
categories. These were (1) scribbling (two to three years), (2) line (four
years), (3) descriptive symbofism (five to six years), (4) realism (seven to
nine years), (5) visualrealism (ten to eleven years), 6) repression (eleven
to fourteen years), and (7) artistic revival (ultimately to be experienced by
some later on in life). Burt described a gradual growth from pure motor
activity to linear storytelling. In the transition to maturity, realistic tendencies
are initiated as well as the discovery of spatial depth and motion.
Plaget's Theory of Cognitive Development and Children's Drawings
A good deal of credit for the theory of cognitive development of children
is given to Jean Piaget, a Swiss biologist and naturalist. Subsequently
other theorists have been either Inspired by the concepts of Piaget, or have
largely borrowed from them. Nonetheless, Piaget's account of intellectual
development, however, still dominates our current understanding of the
development of children's drawings (Piaget and Inhelder, 1363; Dworetsky,
1984). While Piaget did not place much emphasis on children's drawing
development, he nevertheless laid the foundation upon which subsequent
theorists have based their ideas on developmental stages of children's
drawings (Lowenfeid &. Brittain, 1987; Uhiin, 1979). Piaget, as a result of
his biological research, came to a conclusion similar to that of Freud's,
namely that cognitive development in human beings was the resuit of the
development of the brain and the nervous system combined with
experiences that help the individual adapt to his or her environment (Nye.
1975). He argued that predictable stages of cognitive development
occurred during specific periods of a child's life (Dworetzsky, 1984), but did
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not focus on the "unconscious" as did Freud and others adhering to
psychoanalytic theory.
Piaget borrowed extensively from Luquet's (1929) earlier work and
adopted his classification of stages in children's drawing development
(Thomas & Silk, 1990). Piaget regarded drawing as a representation of the
reai worid and was interested in children's drawings principally as a source
of evidence to support his theories of the child's developing representation
of the real world and especially the conception of space.
Piaget places the beginning of the development of children's drawings
at the sensorimotor phase where symbolic play and mental imagery occur
(Piaget &. Inhelder, 1969). Symbolic play, according to Piaget, is the
capacity to make something stand for or symbolize something else outside
reality. Pretending takes place around the end of the first year and before
the end of the second year. This is the time the chiid begins primitive
attempts to draw. The child is not attempting to represent anything real,
however, at this early age. He is simply playing with the act of drawing. As
the development of language occurs during the preoperational stage, the
child begins to represent objects and events by symbols, but is still
"preoperational" in that the chiid seldom is able to distinguish between
himself as agent and his goals as the effect of action. Piaget argued that
children's drawings are convenient illustrations of their comprehension of
three-dimensional space and a reflection of the child's developing
representation of the world. Piaget, however, did not seriously attempt to
investigate the development of children's drawings. Lowenfeld (1987).
however, attempted to make some parallels of his observations of the
development of children's drawings to Piaget's stages of development as
will be discussed later in this chapter.
Thomas and Silk (1330) summarized Piaget's use of children's
drawings as follows:
3S
"While Piaget sometimes used children's drawings to illustrate
his theory (especially those aspects concerned with the
representation of space), studies of drawings were never
centra! to the development of his theory, nor did they offer
crucial tests of his propositions. Consequently, neither Piaget
nor subsequent investigators influenced by his theories devoted
much attention to children's drawings. By the 197G's, many
contemporary textbooks on cognitive development and child
psychology scarcely mentioned children's drawings"
(Thomas &. Silk, 1390, p. 23).
Lowenfeld and the Development of Children's Artwork Related to Piaoet's
Theory
Victor Lowenfeld has contributed to the understanding of the
development of children's drawings beginning in his earlier work in 133S.
Although now deceased, Lowenfeld's revisions to his book "Creative and
Mental Growth" have been continued until as recently as 1987 (Lowenfeld,
1933; Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1987). Lowenfeld. an art educator, strongly
believed that children's cognitive development was enhanced by the
process of creative expression with art materials.
Lowenfeld attempted to relate the development of children's drawings
closely with riaget's stages of cognitive development and also took into
consideration ideas of earlier writers. He agreed with Piaget and Inhelder
(1969) that the period between one and two years of age is the time when
children develop symbolic play and begin pretending. Lowenfeld's
classification of the development of children's drawings, however, begins
from ages two to four and the first stage is described as the scribbling
stage.
Further subcategories are created as follows;
(1) The disorderedscribbling stage occurs around age two where
there is no attempt to portray the visual environment. Lowenfeld's category
of disordered scribbling occurs during Piaget's sensorimotor stage. The
child's motor activity utilizes large muscles with movement from the
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shoulder and kinesthetic pleasure is experienced. No attempts are made to
draw a human figure at this phase of the stage.
(2) The controlledscribbling stage foiiows when the chiid discovers
that there is a connection between his motor activity and the marks on the
paper. Moving onto the named scribbling phase at around the age of three
and one-half, the chiid places scribbles purposely, utilizes previous marks
on the page, and may begin to give empty space some sort of meaning. He
begins to connect his scribbles with the world around him and moves from
kinesthetic thinking to imaginative thinking. Communication is more with
the self, however. It is quite clear that although parts may have some intent
as they are being drawn, the child has no preconceived notion as to what
his finished scribbling will look like (Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1S87).
Lowenfeid discussed the dangers of interpretation of children's
scribbles:
"Some individuals . . . look at children's drawings as an
indication of inner feelings and inhibitions. When an adult
looks at an ink blot, he can often see within this blot figures
or forms that remind him of certain aspects of his own life.
Adults can also look at scribbles in the same way and see
certain forms or shapes, but this has very little to do with
the child's meaning. Some of the circular motions and
longitudinal lines may seem to tie together to make a person
in the child's drawing, but adults should not try to find a visual
reality there or try to give scribbles their own interpretation".
(Lowenfeid &. Brittain. 1882, p. 133)
The next stage in Lowenfeld's system is thepre-schemaf/c stage which
occurs between ages four to seven. At this stage occurs the greatest
variety of form symbols representing one and the same object. Schematic
drawing begins to predominate and to become the means of expression
and communication for the whole of the child's experience of form. In this
stage first attempts at realistic art are made.
Lowenfeld's category for the artwork of children from seven to nine
years old is the schematic stage, the achievement ofa form concept. Here
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the child develops a form concept which is repeated again and again. The
organization of objects is two-dimensional and there is little or no
overlapping of figures. X-ray drawings are common at this age and often
there are multi-baselines, Human figure drawings are usually made up of
geometric shapes and arms and legs show volume usually being correctly
placed. Proportions depend on emotional vaiue and there is a repeated
schema for a particular person. The child establishes a baseline on which
objects are placed and a skyline, with the space between representing air.
The gang age occurs between the ages of 9 and 12. At this stage the
awareness of details continues and an increasing self-consciousness about
drawing ability. Baselines disappear and overlapping of objects becomes
more frequent. There is greater awareness of clothing details and less
exaggeration, distortion and omission of body parts. Figures become more
stiff, but body parts retain their meaning when separated.
Lowenfeld's work is used extensively in the training of art therapists
and art educators as one of the best sources of understanding the links of
child development with features in children's drawings, as well as themes at
each stage of development and appropriate art media to use with children
at various ages. His descriptions of the various styles, content, themes,
and structure of children's drawings make it clear that considerable
differences in children's drawings exist depending on their stage of
development. It is interesting, however, that art therapists studying
drawings of sexually abused children seem to consider such differences
only in a very superficial way, if at ail (see Chapter V).
Keilogg's Analysis of Drawings of Very Young Children
Art educator Rhoda Kellogg (1S70) analyzed the early development of
children's art between ages two and four in greater detail than do other
writers. She claimed that;
". . . my investigation accords with Gestalt theory, which
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stresses pattern and organization in perception. "Gestait"
means form, and Gestait theory states that when a child
iooks at his or her scribbiings, the retinas see miiiions of
dots reflected from the lines and the paper. The child's
brain must then organize these dots into meaningful
Gestalts, that is, into shapes that "make sense". Gestait
theory also emphasizes the physiologic basis of perception.
Perceptual organization is something that originates as a
physiologic characteristic of the nervous system, in the view
of this theory", (p. 11)
While Kellogg claimed to base her ideas on Gestait psychology, she
was also open to the possibility that, according to Jungian psychoanalytic
theory, the recurring designs she found in preschool art could be
considered archetypal symbols, namely the "mandalas" and "suns" (Jung,
1973; Hagood, 1985). She did not, however, go into any depth of
discussion on theoretical issues, being more concerned with the careful
classification of characteristics of children's drawings at very early stages of
development.
Kellogg's conclusions were drawn from studying her collection of over
one million drawings from nursery school children in California. She
discussed the appearance of six basic diagrams, the rectangie, the oval
(including the circle), the triangle> the Greek cross, and the diagonal
cross. At age two, according to Kellogg, the child begins to create
combines. where two diagrams are joined together, and then
aggregates (units of three or more diagrams). Then between ages three
and four, line formations described as being mandalas (symbols formed of
a circle divided into quarters) begin to appear. She also discussed the
appearance of suns, consisting of circles with lines crossing the perimeter.
At this age, she noted the appearance of radials. defined as a formation
with lines radiating from a point or a small area. She believed that the
mandaia, sun, and radial evoived out of the combines and aggregates.
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Keiiogg differed from Lowenfeid and Brittain (1987) in thaf she claimed
that children indeed do begin to make human faces at ages three and four
appearing first as aggregates. The development of the human figure
progresses from humans with head only, including eyes, nose, and mouth
to relatively complete human images. According to Kellogg the appearance
of animals aiso emerges at this stage. At around five years of age
children's drawings are done in such a way that it is frequently difficult to tell
whether they are humans or animals. Keiiogg briefly discussed the stage
of development occurring between ages five to seven and labeled it earfy
pictoriafism. She grouped this early pictoriafism into four categories
describing the content of children's art: (a) animals; (b) buildings;
(c) vegetation; and (d) transportation. Kellogg's discussion of the
development of children's art seems to end at around age seven or eight,
whereas Lowenfeid deals with artwork through adolescence.
The Emergence of Children's Drawing Tests to Measure Cognitive
Development
Florence Goodenough (1926) was the first to systematically attempt to
use children's drawings as an assessment of intellectual development.
Harris (1963) elaborated on Goodenougn's work, revising and extending
her children's drawing test. He pointed out the growing recognition that a
knowledge of the usual was essential for the recognition of the unusual.
Elizabeth Koppitz (1S68) designed the Human-Figure-Drawing Test
attempting to bridge the concepts of cognitive development and analytic
interpretation. She took into consideration psychoanalytic writers such as
Machover (1947) who alleged that children's drawings could be interpreted
in the assessment of psychopathoiogy. Most recently. Naglieri (1S88)
developed a Draw-A-Person test attempting to further refine and expand on
the work of all of the preceding writers (for further discussion on the
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development of the drawing tests of Goodenough. Machover, Harris,
Koppitz and Naglieri, see Chapter IV),
Sex Differences in Children's Drawings
While it is important to take into consideration possible differences in
the drawing development of boys and girls, there appears to be little
research into such differences. Kerscnensteiner (1905) found marked
differences between the performances of the two sexes on afl types of
drawings. He claimed that boys exceeded girls In all instances except
where girls excelled in certain kinds of decorative designs.
Goodenough (1926) discussed sex differences on the Draw-A-Man
Test and contrary to Kerschenstelner (1905) noted superiority of girls'
performance at every age except twelve with a tendency for greater
variability among the boys. She itemized a list of characteristics both
masculine and feminine which proved to be quantitatively different between
boys and girls.
it was further substantiated that girls performed better on the
Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test than boys by Zazzo (1948) who studied
5,000 children's drawings, Machover (1960) described sex differences in
developmental patterns for each age. Her description was incompletely
detailed for each age and her presentation was unqualified, in an effort to
replicate Machover's claims in a more systematic fashion, McHugh (1963)
studied the figure drawings of 320 girls and 306 boys aged seven through
eleven years. Her findings did not corroborate Machover's and McHugh
strongly questioned Machover's developmental interpretations. Specific
findings claimed by Machover in relation to boys age eight, girls age nine,
and boys and girls age eleven were not confirmed. The results of
McHugh's study revealed that girls had a significantly greater tendency to
draw the self-sex figure first at ages seven and ten but that the boys at age
eleven had a significantly greater tendency to do so.
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Although Kellogg (1970) collected over half a million children's
drawings, she mentioned very little about sex differences. She stated that
after approximately age five, cultural influences frequently affect a child's
choice of subject matter depending on whether they are "masculine" or
"feminine". From ages five to seven, for example, boys and girls draw
certain subjects in somewhat different quantities. Planes and boats were
more popular with boys whereas humans were drawn more often by girls.
Kellogg's work is now 27 years old. and in this author's experience, the
subject matter of boys within this age range more currently appears to
focus on dinosaurs, turtles, popular cartoon characters, and so on.
reflecting the more recent cultural influences of popular television, films and
computer games. Kellogg's work has been frequently criticized for her lack
of systematic methodology. It seems, however, that her vast collection of
data would have been useful to more closely observe differences between
the development of artwork between boys and girls.
Rubin, Schacter. and Ragins (1983), in agreement with Goodenough's
earlier work, found that Goodenough-Harris scores on the Draw-A-Person
Test had more variability among boys than girls. This study investigated a
series of four drawings within several days from 180 children ages four
through twelve. Boys' scores were more variable than girls at all age levels,
with the exception of ages nine and ten where girls actually exceeded boys
in variability.
Naglieri (1988) found a small but statistically significant difference
between boys and girls in a sample of 1,500 children with females scoring
higher than males. He concluded that the difference had little practical
significance and his findings were consistent with those for the
Goodenough-Harris system which also found that there was no substantia!
difference for males and females between the ages of 5 and 17 years.
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Previous investigators have not looked at sex differences in drawings
of sexually abused children (see Chapter V). Analysis of the data in this
study will take into consideration differences in drawings of boys and girls at
various stages of development, as well as how such differences may or
may not relate to the appearance of characteristics alleged to be indicative
of sexual abuse.
Discussion
It is clear that children's drawing follows a progression of changes with
time. Content, clarity, detail, accuracy, style, colour choices, composition,
perspective, structure, and so on, are all influenced by the growth of the
child's understanding of his or her world. Various aspects of their approach
to drawings are affected, beginning in an earlier focus on themselves
(egocentricity), with motor ability and kinesthetic pleasure strongly
influencing their artwork, and passing through an increasing awareness of
their environment and their relationships to it as they advance in years. A
considerable number of the influences on a child's drawing have little to do
with the state of the child's "unconscious". On the other hand, the question
of how well developed a child's "unconscious" is may be a key factor
Influencing his or her drawings, though obviously it is a factor that is difficult
to measure In an objective way. Children have enough difficulty discussing
their problems as it is without requiring them to reveal unconscious reasons
for what they draw. Assumed "interpretations" of what a child has drawn
can be dangerous and misleading.
In summarizing various views of the development of children's
drawings by a cognitive theory, It must be acknowledged that there Is a
danger in assuming too rigid age-related explanations of children's art. It
should not be expected that given characteristics of children's drawings will
always occur at certain age-levels. Children who have demonstrated a
mastery of a certain skill-level typically may in one and the same drawing
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revert to features characteristic of the drawings of much younger children
(Thomas &. Silk, 1930), In the clinical experience of this investigator, this is
particularly problematic with sexually abused children, whose drawings may-
vary considerably relative to their developmental level within a one-hour
therapy session. Artwork may appear age-appropriate in initial drawings,
but later on during the same session may become more infantile and
"regressed", particularly when the child is attempting to illustrate more
traumatic Issues. The child may even revert to scribbling or stabbing which
is typical of drawing behaviour at the earliest phase of development.
It is apparent that cognitive development has considerable effects on
the content, quality and characteristics of children's drawings, and that
various investigators have contributed to the understanding of children's
drawing development in ways that differ considerably from psychoanalysts
who look for symbolic interpretations. However, theorists adopting a
cognitive approach differ among themselves on how they see the evolution
of children's drawing ability, as well as in their judgment of the likely content
of their drawings at various ages.
The effects of cognitive development on the characteristics in children's
drawings at various ages appear to be sadly neglected in the training and
qualification criteria of art therapists. In Britain, little attention is given to
how a child's developmental stage influences the characteristics of his or
her drawings aid psychoanalytic interpretations are applied (Case and
Galley, 1990). In the United States the greater part of literature that art
therapists are required to know focuses almost exclusively on variations of
psychoanalytic theory (Art Therapy Credentials Board, 1994). This partially
explains why research into drawings of sexually abused children has been
so problematic (see Chapter X for further discussion). The compounding of
these problems with the confusion generated by psychoanalytic theory
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makes It necessary to approach the Interpretation of children's drawings
relative to possible indicators of sexual abuse with a good deal of caution.
This thesis addresses the problem of whether or not alleged Indicators
of sexual abuse observed In the artwork of sexually abused children
are due to norma! developmental changes also present in the drawings of
children who have not been abused. Both psychoanalytic theory and
theories of cognitive development offer explanations as to what children
draw and why. The former argues that the effects of unconscious
processes on children's drawings, the latter argue for the effects of
conscious processes. The following chapter will explore the development of
instruments for rating children's drawing to further clarify how
psychoanalytic projective theory and the theories of cognitive development
have been applied to explain children's drawings. The strengths and
weaknesses of these instruments and resultant difficulties which confound
the interpretations of drawings of children who may or may not have been
sexually abused will be discussed. The rationale for the choice of
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from psychoanalysis and self-psychology. Projective theory has been
based- on the work of S-iornund Freud who first introduced the term
"projection" in 1894 in his paper "The Anxiety Neurosis" (Freud, 1940).
He said it was a phenomenon whereby the "psyche" felt itself to be
unequal to the task of mastering internal sexual excitation. This resulted
in the "psyche" acting as if it had projected this excitation into the outer
world, in a sunseguent paper entitled On the Detense ot
Neuropsychoses" (Freud, 1940), Freud elaborated on his theory of
projection by stating that projection is a process of ascribing one's own
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a defensive process that permits one to be unaware of these
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"undesirable" phenomena in oneself. The latter concept of projection
became firmly established In psychoanalytic theory as one of the most
important defense mechanisms.
Freud (1919) later expanded on this aspect of projection in his
writings in "Totem and Taboo", namely that:
"
.. .projection Is not specially created for the purpose
of defense, it also comes into being when there are no
conflicts. The projection of Inner perceptions to the
outside is a primitive mechanism which, for instance,
also Influences our sense-perceptions, so that It normally
has the greatest share, in shaping our outer world. Under
conditions that have not yet been sufficiently determined
even inner perceptions of ideational and emotional processes
are projected outwardly, like sense perceptions, and are
used to shape the o-uter world, whereas they ought to
remain in the inner world" (p. 107-108).
it was found in later research that when subjects were made to feel a
variety of emotions and given pictures from the Thematic Apperception
Test (Murray, 1943) under controlled conditions, they subsequently
projected such feelings into their stories about the pictures (Bellak, 1944).
From this work it became obvious that positive as well as negative
sentiments were capable of being projected.
The use of unstructured projective instruments is aimed at
uncovering unconscious processes (Rapaport. 1952). and consists of
using ambiguous stimuli, such as an inkblot in the Rorschach Test, to
elicit a perceptual organizing process which has continuity with
perception in everyday life. Association processes are also triggered by
such stimuli as the subject draws upon relevant concepts from internal
ideas and images. It was Rapaport's thesis that both perception and
association are always involved and Integrated in responses to the
Rorschach Test. Rapaport also believed that more highly structured
tests such as the Wechsler intelligence Scale ( Wechsler, 1949) yielded
information on "fixed tools of thought" utilizing the application of known
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concepts and he advocated the use of both structured and unstructured
tests rather than arguing if Of«0 type was superior to the other.
The widest use of the term "projection" has been made in the field of
clinical psychology in the development of projective techniques
(Semeonoff, 1976). Examples of early techniques are the Thematic
Apperception Test (Murray, 1943), Sentence Completion Tests (Stein,
134f), and the Horschach inkblot lest (Horschach, 1932). The subject is
presented with a number of ambiguous stimuli, such as inkblots or
pictures, and then asked to respond to these stimuli. The basic-
assumption in the use of these tests is that the subject projects h is own
experience, indications of which will appear In responses to the stimuli.
This notion is carried further Into the use of drawings, and projective
drawing Tests such as the House-Tree-Person Test (Buck, 1948;
Hammer, 1S5S), the Kinetic-Family-Drawing (Burns, 1982), and the
Draw-A-Person Test (Machover, 1949: Koppitz, 1868) which have been
developed based on the same assumption that the subject will project
unconscious feelings, behayiours, and conflicts into his or her artwork. A
major problem, if we assume this theory is valid is that it would seem that
"projection" into ambiguous stimuli would be occurring for the clinician as
well. This presents a serious problem when looking at drawings of very
young children with the possibility that the clinician may "project" his or
her need to read sexual abuse into the ambiguity of paintings and
drawings typical of such children.
Abt and Bellak (1952) point out that the projective hypothesis had to
be handled with considerable care. They cautioned against extrapolating
interpretations beyond the limits for which projective tests were designed.
Bellak stated;
"Behind the projective hypothesis itself stands a whole matrix of
assumptions which probably differ from one projective
psychologist to another and which have largely been kept implicit,
if projective psychology is to grow In acceptance and validity, it is
essential that these assumptions be made fully explicit and it is
necessary that they be tested to ascertain whether they have
established validity and generality within the area of inquiry in
which they are being employed. It is clear that the conditions of
their testing must be made public and repeatable upon demand if
the data they provide are to be admitted to the general body of
concepts and propositions which will prove useful In personality
siudy and in clinical psychology evaluation" (p 5).
Beliak (1344) expressed the concern of a considerable body of
professional workers who likewise saw the need for considering the
validity and reliability of projective procedures. Underlying these
concerns were a series of reservations about the theory behind the
concept of projection. It is interesting to note that, while Bellak wrote
these observations over 50 years ago, the split between analytical and
nonanalytical psychology continues to be reflected in the use of children's
drawings as projective tools. Clinical professionals continue to remain
ignorant of the Importance of the points raised by Beliak with many
investigators still relying primarily or even exclusively on
psycnoanalyticaliy based interpretations.
Unsconsclous Projection of Images into Artwork
Many writers have elaborated on the theory of unconscious
projection in relation to drawings, paintings, and scuipture. Margaret
Naumhurg (19S8). for example, developed a method called "Dynamically
Oriented Art Therapy" derived from Freud and Jung's work in analyzing
dreams and mental images. Naumburg used drawing and painting as a
method of translating these images from the unconscious into a tangible
form expressing inner experience in terms of pictorial rather than verbal
expression. She argued that such symbolic linages more easily escaped
repression than did verbal expressions. Inner images were projected into
exteriorized designs and then Interpreted by the patient and he or she
projected Into artwork what might be too threatening to put into words.
Naumburg used ambiguous stimuli created by her patients themselves in
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the form of "scribbfe drawings" onto which the patient was believed to
project unconscious material and proceeded to create a drawing or
painting further developing it from the basic images projected onto the
"scribbfe". From the artwork, free associations were made by the patient
as to what the images might mean. She emphasized that there was a
difference in the use of spontaneous artwork in diagnosis and drawing
tests used by psychologists. Artwork created spontaneously contained
unconscious projections while the drawings created by patients under
drawing test conditions are always prompted. Spontaneous drawings
are In no way controlled fay the therapist whereas in drawing tests
specific types of responses are demanded within particular, defined
iimits. The patient is encouraged to free-associate to the artwork and in
so doing uncovers hidden meaning particular to the individual person.
Projective drawing tests, on the other hand, are typically scored and
measured aaainst more standardized criteria. It is to Naumburg's credit
that she left the interpretation primarily with the creator of the artwork
rather than insist that her own interpretation was the accurate one, as did
other psychoanalyticaliy oriented psychotherapists. Naumburg also
made comparisons between the content of patient artwork and the
images selected on the Rorschach Test and found that there were
similarities in images painted or drawn and those perceived in inkblots
(Naumburg, 1988).
Another form of interpretation commonly found In art therapy case
studies is the use of metaphor. ! his approach is frequently seen in tne
interpretation of sexually abused children's drawings. Wohl and
Kaufman (1985) provide a good example of how this approach Is used.
They discuss the drawing of a person by a disturbed nine-year-old girl as
follows; "The helpless arms, rigid and lacking any flexibility at the elbow
appear unbalanced in both size and line quality, echoing Pat's
unbalanced way of reaching Into the world for support. Moverover, the
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absence of well-defined hands and fingers further substantiates her
limited ability to reach, touch, and receive nurturance." (p. 26} The major
problem with this approach is that it appears that any feature in a child's
drawing can be made to mean something to suit the perceptions of the
therapist and there is no limit as to how far one can go. The authors
continue: "... a heavily shaded belt represents a conflict between the
expression and the control of sexuality. Since Pat's two older half-sisters
had been raped repeatedly by Pat s lather, the projection ot this conflict
onto the Human Figure Drawing is understandable and sadly, to be
expected". The authors do not state whether the child verified any of
their assumptions about her drawing. The intuitive subjectivity of the
interpreter is paramount with no verification from the child or even
observations from others. In the clinical experience of this investigator. It
is not uncommon to have various therapists interpret the same drawing
in considerably different ways during case staffing meetings, in addition,
when the child is questioned, the meaning may be considerably different
again, often surprisingly straightforward with no such "hidden meaning".
This approach leaves so-called unconscious content wide open to any
number of possible conclusions.
Schllder (1935) discussed drawings of a person by describing the
physiological and psychoanalytic basis for the "body image" as the
person's self-concept. He noted that the body image is a configuration
composed of many organic, physical, and physiological sensations
experienced within one s body and as such is reflected in the drawing of
a person. A major problem with Schiider's theory and other subscribing
to analytic theory is that whether one unconsciously portrays one's "self
or anything else is difficult to directly verify.
One of the most elaborate studies of preschool children's art and its
meaning relative to personality and the use of colour was the illustrated
two-volume report by Alschuler and Hattwick (1947). These researchers
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attempted to relate the paintings of 150 nursery school children to certain
of their behavioural characteristics. Harris (1983) criticized this research
by saying that in view of the very large amount of material available for
each of the 150 children in the study, the authors should have used
statistical methods appropriate for the study of individual cases, together
with some interchild comparisons. While the investigators presented the
statistics on which the conclusions of Volume I presumably were based,
along with biographical data for each child, there is considerable
confusion between what may be true for an individual and what is
characteristic of the group to which he or she belongs. Harris (1963)
disagreed 'with this approach by stating: "There is no good reason to
suppose that the symbolic language of children is universal: it may well
differ from one child to another. If this is true, the only generalizations
possible are In terms of principles, not of specific symbols" (p. 41).
Alschuler and Hattwick (1947) did not control for the use of media in
their studv of oalntings of youna children thereby ihrowina into/ i V - *-* v «-»
considerable doubt the conciuslons drawn about the children's
personalities. For example, Biehfer (1S53). in a study with nursery school
children found that they tended to apply colours In direct relationship to
how these were placed on the easel tray. Corcoran (1954) similarly
studied children's paintings and controlled for the media used. He
observed that three-year-old children systematically chose paints from left
to right, or right to left, at the base of the ease! without any apparent
regard to what colours they were using.
Many other authors with a psychoanalytic perspective who claim that
their interpretations have been validated against clinical experience
present no specific methodology to support their claims. This appears to
be especially true in recent literature on drawings of sexually abused
children (Kaufmann & Wohi, 1992) (See Chapter V) and the commonly
used Kinetic-Family-Drawing (Burns, 1982). The use of the terms
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"validity and reliability", "research", and "developmental" are bandied
about as loosely as the interpretations themselves. Statistical support of
such so-called validity and reliability Is rarely presented, and if it is. there
is frequently no way in which It can be systematically replicated.
Many of the interpretations in recent literature suggested for
children's drawings relate to Freud's Ideas about sexuality as a universal
component of human motivation. A typical example is that depictions of
the nose and thumbs are often interpreted as having phallic significance -
a possible indication of castration anxieties Drawings in which the
mouth has been emphasized are often interpreted as expressions of
"orallty" - related to compulsive eating and dieting, or to
hypersexualization In the young child and an indicator of possible sexual
abuse. Omission of the mouth can also mean over-concern with oral
gratification or the keeping of the "secret" - namely regarding sexual
abuse (Thomas & Silk, 1330).
In some instances, alleged symbols with specific meanings are
altered to mean something different in other drawings by the very same
authors (Allan, 1388: Kaufmann & Wohi. 1932). interpretations are
presented with varying principles even within the same case study.
Some analytically trained child psychotherapists do not believe in asking
the child about the Interpretation and claim that after a sufficient number
of years of training and experience, they are In a position to be able to
correctly understand the child's unconscious and interpret the child's
symbols (Case and Daliey, 1990). Until five years ago. British Art
Therapists had a one-year postgraduate diploma with ony 50 hours of
supervised experience. The dangers surrounding the interpretation of
children's drawings with so little training are obvious.
In the development of early analytic theory, assumptions about
children's minds were based on work with adults. Anna Freud, as
discussed previously, adapted Sigmund Freud's ideas based on his work
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with adult psychiatric patients to the early development of psychoanalytic
work with children. Likewise, Meianie Klein carried through the concept
of "Gedlpai fantasies" to the extent of claiming that images of the father's
penis resided within the unconscious of infants as young as six months
of age. Unfortunately, the Interpretation of artwork followed a similar
pattern. Generalizations were likewise made from the artwork of adult
psychiatric populations alleging that such symbols or characteristics of
adult drawings had similar meaning in those of very young children
(Buck. 1948; Hammer, 1958; Machover, 1949). A blatant example of
such generalizations was that of Buck's House-Tree-Person Test (1848)
which was created from drawings of adult psychiatric patients and
standardized on adults with very low intelligence. Such adults could
hardly be said to have a similar "unconscious" to that of a five-year-old
child, for example. Piaget argued that as a child matures, his or her
perception adapts to fit more and more with that of other people. The
child is incapable of thinking in the adult sense until his percepts have
become socialized (Piaget, 1926). Freud himself defined the
"unconscious" as being a repository of repressed memories accumulated
from birth through one's own life experiences (Nye, 1975). Jungian
psychoanalytic theory also assumes that there is a "personal
unconscious" which is created over one's lifetime by an accumulation of
persona! experiences (Brome, 1978).
Art therapists trained and currently practicing in both the United
States and Great Britain rely heavily on Naumburg's approach, as do
other analytically oriented art therapists and psychologists, and, as
demonstrated above, have been taught to interpret children's drawings
intuitively. The works of Aischuler & Hattwick (1947), Buck (1948),
Hammer (1958), Machover (1949) and others who derive their
interpretations from psychoanalytic theory are commonly taught in
American and British art therapy training programmes. Focus on
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aspects of child development in any detailed or systematic way Is
minimal, if It exists at all. Art therapists in the U.K. are increasingly
developing their skills in working with sexually abused children, and are
sometimes, as are American art therapists, involved in court cases
relative to allegations of sexual abuse (Cohen-Uebman, 1994, 1995;
Hagood, 1991; Levick, Safran &. Levine 1990; Malchiodi, 1990). Other
psychotherapists, counsellors and caring professionals borrow from
psychoanalytic concepts as well, and the implications for the possibility
of misunderstanding the meanings of drawings of sexually abused
children are considerable.
in the literature on drawings of sexually abused children
(Chapter V), whether anecdotal or research-based, references are
consistently made to the use of various children's projective drawing
instruments using drawings of the human figure, In no case has there
been a through discussion of the problems inherent in these drawing
instruments, much less how these would be likely to affect the results of
studies utilizing them. The common assumption is thai their use is valid,
Various versions of the Draw-A-Person Test, Kinetic-Family-Drawings,
and the House-Tree- Person Test are the instruments most relied upon
in looking at these drawings.
Because this study focuses on the Draw-A-Person Test, the
following is an analysis of Its evolution and development. Problems with
various versions of the Draw-A-Person Test are discussed relative to
issues of validity, reliability, and interpretation.
Dbv^lvppidnt of thp Draw-A- P"sqh Test
Several major works have been developed utilizing drawings of the
human figure as measures of various aspects of a child's intellectual or
emotional state. The major contributors to this area are Goodenough
(1926), Machdver (1943), Harris (1963), Koppltz (1968), and Naglieri
(1988). Authors differed, however, in their theoretical bases for
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designing their tests, some relying exclusively on the idea of using
drawings as measures of cognitive development (Goodenough, 1925;
Harris, 1963; Naglieri, 1983) and others using drawings basing their
work as a basis for interpretation of distortions of the child's self-image
(Machoyer, 1949) or a combination of both approaches (Koppltz, 1968).
Goodenouah Draw-A-Man Test
Florence Goodenough (1926) was primarily concerned with the
assessment of intelligence through children's drawings and believed that
these drawings also had possible uses in evaluating the e? i iotional state
of a child. She did not analyze children's drawings in search of such
emotional indicators focusing primarily on drawings as a measure of the
child's intellectual ability. She did not, however, rule out the possibility of
using children's drawings in a more interpretive manner. She concluded
that in drawings of young children there is a relationship between
concept development and general intelligence. Her Draw-A-Man Test is
essentially a maturation test as well as a performance test independent
of verbal function, language ability or educational attainment. Her
method relied on noting the presence or absence of body parts, clothing,
and particular details. Goodenough's work became a classic and is
highly regarded as being well-standardized and validated. It still is widely
used in schools and for research purposes. Harris (1963) who
subsequently added to her work on the Draw-A-Person Test found it to
be so carefully designed and executed that he believed that relatively little
could be done to improve it.
Goodenough collected 4.000 drawings from primary school children
in New Jersey. From these, 100 drawings were randomly selected for
preliminary study. She then used several larger groups of children from
various geographical areas of the United States, along with various
ethnic groups, and finally standardized her test on a total of 3.593
children ranging in age from four to ten years. Test-retest reliability for
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drawings collected on the following day was established at .77.
Goodenough also obtained fairly solid correlations with the Stanford-
Binet ranging from .55 (for age 8 only) to .699 to .863. for the remaining
age groups. In addition, she found a significant correlation between test
scores and grade placement in school.
Goodenough (1926) concluded her research by stating that while
her preference was toward the use ot children's drawings as a measure
of intelligence, she hoped that her work would pave the way for more
in-depth considerations of the use of the human figure in the study of
child development, the child's interests and personality traits. She
avoided, however, any discussion of psychoanalytic interpretation of the
meanings of children's drawings.
Machover's Draw-A-Person Test
Karen Machover (1949, 1953), developed her version of the
Draw-A-Person Test for use with both adults and children. She
presumed that children's drawings were based on a projection of the
child's self-image into dr awings of a human figure. She believed that
these were expressions of more permanent aspects of the child's
personality rather than reflecting temporary emotional states. Machover
operated under the theoretical assumption that distortions in children's
drawings may be literal or symbolic representation of inadequacies or
distortions in the child's self-image.
Machover (1S4S) described her views in detail:
"When an individual attempts to solve the problem of the directive
to 'draw a person', he is compelled to draw from other sources.
External figures are too varied in their body attributes to lend
themselves to a spontaneous, composite, objective
representative of a person. Some process of selection involving
identification through projection and introjection enters at some
point. The individual must draw consciously, and no doubt




Machover's scoring system was qualitative rather than quantitative
and was built upon a personality description of the subjects. She
allowed for both explicit depiction and for disguised and symbolic
expression. She did not, however, make clear her definition of "disguised
and symbolic expression", Machover reported that her work was based
on a "substantial file of drawings" but provided no data on how many
drawings, or how substantial these flies were, much less information
about the ages, intelligence verified by other measures, and so on of the
makers of these drawings. Machover focused on the qualitative aspects
related to psychopathology in human figure drawings, interpreting certain
characteristics in children's drawings, Examples of such Interpretations
are: (1) shading suggested preoccupation, fixation, and anxiety; and (2)
emphasis on buttons suggested dependency. She did not, however,
address the obvious fact that adolescents are typically anxious and
frequently use shading In their drawings as a matter of development
(Lowenfeld tk Brittain, 1387) and very young children who emphasize
buttons indeed are dependent as well as preoccupied with learning to
dress themselves. Machover does not appear to address these fairly
obvious alternate interpretations in any way.
While Machover's Draw-a-Person Test was largely based on her
clinical experience with male adolescent and adult psychiatric patients,
she extended her interpretations also to children. She frequently
generalized interpretations based on her work with older patients to
drawings of children much younger with no apparent consideration of the
vast developmental differences.
Elizabeth Koppitz (1968), who later developed her body of work on
the Human-Figure-Drawing, criticized Machover's use of numerous
hypotheses based on psychoanalytic theory regarding signs on figure
drawings because she offered no scoring system and no controlled
research data to support her claims. A good number of Koppitz' findings
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did not substantiate Machover's hypotheses, and she also cited
numerous other studies which likewise did not concur with Machover's
claims. It is interesting to note, however, that while Koppitz clearly
criticized Machover's work, she nevertheless used many of Machover's
interpretations as the basis for a major part of her own work.
Machover claimed that if there was a discrepancy between the
Draw-A-Man and other measures of intelligence, it must be due to an
expression of personality. Harris (1963) believed that a systematic
review of the scattered clinical reports suggested considerable
inconsistencies, gaps, and contradictions, which should be cleared up if
such systems are to be helpful. He too found Machover's ideas, though
Interesting, to be presented so unsystematicaliy that it was difficult to use
them even in research. With the fundamental assumption for the use of
Machover's technique being that the drawing of a person represents an
unconscious projection of the self-image, assumptions of analogy have
been utilized without question concerning their validity.
Subsequent studies involving human figure drawings that were
designed to test Machover's hypotheses have been at best inconclusive.
Blum (1954) studied the drawings of adult neuropsychiairic patients and
concluded that the Machover Draw-A-Person technique was not valid.
He concluded, however, that its highly questionable validity proved to be
no worse than any other commonly used clinical personality assessment
procedures. Harris (1973) criticized Machover's technique by stating that
while her categories were overlapping and the sources of authority for
her conclusions were sometimes indicated, in most instances, no source
was given at all. Harris also pointed out, as mentioned above, that when
using projective tests the examiner can likewise "project" into his or her
interpretations of the subject's drawings unless well-developed criteria for
classifying and interpreting the subject's responses exist.
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Levy (1350) advocated the use of figure drawing as a projective test
and stated that Machover contributed to his writings. He also pointed out
that she was preeminently associated with such an approach and her
"word-of-mouth" influence had been basic and pervasive. He cautioned,
however, against arriving at conclusions from insufficient premises. He
warned that the technique of analyzing drawings was "without sufficient
experimental validation and frequently misleads the unwary into plausible
misstatements about the personality of the person whose drawings are
being studied . . drawing analysis is especially vulnerable to misuse for a
number of reasons. Since there is no complicated scoring system to
master and no long apprenticeship to serve, the drawing test is an
especially attractive instrument for the impulsive or reckless individual"
(p. 258). He argued that even though there was a lack of adequate
information about validity, it did not negate the clinical utility of this
technique. He discussed the possibility that a figure drawing was not
only:
"a projection of the body image or self-concept, but it may also be
a projection of attitudes toward someone else in the environment,
a projection of Ideal self-image, a result of external circumstance,
an expression of habit patterns, an expression of emotional tone,
a projection of the subject's attitudes toward the examiner and
the situation, an expression of his attitudes toward life and
society in general. It Is usually a combination of all of these.
Further, the drawing may be a conscious expession or it may
include deeply disguised symbols expressive of unconscious
phenomena. The only definitive statement that can be made is
that the clinician must avoid an arbitrary, naive, or dogmatic
approach to the "draw-a-person technique" (p. 260).
Once again, the issue of the developmental effects on. human figure
drawings was omitted In Levy's work. Unfortunately, in spite of his
cautions to the contrary. Levy proceeded to give examples of human
figure drawings and then to list questionable meanings such as "if the
eyes are very large and if those of the male figure have lashes, the
subject is almost surely a homosexual" (p. 278), thereby falling right back
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into the same dangerous trap as did other psyehoanalyticaily oriented
clinicians, such as Machover.
Goodenouah-Harris Draw-A-Person Test.
Dale B. Harris (1963) modified Florence Goodenough's method
by adding two alternative tests within the same session, namely the
drawing of a woman and the self, and included adolescents in his study
sample. He brought the review of the literature up to date in a very
thorough and complete manner also revising Goodenough's ideas of
intelligence and conceptual maturity. Most investigators who use
drawings of the human figure as a projective test ignore or minimize the
developmental aspects of figure drawings while Harris In turn considered
only developmental items and seriously doubted the projective
significance of signs on these drawings altogether.
Harris discussed American psychological literature between 1940! J sJ
and 1955 when the maior focus was on the projective use of drawinos» ■ / V/
and pointed out that the amount of such research had reduced
consider ably since that time. He noted that studies of childr en's
drawings in the previous two decades appeared to have made a
considerable regression from the earlier more systematic studies to more
"clinical" subjective judgments. He criticized most studies for being
somewhat diffuse in terms of theory and for relying on intuitive
impressionism rather than scientific analysis:
"If we use the child's drawing as a normative psychometric
instrument in the study of personality, we find that the validity
coefficients are so low as to make individual prediction
impossible. On the other hand, intimate knowledge of a child's
experience and attitudes makes many of the details and special
features of his drawing quite meaningful. However, the great
variety of ways In which possible drawing elements can be (and
are, in fact), combined by children make it virtually impossible for
one to read predictively from the drawing to the child, despite the
seeming success of occasional 'blind interpretations' . . .
Drawings many times confirm or throw light on suspected trends
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In the detailed clinical study of cases: they are not psychometric
instruments" ( p. 25).
While Harris credited Goodenough for pointing the way to the use of
drawings in the study of personality and cited several studies looking at
drawing characteristics of abnormal populations, he nonetheless
emphasized the dangers of "blind" analysis of children's drawings and
said that what appears to the naive adult analyst as a "bizarre" feature
may have a straightforward and perfectly sensible explanation in light of
the child's thought and intention. This investigator noted similar
phenomena while collecting drawings for the present study. Some
children spontaneously made explanations of what might be considered
an indicator of emotional disturbance. One child, for example, drew a
dark sky which would likely be analyzed as indicative of depression. The
child, however, cheerfully explained that it was nighttime. Another child
drew himself with a red face, which analytically might be interpreted as
anger. The face had a smile on it, and the child said the red meant he
was happy,
Harris defined intellectual maturity as the ability to form concepts of
increasingly abstract character, Inteliectuai activity, according to Harris,
requires:
"(1) the ability to perceive, i.e.. to discriminate likenesses and
differences: (2) the ability to abstract i.e.. to classify objects
accordinc to such likenesses and differences: and f31 the abilityV/ \ / /
to generalize, i.e. to assign an object newly experienced to a
correct class, according to discriminated features, properties, or
attributes. These three functions, taken together, comprise the
process of concept formation " ( p. 5).
Harris' revision increased the specificity of the scoring of
Goodenough's earlier test. He also devoted considerable effort to a new-
standardization of the test which far exceeds the original (Dunn, 1972).
Harris converted the IG computation from the older mental
age/chronological age ratio to the deviation IQ concept. In addition he
introduced a drawing quality score.
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Harris' work, however, was subsequently criticized by Dunn (1372)
regarding the manner in which reliability and validity of the scales were
handled with too much reliance on descriptions of Goodenough's
methods. Harris addressed his own procedures only minimally, and
published few correlations with his method and that of Goodenough
(1926). He developed the new scales based on 2,975 children
representative of the occupational distribution of the U.S. in 1350. Keller
Pringle (1972) further pointed out that Harris failed to address the need
for longitudinal studies using his revised scales, Keller Pringle believed,
however, that criticisms of Harris' work did not seriously distract from his
overall contribution to the understanding of children's drawings,
Harris summarized his views on the analytic approach to
interpreting children's drawings as follows:
"Such a basis for evaluation introduces both clinical flexibility and
statistical unreliability into the interpretation. Evaluations are not
based on the accumulation of points, as in a scale: rather they
are based on impressions of "gestalt" effects produced by the
arrangement and interrelationships (often only vaguely and very
subjectively appraised), of the elements proposed" ( p. 42).
Harris noted that children's drawings changed over the previous
decades regarding which features were included. For example, he stated
that children of the 1950's. in contrast to those of the 1320's, gave less
attention to the mouth, nose and chin. He speculated that these
differences must be due to the increase In the emphasis of more free art
expression in art education as well as a revolution in the attitudes of
adults toward children. Thus, he reasoned, drawings of children in the
second half of the century were freer, more spontaneous and expressive,
as well as more observant. Naomi Stewart (1953) also noted that the
Draw-A-Man Test was primarily a measure of intelligence and that the
norms of many tests had shown changes after twenty-five or thirty years,
She argued the need for re-evaluating and re-standardizing
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Goodenough's work. This consideration was one factor which motivated
Harris to expand on Goodenough's work and bring it up to date.
Harris, along with Kellogg (1970), pointed out the variability of
children's drawings over time as another feature seldom taken into
account by Machover and others who operated from a psychodynamic
perspective.
Children's concepts of the human figure were, according to Harris,
an index of their intellectual maturity which were generally categorized
into verbal and abstract abilities. He discussed the dangers of relying on
drawings alone as measures of intelligence. Several studies had
indicated that children with brain injury (Bender, 1949) and general
maladjustment, particularly delinquency, (Brill, 1935, 1937; Hinrichs,
1935) typically scored lower on the Draw-A-Man Test than on the
Stanford-Binet. Harris concluded that it appeared that when a
Draw-A-Person score was markedly lower than that earned on the Binet,
it might be an indication of emotional or nervous instability, or possibly of
br ain damage. If there are many incongruities or other unusual features
in the drawing, the likelihood of personality disturbance is increased,
especially If the Binet test shows the child to be of normal or near-normal
intelligence.
It is interesting to note that of all of the literature reviewed for this
dissertation relative to drawings of sexually abused children only three
studies have considered measures of intelligence (Hibbard. Roqhrnann.
& Hoekejmann.1987; Hibbard & Hartman, 1990a: -Sidun, 1986). Even
these studies did not link these measures directly to individual children's
drawings, but used them oniy to establish matched groups. The
remaining writers adyocated the use of drawings for possible clues of
sexual abuse with various interpretations and no accounting for mental
maturity whatsoever. Nor was any mention made for the possibility of
brain injury influencing drawings of sexually abused children.
DO
Koppitz' Human-Figure-Dr awing Test
Elizabeth Koppitz (1968) made a major contribution to the
understanding of children's drawings from both a developmental and
analytic perspective. She emphasized the importance of looking at
developmental maturity as well as analytic interpretation of the child's
inner self attitudes and self Image. While her method of using the
Human-Figure-Drawing to measure intellectual development correlates
well with other children's drawing tests purporting to measure the same
phenomena, her analytic interpretations of "emotional indicators" appear
to be primarily based on Machover's earlier work and as such are not
backed up empirically. Koppitz (1966) devised two scales for the
evaluation of children's drawings of a person, one measuring
developmental aspects and the other emotional aspects. Both scales
are brief and fairly easy to score with the items to be scored being simpleJ J v# !
and relatively objective. She obtained Inter-rater reliability as determined
by two psychologists who had 95% agreement. Thirty developmental
items were based on the Goodenough-Harr is scales as well as on
Koppitz' own clinical experience and scored with the use of detailed
definitions and examples of each. The sample used for the study of
"emotional indicators" consisted of 114 psychiatric patients. 82 boys and
32 girls who showed behavioural disorders. The age range was from 5
years to 12 years 11 months. Their IQ scores ranged from borderline to
the superior levei. as measured by either the WISC (Weschler, 1949) or
the Stanford-Binet (Terman &. Merl!!, 1960). She later correlated scores
from the Human-Figure-Drawings with IQ scores and said that the
findings revealed that all correlations for each age levels were significant.
She designed her portion of the test measuring "emotional indicators" by
listing 38 signs selected from the work of Machover (1949) and Hammer
(1358) linked with emotional disturbance and depicted in 16% or less of
drawings of normal children. She also carried out a normative study for
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both the "developmental indicators" and the "emotional indicators" with
1856 public school children. Subjects represented a wide range of
socio-economic backgrounds and represented a variety of cultural and
ethnic groups. Koppitz included 10 case studies illustrating subjective
interpretation and the need to take into account many aspects of the
child's age, intelligence, behaviour, and presenting problems.
Harris (1973) criticized Koppitz work for several reasons. For the
emotional indicators there were no published "norms" in the usual sense
and Harris concluded that it added little that Is objective or quantifiable to
the subjective or "clinical" use of drawings. He credited Koppitz for
contributing usefully to the literature of research into children's drawings,
but cautioned against it being used as a diagnostic or even as a
screening device for personality study, for it had not been constructed
according to the accepted concepts and assumptions of measurement.
Harris recommended that it must be used along with other qualitative or
quantitative evidence, to illuminate and clarify the clinical picture where
disturbances are already known or suspected. Koppitz herself agreed
with Harris on this particular point.
Koppitz compared the work of investigators like Machover (1349)
and Harris (1963) with her own and discussed the polarity of their
viewpoints, in Koppitz' view. Harris underestimated the psychoanalytic
significance of Human Figure Drawings as symbols of unconscious
content and Machover overestimated such significance. Harris and
Machover both clamed that some of the same items on Human Figure
Drawings of children could be used as indicators of mental maturity and
of emotional conflict respectively, but Koppitz found it necessary to
distinguish between the two. Koppitz stated:
"In the writer's own experience, it is indeed possible for some
items on HFD's to have both developmental and projective
significance, but not necessarily for the same children nor at the
same age level. For instance, an omission of the neck or feet on
/ u
HFD's Is not unusual for normal five year old boys; from a
developmental point of view, one cannot or should not expect
these items to be present at that age level. Their absence cannot
therefore be considered to have clinical significance. But by age
ten, one would normally expect children to draw figures with feet
and a neck, so that the absence of these items would most likely
indicate immaturity or emotional problems and become clinically
significant. It appears therefore that a meaningful interpretation
of HFD's of children presupposes a thorough knowledge of both
developmental and emotional indicators on drawings at each age
level and a dear differentiation between the two" (p. 2).
This differentiation as discussed by Koppitz continues to be
somewhat ignored by subsequent writers dealing with drawings of
sexually abused children (Allan, 1988; Kaufmann &. Wohl, 1992; Wohl &.
Kaufmann. 1985). The existing literature on drawings of sexually abused
children, for the most part, repeatedly discusses features assumed to be
linked with a history of sexual abuse with little or no specific discussion
on aspects of the children's development relative to his or her drawings
(See Chapter V).
Koppitz (1968) continued to challenge assumptions by Machover,
but nevertheless made claims for meanings of children's drawings which
appear to be Koppitz' own projections and more metaphorical than
objective. One such examofe is:
/ •
"This type of omission of the legs seems to show the child's
unwillingness or inability to 'stand up and be counted' so to
soeak. The two bovs who made the drawings were so insecure• / V/
and anxious that they sought comfort by withdrawing from reality
Into fantasy. In effect, their legs were too weak to support them;
all they could do was to hide or lie down and escape into
daydreaming" (p. 68).
While Koppitz was careful to state when she did or did not agree
with Machover in her findings, she still relied on anecdotal accounts of a
few children in her study to back up her differing interpretations. She did
not, however, make any statistical comparisons of her findings with those
of Machover, discussing them only in general terms.
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Koppitz stated that no one-to-one relationship exists between any
single sign on Human-Figure-Drawings and a definite personality trait or
behaviour on the part of the child. She then went on to make it clear that
her conclusions are not to be used as a "cookbook" for the interpretation
of drawings, which she considered deplorable, since it is often employed
mechanically by less trained or experienced examiners. She, like other
writers, nevertheless listed various characteristics or "emotional
indicators" in a manner which in fact likewise easily iends Itself to being a
"cookbook". Each "emotional indicator" is discussed with possible
interpretations describing various associations which have been made.
The danger is that clinicians with large caseloads typically are very busy
and can quite easily turn to her "list" of interpretations without reading the
aarlior
ocii nor utooluili 101 .
Koppitz went on to list her emotional indicators and what they meant
according to the "descriptions and associations of other writers", but did
not specifically say who these writers were, nor the source of evidence.
A typical example of Koppitz' style of possible inter pr etations is: "Big
head. . . on a HFD has been variously associated with intellectual
striving, brain disease and brain injury, intellectual Inadequacy,
immaturity, aggression, mental retardation, migraine headaches, and
concern over school achievement" (p.69). This lists a considerable
number of possible interpretations with no discussion of the particular
sources for the various associations. Whiie she carefully pointed out that
it is not possible to determine which of these many possible aspects is
revealed by the drawing of a large head, she said "it is important to
emphasize that not ail associations with a large head are necessarily
negative or pathological" (p. 69). Nor does she discuss the need for
further research with populations such as the brain injured, those
suffering from migraines, and so on in order to delineate between such
possible interpretations. The possibility for clinicians to continue to
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subjectively assign whatever interpretation may conveniently fit a
particular case is thereby further encouraged. Another confusing
example is Koppitz' argument that "hidden hands" increased in drawings
of children as they got older or were hidden because the child did not
know how to draw hands very we!!. She neverthe!ess concluded that
"hidden hands" were indeed a sign of evasiveness and normal in
pre-adolescent children. Hiding of the hands on younger children,
however, according to Koppitz was connected with extreme withdrawal,
anxiety, and guilt. Her arguments continue to be confusing and
inconsistent leaving the reader in a quandary as to which indicator in the
child's drawing rea.iiy clearly meant anything. She also freely uses the
terms "older" and "younger" with no operational definitions.
In Koppitz' method, drawings are scored for both emotional and
developmental indicators independently of the child's participation and
there is no discussion as to what the child said about the drawing. Nor
does the nature of the administration of her test lend itself to gaining any
insight from the child himself or herself relative to interpretation. The
child is simply instructed to draw a whole person and not a stick figure or
a cartoon figure (which interestingly is precisely what very young children
are likely to do as a matter of normal development). There is no
post-drawing interview and minimum notes are made of unusual
behaviour or comments. Koppitz does not state how such observational
data were analyzed.
Nagjieri Draw-.A-Person Test
Naglieri (1988), like Harris (1963), saw the need to re-evaluate
the Draw-A-Person Test and bring it up-to-date. Criticisms of the
Goodenough-Harris scoring system, namely that the test and the norms
had again become outdated, prompted his development of the newer
test. Sattler (1982) and Scott (1981) had also suggested refinement of
the norms into half-year and quarter-year intervals in order to increase
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the pr ecision of the scaie. Sattier aiso advocated that any revision
should include "modernization of the scoring guidelines for the
Draw-A-VVoman element of the Draw-A-Person Test" (p. 250). Naglieri
thus refined his version of the Draw-A-Person Test into half-year and
quarter-year intervals, incorporating material from the work of
Goodenough (1926), Harris (1963), Koppltz (1968) and Machover (1949)
and attempted to create a more contemporary test. He collected
drawings from children approximately 20 or more years iater than did the
earlier tests, thus accounting for changes in the development of children
as reflected in their drawings since the previous two decades. Naglieri
aiso sought to reduce the ambiguity of the Goodenough-Harris (1963)
scoring criteria as suggested by Scott (1981) and Phillips, Smith and
Broadhurst (1973). Harris (1963) had not developed the use of the "self
drawing, nor did he standardize it. He also used different scoring criteria
for the "Man" and "Woman" drawings. In Naglieri's test, the same
scoring criteria are used for ail three drawings (Man, Woman, and Self).
Naglieri argued that the use of a drawing test was nonthreatening
and was especially useful for children who are resistant to more
traditional examination procedures. His test also is less Influenced by
linguistic variables than tests such as the WI5C-R (Wesehler, 1974). The
test can be administered either individually or in groups. The use of
Naglieri's test to estimate Intelligence does not preclude the use of the
drawings In using projective interpretations in systems such as Buck
(1948), Hammer (1958), Koppltz (1968). and Machover, (1949) and he
suggests directly referring to each, of these scoring methods for such
interpretations relative to personality or psychopathology. Naglieri,
however, makes no attempt whatsoever to interpret the results of his test
of children's drawings in any other way than as a statement of
developmental maturity and has made no scoring system for so-called
"emotional indicators".
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The drawings used to standardize the Naglieri DAP were collected in
the autumn of 1984 from 4.468 individuals aged 5 to 17 years of age.
From these, 2,622 subjects were selected from the larger source to
adequately represent the U.S. population in terms of age. sex,
geographic region, race, and ethnicity. It was designed to reduce the
influence of current styles of dress, especially in areas which might
influence the results of the Man and Woman drawings. This type of test is
aiso useful because it may not be as culturally loaded as are other tests
(Sattter, 1982).
Correlations of the Draw-A-Person Test with Other Tests of Cognitive
Development
While in the last few decades there has been a great deal of
experimentation with human figure drawings used as a clinical tool,
investigators seldom have correlated results attained by the use of such
drawings with other modes of evaluation. Some exceotions werei
investigators such as Williams (1935) and Yepsen (1923) who reported
correlations between the Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test and the
Stanford-Binet scale as +.60. and +.72 respectively. Studies with
abnormal populations, such as Pechoux, Kohier, & Glrard (1947)
reported that Goodenouqh Draw-A-Man scores correlated with the
Stanford-Binet at +.26 for girls and +.38 for boys. Hanvick (1953) later
reported that 25 psychiatric patients aged five to twelve had significantly
lower mean IQ s on the Goodenough than on the W1SC.
According to Harris (1963), the objectivity and reliability of
Goodenough's scoring method have been firmly established but that its
value as an index of intelligence, is not so firm. Validity coefficients are
uniformly positive but range from very modest (the low 20's) to quite
substantial (the 70's and 8Q's) depending on the age of the subjects, the
age range included in the sample and the measure used as a criterion.
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The correlation values show, however, that the test measures intellectual
more succesfully than esthetic or personality factors.
Naglieri (1988) designed his Draw-A-Person test using a standard
score with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 for each
separate drawing and for the total of the three drawings. These scores
have the advantage of making it possible to compare these results with
those from other measures using the same standard scores, such as the
Wechsier intelligence Scaie for Children-Reyised (WiSC-R)(Wechsler,
1974). He advocated the use of a total score based on all three
drawings, "A Man", "A Woman", and "A Self claiming that the total score
has higher reliability and the individual drawings having lower reliability.
He established a precedent for standardizing "Self drawings which
Harris did not include In his work. Harris used the scoring scale of either
the "Man" or "Woman" depending on the sex of the child, but no
empirical relationships had been worked out and he considered the
self-portrait as only a tentative measure of maturity. Naglieri (1S88)
rectified this problem and standardized the scores on "Self drawings.
He also built in the use of "Age Equivalents" which facilitate comparisons
between children without the use of their chronological age. The
limitation, however, with the use of the "Age Equivalent" Is that there is a
ceiling effect at the upper age levels of the normative sample. In older
children, caution must be exercised in using age-equivalent scores which
will be misleading.
Nagiieri relied on the fairly high correlations of his method with
that of the Goodenough-Harris (1963) scoring method. Correlations
between the Goodenough and the Stanford-Binet (Teaman, 1960) had
been substantiated much earlier (Goodenough, 1926), along with later
correlations with the Goodenough-Harris and the WISC-R (Weschler,
1974). Naglieri correlated his Draw-A-Person Test, however, with his
own Matrix Analogies Test-Short Form (MAT-SF)(Nagiieri, 1985) and the
I o
Multilevel Academic Survey Test (MAST) (Howell, Zucker, & Moorehead,
1985) with somewhat poorer results. Correlations with the MAT-SF were
quite low ranging from .28 to .31. Correlations with the MAST likewise
were even lower ranging from .19 to .27. No correlations were directly
made bv Naolieri with more time-tested instruments such as the WISC-R
or the Stanford-Binet. Nor were any correlations made with the Ravens
or the Feabody Picture Vocabulary Scaie which rely on graphic items
used for testina inteliiqence. Direct correlations between the
Goodenough-Harns and the Na.glien, however, yielded much Higher
ieveis, rangino trom .yu to 8i on the Man, the Woman, and the oeh. i ne
need for using additional measures of mental maturity In conjunction with
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advocated the use of other measures of mental maturity on performance
tasks in addition to his drawing test.
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Test, as advocated by Stewart (1953) and Harris (1963). It is especially
Imoortant to use a more recent version In studvlna drawlnas relative to
sexual abuse because of the increasing exposure of children to films,
television ano videotapes with increasingly explicit portrayai ot sex-related
material which could influence chances in children's drawings.
(2) The Naglien Draw A Person Test uses three drawings, rather
than one or two as has been oone in earlier drawing tests (taoooenougn,
1926; Harris, 1963; Koppitz, 1968; and Machover, 1949), Naglieri argued
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designed so that drawings of a "Man", "Woman", and "oelf" could ail be
scored by the same scoring chart for ease of scoring and data entry.
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Scoring Chart provide a basis for comparison with items on the Hagood
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should assist in determining which features may be developmental in
nature rather than indicators of sexual abuse.
(4 \ The Naalieri Draw-A-Person Test provides a scorino
procedure and scoring sheet with a format easily adaptable to the
development oi the riagooQ scoring smart xor sex Aeuse indicators, i ne
use of both the Naglieri scoring method and the Hagood scoring method
for scorino the same drawings creates a. consistent format for ea.se ofv7 <7
scoring ano oata entry.
(5) The Naglieri Draw-A-Person Test can he correlated with
Raven's Progressive Matrices and the British Picture Vocabulary Scale to
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cognitive development should provide a basis for determining whether
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using human figure drawings, it is apparent tnat tnere are numerous
problems in the interpretation oi children's drawings. As has been reiterated
throughout this thesis, the major problem with relying on the analytic
approach alone in interpreting children's drawings is that many features or
drawings which are supposed to be clinically significant are also known to
refiect normal stages cognitive development. Projective theory is no
exception.
The use of metaphor may be helpful in working clinically with an abused
child, but is open to subjective distortion by the clinician's beliefs. One or
manv oossible exarooles is the case where omission of hands and arms,
which allegedly indicates feelings of "helplessness". This is a features? / a '
i^ui i H i iui iiy seen in urawif iy& gt very your iy gi liiorei i. Si liiuren ut iucr nvc
years of aoe frequently leave out hands, arms, and fingers. They also omit
or include 3 number of other features that are commonly interpreted a.s
clinicaiiy significant, c/mission gt gughs in tne eyes is freguentiy interpreteQ
as "denial of reality" and a. possible indicator of psychosis. As discussed in
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"clinical" interpretation derived from drawings of very young children can





This chapter has discussed projective drawing tests commonly
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weaknesses. The strengths appear to lie in the measurement of
cognitive maturity and correlations with other nongraphic instruments
have suoDorted their use in this area, althouoh with some reservations.
The weaknesses mainly concern the influence of subjective
interpretations. Differences in tne training and experience gt the
clinician, the possibility of the clinician s own projections influencing the
interpretation, and the tendency, in many cases, for the clinician to
ignore inGegenGent evidence Gi tne stage gt cognitive development of the
child are aii factors which may Influence the accuracy of such
interpretations. Such potential weaknesses are not addressed by the
c-.r : r-,\ r-t;~pt:—no ir.rn rtrpvA;snr«r pi ravi snlk; aks srorl a'hslrlrors i r- aa
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Chapter V),
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Chantier, Peico, and Martin (1S93) investigated whether Human
Figure Drawings (Koppitz. 1968) and the Louisville Behavior Checklist
(Miller. 1981) could be used to accurately identify sexually abused
children, mental health clinic-referred, and ordinary children in the
community. They argued that differences in scores between orouos
of children are easily attainable, but identifying individual children as
victims of sexual abuse is more problematic. 1 nree groups of children
aaes 6-12 were involved in the study: (T) sexually abused:
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usee were tne uouisviiie oenavior wnscRiisr wnicn aiso containers a
Sexual Problems Subscale and the Emotional Indicator Scoring system
for Human Figure Drawings fKonnltz 19681 which included flan items. ^ " O \ ' i I * / O
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group, sexually abused children earned higher Louisville subscale scores
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of individual scores within each group on both the checklist and drawing
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Sexually Abused group actually earned lower Emotional Indicator scores
than some of the children in the Clinic and Community groups. The
Investigators concluded that such an observation hiohllohts the
importance of investigating the olmioal utility of assessment instruments,
i here is ciearly a neeu tor a more in-depth understanding or inese
instruments, their development, validity and reliability, and above all an
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drawings in assessing child sexual abuse and other trauma, They
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research has not advanced in the area of the use of children's drawings
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for diagnostic or therapeutic outcomes. The answer seems to lie in the
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psychodiagnosis in children".
Art therapists are generally not required to make an extensive study
nf rsroiootivo rirawinn toQfc flmprinan art thpraniQtp arp nniv rorti sirp.H to
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read Machover's work to pass their qualifying examination for art therapy
registration (Art i"herapy Credentials Board, 1994). bntis'n art therapists,
as was discussed in Chapter li. rely on analytic developmental theories.
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appear to ignore instruments which nave cieariy aemonstrateo tnat mere
are considerable differences In children's drawings as they mature.
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DRAWINGS OF SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILDREN
introduction
in recent years clinicians working with sexually abused children have
reported observations that certain characteristics appeared peculiar to
these children's artwork. Little systematic research was initially carried out
to substantiate these assumptions and none included comparisons with
children who had no history of sexual abuse. Graphic indicators in
drawings have been compared with somewhat poor results between groups
of sexually abused children and those who were in psychiatric treatment for
other emotional problems (Burgess, McCausiand. & Wolbert, 1981; Cohen
& Phelps, 1985; Johnston, 1979; Kelley, 1985; Sidun. 1988; Sidun &.
Rosenthal, 1987; Yates, Beutler, &. Crago, 1985) . The latter comparison
groups were likely to be contaminated with the possibility that emotionally
disturbed subjects could be victims of undisclosed sexual abuse.
Comparisons including normal children judged to be nonabused began to
appear in 1987 (Chase, 1987; Hibbard, Roghmann & Hoekeiman.1987;
Hibbard & Hartman, 1990a & b). Even in more recent investigations
involving nonabused children there has been almost unanimous neglect in
the close observation of the influence of normal development on
characteristics of children's drawings .
Historical Review of Anecdotal Accounts of Contents of Children's Artwork
Relative to Sexual Abuse
As discussed in Chapter II, early art therapists were trained extensively
in psychoanalytic theory which was steeped in the concept of the Oedlpal
Complex. In the clinical experience of this investigator using art with
sexually abused children, art therapy colleagues with such training
sometimes dismissed the appearance of genitalia in children's artwork as a
reflection of unconscious fantasies of the father's penis (Kiein, 1948). As
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wiil be discussed later in this chapter, increasingly frequent reporting of the
appearance of genitalia in the artwork of children who had been sexually
abused supported the possibility that children drawing such pictures might
be doing so as a result of actual sexual abuse rather than merely projecting
their "Oedipal fantasies" into their artwork.
Edith Kramer (1971, 1975, 1979} was a major contributor to the field
of art therapy as a profession In both the United States and the United
Kingdom. She bridged her understanding of psychoanalysis with her
background in art education. A classical illustration of how her background
in the Freudian concents of childhood sexuality influenced her interpretation• * i
of children's artwork is reflected in her case study of a nine-year-old child
named "Samantha". Kramer (1979) described the child's drawings as
repeatedly depicting genitalia and believed that the child had not been
sexually abused because her artwork was well organized. Kramer gave a
graphic description of more sexual details in this particular case that are
known to be related to child sexual abuse (i.e., the act of fellatio and
sexualized behaviour toward other children), but dismissed them as nine
year-old Samantha's attempt to use her artistic talent "in the service of
taming and civilizing her sexuality" and that some process of "sublimation"
must be at work as well as a metaphorical "intercourse" with her doctor.
Kramer wrote:
"Although their bodies were strangely condensed
and sexualized, their faces belonged to real persons -
her doctor and herself, and later on her siblings.
The sexual play enacted with these images seems
tender rather than aqqressive. serene rather than
climactic. This seems to indicate that the experiences
which found expression on Samantha's sculptures
had actually been tender rather than crudely sexual
ones. It seems unlikely that she had been sexuaiiy
abused. When children who have been so treated
communicate these experiences in the art the work
is rarely well organized: chaotic and fragmented
work prevails. Samantha's work is bizarre but well
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Integrated. We can rather assume that Samantha's
primitive mentality made her perceive any positive
relationship in sexual terms. She evidently conceived
of her relationship to Dr. M as a kind of intercourse".
(p. 114)
Kramer further developed her argument about Samantha's work as an
attempt to "Impose a private kind of organization upon a chaotic inner world
buffeted by archaic libidinal and aggressive strivings" (p. 117). While she
quickly dismissed the possibility of sexual abuse in Samantha's case, her
description of the child's artwork contained repeated suggestions not only
of intercourse, but of fellatio and sexual acts with other children. The child's
artwork appeared to contain sexual knowledge which may be well beyond
the ordinary sexual curiosity of a normally developing nine-year old child.
Kramer attributed much of the development of her theoretical
framework to her reliance on Freudian psychoanalytic theory. She also
stated: "My understandino of child development in art and of methods of
teaching art to children owes much to Victor Lowenfeld" (p. xv) (Kramer,
1979). Lowenfeld, as discussed in Chapter III, clearly described drawing
characteristics which were typical at various stages of children's cognitive
development, relating them to Piaget's theory. While Kramer broadly
discusses developmental tasks from a Freudian perspective, she does not
appear to consider expected characteristics of children's artwork specific to
cognitive development. After a thorough review of Kramer's writings (1971.
1977, 1979) this investigator found no discussion of these stages of
development directly related to specific drawing features expected at each
stage.
Uhlin (1979a) illustrated examples of paintings, drawings, and
sculptures done by children with whom he worked vvno were known to have
been sexually abused. The paintings and drawings which showed
scribbling out of the body, distorted illustration of the body, or no hands
were interpreted to symbolize self-obliteration, poor body image, or
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helplessness respectively, according to Uhiin who used accepted analytic
interpretations of such characteristics. Clay sculptures of human heads
created by victims of sexual abuse often portrayed exaggerated facia!
features such as bulging eyes and exceptionally large noses resembling
replicas of engorged sexual organs. The lower part of the body was aiso
omitted in examples of artwork of sexually abused children illustrated by
Uhiin. While Uhlin demonstrated a considerable understanding of the
effects of cognitive development on children's drawings, he did not refer to
these principles when discussing artwork of sexually abused children.
Sternber (1380) used art therapy extensively with sexually abused
children and found that drawings sometimes revealed the possibility of
sexual abuse which was substantiated upon further assessment. She
frequently used scribble drawings in the same way as Rorschach inkblots
are used as stimuli to elicit images using the process of unconscious
projection. Life-like male genitalia were sometimes depicted in the scribbles
and subsequent disclosure indicated that sometimes the child indeed had
been sexually abused. Stember also observed that these children often
created disorganized drawings, clown Images, and people with no mouth.
Horizonta! scribb!Ing frequently changed to vertical scribbling and then as
therapy progressed, drawings became more organized. Such
characteristics, however, were only generally discussed without focusing on
the age levels of these children and how the child's cognitive development
might also affect the artwork. For example, it is normal for very young
children to use horizontal and verticle scribbling before they progress to
more sophisticated attempts to name and draw objects (Lowenfeld &.
Brittain, 1387). Stember did, however, briefly mention age-
innappropriateness as a feature of sexually abused children's drawings.
She made a considerable contribution In leading the way for the use of art
therapy in helping these children emotionally resolve their trauma. She
stated:
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"Art therapy is a way of using art materials to
help damaged people form a supportive alliance that
permits expression of their emotions. . . Sexually
abused children need appropriate ways to ventilate
their anger, hostility, fear, and other feelings that
may be inhibited or repressed. Painting the fantasies
of the mind can be the first externalization, the first
way of bringing healing and growth to occur" (p. 59).
Goodwin (1982) developed a Draw-the-Perpetrator task and observed
that children refused to draw about sexual abuse as frequently as they
refused to talk about the event. She stated that frequently the victim
crossed out repeated attempts to draw the perpetrator, drew a figure with
an obvious phallus, or finally gave up. Goodwin found the use of drawings
helpful In evaluating sexual abuse with children under 12. She did not find
as much success, however, In, using drawings with adolescents. She
nevertheless concluded her article by stating:
"Such drawings, by themselves, are not sufficient to make
a diagnostic decision. It is the child's increasing sense
of being able to communicate and her experience of
being understood that are helpful to the clinician in
reconstructing what is happening In the family. The discovery
of a workable avenue of communication is also helpful in
reducing the anxletyof a child whose enmeshment in family
secreis has often blocked verbal means of asking tor heip"
(p. 55).
As a result of her observation of children's artmaklng in clinical
sessions, Goodwin (1982) subsequently carried out 19 consecutive
interviews with girls aged 5 to 16 who were suspected incest victims. She
claimed that the drawings were of diagnostic value in understanding the
child's fears and anxieties, her view of her family, and her self-image.
Goodwin observed what appeared to be images of male phaiiuses
incorporated into more "acceptable" objects such as trees. Goodwin
described an eight-year-old girl's depiction of a dream in which she was
camping inside a zipped-up tent with a phallic-appearing tree intrusively
overlapping the tent. Some children again drew the perpetrator with an
obvious phallus, but identified it as a "decoration" or said it was "nothing".
Silver-cloud (1982) unsystematically listed several features she
observed in clinical work with sexually abused children. Their drawings
frequently included characteristics such as stab marks, crossed out
windows, heavy lines, red houses, phallic shapes, and highly sexualized
drawings. She also made no attempt to discuss the effects of age relative
to the children's drawings. Like Stember, she saw the vaiue of using art
media to help children work through their feelings. Silvercloud stated the
following:
"Art expression, as a projective tool. Is a great aid to free
association. It opens doors to blocked memories, Ideas and
emotions. The unconscious,where all information is potentially
accessible, gives clues, mostly allegorical, to whatever issues are
currently troublesome. When expressed visually, these clues
become verbalized more naturally. The harmful event stored
in tne memory as an image, is recalled and externalized as an
image, and then is put into words. The artwork, however crude,
transmits the message unmistakably and is less threatening to
the client than is talking face to face. Such graphic indicators
are invaluable when working with the sexually abused (whether
they are children or are adults who were abused as children)
when powerlessness and betrayal magnify the harmful effects
of the physical violation of space and person" (p. 86).
Wohl and Kaufman, (1S85. 1992) wrote two popular American books
addressed to clinicians who use art in their therapeutic work with children.
The books are filled with lengthy accounts of children's drawings and
interpretations relative to sexual abuse. Particular attention is focused on
drawings of children from homes where both physical and sexual abuse
have occurred, and again sweeping analytic interpretations are made,
sometimes bordering on the absurd. One example of such interpretations
by Kaufmann and Wohl (1992) is as follows:
. .we observe a strange thinning of the hair at the crown.
This phenomenon is one which has not been documented
elsewhere, but It is one that the authors have seen as a detail
frequently present in the Person Drawings of sexually abused
youngsters. As such, we believe it may be a significant indlce of
sexual trauma" (p. 63).
Kaufmann and Wohl typically carried out their interpretations
metaphorically and did not work with nonabused children. The major
problem with this approach Is that It is entirely without limit. One can
establish whatever one likes to support a particular analytic view. (See
further discussion, of the use of metaphor in Chapter IV).
Another typical interpretation by Kaufmann & Wohl (1992) about "tree"
drawings of sexually abused children Is as follows:
"Elmer's inability to adequately defend against the flooding of
his inner tensions is projected by the number of clouds present
on both renderings (Jones, 1971). The very existence of this
hole, or scar, indicates an earlier trauma, suggesting a possible
reason for Elmer's agitation. Last, we cannot help but notice the
thin and transparent roots which look pitifully Incapable of
stabilizing a tree of that size. They connote how tenuously
Elmer Is maintaining his grasp of reality and just how flimsy his
hold on it may be" (p. 61).
Elmer is a seven-year old child and there is no mention of the
developmental aspects of the quality or content of his drawing, much less
what the boy himself had to say. The basis for Kaufman and Wohl's tree
interpretations is the work of Hammer (1958) which relies on interpretations
from Buck's (1948) House-Tree-Person Test (HTP) which was developed
using drawings of adult psychiatric populations. The test was subsequently
standardized on adults with extremely low inteliiqence who allegedly
thought like children. St was then
argued that such interpretations could be generalized to children's
drawings. Unfortunately, this drawing instrument is still taught throughout
American art therapy programmes and widely used.
it is interesting that the title of Wohl and Kaufmann's second book is
"Casualties of Childhood: A Developmental Perspective on Sexual Abuse
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Using Projective Drawings". A brief discussion of cognitive development
reflected in children's drawings comprises only two pages of the entire book
and is presented in a vague and unsystematic manner. "Age-
inappropriateness" is then mentioned sporadically throughout the book.
Miller, Veltkamp, and Janson (1987) advocated the use of projective
measures in the clinical evaluation of sexually abused children. While they
□raised the use of human froure drawinas because thev allowed for
| \/ s/ /
assessment of cognitive abilities as well as for analysis of personality, they
did not systematically include both of these aspects as part of their own
assessment procedure to ascertain whether a child may have been sexually
abused. They recommended the use of a series of topics which might
stimulate projective material relative to sexual abuse, specifically relative to
feelings. The authors rightly cautioned against the use of leading questions
in the use of such projective approaches. They too worked from an analytic
perspective, stating that unconscious motivation becomes crucial in the
evaluation process. They also advocated the use of fables in addition to
drawings to open, an avenue for the child to demonstrate and discuss the
abuse.
Moore (1989) alleged that a review of large numbers of drawings of
learning disabled children, many of whom had suffered sexual and physical
abuse, revealed certain characteristics in the eyes, nose, neck, and so on.
Unfortunately, to the knowledge of this investigator, Moore has not yet
published any empirical support for her claims about such drawings. A
number of these alleged indicators are included for analysis in the present
study in order to learn whether they appear in drawings of nonabused
children.
Riordan and Verde! (1991) reiterated the importance of the use of
children's drawings in diagnosing child sexual abuse, in particular by school
counsellors who allegedly would need little training in art to use drawing
instruments such as the Draw-A-Person (DAP) (Harris, 1963) or
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the Kinet!c-Fam!!y-Drawing (KFD) (Burns, 1982). They listed various
characteristics of human figure drawings which purported to he indicative of
symptoms commonly experienced by children who had been sexually
abused. They claimed, for example, that an overemphasized, elongated
neck indicated difficulty in maintaining control of sexuality, and that a nose
overemphasized by size or linear contrast indicated phallic preoccupation.
These conclusions were drawn from a review of the work of Stember
(1980), Beutler, Crago. and Yates (1985), Kaufmann &. Won! (1985). Buck
(1977) and Dl Leo (1983). Riordan and Verde! stated that the most
imoortant features included in drawings of sexualiv abused children were* J
the genitals themselves, but nevertheless were primarily relying on similar
analytic assumptions as do those whose work they reviewed.
In the above publications based primarily on psychoanalytic concepts,
developmental phases of these children's creations are only superficially
discussed, if at ail. Drawings appear to be somewhat wildly analyzed, and
interpretations commonly used in such approaches for adults are
generalized to the assessment of drawings of young children.
Systematic Studies ot Features ot Drawings ot Sexually Abused Children
Johnston (1S79) evaluated drawings by 10 sexually abused children
ages 5 through 11 using the KFD and judged that the drawings revealed
dysfunctional family systems. Two of the 10 children included
representations of the male sex organ. Isolation was said to be manifested
bv the drawino of the family members in senarate corrsDartments on the
/ V / I I
paper and role reversal was metaphorically interpreted in drawings where
the child made him or herself larger than the mother figure. Johnston made
no attemot to evaluate the validity of the KFD before usina it. Considerable
weaknesses in this instrument are not addressed (Buros, 1973). She did
not take into consideration developmental aspects of the drawings, even
though the age range was considerable. While Johnston's study Involved
too few children over too wide an age range, it nevertheless was one of the
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earliest writings relative to unusual features in drawings of sexually abused
children.
Kelley (1984) examined 120 pictures drawn by 10 sexually abused
children between the ages of 3 and 10. Analysis showed that, of the
self-portraits drawn, 20 percent portrayed prominent genitalia. 40 percent
placed an added emphasis on the pelvic region, 43 percent emphasized the
upper portion of their bodies, and 30 percent drew themselves without
hands. The only discussion of developmental aspects of the children's
drawings was her claim that pictures drawn in the earlier stages of
treatment are often below expected developmental levels. However, during
later phases children often draw more age-appropriate pictures" (p. 426).
There was no attempt to empirically back up such a statement.
Kelley (1985) later noted certain characteristics in drawings of sexually
abused children. Shading of parts of the body, focus on genitals, omission
of upper extremities and emphasis on the mouth were some of the features
she discussed relative to their drawings of the human figure. She argued
that pediatric nurses should take these aspects of children's drawings Into
consideration when they use art to help sexually abused children to
communicate.
The first significant study to appear in art therapy literature in the
fiGQW
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drawings of 166 children, with a wide age range of 4-18 years. 39 subjects
were known to have been sexually abused and 77 subjects were children
who were being treated for other emotional problems. While statistically
significant differences were found in the frequency of rated graphic
indicators between the two groups on both the HTP and the KFD. by the
admission of the investigators, considerable problems with poor Interrater
reliability made the results inconclusive. The rating scale contained vague
descriptions and illustrations of what was to be scored and it is not
surprising that there were such problems with obtaining reliability. The
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comparison group consisted of psychiatrically hospitalized children and it
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incorporated into future studies. The only accounting for development was
in matching groups for age. It was therefore not possible to determine If
differences were due to a history of sexual abuse or as a matter of
development.
Yates. Bustler & Craao \ 19851 comoared drawinqs of 18 airis who were" - _ * <S \ / I ~ - </ v/
incest victims and 17 girls who were disturbed, but not incest victims. The
age range (considerably broad for such a small sample) of the first group
was 3.5 to 17 vears old. and the aoe ranoe of the second group was 4 to 17/ V vy v/ »
years old. The list of characteristics to be rated were derived from the
clinical literature and consisted of 15 dimensions. The investigators were
unclear as to how such subjective definitions of pathology were specifically
scored when looking at children's drawings. These were hyposexualization
(failure to attend to sexual features), hypersexualization (overelaboration of
sexual features), degree of immaturity, level of anxiety, control of impulse,
amount of confusion, between love and anger, quality of rationalization,
quality of compartmentaSization, Quality of projection, quality of acting out
defenses, quality of somatization, quality of denial, quality of repression,
and quality of sublimation. The only item of a developmental nature was
"degree of Immaturity" which likewise was not defined. The two dimensions
measured wnich proved to be statistically significant were measures of
"impulse control" and "reoression". which suooested that incest interferes- - -j - | ' v/ \/
with the child's ability to utilize repression and to control Impulses. These
two dimensions were not clearly defined either, nor were specific features of
the children's drawings alleged to be indicative of such pathology, leaving
out the possibility for replication. The researchers however, did discuss
these limitations and suggested additional research using more objective,
clearly defined research hypotheses and dependent variables applicable to
the study of incest.
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In a retrospective study, Sldun (1986) along with Chase (1987)
developed a coding manual based on existing literature on artwork of
sexually abused children at that time. Many items on the coding manual
appear to be based on psychoanalytic theory, such as canes, cigarettes,
and so on (see Chapter II). Sidun rated and compared Human-Figure-
Drawings (HFD's)(Koppitz, 1968) of 30 known sexually abused adolescents
with drawinas of 30 adolescents who had been treated for emotional
disturbance with no known history of sexual abuse. The age range for all
subjects was 13 through 17 years. Only one drawing was collected for each
subject. A wide ranae of intelliaence was reoresented with subjects in one/ v/ • »
group having IQ scores from 75 to 118 and the other group having IQ
scores ranging between 75 and 123. Both groups were matched for IQ, but
possible effects of such considerable differences in intelligence on the
artwork were not discussed. Sidun hypothesized that the abused group
would draw more "oversexualized and undifferentiated figures", more
"indicators of anxiety ', and more "indicators of poor self-esteem '. I hese
"indicators" were assumed to be the correct interpretation of certain
characteristics to be scored in the drawings. No statistically significant
differences were found, however, in measuring these features.
It was further hypothesized that drawings of the sexually abused group
would contain a greater frequency of wedges, phallic-like objects, and
circles than drawings of the nonabused group again based on common
Freudian interpretations of such items as discussed in Chapter II. In a
composite analysis of the data, a greater number of such characteristics
was found in artwork of the sexually abused group. When these
characteristics were analyzed independently, however, the only
characteristic found to be statistically significant was the use of "enclosed
circles", which is not operationally defined. Sldun analytically interpreted
these circles as indicative of "oral regression" (personal communication,
April, 1989). According to Kellogg (1970) circles and enclosed circles are
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typical of children ages two to seven as a matter of cognitive development,
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mention was made about what media were used and the possible
differences in thickness or hardness of pencils which are most commonly
used for drawing tests- Such differences in materials obviously could affect
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actually drew trouser flies more often than did the abused group. The
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concern about sexuality and therefore not specific to abused subjects. Here
is an exarnole ot a so-ca!lecS indicator ot sexual abuse which appeared to Pe
more associated with normal development. It was further concluded in
Sldun's study that the strongest graphic indicators seen as red flags for
possible sexual abuse in adolescence were omitted hands, omitted fmcsers,
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they allegedly reflect feelings of "anxiety and helplessness" which would
very likely exist in emotionally disturbed adolescents whether or not they
had been sexually abused.
A major weakness of this study was that the artwork of
highly-functioning normal adolescents were not used. Sidun did strongly
suggest that it was imperative to include such artwork in future research.
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Another weakness of this study was that it was archival over a period of 10
years. HFD's (Koppitz, 1968) and WISC or VVISO-B. (Weschier, 1949.
1974) tests were administered upon psychiatric admission by a variety of
clinicians, and demographic data was collected by numerous staff
members, which greatly diminished the degree of control in gathering the
data. Another problem was that of obtaining interrater reliability. Several
training sessions were undertaken and obtaining interrater reliability was
extremely difficult (personal communication, April 1989). The coding
manual developed by both Sidun (1986) and Chase (1987) contains what
appears to be loose and ambiguous definitions of items to be scored, and is
likely to have contributed to the problem of poor interrater reliability. In spite
of the numerous difficulties with this study, it was one of the first systematic
studies attempted by an art therapist and the most extensive at that time.
Chase (1987), a colleague of Sidun's, introduced a comparison group
of normal nonabused children into her research design when she compared
the HFD's and KFD's ot 34 female subjects, ages t>-1b, who were victims of
Incest with those of 26 matched emotionally disturbed subjects and 34
matched subjects with no Known adjustment disorders. Chase used the
same scoring manual for Hi-u s as was used in Sidun's study (1986). ! he
scoring manual was especially designed for both studies to measure
indicators of sexual abuse, but as mentioned above, items appeared loosely
defined which would make judgment very difficult. Nonetheless, significant
differences 'were found in that drawinos of sexuallv abused children were
v — - - •
less mature than those of nonabused children and adolescents, as well as
less mature than children who were emotionally disturbed. "Maturity" was
iudaed bv scores on the Kopoitz HFD and the human floure drawinas of the# \/ y '• vy
sexually abused subjects contained fewer details specific to the drawing of
the human figure. The findings that drawings of sexually abused children
reflected a lower level of cognitive development was an important one, but
no direct link with this aspect was made with the appearance of so-called
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indicators of sexual abuse. Results snowed that there were significant
differences in developmental levels as measured by Koppitz' scale with
sexually abused children scoring at a lower level than did the other groups.
No other measures of mental maturity, however, were used In addition to
the Koppnz drawing method.
In the KFD's, Chase found that differences in "seiT-nurturance" and
"nurturance of mother" were sionificantlv different with the sexuailv abused
V / /
children showing less "nurturance" on both measures than those with no
adjustment difficulties. Chase relied on such interpretations as determined
bv the KFD aaaln based on psychoanalytic assumptions. There was also a
significant difference In the size of siblings with the welt adjusted children
depicting siblings larger than did the sexually abused children. The
investigator also relied on earlier interpretations of Koppitz and Machover
(See Chapter V) stating that size is related to self-esteem. On the other
hand. Johnston f 1979) who used the KhD with sexually abused children
\ /
interpreted different sizes of family members as role-reversal. It was
concluded that the HFD's may be more Informative than the KFD's in that
data on more measures differentiated between the abused and nonabused
samples using the former instrument.
Hibhard, Roghmann &. Hoekelman (1987) compared drawings of 57
wi uiui L>i i win i ail anauau i itoiui y ui obAuai auuoc 11 ioi i uvvn iu u ic auc i cx\ igc tu
ages 3-7) with the drawings ot do nonabused on? idren matched for age,
sex, race, and socioeconomic background. Subjects were asked to make
two Goodenough-Harris DAP's, one of each sex, and to complete a human
figure outline of a person. All drawings were scored for the inclusion of five
body parts: (1) eyes; (2) navel: (3) vulva/vagina; (4) penis; and (5) anus.
The children were interviewed and asked to identify the body parts. Five
sexually abused children drew genitalia and only one nonabused child did
so. The results were summarized by stating that sexually abused children
were 6.8 times more likely to draw genitalia than were comparison children.
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They concluded that few children drew genitalia, but that those who did
were likely to have been sexually abused. While the age range of children
in this investigation was narrower than previous studies, there nevertheless
are considerable differences between drawings of 3-year-old children and
those of 7-year-olds. The authors appear to give no close attention to the
effects of development on their findings. Genitalia appeared in drawings of
the vounoest children facres 3. 4 & 51. The investioators. however, were
/ V/ \ -~<j> 5 / ~ o
careful to state that while a drawing may alert one to the possibility of
sexual abuse, it does not prove it. Another conclusion of this study was
that Genitalia were drawn more often in the comoletion drawinas than in the
v/ ■ V
drawings of a man and a woman.
Hibbard and Hartman (1990) later replicated the earlier study (Hibbard,
Roghmann & Hoekelman, 1987). They compared drawings of matched
groups of 109 children alleged to have been sexually abused with those of
10S children who had been screened to determine that there was no known
history of sexual abuse. They again collected from each subject two
drawings of a person (a man and a woman), in the same session, as well
as two completion drawings, one outline of a large "mature" person and
one an outline of a smaller "immature person". Comparison groups
matched for age, sex, race, and level of education consisted of children
ranging from ages 3 to 8 ( mean age 5.2 years). The developmental
maturity of these children was measured by the Goodenough-Harris DAP
(Harris. 19631 and the Peabodv Picture Vocabulary Test fPPVTIfDunn &\ ' / - _ ~ - / v / \
Dunn, 1981). Contrary to Chase's findings, no differences in drawing
maturity between sexually abused and nonabused children were Identified
usinu onlv the DAP scores. PPVT scores, however, were hiaher in
\/ / V/
non.abused children. Six out of 109 children allegedly sexually abused drew
genitalia on the completion drawings. Only one child in the nonabused
group did so. Drawing breasts and navels was not associated with a
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history of abuse. It is important to note, however, that the completion
drawings depicted genitalia in instances where the DAP s did not.
Drachnik (1989, 1994} claimed that depiction of the tongue was a
graphic symbol of sexual abuse. She reviewed anthropological and art
historical information that might support the idea of the tongue as a symbol
of sexual abuse. She retrospectively examined drawings of 263 children
between the aaes of 2-1/2 and 18 vears which she had collected over 15
- - - - ~ - —
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years. 57 of these children had been identified as having been sexually
abused with 12 having been identified as suspected victims. Children under
aae four were eliminated, leaving the aae ranae at 4-18 vears. and of the
remaining 43 children with a history of sexual abuse, the drawings of 14
children displayed one or more tongues. Three children of the 12
suspected victims drew tongues as well. Of the remaining 134 children not
known to have been sexually abused, only two drawings contained a
orotruding tongue. Unfortunately there was no attempt to work out any
statistical analysis. Drachnik also supervised numerous other art therapists
working with sexually abused children who stated that they frequently saw
this phenomenon as well. She rightly cautioned against the automatic
assumption that sexual abuse has occurred when children depicted
tongues and the need for further investigation. She did not, however,
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consider the possible effects of development.
Developmental Considerations in Drawings of Sexually Abused Children
Koppiiz (1968), in her well-known developmental study of children's
drawings, found that HPD's of norma! children ages 5-12 rarely included
Genitalia. Conclusions were based on the drawinqs of over 1800 schoolV/ V/
children, in examining body parts drawn by 5 to 12-year-old "normal"
school children, Koppitz reported that only two of 325 girls (one 7 years of
age and one 9 years of age) and nine of 931 boys (six 5 years of age and
one each 6, 7, and 9 years of age) included genitalia.
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Koppitz developed a list of "emotional indicators" which she claimed
occurred more frequently in children with a history of psychological
disturbance. While she did not control for sexual abuse specifically,
she Informally linked certain features with sexual abuse or sexual
preoccupation, examples being: (a) legs pressed together and
(b) genitals.
DiLec (19731 also studied children's drawinas from a develoomenta!
\ / "s/ I
perspective and noted after reviewing thousands of children's figure
drawings that the representation of genitalia was rare. He reasoned that
when it did occur it was because the child had been made more aware of
the sex organs due either to surgery or seduction by older adults or
children. Di Leo also believed that the generalized neglect of genitalia in
drawings of the vast majority of children from diverse environments
suggested that it may be due to the sexual latency which, according to
psychoanalytic theory, prevailed during early childhood. He also noted that
girls' drawings showed evidence of sexual and social awareness at an
earlier age than did boys (DI Leo. 1970). It is important to note that Koppitz
and DiLeo carried out their work over 25 years ago before children were
exposed to so much sexual material in films and videos as has been the
case in more recent years.
Burgess, McCausland, and Wolbert (1981) believed that sexual abuse
should OS suspected In children whose drawings markedly shifted from
age-appropriate figures to disorganized objects and showed repeated
sexual figures. However, these conclusions were not systematically
validated.
Kelfey (19851 later observed that uictures drawn bv sexuailv abused/ \ / • / /
children in the early phases of therapy frequently appeared below expected
developmental levels, but that during the later stages of therapy, children
drew more age-appropriate pictures. She did not address that these
changes might also be due to developmental changes over the course of
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therapy. Nor did she use a standardized test or systematically present any
scores representing the developmental levels of these children. Her
arguments are presented in anecdotal form with illustrations of a few
children's drawings.
Burgess (1988) carried out a retrospective study on two groups of
children, aged 3-7, matched for age, ethnicity, family structure, and gender.
One oroun consisted of nine children with a historv of sexual abuse and the
other group was made up of eight children with no history of sexual abuse
or age-innapropriate sexual behaviour. Children in the latter group were
excused to the stressful events of visitina the dentist for dental care
education. Seven drawings were collected from all children in the study
with the following topics: favourite weather, self now. self younger, the
family doing something, the event, a house and tree, and a free drawing.
Drawings were scored for 43 characteristics, the definitions of which were
loosely described, but the investigator claims that there was Interrater
reliability of 1.0 between three judges for all items, which seems highly
unlikely. Data was presented in percentages only with no levels of
statistical significance reported. Results were that sexually abused children
had more sexualized body parts than the nonabused children (22% vs 0%),
shaded body parts of self now drawing (22% vs. 0%), shaded body parts of
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drawing QT "self now" (22% vs. 0°vj = it seems strange, however, that
published statistical results were numerically identical for all comparisons,
and the analysis should he questioned.
QufQ0ss further ciajmeo mat oonsibused children actually created
drawinus at a lower level of deveioument than did the sexually abusedv/ I /
children. Upon closer examination, however, of the drawing assessment
instrument designed by the investigator and her colleagues, there were only
two measures of developmental level which were: "are the drawings (a)
age-appropriate (organized), or (b) regressed for age (disorganized)?"
J A A
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! here was no forma! attempt to determine actual developmental levels for
the children by using any torm of standardized instrument, nor any
description as to what disorganized" and "organized" actually meant. I he
author also referred to the presence of a neck in the drawing of a 5-year-old
as an indicator ot self-esteem. TTisro is no acknowledgement that the
absence ot 3. nscK Is commonly found in most children that young. She
also arqued "that omisston ox doqv oarts mdicate that the abused children0 / i
feel violated and vulnerable" with no apparent basis for such an
interpretation. She then counter-argued that the very same characteristics
in nonabused children's drawinas are reoresentative of the child's
v ■
developmental achievement, leaving the reader with a considerable amount
of confusion.
Hibbard and Hartman (1990b) found no statistically significant
differences in Koppitz Emotional Indicators in drawings of sexually abused
children compared with nonabused children, even though they previously
had found significant differences in scores on the PPVT with nonabused
children scoring higher (Hibbard &. Hartman, 1990a). A focus of this study
was to examine test-retest reliability of Koppitz' scoring of emotional
indicators. Subjects ranged in age from 5 to 8 years. 65 chlidren
suspected of having been sexually abused comprised one group and the
other group was made up of 64 children who had been screened for any
eoneorne ohm it cqvi ioI ohi ioq Tho r»hilriron \a/oro ori/ori in mol/p tva/o
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drawinas of a oerson. On the second drawina. a oicture of a oerson of the
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sex opposite to the first drawing was requested. The results were that there
were few clinically significant differences between groups and no
statistically significant differences were found for emotional indicators
allegedly linked with sexual abuse (legs pressed together, big hands, and
genitals). It was found that the test-retest reliability on emotional indicators
on drawings obtained at approximately the same time was high and thus
supported Koppitz' recommendation that one drawing was sufficient to
mi
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examine emotional indicators. It would be interesting to see, however, what
differences might have occurred if the drawings had been collected on
different days instead of at the same time. The investigators also
challenged Koppitz' claim that "omission of body parts" was valid for both
sexes between the ages of 5 and 12 because 33 of the 36 subjects who
scored this indicator were 6 years old or under.
MethodQlogical Problems in Studies on Drawings of Sexually
Abused Children
Some of the problems arising in the studies reviewed in this chapter
relative to the use of children's drawinus in the assessment of sexual abuse
vy
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sexual abuse, including the use of children's drawings, anatomically cor rect
dolls, and studying children's behaviour. He rightly argues that difficulties
arise in evaluating whether or not a child has been sexually abused by
using "indicators" of abuse, particularly when lists of such "indicators"
include emotional and behavioural symptoms that are widely found in other
clinical populations. He also discusses the problem which occurs when
such symptoms in fact are a part of normal child development, but
assumed to be linked with sexual abuse.
Differences in drawing abilities of children at each age level assessed,
e.g., drawings of 3-year-oids versus 8-year-olds, or even 15-year-olds, were
not seriously taken into account in studies using groups matched for age.
While an atierent to control for develooment was made bv matchino aoes of
■ ■ ~ ' ' */ */
the subjects, no accounting for specific differences in what children at
various ages drew was made. Frequencies measuring the total quantities
of certain characteristics occurring in each comparison group, such as no
pupils in eyes, no mouth, no neck, transparencies, no hands, heavy lines,
etc., were calculated. Specific ages where these characteristics occurred
were not a consideration. This is an especially important issue for studies
of drawings of sexually abused children where certain features in drawings
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prp spri impri tn Ha linked with sexual abuse. Accordino to Isaac &. Michael■ w " ' ,w*" *" ww
(1985) : "Matching has many disadvantages and is now generally
discouraged" (p. 81) and . , the technique of matching subjects to form
pairs for later comparison tends to create more control problems than it
solves. Therefore, the matching technique is coming under increasing
criticism . . (p. 99).
It was aooarent that verbal descriotlons of characteristics of drawings
to be scored in many of the studies reviewed were indeed vague and
confusing. Illustrations of drawing features to be scored, when and If they
were oresented were ambiauous in several instances fCohen & Phelos.
• v-* v '
1985; Sidun, 1986; Chase 1987). Isaac and Michael further pointed out
that:, . the problem of obtaining satisfactory measures of variables which
influence the dependent variable, so that they can be reliably and validly
used. Many such variables reported in the literature are too vague,
ill-defined, or over-determined to identify or measure objectively" (p. 39).
Variability of children's drawings on a day-to-day basis, discussed at
length by Rhoda Kellogg (1970) has not been accounted for in most
studies, much less variations likely to occur over longer periods of time.
Kellogg found In her collection of over a million children's drawings that a
child's rendition of the human figure changed considerably when drawn on
*-» y-i s jv j 1^ o r»io Oi 1l"* s C i-* >■ qrsrt O oy* i k-% r* / 1 O Q r* a s I <-» *-iv e t/-ii i r\ y-i
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considerable variations in druWinys crosiso si oiTTsroni timos, and that
these variations also increased and decreased at certain aae levels of the
s/
children whose drawings were studied with the highest variability occurring
among 8-year-oids,
Measurements of mental maturity made with instruments which are
j
known and respected for their validity and reliability, such as the WISC,
Stanford-Binet, Ravens, and picture vocabulary scales [i.e., the British
Picture Vocabulary Scale (Dunn, Dunn & Whetton, 1382) and the PPVT],
were not used to correlate the effects of mental maturity on children's
ifi3i vv
drawings In most of the literature discussed above other than as criteria for
matching groups, with the exception of Hibbard et a!. (1990a. 0).
Discussion
The present study does not use matched groups, but three groups of
nonabused cniioren representing oifrerent age oancss (5-7j 3 3! 9-1U). it will
attempt to isolate which, if any, alleged indicators of sexual abuse are
developmental in nature and determine those characteristics which do not
appear in drawings of nonabused children which may be features linked
with sexual abuse and need to be investigated further.
This studv will include additional measures of mental maturity otherj *
than just a drawing test. Correlations will be made between mental maturity
and the number of indicators of sexual abuse appearing in drawings.
Reliability will be tested between drawings of a Man, Woman, and Self
drawn within one session, as well as drawings created over a one year
period of time.
A scoring chart will be created with specific features to be scored
derived from existing literature on drawings of sexually abused children.
The scorinQ chart will contain specific descriptions and illustrations ot items
to be scored in an attempt to eliminate vague definitions commonly used in
previous studies, such as "large", "long", "out of proportion with rest of
ir/\" "« ir*i i I jol" /-* »vxov / h* --»» m \ jo ; y-»-f
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Scorina of drawinas for aenitalia was simolistic in some studies
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genitalia or other sexual features are considerable. A separate scoring
chart lookino for anatomical sexual features with Greater detail than
previous studies will be created for this investigation. Broad terms like
"breast", "penis", etc. will be more closely defined with several possible
variations.
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Methodological problems were considerable in ail of the above studies.
Using matched groups of children from wide age ranges, failure to take into
account measures of cognitive development, not taking into consideration
sex differences, unclear methodology making replication nearly impossible,
loosely designed scoring charts, and use of drawing instruments with poor
validity and reliability (e.g. the HTP and the KFD) (Buros, 1972) were
amono the numerous oroblems. This research has been desianed in an
v/ " I " " — - - vy
attempt to overcome some of these difficulties with the major goal that of
focusing on developmental aspects of drawings relative to possible





This longitudinal study investigates the norma! drawing development of
children assumed to be nonabused relative to characteristics of drawings
found in the literature purporting to be linked with a history of sexual abuse.
306 drawings using the Naglieri Draw-A-Person Test (DAP) (Naglieri, 1988)
assessing developmental maturity were collected from 34 children in a
primary school in Scotland over three intervals in order to establish a
developmental baseline determining the content of normal children's
drawings from ages five through ten and to determine whether and to what
extent features previously found in drawings of sexually abused children
appear In drawings of nonabused children.
Nonabused sublects were divided into three aoe orouos. acres 5-6
I C C I c
(N=12), 7-8 (N=1Q). and 9-10 (N=12). Subjects were given the Ravens
Coloured Progressive Matrices (CRM)(Raven, 1958) and the British Picture
Vocabulary Scale (BPVS)(Dunn, Dunn. &. Whetton, 1982) as additional
measures of mental ability and scores were then correlated with the DAP.
The Naglieri DAP. consisting of three drawings, a Man, a Woman, and a
Self, having a standardized scoring method consisting of 64 drawing items
measuring cognitive development. All Man, Woman, and Self drawings
were scored using the Naglieri DAP scoring method.
The Hagood Scoring Chart for "Sex Abuse Indicators" ("SA!"s) (See
Appendix) consists of 14 categories of 39 items designed to measure the
frequency of drawing features purporting to be linked with a history of
sexual abuse including some items repeatedly observed by this investigator
and colleagues in drawings of sexually abused children over a 12 year
period of time. All Man, Woman, and Self drawings of nonabused children
were again scored using the Hagood Scoring Chart and analyzed for the
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appearance of features assumed to be linked with sexual abuse. An
additional 19 items were scored for "Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators"
("ASA!"s), including genitalia in various forms.
The focus of this study Is strictly on drawings of nonabused children
from various age bands. The design for this thesis was chosen in an
attempt to overcome some of the methodological weaknesses of previous
studies, especially the consistent use of matched groups with -wide age
ranges and lack of focus on developmental aspects of children's drawings.
A longitudinal study to measure differences over time as well as to look at
several drawings for each child was also considered important. Measures
of verbal and spatial abilities as well as sex differences were omitted from
nearly ail of the previous studies and therefore built Into the design for this
investigation. The purpose was to determine whether or not certain features
alleged to be indicative of sexual abuse do actually appear in drawings of
nonabused children and are linked with cognitive development, in the event
some features do not appear at all. or rarely, it was important to identify
them as well.
Pilot Work
Pilot work was carried out by the investigator in California during the
earliest stage of the research in order to become familiar with a school
setting and the administration of children's drawing tests to very young
children. This informal experiment involved 30 children, ages 4-6, in a
Kindergarten class in Sacramento, California. The children were asked to
draw a picture including a house, a tree, and a person and then to
elaborate by adding whatever they wanted. The drawings were created in
three small groups of approximately 10 children each. The investigator
observed the process noting possible influences of children on each others'
work, problems in clarity of instructions, rapport building, the need to
encourage children to complete their drawings, and so on.
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A second drawing was collected which consisted of whatever subject
the children chose. It had been explained to the children prior to the .
drawing session that all of their drawings would be taken with the
researcher to Scotland. The children were shown pictures of castles and
presented with a brief geography lesson about Scotland. While the
drawinas were not formally analyzed. It was interestinq to observe that the
j J
first drawing requested of a House, a Tree and a Person did not include
castles. However, on the second drawing task when the children were told
that they could draw anything they wanted, nearly all of the drawings were
of castles. Thus, the effects of immediate prior events on children's
drawings and how such events may be influential became obvious.
The investigator subsequently carried out a similar experiment with
Scottish children, this time using all instruments intended for collection of
the data for the research. The purpose of this exercise was to become
familiar with the administration of both drawing and mental maturity
instruments, to gain experience in rapport building, to test the use of art
materials, to observe the children in the process of making their drawings,
and to gain more experience in handling logistical difficulties arising during
collection of the drawinos. This experience also allowed the investinator
who Is American, to become more familiar with Scottish children and
Scottish accents in order to better be able to communicate with and relate
to the children. In the study.
On© group of four ordinary nonabused children, ages 4-5, were used
from the University of Edinburgh Psychology Department nursery. Full
releases from parents had been obtained by the University for these
children to participate on research projects conducted within the
Psychology Department. Only first names and dates of birth were provided
to the investigator to assure anonymity. Children were asked by the
Nursery Leader if they wanted to participate and in one instance a child was
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Initially resistant to taking part because she did not know the investigator.
Special care and attention was made by both the investigator and university
nursury staff to make the child feel comfortable, to build rapport, and to be
certain that she was not under any duress. After this rapport-building
session, she willingly joined in for the following drawing sessions and
appeared to enjoy the process for the remaining sessions.
Sessions were videotaped and studied to learn possible mistakes the
investigator might be making in administering the tests and to better
systematize the collection of the data. The tape was then made available to
teaching staff at the primary school where the data were to be collected so
that they would better understand the research to be undertaken. This
helped to enlist their cooperation and support.
The children were given Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices
(CRM), the British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS), the Nagiieri
Draw-A Person Test (DAP) and asked to do spontaneous free-drawings.
Thp\/ \a+n cpp thpmeplvec r^n ihp mririirr^r aftpr paph
session which contributed to rapport-building and served as a reward for
their participation. Once again, the influence of immediate prior events
became apparent as all children drew daisies during one session and when
asked why they had done so, they all said that it was because they had
drawn them the day before in nursery school.
Ethical Concerns
Because of the high sensitivity surrounding child sexual abuse
throughout the United Kingdom at the time of this research, it was important
to be exceptionally cautious in all ethical aspects of the study. Because at
the outset of the research an attempt was made to obtain federal funding
from the National Institute of Mental Health in Washington, D C., it was
necessary to refer to both American and British guidelines for ethics in
conducting research. In reviewing the Code of Federal Regulations (1983)
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from the United States and the Code of Conduct. (British Psychological
Society. 1391) it was interesting to note that similarities in ethical guidelines
from both countries were considerable. The research proposal was
approved by the Department of Psychology Ethics Committee before being
submitted to the Scottish Education Department for final approval for
access to a primary school.i j
Access to Subjects
Initially, the investigator had planned to include drawings of children
with a history of sexual abuse for comparison with drawings of nonabused
children. Before the data collection, the investigator contacted numerous
social workers throughout Scotland and England about the possibility of
gaining access to the sexually abused children with whom they worked.
Due to the political climate In the United Kingdom regarding child sexual
abuse, namely several mishandled cases which resulted in ongoing national
media coverage and legal investigations, there resulted a considerable
amount of reluctance among mental health professionals to participate.
Access to British children with a history of sexual abuse appeared
exceedingly difficult and In some cases impossible. Difficulty in gaining
access to sexually abused children for research purposes in Britain at that
time was also addressed by Babiker (1991).
An art therapy colleague in California. Sandra Stendronsky was
contacted and asked to assist in the collection of a larae number of
drawings of children alleged to have been sexually abused. The
investigator travelled to Sacramento, California to train her in the collection
of the data. Stendronsky was chosen because she had considerable
experience in therapeutic work with sexually abused children and easy
access to many such children. Consent had been provided to the
Children's Residential Centre by parents or legal guardians for the children
to participate in research. Because of the long distance between Edinburgh
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and Sacramento, it proved impossible to maintain close ongoing
supervision of the data collection resulting In problems with the data. After
the drawings were collected, and the demographic information gathered, it
was also learned that some children had not actually been sexually abused,
and several had little or no strong substantiation of allegations of sexual
abuse. As a result, it unfortunately was necessary to omit their drawings
from the study.
Obtaining Primary School Staff Participation for Collection of Drawings of
Nonabused Children
In order to gain access to children in Scotland who had not been
abused, the investigator eventually gained the support of a Headmaster in a
primary school in the Edinburgh area to work with the staff and children at
his school, namely Bonnyrigg Primary School. Upon receipt of approval
from the Scottish Education Department (See Appendix), the investigator• \ • < / • v/
organized several meetings with the teaching staff at Bonnyrigg Primary
Srhnnl tn ami mint them \A/ifh +hia r»i irnncp rvf thp rp^P^rnh ar»H tri pc^ahlieh
how the research might be earned out with minimal interference in the
children's school work. Scheduling research sessions around school
holidays and special events required ongoing negotiation between the
researcher and the teaching staff.
Prior to the data collection a special meeting was called with
representatives of the School Board at Bonnyrigg Primary School who were' J C? J
parents themselves. The nature of the research was discussed thoroughly
with feedback from parent members as to their concerns and suggestions.
They also agreed to support the research, should other parental concerns
arise. Compounding the problems with access to subjects, parents were
fearful of anything that could cause suspicion that they might be abusing
their children and the possibility of interference from social workers. The
media had been regularly reporting the aftermath of the Cleveland Incident
i 1 1
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in England and more recently, in the Orkney islands of Scotland, not to
mention other similar incidents throughout the United Kingdom since
Cleveland. Consent procedures in gaining access to nonabused children
had to be carried out In a very sensitive fashion (See Appendix). It was
therefore necessary to carefully emphasize the developmental aspects of
the study and not to strongly focus on the issue of child sexual abuse in
order to gain consent from parents of nonabused children.
Sampling Design
Children from alternate level classrooms were selected to afford a good
representation of children ages 5 to 10. At the outset of the collection of
drawings the agebands were as follows; Primary One, ages 4 years 10
months to 6 years, (N=12); Primary Three, ages 6 years, 11 months to 7
years, 8 months (N-10); and Primary Five, ages 9 years 2 months to 9
years 8 months (N=12). The collection of drawings was for approximately a
one-year duration, and children's ages increased proportionately with each
phase of the data collection. All children In this school were requested to
participate in the study, but were ultimately selected upon the basis that
parental consent was gained. Unfortunately, due to the collection of the
data in a school situation, pure random selection was not possible. As
mentioned above, a total of 53 children were granted permission from their
parents to participate. At the outset, It was intended that Primary Seven
children would be Included in the study, and data was collected from them
at Phase I. I hsse children moved on into high school the tollovving school
term thus being unavailable for the remainder of the study and it was
decided to omit them from the study. Three children were lost through
attrition when they moved to another city before all data were collected and
thus were eliminated from the study. The number of children in Primary
One was originally 19. considerably more than in the other two agegroups.
Therefore 12 children Primary One were randomly selected to remain in the
study. The remaining seven Primary One children and and all data from
seven Primary One children were later omitted. In order to maintain
rapport and to honour the agreement made at the outset that all children
whose parents gave consent could participate, It was necessary to allow all
Primary One children to participate throughout the duration of the study
even though seven children's drawings would not be used.
Demographic Data
Subjects were selected from a primary school in the town of Bonnyrigg,
Lothian Reqion, Scotland. Due to the sensitivity of the study, it was not
possible to screen all children for the possibility of a history of sexual abuse,
as was done in some previous studies, Bonnyrigg Primary School was
chosen because it was believed to provide a reasonable example of the
ordinary child population. The population of Bonnyrigg, located in Lothian
Region in Scotland in 1991, the time that data collection for this study
began, was 13.449 (General Register Office. Scotland. 1995).
Ail children in the study were white of Scottish nationality. While very
few children at Bonnyrigg Primary School as a whole were of other ethnic
origin, none were subjects for this study due either to lack of parental
consent, or because they were in qrade levels not included In the study./ V J
Nevertheless, the high percentage of white children in the study were a fair
representation of the town of Bonnyrigg as a whole with 99.4% of the
population being white. The family constitution of children in the study
differed slightly from the overall statistics for the town of Bonnyrigg in that
there were 15% lone parents of the study children and only 6.8% of single
parent families in the town as a whole. Because of the sensitivity of the
study relative to child abuse, personal questions to elicit more demographic
information were not presented to either the children or to their parents,
Brief socioeconomic backgrounds of subjects who participated in this study
were thus provided anonomously by Bonnyrigg Primary School staff and
coded to retain anonymity. This consisted of the occupation of the
breadwinner of the family and a very basic breakdown of the family
constitution.
Population statistics for the town of Bonnyrigg and demographic
information on children who participated in the research at Bonnyrigg
Primary School are presented below:
TABLE 1.
MAIN INDUSTRIES OF EMPLOYMENT I N BONNYRIGG. LOTHIAN REGION,
SCOTLAND IN 1991
Agriculture .64%




Distribution & Catering 17.68%
Transport 5.57%
Banking, Finance 11.78%
Govt. & Other Services 38.06%
Management & Administration 11.46%
Professional and Technical 12.42%
Clerical and Secretarial 21.34%
Craft and Related Occupations 17.20%
Personal and Protective Services 13.22%
Sales 8.12%
Plant and Machine Operators 7.80%
Unemployed - Males (Ages 16-64) 9.09%
Unemployed - Females (Ages 16-59) 5.14%
TAB! F 2




Indian, Pakistani, etc. 62.00%
Chinese 26.27%
TABLE 3.
FAMILY COMPOSITION OF BONNYRIGG. LOTHIAN REGION. SCOTLAND IN 1991
No family 22.83%
Married, no children 30.73%
Married, with children 39.04%
Cohabiting, no children 2.77%
Cohabiting, with children 1.51 %




OCCUPATIONAL DiSTRiBUTiON OF PARENTS OF SUBJECTS. BONNYRIGG
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Agriculture (N=0) 0.0%




Distribution & Catering (N=2) 5.9%
Transpcrt (N=1) 2.9%
Banking, Finance (N=6) 17.9%
Govt, & Other Services (N=9) 26.4%
Homemaking (N=5) 14.6%
(Unemployed Females)
TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT OF PARENTS OF BONNYRIGG SUBJECTS
COLLAPSED INTO FOUR CATEGORIES
Professional (N= 6) i "7 eo/1 1 .0/0
White Collar (N= 14) 41.2%
Blue Collar (N= 9) 26,5%
Unemployed (N= 5) 1 A ~I~/-Ik.i f<a
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participate in the study because he believed it was very important (see
apQpnH 1vI Parents with concerns were invited to come to the school and
meet with the investigator who would he available on two differenti I IVWV *■»»*— ^ ' ■ « • • « I WU1M " " " ' Wll Wlfc* • V W • • W ***• ' ** ""
mornings. One mother arrived with several questions, but was reassured
on all accounts and willingly gave consent. Consent was requested from
parents of 86 children. 53 gave consent, 31 did not reply and 2 refused
consent. This provided a 61 % positive response. Once the collection of the
data began, however, one parent protested the use of individual testing
usina the Ravens and British Picture Vocabulary Test on the grounds that
the results might be placed In the child's file at school. Data collection
ceased temporarily while assurances were sent out to all parents whose
children were participating that all data would be unidentifiable and would
be retained at Edinburgh University, not within the children's school files
(see Appendix). It would be used for research purposes only, and there
was no way the child's name would appear on any of the data. This
provided clear boundaries to parents who were anxious about the possibility
of test scares affectina the children's evaluation at school. It also orovided" " " ~~
■
reassurance relative to totai anonymity. Parents who might have further
ni ifacfinnc \a/e*rp» inv/ii^H ^|"1 crio;-* L va/i+H rriic* i-le»aHm^e+fsr anrl thp im/i&c+in^i+nr
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There were no further questions or problems with parents throughout the
rorv^inriekr rvf thci mcoarrh
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4. Assurance of Confidentiality
A master list of the children's code numbers, first names, and
dates of birth was provided by the school secretary and maintained on
school premises. No names were placed on anv of the children's drawinqs.
! he youngest children in the study were given a code number with a
dinosaur sticker to pin on their wall at home to help them to remember their
number. The older children were told to memorize their numbers, but it was
necessary throughout the study to double check the code numbers because
the children forgot them from time to time.
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5. informed Consent of the Nonabused Children
Each child was told at the outset of the study that the purpose of doing
the artwork was ultimately to help other children. It was further explained
that the investigator was trying to learn what different children drew at
different ages and this information would in turn help those who worked
with troubled children to better understand them and thus be better able to
help them. The children were also told that they didn t have to participate if
they didn't want to, even if their parents said they could. They were
informed that they would be doing several drawings both in pencil and with
coloured markers as well as taking two simple tests involving puzzles and
pictures (Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices and the British Picture
Vocabulary Scale). The number of drawing sessions and the period of time
for participation over the following year were also explained. T-. 11 children
clearly stated that they wanted to participate in the study and their
enthusiasm to continue remained throughout the period of data collection.
Selection of Instruments for the Study
In previous studies, drawing instruments were used measuring
cognitive and emotional development which were outdated and reflected
contents of children's drawings specific to the culture at that period in time
(Goodenough, 1926; Harris. 1963; Kopprtz, 1968; and Machover, 1949).
The Draw-A-Person Test (DAP) (Naglieri, 1988) was selected for this study
after a review of other existino Draw-A-Person instruments available to date
as discussed in Chapter IV. ! he use of total scores of all three drawings
(Man, Woman and Self) within the Naglieri Draw-A-Person system provides
more total items creating greater validity. As mentioned above, Naglierl's
Draw-A-Person Test also correlated highly with that of the
Goodenough-Harris Test. With the obvious difficulties in relying on the
Draw-A-Person test aione, additional measures of mental maturity, namely
the Ravens Progressive Matrices (CPM)(Raven, 1958) measuring spatial
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ability were selected for this study. These instruments also were selected In
order in kppn the theme of the research around the use of drawlnos in order
to appeal to the chlldrsn in ths study.
The CRM consists of a series of coloured patterns presented as
Duzzies and is verv auueahnQ to children, i ne cnno is asKeo to dick a
piece of the puzzle which best fits the various patterns "which become
progressively more difficult. The British Picture Vocabulary Scale
contains a number of drawings and the child is asked to match a given
vocabulary word with one of the drawings. Both instruments are widely
used and have a historv of fairlv good reliability and validity. It was/ J v/ / J
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correlated to establish a more solid measure of the cognitive• . ' "" "" " "
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uSVSIOjJmSi ii y? the children in the study.
In spite of the previously discussed problems in the use of projective
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2. To test the findings of other writers on drawings of
sexually abused children who have used human figure drawings
relative to alleged indicators of sexual abuse.
3. To use the scoring system from the Nag-lien
Draw-A-Person test as a model for scoring methods used in this
study, namely the Hagood Scoring Chart which is designed to
CriQ^itiooik; i/-!/-»\s +/~* r oK o rootoriotior- o»+ r>hiiiHrr»n'o rirovA;ioor o! iooori +/o
bpcUttydltty IOUf\ 5^*? w said^tG! souCo yi yfrtsytOft o CAYYIS svfo wj
be linked with sexual abuse and to be used as an adjunct to the
Naqlieri Draw-A-Person for ease of scoring and data entry.
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4. To use a recently standardized instrument as a contemporary
measure of children's drawings.
Schedule of Data Collection
Collection of data using the CRM and the BPVS took a total of four
months. Drawings then were collected longitudinally from children In a
Primary One class, a Primary Three class and a Primary Five class in three
phases over approximately a one-year period of time. All drawings were
subsequently collected In three phases, with it taking longer between
Phases I and II (8 months) than between Phases II and III (4 months). The
time difference between Phases I and III, however was a little over one year.
Differences in time between each phase were the result of problems in
arrangements with teachers for access to subjects and various holiday
breaks when the children were not available. Because of the logistics of
working in a school setting, the actual ages in years and months for
r-hslrimrs in c»onh ononrm irs iaf nhoccs rsf rSato oKtk/
Ui IIIVJI >~«l I II I Vv I I I UUM <-41 0>UVm>I I Ml ICkUM V> I ClUlU OUIIOOUWI I V LAI IC-U I IM I I Viy .
Children were tested in the same order during each phase as much as
possible, accounting for student absences or classroom priorities for
irtHiwirli r»Kilrlr-on
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TABLE 7.
SCHEDULE FOR THE DATA COLLECTION
September - December. 1991:
PHASE 1 - January - March. 1992:
PHASE ii - September-December. 1992;
PHASE III - Januatv-Mav. 1993:
Raven's CPM and BPVS
Man, Woman, Self and Free-Drawing
Man, Woman, Self and Free-Drawing
Man, Woman, Self and Free-Drawing
Procedures
Standardized procedures were used, namely the use of the same set of
instructions for all subjects, same drawsno materials, the same settinas. and
» ■ s/
so on. Children were seated in groups of four around a table in a small
room to obtain privacy and to avoid interruptions during the data collection.
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The same Investigator was used for the collection of all drawings to
maintain consistency in the administering of the tests.
instructions to Subjects:
The instructions given to all children in the study were given by the
same person, namely the investigator. The children were asked to draw a
Man, a Woman, and a Self on separate sheets of paper within a predrawn
outline. Drawings were done in the above order. Instructions were "I want
you to draw a Man (Woman, Self). I want you to draw the whole person
and to do the very best you can". When children asked further questions,
the investigator repeated the instructions and told the children it was their
drawing and to use their best judgment, thereby avoiding specifying any¬
more details about the drawings expected. A five minute time period was
allowed, but in all instances, the drawings were completed before that time.
The children were discouraaed from coavina from each other and this rarelv
I / >
was a problem with the Man. Woman, and Self drawings. The investigator
waited until all children had completed their drawings before collecting
them.
As a reward for doing pencil drawings, the children were then given a
sheet of larger oaoer and coloured felt markers and allowed to create a free
drawing of whatever they wanted to. No specific time limit was given, but It
was found that children would take as long as they could to avoid going
back to their classes. The investigator had to hurry them along, especially if
it was just before lunch, or the end of the day. Since coloured drawings
were only used as rewards and not a systematic part of the study, possible
effects of such pressure on the art products were not an issue. The effects
of Immediate prior events were all observed In these drawings throughout
the data collection as holiday themes and subjects being studied In the
classroom appeared in many of the free drawings. Children were more
prone to look at each other's artwork during this period.
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Materials
Each sheet of paper used for the drawings was pre-marked on the




DATE OF TEST: M/F:
For the Draw-A-Person Test, all pencil drawings were made on a sheet
of white paper with an predrawn outline (6" x 9") with Grade HB graphite
pencils. Pencils were sharpened on a regular basis. The children
consistently preferred to draw using coloured media. Thus free-drawings
were subsequently done in colours as an incentive and reward for the pencil
drawings. Art media for these drawings consisted of washable Crayola
brand coloured felt-tip markers. It was ethically important to use art
materials which were washable and non-toxic. Colours consisted of a
standard pallette of red, pink, orange, green, blue, yellow, violet, brown and
black. When markers rOa.1 I wLii X-i\ si sis, siew of ies were supplied. Sta: idard
12" x 18" white art paper was used for all drawings using coloured markers.
Scoring Procedures
Nagllerl Draw-A-Person Test
The Naglleri Draw-A-Person Test includes a scoring chart
with illustrations and verbal descriptions of Items to oe scored or not to oe
scored for each drawing. An accompanying scoring sheet is used for each
drawing and the Man, Woman and Self drawings are each scored
separately (See Appendix).
Hagood Scoring Chart for "Sex Abuse Indicators" f"SAI"s) and "Anatomical
Sex Abuse Indicators" i"'ASAi"s'i
The Hagood scoring sheet and scoring chart were designed in a similar
format to the Naglieri Draw-A-Person in order to provide more consistency
and ease in scoring and entering data into the computer. Resultant scores
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are named "Sex Abuse Indicators" ("SA!"s) and "Anatomical Sex Abuse
Indicators" ("ASAf's). "Sex Abuse Indicators" are defined as particular art
characteristics or motifs typically found in the artwork of sexually abused
children, as determined by the review of existing literature and the clinical
experience of this investigator and colleagues. "Anatomical Sex Abuse
Indicators" are features of the anatomy directly related to sexuality, e.a.j J
breasts, anus, genitals, and so on.
The terms "Sex Abuse Indicator", "SAi", "Anatomical Sex Abuse
Indicator" and "ASA!" will appear within quotation marks throughout this
thesis to indicate that such indicators have only been purported to be linked
with sexual abuse with little evidence to date to support such an
assumption.
Establishing Reliability
The Naaiien Draw-A-Person Test CNaalieri. 19881 contains a
self-instructional program training method whereby if the directions are
fnii^>VA/»aH p*nH +hnc» jne+ri ir^+ir^n^l HratA/Snne aro arri ir^ic*i\/ an{WMC/yYVrW LAS ! LA •! SW it !•_;■.! LS LJLS >AS »LA! LA * LA •» *! !LA!_» LAS Lr LALaLaLAS LA LLf • J ■_,»_-L/S LrLS . LAS i
appropriate level of proficiency with the scoring system can be reached. Six
steps were involved in this process:
"Step 1: Begin learning the DAP scoring system by reading the
Description of the DAP Scoring System' in Chapter 4.
Step 2. Study the 14 criteria and 64 items to become familiar with the
scorina rules.
Step 3. Using blank Record horm pages, score the six drawings
In "Worked Examples and Comments" presented on pages 34-45.
Compare your item scores to the scored examples, and review the
comments for each example.
Step 4. Score the five drawings in Competency Test I (Pages 46-52)
using the DAP scoring system. Record your scorings on blank Record
Form pages, and compare your item scores to the correct scores given
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after the drawings. To reach a minimum competency of 30% correct, 288
item agreements over the five drawings are needed (5 drawings x 64 items
x .30 - 288) or no more than 32 disagreements.
Step 5. Review item scores and comments for each drawing,
especially any items about which there has been disagreement.
Step 6. Should additional practice or training be necessary, five more
drawings are provided in Competency Test II (pages 53-59). for which the
same competency level (90% agreement) should be reached " (p. 33).
The investigator, after working with the children for two years, knew
them well and recognized styles in drawing peculiar to some children. In
order to decrease potential experimenter bias, it was important to have
someone other than the designer and administrator of the research score
the drawings. The investigator first taught herself the Naglieri scoring
method and then aave an initial briefino to a fourth-year Psvchoioav student
v/ - J - " C/
who scored the Nagiieri drawings, training herself with the use of Nagllerl's
self-instructional programme going through all phases listed above,
including the additional practice (Step 6), until she reached a 95%
confidence level. At mid point of scoring the drawings, she self-trained
aqain to refresh her scorino accuracy. Drawings were given to the rater in
mixed sets, varying the age levels and phases of drawings randomly.
Codes were covered over so that identification ages of subjects was not
possible. Even though, this programme appeared to be rigourous, 10
percent of the drawings were randomly selected and scored by the
investigator in order to establish at least a 90% interrater reliability. A few
drawings, however, contained elements which made them considerably
more difficult to score. Bizarre features, or additional figures were
occasionally added to these drawings which complicated the scoring since
such features were not accounted for in the Nagiieri scoring system. In
such instances, both raters met to ascertain the difficulty and to come to
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agreement on how they should best be scored in order to obtain the most
accurate assessment of developmental level. For example. If one drawing
contained two persons, or in one instance a two-headed person, it was
decided that the portion of the drawing which was the most developmental
advanced was chosen to score in order to give the child the optimal
advantage. The investigator double-checked raw scores, calculated all total
raw scores of the Man, Woman, and Self drawings, ages at each phase of
the data collection, and entered and double-checked all data into the SPSS
for Windows 6.0 programme.
Content and Construct Validity of the Hagood Scoring Chart
The Hagood Scoring Chart (see Appendix) was designed specifically
for this study. Since it is not a standardized instrument, as is the Naglieri
scoring method, it Is therefore Important to have some criteria to establisho 1
content validiw (British Psvcholoaical Societv. 19921.
/ \ / - - / ' —/ -
Items discussed in the literature as being linked with sexual abuse
both in anecdotal accounts and systematic research are used in the
Hagood Scoring Chart (See Table I), items frequently reported in the
literature by analytically oriented clinicians to be indicative of sexual abuse
are Incorporated into the scoring chart and analyzed for frequency and
occurrance in drawings of nonabused children at various developmental
stages. Some items also included in the Hagood Scoring Chart were those
repeatedly observed by this Investigator and colleagues. The investigator
has had considerable experience in working with sexually abused children
from ages 3 through 17 in both California and Scotland over the past 12
years. Over this period of time, artwork has been observed from
approximately 75 children known to have been sexually abused.
Therapeutic work was carried out in a variety of settings including
counselling centres, private work, schools, and various treatment
programmes specializing in work with sexually abused children in both
1 OA
I i_"T
California and Scotland. Various features were repeatedly observed by the
investigator and other colleagues in drawings of these children which
appeared unusual. The investigator, however, had not had experience in
working with ordinary nonabused children. Two colleagues in California,
Sandra Stendronsky and Barbara Hugo, art therapists who similarly had
several years of experience working with sexually abused children, were
j » ^ /
consulted for verification that they too had seen such features.
A separate section of the Hagood Scoring Chart included features of
various aspects of genitalia and other anatomical features relative to
sexuality. The literature frequently addresses the inclusion of genitalia but
does not describe what asoects of it are involved in anv nreat detaili J <J
(Hibbard, Roghmann &. Hoekelman,1987: Hibbard and Harlman, 1990).
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Because the Haaood Scorina Chart is newlv desioned at the oresent time it
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SOURCES FOR "SFX ABUSE INDICATORS" fSACSI AND "ANATQM ICA.L o^-/n
INDICATORS" f"ASAi"S'i "
1. ARMS
a) Detail 1 Phallic shaped arms (one if in profile). Arms
narrow toward trunk, hand represented by
two large "fingers". Do not score if more or
less than two "fingers". Hagcod. Hugo. &
Stendronsky (Clinical Observation)
2. DETACHMENT
a) Detach 1 Head comoietelv detached from neck, or if
3. EYES
no neck, completely detached from trunk,
at any point, or head attached to neck, but neck
completely detached from trunk. Burgess (1988)
Two eyes represented as wedges (corners
turned up). Moore (1989)
b) Detail 2 Two eyes, pupils crossed toward centre.










Two eyes with angular pupils-not crossed toward
centre. Moore (1989)
Two eyes with verticie pupils (line only).
Moore (1989)
Large circular eyes not crossed toward centre.
Chase (1987)
No hands, hands completely absent.
Chase (1987), Chantleret. ai. (1991)
Sidun & Rosenthal! (1986)
Hands hidden (in pockets, behind back, etc.
Uhiin (1980), Burgess & Hartman (1993)
Hands with no fingers. Sidun & Rosenthal!
(1986), Chase (1987)














Hair shapes protruding from top of head
and flowing down side in phallic shape
(resembling anatomically correct male
genitalia). Chase (1987)
Head complete absent. (Uhlin, 1979).
Head only, or head and neck only.
No representation of the trunk. Sidun &
Rosenthal! (1986), Chase (1987)
Head disproportionately smaller than trunk
(head measures 'ess than 1/5
body). Chantler et. al (1991)
: length of the
Neck completely missing. Stember (1980}
Neck disproportionately long. Kaufman &
Wohl (1992)
Triangular neck. H.agood. Hugo,
Stendronsky. (Clinical Observation)
Legs apart at groin area and drawn
directiy to beltline Or beitline area. Genital area
completely absent. If drawing contains a skirt,
























Distance between crotch and beltiine
narrow. Minimal or near missing genital area.
Burgess (1988)
Legs pressed tightly together. Uhlin (1979)
Hibbard & Hartman (1990)
Legs repeatedly redrawn (more than two legs).
Faller (1988), Moore (1989), RiOrdan & Verdei
(1991)
Phallic shaped legs (feet with two "toes"
and legs narrowing toward the trunk.
Hagoori Hugo, & Stendrbnsfcy (Clinical Observation)
No representation of mouth. Moore (1989):
Hibbard & Hartman (1991)
Mouth present, tongue protruding.
Drachnik (1989. 1994)
Mouth wide open (open more than 1/5
length of face). Keiley (1S85). Chase (1987)
Exaggerated full lips. May or may not be
heavily shaded Buck (1977), Kelley (1985),
Chase (1987)
Puppet mouth turned upward. Moore (1989)
Clearly jagged lipline (no Hps). Hagood. Hugo &
Stendronsky (Clinical Observation)
Mouth turned downward. Burgess (1988),
Teeth exaggerated (straightedges,
pointed edges, and/or animal-like fangs).
Uhlin (1979)
Linear (verticie) nose (single line only).
Moore (1989)
Question mark nose. Moore (1988)
Phailic-like nose. Uhlin, (1979), Moore (1989).
Complete absence of facial features (blank
face). Uhlin (1979)
Crossed-out, shaded-out or scribbied-out







Entire person or body crossed or scribbled out.
Uhlin (1979)
Trunk drawn from waist up only. No
representation below waist. Uhlin (1979)
Burgess & Hartman (1993)
Clown drawn instead of person.
Stember (1980)















Explicit sexualization (e.g. arrows to
genitalia). Miller et al. (1981)
Nudity (no clothing over entire body).
Chase (1987)
Anus. Hibbard etal. (1387,1991)
Breasts (any indication). Hibbard et al.
(1987.1991)
Heavy shading, scratching out, darkening,
or obliterating breasts. Moore (1992)
Nipple present. Hibbard etal. (1987, 1991)
Aeriola present (open or fi!!ed-in circle,
more than a single dot). Hibbard et al.
(1987, 1991)
Breasts hanging (clearly female breasts).
Hibbard eta!. (1987,1991)
Female genitalia (any indication).
Hibbard etal. (1987,1991), Di Leo (1973)
Female genitalia with labia. Hibbard et al.
(1987,1991), DiLeo (1973)
Male genitalia (any indication). Hibbard
et al. (1987,1991) Di Leo (1973)
Male genitalia including testicles. Hibbard
et al. (1987.1991) Di Leo (1973)
Male genitalia including penis.
Hibbard et al. (1987.1991) Di Leo (1973)
Male genitalia including head of penis.
Hibbard etai. (1987, 1991), Di Leo (1973)
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Mais genitalia with hoi© in end of penis.
Hibbard et a!. (1987, 1991). Di Leo (1973)
p) Detail 16 Ejaculation or urination depicted.
Hagood, Hugo, & Stendronsky (Clinical Observation)
q) Detaii 17 Penis erect (width at ieast 1/5 length of
penis). Hibbard etai. (1987.1991)
r) Detaii 18 Genitalia represented by circle only.
Hibbard, Roghmann & Hoekelman (1987)
s) Detaii 19 Heavy shading, scratching out, darkening,
or obliterating genitalia (male orfemaie)
(Moore. 1989)
A final review ef lite iitprnti irer wets mace by the investigator to
determine what features In the most recent publications were purported to
be indicative of sexual abuse and these were added to the Hagood Scoring
Chart prior to scoring the drawings Everv effort has been made to includer* ■ c " o ■ j
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sexual abuse. In the development of the Hagood Scoring Chart, analytic
interpretations are not in any way involved in the scoring process, (nor does
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personal nature, either about themselves or their families. Such
questioning could have endangered parental consent to participate in the
study. The point of the research is not to interpret what any of these "signs"
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at what stages of development.
Development of the Haoood Scoring Chart and Interrater Reliability
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had not been done, it was essential to establish interrater reliability on the
objective scoring aspects of the test whereby at least two independent
raters attaineo an accepiaDie level or agreement on scoring ins items of tno
test. Several phases of scoring by the investigator and a research assistant
(a fourth-year honours psychology student) were carried out until an overall
average of 96% agreement was obtained.
The rater was instructed to study the 14 criteria and 39 items to
become familiar with the Hagood Scoring Chart for "Sex Abuse Indicators"
("SAP's). The investigator then discussed all items with the rater and
clarified any questions. The rater was then given 20 drawings which were
randomly selected from drawings of nonabused children at various ages
and stages of the longitudinal study. Some Man. Woman, and Self
drawings collected from sexually abused children In America were also
randomly placed within the set of drawings. Coding identifiers were
removed so that the rater was blind to ages of the subjects, phases of the
data collection or which drawings were those of sexually abused subjects.
All chases through the modification staoe used different drawinas forI -- - - - - -
each revision to afford the greatest variety of drawings from which to find
any problems with the scoring chart. Each set of 20 drawings was scored
by the rater and the investigator and scores were calculated to determine
agreement. The goal for agreement was at least SQ%. As eariy as the first
phase, 95% agreement was the average. All Items where there was no
agreement were thoroughly discussed to ascertain the reason scores were
not the same. In some instances, the verbal definitions on the Hagood
Scoring Chart were not clear enough, and modifications were made. In
other instances, the illustrations of items to be scored were not drawn
clearly enough, and again modifications were made.
A new group of 20 drawings was scored simiiariy by both the rater and
the investigator and more revisions made to the Hagood Scoring Chart. A
third group of 20 drawings was again scored and revisions once again
made for the finai time.
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After final modifications were complete, the final scoring process for
only drawings of nonabused children was carried out in five more stages:
Stage I - 21 drawings. A!! were scored blind by both the rater and the
Investigator and an average of 96% agreement was obtained. Items where
there was disagreement were discussed and the rater retrained.
Stage 11-38 Drawings. All were scored blind by both the rater and the
investigator and an average of S6% agreement was again obtained. Again
items where there was disagreement, the rater was retrained.
Stage Hi - 40 Drawings. The rater scored aii 40. The investigator
scored 20% and calculated the agreement again at an average of 96%.
Stage IV - 162 Drawings. The rater score all 182 drawings and the
investigator scored 20% (32 drawings). Again the agreement was
caicuiaied at 96%.
Siaas V - The remaining drawinas were scored bv the rater and 20%
v O "" /
scored by the investigator. Again agreement was calculated at an average
of 96%.
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all variables were named and labeled using the computer programme SPSS
6.0 for Windows (Statistics for the Psychological and Social Sciences,
1993). Scores were then entered by the Investigator and double-checked
for accuracy.
Research Questions
The major research questions of this thesis are:
(1) How do measures of mental maturity (Raven's Coloured
Progressive Matrices (CRM) (Raven, 1958) and the British Picture
Vocabulary Scale (BPVS)(Dunn, Dunn, & Whetton, 1982) correlate with
scores on the Naglieri Draw-A-Person Test, which likewise purports to
measure mentai maturity?
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(2) Do drawing characteristics purported to be linked with sexual
abuse ["Sex Abuse indicators" ("SAP's) and "Anatomical Sex Abuse
Indicators" ( "ASAI"s)j appear in drawings of nonabused children, and if so
to what extent?
(3) Are these indicators linked with cognitive development?
(4) Do some features occur rarely or not at all, showing possible
links with sexual abuse?
(5) In instances where they do appear, do they occur more
frequently in younger children's drawings than in those of older children, or
vice versa?
(6) What sex differences may there be?
The analysis of the data will be presented in the next three chapters.
Chapter VI! will focus on statistical analysis and results relative to the
Naaiieri Draw-A-Person Test i'DAPT Raven's Coloured Prooressive
c — - - v / * "
Matrices (CPM) and the British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS). Chapter
VI|l nrpcen^ analvcic i"»f thp Hsit^ p»n "Qe»v Ahi igp SnHma+nrc"V ! ! ! ¥¥ !!! J 1_"! <-/1 I! (W S WW\ !—:! • %-■€ S UUtt I! VJJ
which may be linked with cognitive development, and Chapter IX will
present analyses of "SAi"s which are not linked with cognitive development
and may vet be associated with sexual abuse, as well as the appearance of





ANALYSIS OF DRAWINGS OF NONABUSED CHILDREN
RF! AT1VF TO COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
introduction
This chapter will present the results of the analysis of the data
on drawings of nonabused children relative to cognitive development. Three
measures of mental maturity are analyzed: (1) Raven's Coloured
Progressive Matrices (CRM); (2) the British Picture Vocabulary Scale
(BPVS); and (3) the Nagiierl Draw-A-Person Test (DAP).
Mean scores and standard deviations were calculated prior to
comparative analyses using several statistical tests. T-tests for paired
samples were computed to determine whether or not DAP scores increased
with age as claimed by Qoooenough ^1926). Harris (1873), Koppitz (1878)
and Nagfieri (1988) and whether they increased overtime between Phases I,
II, and Hi, The Pearson Test for Correlations between scores on the DAP,
CRM, cinci the BrVS was used in order to test claims made by Naglieri and
others thai DAP scores correlate well with other more standard measures of
cognitive development. A determination as to whether either the CRM or the
BPVS provides a higher correlation with the DAP also was made. Analysis
of the data also compared Naglieri's assumption that the use of scores on
ail three Man. Woman, and Self drawings made within one session provides
greater validity against Koppitz' claim that only one drawing Is sufficient
because scores on subsequent drawings in the same sesson are more or
less the same.
To provide for ease of comparison and clearer presentation of the data,
when appropriate, raw scores on the CRM. BPVS, and DAP -were first
converted to standard z-scores and then to t-scores (Moore. 1983:
Weikowitz. Ewen, & Cohen, 1976). in a!! of the hypothesis testing, the .05
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level of probability was utilized. All Pearson correlations between the CRM,
BPVS, and DAP were made from Phase I DAP scores only due to time
proximity in the collection of data. Analysis for sex differences and
agegroups were made using the t-test for independent groups and other
analyses for mean differences utilized the t-test for paired samples. Both
types of t-tests were at the 35% confidence interval.
All data were checked for assumptions of normality of distributions by
using the SPSS Histogram displaying the normality curve. In instances
where the normality was not clear by use of the histogram alone, further use
of the Liliiefors Test for Normality was used (Foster, 1993; Norusis, 1993).
Subsequent decisions of appropriateness of parametric or non-parametric
statistical tests for analysis were made on the basis of the results of these
tests for normality.
The assumption of stratified random selection was met as much as
possible under the circumstances of the nature of the study. All children in
alternate grade levels were first selected and then allowed to participate on
the basis of parental consent. As discussed in Chapter VI, there was an
excess of subjects for Primary One and Primary Five. Random selection
was carried out to narrow down the number of children to obtain more equal
group sizes.
The assumption of independence of scores was met for all scores on
the CPM and the BPVS because they were administered to subjects
individually and thus results were not influenced by other subjects. For the
DAP. drawings were collected in groups of four children, with the
investigator closely monitoring subjects to prevent them from copying from!
each other, thus satisfying the assumption of independence as much as
possible.
Sources for format of presentation, rationale of choice of instruments,
and procedures were: American Psychological Association (1984); Davis &.
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Parker (1979); Harrison (1979); Huck, Cormier and Bounds (1974); isaac
and Michaei (1935); Moore (1983); Neaie and Liebert (1980); and
Welkowitz, Ewen, and Cohen (1976). Sources of information on computer
use of the SPSS for Windows Statistical Programme. Release 6.0. were:
Foster (1993): Norusis (1993); and Edinburgh University SPSS Courses.
A more in-depth discussion of the results presented in this chapter
related to theory, methodology, and previous findings will appear in
Chapter X.
Analysis of the Data
Changes in DAP Scores Over Time
Research Question 1: Is there a significant increase in DAP scores over
time amongst Phases I, II, and II! when analyzed by agegroups and for all
subjects combined?
Results; Means and standard deviations were first computed for total DAP
raw scores for Phases I, II, and III for each agegroup and all subjects
combined (N=34). As discussed in Chapter VI, the time difference between
Phases I and I! is approximately 8 months and the time difference between
Phases I! and III is approximately # months. The overall time difference
between Phase I at the outset of the data collection and Phase III at the
completion of the data collection is approximately 12 months.
TABLE 1.
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF DAP RAW SCORES FOR PHASES Mi
AND II! BY AGEGROUP AND FOR ALL SUBJECTS COMBINED
MEAN SD
AGEGROUPS
Phase 1 70.67 17.91
Primary One Phase 2 93.50 17.43
(N=12) Phase 3 94.67 22.78
Phase 1 111.30 32.49
Primary Three Phase 2 123.70 17.82
(N=10) Phase 3 124.70 23.54
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Phase 1 142.92 14.64
Primary Five Phase 2 158,58 12.00
(N=12) Phase 3 158.00 5.69
Ail Subjects Phase 1 108.12 37.68
(N=34) Phase 2 125.35 31.74
Phase 3 125.85 32.63
A two-tailed t-test for paired samples 'was computed for changes over¬
time for each agegroup and for all ages combined as shown in Tabie 2
below. Mean differences were significant between Phases ! and !! (8
months) for Primary One and Primary Five subjects, but not for those in
Primary Three. There were no significant differences in scores between
Phases I! and II! (4 months) for any agegroup. This would be expected
because the time interval between Phase li and Phase IIS was aproximately
1/2 of the time between Phase I and Phase li as explained in Chapter Vi.
Mean differences were also significant between Phases I and II! (12 months).
Analysis for all subjects combined (N=34) demonstrated that there was a
significant increase in Composite Man-Woman-Self Raw Scores on the DAP
between Phase I and Phase II. As expected, analysis of the Phase II and III
(4 months) comparisons showed that there was no significant increase in
DAP Composite Man-Woman-Self Raw Scores. The difference in DAP
Composite Man-Woman-Self Raw Scores for ail subjects between Phase 1
Phpco A (1 0 rTaKio 0 \ wac pale#"* cinnrfir^rvl-CAS iU S 3 '• w»w"-w V ^ 9 — 9 i iwi s \i iwJ ^ i j tj wiJ Ciiww i_r1 iwul a I.
TABLE 2
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AGEGROUP AND FOR ALL SUBJECTS COMBINED
t-vaiue df 2-taii sia.
PHASE 1 -11 (8 months)
Primary One (N=12) -5.41 11 p=<000
Primary Three (N=10) -1.37 9 p=<.204
Primary Five (N=12) -5.37 11 n=s one
Ail Subjects (N=34) -5.38 33 p=<.000
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PHASE I - ill (12 months)
Primary One(N=12) -5.52 11 p=C.0QQ
Primary Three (N=10) -2.21 9 p=<.054
Primary Five (N=12) -3.87 11 p=<,003
All Subjects (N=34) -5.38 33 p=<.000
PHASE II-ill <4 monthsl
Primary One (N=12} -.25
1 1
i i p=<.810
Primary Three (N=10) -.24 s p=<813
Primary Five (N=12) .20 11i I p=<847
Ai! Subjects (N=34) .10 33 p=< 924
'Significant at .05 level.
Differences in DAP Scores by Aaearoup
Research Question 2: is there a significant increase in DAP scores when
analyzed by agegroups? Do scores increase with age?
Results: T-tests for independent samples were computed for differences
between Primary One and Primary Three subjects for afl three phases.
Differences between Primary Three and Primary Five subjects were likewise
calculated. As shown in i aDie 3, in Dum analyses, there were significant
differences in DAP scores between agegroups in all three phases.
TABLE 3.
DIFFERENCES iN DAP RAW SCORES BETWEEN AGEGROUPS BY PHASE
t-value df 2-tail sig.
PI - P3
Phase I -3.72 20 p=<001
Phase li -4.01 20 p=<.001
Phase li! -3.03 20 p=C.Q07
P3 - P5
Phasei -3.03 20 p=<.007
Phase li -5.47 20 p=<.G0u
Phase III -4.76 20 p=<.000
Results of analyses for both Research Question 1 and Research
Question 2 consistently demonstrated that DAP scores increased both over




PHASE I, II, & II!
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Correlations Between UAH acores and Other Measures of Cognitive
Development
research Question 3_i is ifisrs a significant correlation between scores on
Raven's CRM and DAP composite scores? Between scores on the BPVS
and DAP composite scores?
Qaoi T_ 41 4- „ J U, T.-*,- iho rpKAf tCbulla. ivicrui i i _oc.L/i oo VVOi o ill oi CuiCUiCiiCU Uy ciLioUi Uup i%_*l u iG wi ivi?
BPVS and DAP as shown below In Table 4, in all Instances scores
increased with age,
TABLE 4
MEAN T-SCORES OF CRM- BFtf'S. AND DAP BY AGEGROUP
CPM BPVS DAP
PRIMARY ONE (N=121 39.23 41.90 40.18
PRIMARY THREE ;N=101 50.82 50.97 50.78
PRIMARY FIVE fN=121 60.08 57.29 59.17
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A two-tailed Pearson test for correlations (95% confidence interval) was
performed by agegroups (Table 5) demonstrating that while correlations
between scores on Raven's CRM and the DAP (Phase I) were not significant
for Primary One and Primary Three subjects, they were nonetheless
relatively strong. Correlations, however, for Primary Five children were
significant. Correlations between the CRM and DAP for all subjects
combined (N=34) were significant.
Correlations were subsequently computed between scores on the BPVS
and the DAP by agegroup (Table 5) and it was found that while correlations
were relatively strong, they were not significant. The correlations for all
subjects combined, however, were significant.
TABLE 5.
COMPARISONS BETWEEN PEARSON CORRELATIONS OF THE CRM AND BPVS WITH
CPM/DAP BPVS/DAP
Pi: (N=12) r=5071 r=.2949.
p=<.092. p=<,352.
P3: (N=10) r^.4488 r= 5213
p=<.193. p=<.122.
P5: (N=12) r=.6831. r=4497
p=<.014. p=<142.
ALL SUBJECTS (N=34) r= .8600 r- .7316
p=<000* p=<.000*
"Significant at 05 leys!
Sex Differences in Measures of Cognitive Development
Research Question 5; Are there significant differences in scores between
boys and girls on the CPM, the BPV3 and the DAP?
Results: Means and standard deviations of raw scores on the CRM BPVS,
and DAP were calculated for boys and girls. As shown in Table 6, it was
demonstrated that there were no sigifnicant differences between boys and
girls on CPM. BPVS, or DAP (Phase I) scores.
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TABLE 6.
MEAN. STANDARD UfcVIA I ION. AND uirrhHhNCbS BEIWhbN CPM. Bt-VS. AND
DAP RAW SCORES BY SEX
MEAN SD
CPM Mate (N-17) 22.71 8,10
Femaie (N=17) 22.18 8.13
(t=. 19, df=32, p=<.850)
BPv'S Male (N=17) 16.82 4.23
Female (N=17) 16.76 4.24
(t= 04. df= 32. p=< 968)
DAP
(Phaseij Male 104.06 40.09
Female 112.18 35.86
(t=-.62, df=32, p=.< 538)
Differences in Man. Woman, and Seif Scores
Research Question 6: Are there significant differences between scores on
Man, Woman, and Self drawings when analyzed for sex differences for
Phases I, II, and III for all ages combined?
Results: Table 7 contains means and standard deviations for boys and
girls were calculated for Man, Woman, and Seif raw scores for Phases I, II,
and III for all ages combined (N=34). T-tests for independent samples also
demonstrated tnat tnere were no Significant differences between boys and
girls for any of the Man, Woman and Self drawings in any of the three
phases,
TABLE 7.
mean standard deviation, and sex differences between man woman.
AMH PFI c H AMP* III A I i Ci iD lCr>TC /M=~OA \OCLi L/rV\yyii'-iOO i~ i vQ i , ii, rAi'x'L> i i I - rAi-L- OO L->v^ i w i
MALES FEMALES
Mean SD Mean SD
PHASE I
man 36.35 14.40 37.65 12.83
(t= -.28, df=32, p=< 784)
WOMAN 33.88 13.30 37.00 11.92
(t= -.72, df= 32, p=<.477)
SELF 33.82 13.72 37 53 11 88
(t= -.84. df=32, p=<.40S)
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PHASE ii
MAN 41.35 11.40 44.00 10.02
(t= -.72, df= 32. p=< .477}
WOMAN 39.59 11.72 42.76 10.53
(t=-.83. df=32, p=<.412)
SELF 41.18 13.63 42.29 9.88
(t= -.27, df=32, p=< 786
PHASE Hi
MAN 41.82 13.27 43.94 11.87
(t=-.49, df=32, p=<.627)
WOMAN 42.00 10.30 42.94 12.03
(t= -.25. df=32. p=<.808)
SELF 38.59 11.19 43.12 10.62
(t= -1.2. df=32. p=< 235)
Research Question 7. Are scores on Man, Woman, and Self drawings
more or less equivalent? Are there differences between the scores of the
Man, Woman, and Self drawings created within the same session?
Results: Means and standard deviations were first calculated for scores on
the Man. Woman and Self drawings for ail three phases (Table 8).
TABLE 8,
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR MAN. WOMAN. AND SELF RAW















Further analysis was made using a two-tailed t-test for mean differences
for independent samples and it was demonstrated that for all subjects
combined (N=34) there were no varying levels of significance between
scores on Man, Woman, and Self drawings In any of the three phases of the
study, but none was significant (Table 9). Koppitz' hypothesis that the
contributions of Man, Woman, and Self drawings are more or less
equivalent was thus substantiated.
TABLE 9.
MEAN DIFFERENCES IN MAN. WOMAN. AND SELF DRAWINGS. PHASES i. !!.
ANQ III FOR ALL SUBJ
PHASE! PHASE li PHASE ill
Man-Woman 1=1.84 1=1.59 1=38
df=33 df=33 df=33
p=<074 p=<120 p=<708
Man-Seif t=1.44 1=74 t=1.80
df=33 df=33 df=33
p=<.1S0 p=<.467 p=<.119




The overall results of the analysis of the data relative to measures of
cognitive development substantiated the claims of Naglieri and others that
DAP scores reflecting increased cognitive development in children did
increase with age and over time. It was also determined that scores on the
Naglieri DAP correlated well with other measures of mental maturity.
DAP/CPM correlation coefficients proved to be slightly higher than those of
the DAP/BPVS. Sex differences also proved to be negligible for all three
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measures.. Man, Woman, and Self scores did not differ significantly
supporting Koppitz' contention that the use of only one drawing is sufficient,
because scores do not differ greatly from one to another when drawn during
the same session. The advantage of Koppitz' approach may be a more
efficient use of time and materials. On the other hand, Nagiieri's claim that
the use of all three scores combined provides higher validity due to the
greater number of scorable items logically hoids true, and this approach
would provide a more accurate picture of the child's actual mental maturity
as well as more refined discrimination between scores of various subjects,
i he tallowing chapter will present the results of analysis of the data for
presumed "Sex-Abuse-Indicators" ("SATs) specifically related to cognitive
development and to the findings of this chapter.
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CHAPTER viil - RESULTS
SEX ABUSE INDICATORS ("SAP'S! IN
DRAWINGS OF NONABUSED CHILDREN
RELATIVE TO COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
This chapter will present the results of analysis of the data relative to
features in children's drawings alleged to be indicative of a history of sexual
abuse, namely "Sex Abuse Indicators" ("SA!"s) specifically to their relationship
to cognitive development, The terms "Sex Abuse Indicator" and "SAI" are
placed In quotation marks because there has been only an assumption that
they are indicators linked with sexual abuse. The results of this thesis, as will
be demonstrated, show that this is not necessarily the case.
Analysis of scores is based on the same drawings as were analyzed in
Chapter VH, but DAP scores analyzed in this chapter were derived from the
use of the Hagood Scoring Chart for "SAP's (See Appendix} which was
developed to consist of drawing features purported to be linked with a history
of sexual abuse.
AH correlations of drawing scores for "SAP'S with measures of cognitive
development, i.e., Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices (CRM), the British
Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS), and the Naglieri Draw-A=Person Test (DAP)
are made using DAP scores for Phase I only, due to time proximity in the
collection of data.
In order to test the claims of numerous writers that certain characteristics
in children's drawings are indicative of a history of sexual abuse, descriptive
statistics were calculated to determine whether or not "SAP's appeared in
drawings of children who have not been abused. T-tests for paired samples
were used to analyze for agegroup differences and changes over time.
Pearson Tests for Correlations were used for comparisons between "SAP's
and measures of cognitive development, namely the CRM, the BPVS and the
DAP in order to test whether there is a cognitive developmental link with the
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appearance gt oAi s. i -tests Tur iriucpei ide? it samples at the So% confidence
interval were also used for sex differences and agegroup comparisons.
c;q« iHppfs||prj W/\ |TT jtamf' U/QKQ QinP'f!C"Pinflv KajotOfS +Q
cognitive oeveiopment in mat tnev appeareci more ireguentiy at ine outset of
the study and decreased sianificantlv over time and bv aae. In ail of the
/ o / / o
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ot xn0S0 analyses was 11x000 using U10 ?yanxs1-rx00nszls1xssx xor linear
association.
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the normality was not clear by use of the histogram alone, further use of the
LIHiefors Test for Normality was used (Foster. 1993; Norusrs, 1993).
S.jkA»nnp.a Mri^rr.rrMiAnMMC nf 5~~r~rn£Vf.r:r> cisflcfir^f \A*\JUbtvLjL5v/1 iv uv/uluSU! lv> \J' up|J! UjJl idtvJi Iwbb US |JCaI £a! i ItJl! iU ululSuuuui wci tr
made on the basis of these tests for normality. Assumptions of stratified
random selection and independence of scores is discussed in. Chapter VH and
1;~„ +„ i +u; —11
apMSicis ivi an uaia as sasy&ssv! : « iit> l.: lawsci as wen.
oources for format or presentation and rationale ot choice ot statistical
tests were the- same as in Chapter VII, All data was analyzed and charts
Kw § jQQ QpQC \A/jppjn»A/Q Ctpsfjf^ijpp.| PffTpQalpooa 0 0
(Norusis, 1993).
A more in-depth discussion of the results related to theory, methodology,
anri' f^rQv/sru ;c tinrirnric \ a a 11 annQar in Pi-iantar V
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Analysis of the Data
"Sex Abuse Indicators" f"SAI"s) Appearing In Drawings of Nonabused Children
Research Question 1- Do drawing characteristics purported to be indicative of
a history of sexual abuse ("SAI' s) appear In drawings of ordinary children
assumed not to have been abused? Are there significant differences in the
ni imhpr nf "Sfl!"c ^nrjeamn hf=+\A/f=#=ri Ph^icps ' PhprCfa 11 snn Ph^QP 111 whpri^ »■ w . , » , .«wx, .1 . wx. . . .3^XWW ... II. .X/ll
U» ; — — „ii .i~; ~ ~U. ^'1 r\~ _.* .
CXi IctiyAUU Uy CtUUU! tiUU Cv*!U* IU! CX\! bUUjwUlb UUl I lull lUU f U'U bUU! CJb bSUl "iIIUCa! iiiy
Increase or decrease over time? Is there a link with cognitive development?
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Results: Descriptive statistitas of mean and standard deviations were
computed and It was determined that out of 39 possible "SAI" Items, a
i iKV>UQK "C A f!?e iVs HK2ii«r^{-tQ «"*f JQ^H r*Hff-T
UjU! !-3!UC. ClU!^ i !U! ! lU^l U! O UU II? U! d?Yl! !U-3 U! !«J! !0.iJU-2!PU III1—11 v*! !
as snown tn taDie i, runner analysis tor eacn suDjeci moiviouaiiy also
demonstrated that all nonabused children In the study (N=34) Included "SAI"s
in fhair rlra\4/inric in \/an/inn n«* imharo flni 10 oi innnrfmn tho h\/nr\tln£aQic that mqnw
" I U«**« III v-u y •• ! ?«-! ! !»_»_-! U IUS C3U^?{JUi Mi IK£ U !%_- ! » - p^?U »^0!>3 U IUI I t IUI i;
SQ-CEuibG inaicaxors ot ssxusu aouss go appear in orsiwinQs ot normsd
nonabused children.
TABLE 1
FREQUENCY COUNT OF "SA!"S APPEARING IN NONA8U3FQ CHILDREN'S
nDAYAAKhOC BV Ql tc IH7T aKin Anpnpni to smo Dusecc i ti amh ui
AGEGROUP SUBJECT PHASE 1 PHASE II PHASE III
PRIMARY ONE
/A f — 1 Ok
MEAN 8.33 6.50 7.00







2 7.00 8.00 9.00 +
3 12.00 9.00 7.00 -
4 6.00 5.00 3.00 -








7 4.00 3.00 2.00 -
8 7.00 12.00 12.00 +
9 13 00 8.00 7.00 -
TO1 V in nnI v,vv k nnu.w 8.00 -
* 4
1 i 7.00 <4.UU 4.00 -
12 7.00 1.00 4.00 -
TOTAL NO. OF "SAP 'C 100.00 78.00 84.00
□DikJADV nKic: r^-UAKtnc ra/co Tii/ir.
1 l MlYiGV 1 L WSU i !




\ ' ■ /
MEAN 5.70 4.50 2.51
SD 3.62 4.90 3.28
13 5.00 7.00 2.00 -
15 -7 nn/ .UU a r*r\1.W n r\r\o.uu -
16 6.00 5.00 6.00 o
17 9.00 6.00 2.00 +
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AGEGROUP SUBJECT PHASE! PHASE i! PHASE I II
19 A nn1.W A Art "7 AA£..VV I .UU +
20 1.00 .00 1 .00 o
21 1.00 4,00 2.00 +
22 9.00 4.00 7.00 -
-rr^~r a S «O A I«Q
1 KJ I <2Mt O
c~7 nn
J (,uu 4ij.uG 49 .00
PRIMARY THREE CHANGE OVER TIME. 50% DECREASED
30% INCREASED
AAO/ K /*">i I A H !/">!-
£U7Q !\LV Ln.Rn-i'oC
PRIMARY FIVE MEAN 2.92 292 1,67
/M-1 Oi
\tt- n.;
en ? en O 1 1!V 1 <S7. V# f
23 6.00 5.00 .00 _
24 .00 .00 1.00





C AA O AA
u.uu u.uu "
27 1.00 .00 1.00 O
28 3.00 1.00 1.00 -
2S .00 4.00 3,00 ■b






32 1.QQ .00 1.00 o
33 3.00 5.00 .00 -
34 2.00 400 1 00 -
-r<-*-T4 i Ili-I A li!r-i
1 <D 1 ML OA! O
r- aa
dD.Ud 35.00 20.00
PRIMARY FIVE CHANGE OVER TIME: iZpo/_ A etrr%UU /V UUwiiLn<JL.L;
25% INCREASED
OCO/ MA AUAMAfi
C-*J fH ! «V,
Grand Total For All Subjects? N=34)
StffH 192.00 158.00 ■1 en AA1 Uv.vv
Mean 5 65 4:65 4.50
- = Decreased
+ = Increased
o — No Chancre
As shown in Table 1 above, in most instances "SA!" scores decreased
over time, unless noted otherwise. In order to compute whether differe""—^
were statistically significant, I -tests tor paired saropies were calculated tor
changes over time for all subjects combined and for t^ct.ch qh0Q fyU|J Qt0j'y
{Table 2). As discussed in Chapter VII, the time difference between Phases I
and ii is approximately 8 months and between Phases II and III approximately
4 months. The total time difference between Phases I and II! is approximately
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12 months. Analyses fur an cniiciren comDsneu (N—u4j were earned out and
differences were found for Phase l-H comparisons and Phase {-!!! comparisons
inHiV'-afiriri or i fHa r-^i i rriKhqk W A « O
i! tuHJau; u ta1, siyi m.iuai u, uc-! caaco ts i u sc s ;u; ■. iuc-'. kji '-in? o u'w-uuucu.




DIFFERENCES IN "SAr'S BETWEEN PHASES j. il. AND Iti BY AGEGROUP AND FOR ALL
Oj 113 iSTHTC /\i—r>A\
^ n-v—v-ii
t-value df 2-tai! sia.
PHASE 1 - il (S monthsl
P¥marv una
•*■" / V - * —/ 2.11 fj rs—<r OsQr NS
n„; , T~i — /M—m\






jj—V . i go NS
Primary Five (N=12) -00 11 p=< 1.000 NS
Ait Subjects Combined (N=34) 2.19 33 p=<.036
*
PHASE i! - ill {4 months!
r»_: i"\ /ki--f^\




i 5 p—% .003
fv i r
!\C
Primary Three (N.=1Q) - .41 9 p-< .689 NS
Primary Five (N=12) 1.76 11 p=< .105 NS
AH Subjects Conrbined (N=34) .34 33 p=< .734 NS




!r\ir\r«r' m Hi r\^rt . —
1.44 11 p= <.177 NS
1.15 9 p-< .ZSO NS
1.95 11 n—< 077 NS
2 64 33 ^ m nw—-v.v i U
*
* Significant at .05 level
NS = Not significant
PscEsarrh Oil O Arcs, tharc "Q A i"_ ...uc_ i. ___J!~\uwtrcl' Ul 1 V^aU"bUm 1 £l. Mi " U!"! " II 11uCu IL L»S Id! iy"b III OMI b Wilts! 1 ell Id'yZuU
by agegroups?
Results; T-tests for independent samples were computed. As shown in
i CkUlZZ O, II 5C! C ¥¥d O I I\J I3IK*€U U U1S !C! CI !V_ i'junu in ^ Uviwcc! i i-1 it i icii y
Oneand Primary three in all three phases. Primary I hree and Primary hive
comparisons however revealed significant differences between Phase I and
Ph^c r-. Ill / -1 t .-.nr. x rr-i —» k!515 WA55 5 IGUGty 5C VCG5 i .
DIFFERENCES IN COMPOSITE "SAr'S BY AGEGRQUP AND FOR ALL AGES COMBINED
Lvalue df 2-tall sia.
PI - P3
phase i (Outset) 1.97 20 .063 NS
Phase !! (8- Months Later) 1.70 20 .105 NS
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NS = Not.Significant
Ra—« s ii-f>r> t-kr-t-l-l-t O rxinr-t arr—»a-v / t z i y^r>4] a—% »-> a—» 1 r-tr-tfj *J » i ir> »-»-» s-t-fr-»—k n i +»-* 4->-\ »->/% +»-»igsuhs kji ukju ? riwCGi wi * i cuiu £- WBi?^ 'wUiiuaiy uj «s^us iu
for the Nag'iieri DAP (Chapter Vll) in that they decreased instead of increasing
over time and by age. In both instances, the hypothesis that "SAP's were
+ J \ ll-H < S-S i-13~X s- i->i-l 3 :i-3 f»-l *-~I
icaiui cd kji yuui SMci 1 ! ui awnii lyc
^ L- ir*ii ir-»i «—**#• ">4: i =-:+■- J
supported as shown in Figure 1 below,
FIGURE 1.
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Research Question 3. Are there significant correlations between the
appearance of "SAC's and scores on the CRM. BPVS and DAP?
rt?5 ty lii iol UdlC'vJ "J5 «it; i_r'AAr" ck\ iu o/-\i t>
O—rMf|r. T lixare 'J—-f—4!~.~ PDU QQ\/C H D — ,fC'Affr
(■Phase i uriiyj as shown below in i able 4.
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TABLE 4,
T-SCQRFS OF CRM. 8PVS. DAP AND "SAI"S BY AGEGRQUP fPHASE ONE ONLY)
SUBJECT CPM BFVT DAE " SAI"
PRIMARY ONE
1 43.19 43.30 33.56 56.45
2 41.94 50.49 38.76 53.71
3 36.94 31.30 31.33 67.40
4 41.94 43.30 51.23 50.97
5 40.69 38.50 37.17 56.45
6 44.44 40.30 41.15 64.66
7 43.19 40.90 45.13 45.49
8 39.44 38.50 44.86 53:71
9 31:93 40:90 35:58 70.14
10 34.44 43.30 36.90 61.92
11 36.94 50.49 40.35 53.71
12 35.69 40.90 40.09 53.71
PRIMARY THREE
13 58.21 50.49 56.01 48.23
14 40.69 28.91 34.78 67.40
15 55.70 52:89 40.09 53.71
16 49.45 55.29 43.54 50.97
17 41.94 50.49 49.11 59.18
18 61.96 60.09 59.99 42.75
19 46.95 52.89 59.19 45.49
20 49.45 43.30 55.48 37.27
21 49.45 50.49 56.54 3727
22 54.45 64.83 53.09 53.18
primary five
23 56 95 62.49 54.15 50.97
24 61.96 62.49 53.19 34.53
25 54.45 50,49 50.97 50.97
26 58:21 45,70 59.19 48 23
27 61.96 62,49 61,05 37.27
28 59.46 62.49 62.11 42.75
29 61.96 67 28 63.97 34.53
30 64.46 69-68 62.64 37.27
31 58.21 50.49 56:81 53.71
32 59.46 55.29 62.38 37.27
33 63.21 50.49 56.54 42.75
34 60.71 48.10 61.05 40.01
Figure 2 below graphically illustrates the parallel increase over time in
T-scores for all three measures of mental maturity, the CRM. BPVS. and DAP,
and the contrasting expected decrease in 7-scores for "3A!"s.
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Figure 2.
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the CPM. BPVS. and DA \ i ivitin, vvonion til id Scii Ui svvinoSi were calculated
\ V' /
ariri fhs roc. ilfc aro chnu/r. in "TsHlcs A Keslr^vA/ ac ovnoAarl \»/T.on onsk/^orl K\/
•_A! M !V ! V/'U! «_-»! » §» » ? V §^*W?WY? = #—%'_> T» > I LA! !LA! » A=L-LI M Y
^u^ij^rxrrii lf^ ??C A i"i1' ii/BrB i=iA=»>=i>al» > ru utvJ trrt" * ~ ' --
agegroup, wAi s vvGrs nagauvoty correiaieo wixn maasuras ot cogniuva
development In all cases, with the exception of one positive correlation
between the BPVS and a Self Drawino fPrirnarv Three) Primary Five children
1 KJW'uVu! . i IdbJ C':" 1I IliiLai ! i t ItJydllV" LUi i tfiuliU! ibr !i 1 uuVui di !! ivjldi lUGb, db i SUIdU
on Table 5. Analyses tor all subjects combined (N—34) revealed that negative
correlates Qir-nifirs^rif frir sil mfiaffi-trss nf menfcil mafrirlfo The hirih#*r
41 ^ "O f\ ~
U it? bbAJ! v# vJS 1I ICS 5Id! SI iufLi! Iiy% U IG iGWG! wAI b d|J|JGd! GLJ, dGd!J I bLIGUbfl ill li] il IC
theory that "oAl s are linked With a lower level of ©QQnitiVe deVeloprnent and
not necessarily* with sexual abuse. For all ages combined, Pearson correlation
il /V,— ^ Art/is "Cftr/nAD
ujc!! !o:c i is «¥C! c a',! s.y i!. i ■„ ; jj— wsu ■. '.c s iiy, ica1. sjc.i iy use -jmi i u«r
correlation, except tor woman drawings, i he next strongest coettioent was
that of the "SA17CPM correlation and the "SAI7BPVS correlation the lowest,
l#of -call r- trV> riAf k
y ~ ~ CUi — "d'v ~!C7! 1
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table 5.
PEARSON CORhFI ATIQNS BETWEEN "SAPS AND CPM ANip BPVS SCORES BY
AGEGROUP FOR MAN. WOMAN. SELF. AND COMPOSiTE SCORES
MAN WOMAN SELF COMPOSITE fMWSj
Primary One (N=72)
"SAL/CRM r= - .2677 re - .5421 re - .5441 r= - .5008
p= <.400 p= <,069 p= <067 p= <037
"SAS78PVS re -, 1202 re- 5282 re-,5255 re- .3948
p- <.710 p= <.078 p= <.079 p= < .204
"SAS'VDAP r= - .2264 re - .771.5 re -.6145 re - .7415
pre <479 p= <003 * pre < .034 * pre <.006 *
Primary Three (N=tO)
"SAP/CRM r= - .4000 r= - .4099 re-.1749 re - .4035
p= <,252 o= <.239 p= <.629 p= <240
"SAJ7BPVS re - .1579 re - .5836 re .0504 re - .25-30
p= <663 p= <077 pre <.890 p= <481
"SAi'V'DAP r= - .5741 re - ,8096 re - ,5612 re -.7355
p=< .083 p= <.005 * p= <091 p=< .015 *
Primarv Five (N=T2)
"SAivCPM r= -.5412 re -7817 re -.6875 re -.7738
p-< .069 p~<:.003 * p~<.013 * p- < ,003 *
"SAr/BPVS re -.4365 re-.7245 re -.2440 re -.5498
p= <.156 p- < .008 * p= <.445 p= < .064
"SA17DAP r= -.7234 re-.6039 re-.6763 re -.7715
p-<GG8 * p-<,038 * p-<,016 * p- <.003 *
All Ages CN=34i
"SAl'VCPM re -.7285 re -.6455 re -.6554 re -.7360
pre <.000 * p= <.000 * pre < 000 * pre < .000 *
"SAi"/BPVS r=-,5713 re -.7276 re -.4832 r= -.6321
P= < ooo * p=< 000 * P= < .004 * p=<.000 4
"SAT/DAP r=-.7S47 re -.7736 re-.7544 re-.8419
P= < 000 * p= < .000 * p- < .000 '* p= < .000 *
* Significant at .05 ievel
Sex Differences Ir* Frequency of "Sex Abuse 10^08^$";
Research Question 5. Are there significant differences in the number of "SAPs
appearing in drawings of boys as compared with those appearing in drawings
of girls?
Results; Means and standard deviations were computed for males £N=17) and
females (N=17) on Man, Woman, and Self drawings for Phases I, II, and Hi.
i CO
i \J£-
i wo-taiied tests tur eQuauty ot means for ii idefjendent samples were uumputed
and, as expected, it was demonstrated that boys consistently scored higher
1-fiVip /Trakla Ui Tkor«5 ii/Qrn Hr>\A/QV /Qf rara r^\\ /Qr-ofj Qlr-tfattic^pFaf Hlffaj-apr^aQ
«,• ,rZ" i y !• !0 'y ! GU!G Ui . ! ! ^ VYO! I !'JT9C V^! , I !U UVC! CI!! O'.y. 515 !'-C.i IUP.'.wl v! !WOQ
between oAi scores oi ooys ano yins tor an three poases, wixn only two
exceotions. In Phase II bovs scored hlaher on Woman Drawinos and in Phase
• / o v
ill kn\/0 orvararl hinkor ran Qg!t Hra\nrinne I n.c ftnkmr! ic rvancictont \B«fh i"rOpi"f in
511 \-2\-2J Q OCjO?'. ! !?y. t*_c! '_?! ! i Ci»¥ I! 1 ! !!-0 I!! !«2!l !-3 »^U! !". ■» 5 U I U S'JH 515
Chapter Vii wnere gins conversely soured nigfier inan ooys on tne laiagiieri
DAP.
TABLE 6,
MFAN. STANDARD DEVIATION. AND SEX DIFFERENCES IN "SAi" SCORES FOR MAN.
VvOMAf'J SELF DRAWINGS FOR PHASES I: II AMD Hi
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(t= 40. df=32, p=<692)
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(t=1.33, df=32. d=<.1 91) NS
"Significant at .05 level
NS "Not Significant
H.esearcn dusstion o: Are there diTferences in trie number ot sai s occurring
in Man Woman and Self drawinos? Which drawlnn if anv vielde the highest* ' h — •" --3' V ' J "O'
KM Ifvukot" r»f "Q Ar'VO
iJl --Jru. o :
Hesufis: Means, standard deviations ano treguency counts were calculated for
"SAI"s in Man. Woman, and Self drawings for Phases I. II. and HI as shown in
V/ 5
TaKla ~7 Kalritar it \A/ae trt- inri nnneieiontK/ that "Q A Tc ar»naarori in KAan
i f m» ■ > » « . n i»o . ii_ »■ r j.~» mm n » \ -t >1 t u,i 1 i_i w i_i im * ; it ji t, t.. 1 » ntitn.ni t .1 J 11 1 mil 11 {
drawings than in Woman and Self drawings.
t»d-n
1 I .




MAN 2:21 1.57 75.00






1 .3 I 67.00
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PHASE il
MAN 1.65 1.15 56.00
WOMAN 1.47 1.08 50.00
SELF 1.50 1.21 51.00
nu A OCT III
HHAoE. in
MAN 1.68 1.27 57.00
WOMAN 1.32 1.47 45.00
SELF 1.53 1.35 52.00
T-Tests for paired samples were calculated to determine whether there wereVI IWI V »TVI w
significant differences fur "SAI 's between Man. Woman and Self drawings, it
was demonstrated that while for Phases I, II, and III there were more "SAf's in
fvfen drawings, these differences wore not significant except for the
svicr. \
\Ai— — — m— i o\
yy'js j ?a! 1 Cajs i ipcu st>Oi i \\ I r-'. idt>c i ^ t cujit; o j.
IAPLSZ 5
DiFFERENCES IN "3Ai"8 BETWEEN MAN. WOMAN. AND SELF DRAWINGS
PHASEi t df 2-taiied sia.
MAN-WOMAN 2;57 33 .015*
^SW-SF! er .81 33 AOO MC. -T£_t_ 1
WOMAN-SELF 4 1- ilJ .0*4 -t -t v ir*. » IU fNO
PHASE II
KiAKi UiniiAM
l-TTumnn 119 33 *ZAA KfCi
MAN-SELF .78 33 .443 NS
WOMAN-SELF .68 33 .500 NS
PHASF ill
MAN-WOMAN -1.51 33 .141 NS
MAN-SELF - .18 33 .861 NS
WGMAN-SEi F -1.23 33 .228 NS
c Significant at .05 level
NS- Not Significant
77C- f\ i vv 01-1i —-it-1-xr—f 4-«-» //-« M-iis-irvrs^s-iei't
i tc.qicM wj vAitji uuvc ; sc^i u
nesearcn Otuesijun < ; Are tnere are some aAi s appearing ax a significantly
greater frequency In drawings of nonabused children which are clearly related
fr\ rT\nnitii/Q rior/oIr\r\mantO \A/lmr»ln arc tha\/0
» * -» * -> V * » » >»_r! i «_ f » » ! » »_II jC-3 ' ' » i_- i_i !\_,y ;
Results; Chi-square analysis using the Mantel-Haenszei test for linear
association identified four features with a sianificant decrease between
agegroups with younger children drawing more "Sals than older children. In
one instance, the items was non-significant but nevertheless declined with age.
These items and their descriptions are presented in Table 9 below.
TABLE 9.
SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTAL "SAC'S (COMBINED MAN-WOMAN-SELF SCORES', ,
DECREASING WITH AGE BY PHASE
ITEM DESCRIPTION PHASE! PHASE II PHASE III
X P X P X P
4A Hands Absent 6.1579 .0136* 1.8155 .1778 NS 8.1699 .0042*
7C Neck Absent 5.1765 .1-228 NS 10 2844 .0013" 15.0597 .0000*
8A Legs Apart 13.3413 ,QQQ2* 12.6328 D003* 10.7967 ,QQ1 Q*
11A Linear Nose 2.2283 .1355 NS 4.9056 .0267* 2.3506 ,1252 NS
'Significant at .05 level.
NS—Not significant.
Four more "SAI" items which declined with age in two out of three phases
were identified, but were not significant. These items and their definitions are
listed In Table 10 below:
table 10.
NONSIGNIRCANT DEVELOPMENTAL"SAI"S (COMBINED MAN-WOMAN-SELF SCORES)
DECREASING WITH AGE BY PHASE
ITEM DESCRIPTION PHASE I PHASE II PHASE III
1A Phallic Arms Q X X
2A Head Detached X X NC
3E Large Circular Eyes X NC. X
6G Head Disproportionately X X NC
Smaller
X = Nonsignificant decrease.
NC = No change.
C - Nonsccurring
Further analysis for combined Man, Woman, Self scores by age-group
and by phase identified six items which increased with age in at least two out
of three phases, but Increases were not statistically significant. These items
are presented in Table 11 below:
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TABLE 11.
NONSIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTAL "SAP'S (COMBINED MANWOMAN-SELF SCORES '
INCREASING WITH AGE BY PHASE
ITEM DESCRIPTION PHASE I PHASE li PHASE ill
33 Angular Pupils I I I
4D One. Finger Disproportionate I I X
8-C Legs Pressed Together i i X
9D Exaggerated Full Lips ! I I
9E Puppet Mouth I I O
14C Phai!!e-Sike Nose I I NC





Analyses of the data relevant to "Sex Abuse Indicators" ("SAP's) appearing
in drawings of nonabused children supported the hypotheses of this
investigation that "SAP's do appear in drawings of nonabused children and at
least some "SAP's appear to be related to cognitive development. Analyses of
all "SAP's combined demonstrated that they decreased with age and over time
and thus were characteristics of younger children's drawings. This was further
supported by all "SAP's -combined • being negatively-correlated with scores on
several measures of mental maturity, namely the CRM, B-PVS. and DAP.
Analysis for sex differences in all "SAP's combined demonstrated that boys
consistently drew more "SAP's than girls, but differences were not significant,
except in two instances (Phase |j Woman drawings and Phase 111 Self
drawings). This would be expected in view of the converse findings in Chapter
VII that girls scored higher on Naglieri's Draw-A-Person Test than did boys.
Analyses were carried out to identify which drawing (Man, Woman, or
Self) yielded the greatest number of "SAP's and It was found that for all three
phases Man drawings had consistently higher scores, but in all but one
instance not significantly so. It was found that there were no significant
differences in the number of "SAP's between Man, Woman, and Self drawings,
again supporting Koppitz' claim that the use of one drawing was sufficient.
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Four specific "SAP's were identified which were clearly related to cognitive
development in that they declined with age to a significant degree. Six
additional "SAP's were identified as decreasing in two out of three phases
when analyzed by agegroups, but not at a significant level. Six "SAP's were
also identified as increasing in two out of three phases when compared by
agegroups, but likewise results were not at a significant level. These findings
supported the main hypothesis of this thesis that some "SAP's purported to be
linked with sexual abuse would be primarily related to cognitive development.
The following chapter will focus on those aspects of children's drawings
which may yet be linked with a history of sexual abuse, as has been claimed
by various investigators, it will present data on "SAP's which did not appear at
all in any of the drawings of nonabused children as well as data for "SAP's
which rarely appeared, but were clearly not developmental in nature. An
exploration of the results of data analysis on "Anatomical Sex Abuse





IDENTIFICATION OF "SEX ABUSE INDICATORS" fSAI"S)
AND ANATOMICAL "SEX ASUSE INDICATORS" CASALS)
WHICH MAY BE LINKED WITH SEXUAL ABUSE
This chapter will focus on those features of children's drawings which
may yet be associated with a history of sexual abuse or related trauma. The
first part of Chapter iX presents the analysis of data relative to those "Sex
Abuse Indicators" ("SA!"s) which do not appear at all in any of the 306 Man.
Woman, and Self drawings of nonabused children. Data on those features
which occur rarely and appear to have little or no relationship to cognitive
development are also presented. Sources for format of presentation and
rationale of choice of statistical tests were the same as in Chapters VII and
VIII. All data were analyzed and charts created by use of the SPSS for
Windows Statistical Programme, Release 6.0 (Norusis. 1993).
The terms "Sex Abuse indicator" and "SAi" are placed within quotation
marks because there has been only an assumption that they are linked with
sexual abuse (see Chapter VIII). The second part of this chapter presents
the data on the presence of "Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators" ("ASAI"s)
appearing in drawings of nonabused children. The terms "Anatomical Sex
Abuse Indicator" and "ASA!" likewise are placed within quotation marks
because of lack of evidence that such anatomical features are Indicators
specifically linked with sexual abuse.
Because there were so few "ASAI"s occurring in drawings of nonabused
children, results are shown primarily with descriptive statistics and by
presentation of the actual drawings which contained "ASAI"s. Neither the
assumption of independence nor the assumption of normality could be met
for "ASA!" data because scored Items for detailed aspects of the human
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anatomy purported to be seen in drawings of sexually abused children are
overlapping in nature (e.g. genitalia, genitalia with ejaculate, and so on).
Comparisons are thus made using summary statistics. Analyses for
correlations likewise were not possible and data for Individual subjects are
therefore presented.
As discussed in the Methodology section, the primary purpose for
collecting "ASAI" data was for further comparison with drawings of sexually
abused children, which proved not to be feasible for this study, it
nevertheless provided valuable Information In looking at drawings of
nonabused children, and demonstrated problems with such an approach
which cleariy need to be addressed in any future research along this line.
A more elaborate discussion of the results presented in this chapter
related to theory, methodology, previous findings and suggestions for future
research will appear in Chapter X.
"Sex Abuse Indicators" fSAI"si: Nonoccurrina in Drawings of Nonabused
Children
Research Question 1: Are there "SATs which do not appear at all in
drawings of nonabused children? If so, which ones?
Results: Frequency counts were computed, and it was found that 10 "SAf's
did not appear in any of the 306 drawings of nonabused children In any of the
three phases of the data collection. The hypotheses by various investigators
(See Chapter VI) that these "SAT's may in fact be linked with sexual abuse or
related trauma was thus supported. These items and their definitions are
listed below in Table 1.
TABLE 1.
SEX ABUSE INDICATORS rSAl"SI NOT APPEARING IN ANY DRAWINGS OF
NONABUSED CHILDREN
nm DESCRIPTION
6B Head oniy, or head and neckonly,
7B Triangular neck.
8D Legs repeatedly redrawn (more than two legs)
8E Phallic shaped legs.
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9B Tongue protruding.
12A Complete absence of facial features,
12B Crossed-out, shaded out, -or--seribfcHed-out face,
13A Entire person or body crossed out or scribbled out.
13B Trunk drawn from waist up only.
"Sex Abuse Indicators" f"SAl"s): Rarely Occurring in Drawings of Nonabused
Children
Research Question 2, Which "SAT's appeared only rarely in drawings of
nonabused children?
Results: Table 2 below presents frequency counts and percentages of 15
"SAP's appearing rarely which were calculated on all 306 drawings (102
drawings for each of the three phases), Chi-square analysis using the
Mantel-Haenszel test for linear association demonstrated that there was no
clear developmental pattern for increase or decrease of scores on these
particular items when analyzed by agegroup. Frequencies and percentages
for these 'SAP's in drawings of nonabused children were very low. Analysis
by phase, however, demonstrated some changes over time with some
scores, however, increasing or decreasing. Scores were so low that no
significance could be ascertained nor was any clear pattern observable.
While Item 4C (no fingers) is part of Naglieri's developmental criteria, it
appeared only in Phase I and more frequently in P3 children. Based on data
from this study, it was therefore not considered to be developmental in
nature. The hypothesis that some "SAP's may be linked with sexual abuse or
related trauma was thus supported insofar as they occurred so rarely.
TABLE 2.
FREQUENCY COUNT AND PERCENTAGE OF RARELY APPEARING "SEX ABUSE
INDICATORS" "SAI"S1 IN DRAWINGS OF NONABUSED CHILDREN BY PHASE
NO OF DRAWINGS (102) (1021 (1021
ITEM DESCRIPTION PHASE 1 PHASE II PHASE III
No. % No. % No. % CHANGE
3A Eyes as wedges 1 .98 0 .00 0 .00 D
3C Eyes with angular pupils 0 .00 1 .98 2 1.96 I
3D Eyes with vertical pupils 1 .98 1 .98 ooo D
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No. % No. % No. % CHANGE
48 Hands hidden 0 .00 0 .00 1 98 I
4C Hands with no fingers 6 5.88 0 .00 0 .00 D
5A Phallic-shaped hair 0 .00 1 .98 0 .00 NC
7A Neck disproportionately long 5 4.90 6 5.88 8 7.82 I
8B Minimal genital area 2 1.96 3 2.94 3 2.94 I
9A No mouth 4 3.92 0 .00 2 1.96 D
9C Mouth wide open 1 .98 0 .00 1 .98 NC
9F Jagged iiplirre 0 .00 1 .98 T .98 I
9G Mouth turned downward .98 1 .98 2 1.96 I
10A Teeth exaggerated 1 .98 3 2.94 2 1.96 NC
11B Question mark nose 3 2.94 1 .98 2 1.96 D
14A Clown instead of person 0 .00 0 .00 2 1.96 I
D = Decreased
I = Increased
NC = No Change
"Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators" fASAI'sl Appearing in Drawings of
Nonabused Children
Research Question 3. Do "Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators" f"ASA!"s)
which are drawing characteristics specifically anatomical in nature relative to
sexual parts of the human body appear in drawings of nonabused children?
If so at what frequencies and at what ages? Are there differences in
agegroups? Are there sex differences?
Results; Descriptive statistics were computed for frequency counts of "ASArs
for each subject within each agegroup for 3G6 drawings in Phases 1,11, and
ill. CRM scores are also listed for each subject to determine whether there
are any links with cognitive development. Items scored represent
various types of anatomical details and are overlapping. As shown in Table
3, the results showed that eight out of 34 children In the study (23.5%) drew
two or more anatomical sexual features. No "ASA!"s appeared in any of the
drawings of the remaining 26 children. There were two Primary One children,
three Primary Three children, and three Primary Five children who drew
anatomical sexual features in varying forms. There was no pattern identified
for phase or agegroup differences. It was also found that cognitive
development as measured by the CPM did not appear to be a factor in the
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appearance of "ASAF's, Some children drawing "ASAF's scored in the higher
end of CRM scores and some scored in the lower end.
There were considerable sex differences with 75% more girls drawing
"ASAF's than boys. The two children drawing "ASAF's in Primary One were
girls; two out of three children in Primary Three were giris; and two out of
three children in Primary Five were girls. A total of 32 (78%) "ASAF's were
drawn by girls with only 3 (22%) "ASAF's drawn by boys.
While there were only 41 "ASAF's found in the 306 drawings of
nonabused children, nevertheless they did appear. The claims of previous
writers that the presence of genitalia, breasts, or other anatomical sexual
features are linked with sexuai abuse was not supported, uniess these eight
children actually had been sexually abused. As discussed in Chapter VI, due
to the nature of the study, it was not possible to screen subjects for a history
of sexual abuse,
tables
frequency counts and sex differences of "anatomical sex abuse
indicators" f"asai"sl for phases i. ii. and hi by agegroup
RAVEN'S cpm PHASE i phase ii PHASE iii total
subject
PRIMARY ONE CN=T2)
1 43.19 .00 .00 .00
2 41.94 .00 .00 .00
3 36.94 .00 .00 .00
* 4 41 94 2.00 .00 2.00 4.00 (Male)
5 40.69 .00 ,00 .00
6 44.44 .00 .00 .00
7 43.19 .00 .00 .00
8 39.44 .00 .00 .00
9 31.93 .00 .00 .00
* 10 34.44 6.00 .00 .00 6.00 (Female)
11 36.94 .00 .00 .00
12 35.69 .00 .00 .00
TOTAL PI "ASAI"S = 10
PRIMARY THREE (N=10!
13 58.21 .00 .00 .00
* 14 40.69 2.00 5.00 3.00 10.00 (Female)
* 15 55.70 2.00 .00 .00 2.00 (Male)
16 49.45 .00 .00 .00
* 17 41.94 .00 .00 6.00 6.00 (Female)
18 61.96 .00 .00 .00
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19 46.95 .00 .00 .00
20 49.45 .00 .00 .00
22 54.45 .00 .00 .00
TOTAL P3 "ASAIBS = 1
PRIMARY FIVE (N=12)
23 56.95 .00 .00 .00
24 61.96 .00 .00 .00
25 54.45 .00 .00 .00
* 26 58.21 1.00 3.00 3.00 7.00 (Male)
27 61.96 .00 .00 .00
* 28 59.46 1.00 1.00 .00 2.00 (Female)
29 61.96 .00 .00 .00
* 30 64.46 4.00 .00 .00 4.00 (Female)
31 58.21 .00 .00 .00
32 59,46 .00 .00 .00
33 63,21 .00 .00 .00
34 60.71 .00 .00 .00
TOTAL P5 "ASAF'S = 13
TOTAL "ASAi"S - GIRLS = 28
TOTAL "ASAI"S - BOYS = 13
TOTAL "ASAF'S FOR ALL SUBJECTS = 41
Research Question 4; Is there a link between high-scorers of "SAF's with the
occurence of "ASAi"s? Did those scoring highest on "SAi"s also score on
"ASAF's?
Results: Frequency counts of the total number of "SAF's and "ASAF's by
subject for Phase I, II. and 111 are presented in Table 4 below. Comparisons
of composite scores for "SAF's and "ASAF's do not reveal any consistent
pattern. One of the high "SAi" scorers in Primary One (Subject 10), for
example, drew the most "ASAF's, but five children with higher "SAI" scores
drew no "ASAF's. The two Primary Three highest "SAI" scorers (Subjects 14
and 17) also had the highest "ASA!" scores. The highest Primary Five "SAI"
scorer (Subject 26) also had the highest "ASA!" score but. the other two
"ASAi" scorers (Subjects 28 and 30) drew few "SAF's. Primary Five subjects,
however, would be expected to draw fewer "SAF's but they also drew fewer
"ASAF's than did Primary Three subjects. The data is too sparce to draw any
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generalizable conclusions about the connection between high "SA1" scores
and "ASAI" scores, but suggests a need for further exploration.
TABLE 4.







































Research Question 5: Do some "ASAfs occur at higher frequencies than
others? Do more detailed "ASAI"s appear in drawings of nonabused children
and if so, which ones?
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Results: "ASAi"s were counted in order to determine how many of them were
main categories, and how many were of subcategories. The results are
presented in Table 5.
TABLE 5.
SUMMARY OF "ASAi"S BY CATEGORY AND SUBCATEGORY
GENITALIA
DESCRIPTION NCL
Item P Ejaculation or urination depicted 3
Item R Genitalia represented by circle 2
Item S Heavy shading or obliterating genitalia 3
MALE GENITALIA
Item K Male Genitalia (any indication) 8
Subcategories of Male Genitalia - More Detail
Item L Male genitalia including testicals 0
Item M Male genitalia including penis 4
Item N Male genitalia including head of penis 0
Item Q Penis erect 2
FEMALE GENITALIA
Item I Female genitalia (any indication) 2
Subcateggrlgs pf Female,Genitalia - More Detail
Item J Female genitalia with labia 1
BREASTS
Item D Breasts (any indication) 7
Subcategories of Breasts - More Detail
Item E Heavy shading or obliterating breasts 1
Item F Nipple present 1
Item G Aeriola present 1
Item H Breasts hanging 2
OTHER
Item B Nudity 3
As can be seen in Figures 1-19 below, in some instances it was
extremely difficult to determine what the features actually represented. For
example, in some drawings it was difficult to distinguish whether the child
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drew a penis, femaie genitalia, or urination, or both (Figures 10, 15, &. 19). In
others, it was questionable whether the child had drawn a naval or a penis,
and the judgment of the raters was made by taking into consideration other
drawings by the same child. The circular shape, for example, (Figures 3, 4.
& 5) appears to be a naval in two drawings, but the circular shape in the
second drawing by the same child appeared to be female genitalia
represented by a circle because it was a drawing of a Woman and included
breasts (Figure 4). Figure 7 (Subject 14) would have been confusing to
score, but the investigator noted the subject's spontaneous comment that the
large figure on the right side of the drawing was a leg kicking outward and
hence foreshortened, not a large penis as it might appear. A penis was
nevertheless scored because of the inclusion of an apparently smaller one
between the legs, but large enough to be considered erect. Figure 12
(Subject 17) was confusing because the breasts could also be eyes.
Because of the obvious genitalia, breasts and aeriola were scored. Scoring
of details of the genitalia also would have been clarified by feedback from the
subjects.
It became apparent through the scoring process of these drawings that
the necessity for querying subjects about details in their drawings is essentia!
for truly valid interpretations of these anatomical sexual features and should
be incorporated into methodology of any future research along this line, as
well as further refinement of this aspect of the scoring system.
AH 19 drawings which contained "ASAI"s are reproduced on the
following pages (Figures 1-19).
Figure 1
WOMAN
Primary One. -Subject No. A.. Female. Phase I
ASAF's: Details K. S
ai ires >V,.* V *T
WOMAN
Primary One. Sirbiect No. 4. Female Phase ill
"ASAI"s: Details D. H
Figure 3.
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Primary Three . Subject No. 14. Female. Phase II




Primary Three. Subject No. 14. Female. Phase
"ASAI"s: Detaiis D & E
Primary Three. Subject No. 14. Female. Phase III
"ASAi"s: Details D. F. & H
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Primaiv Five, Subiect No. 26. Male Phase- ii




Primary Five. Subject No. 25. Maie. Phase
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Pnmarv Five. Subject No. 30. Female. Phase i
"ASAi"s: Deiail K
WOMAN
Primary Five. Subject No. 30. Female. Phase i
"ASAF's: Details i. J. & P
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Roseau u i Qucstiui i 6: in which ut the three drawings (Man, Woman, and
Self) did the greatest frequency of "ASAI"s appear?
Results: Frequency counts of "ASAf's fay phase for Man, Woman, and Self
drawings by agegroup and phase are shown in I able 6. Contrary to the
findings In Chapter Vill where Man drawings contained the most "Sex Abuse
indicators" f'SAC'sl Self drawinns had an overall hinher number of" " ~ V f * * '\7 ' O
"Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators" ("ASAI"s) for all three phases combined.
Primary Three children in Phase lii drew the largest number of "ASAi's with
no clear pattern either for agegroups or longitudinally, which does not
oi tho srloo thot




VVUUIU |( iv>( bUOU with age.
TABLE 6.
CQCni icmpv r*P"AQA!"= iM y.AM yvQMAN anjq cpi p DRAWINGS BY PHASE
AND AGEGROUP
PHASE I PHASE i! PHASE HI TOTAL
MAN
Primary One 1 0 0 1
Primary Three 0 3 0 3
Primary Five 1 3 0 8
TOTAL 2 6 0
WOMAN
Primary One 6 0 2 8
Primary Three 1 0 0 1
Primary Five 2 0 0 2
TOTAL 9 0 2 11
SELF
Primary One 1 0 0 1
Primary Three 3 2 9 14
Primary Five 3 1 3 7
TOTAL 7 3 12 22
Sex Differences in "ASAi"s Appearing in Drawings of Nonabused Children
Research Question 7: Mr© there differences in ihe nui i iber of ASA! 's
appearing in drawings of boys as compared with those appearing in
drawings of girls?
Results: Differences between boys and girls and between agegroups were
calculated and are shown in Table 7 with "ASArs appearing in aii three
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ayeyfuUjJfc> cu id in draw is iys> uf both uuy'S emu yiTiS. The Combined tutciis for
ail three agegroups showed that girls drew more than twice as many "ASAT's
than boys (gir!s=68%) (boys=32%). When analyzed by agegroups, however,
PI and P3 gids drew more AoAl 's than did boys in those grades. The
reverse was true, however, for P5 children where the only male subject drew
nearly as many "ASAJ's as did both of the two female subjects combined.
i-.f pkiUrsr. A fi~\\xi A. C A vxi- r- /-i i— s-r» ^ f I I—»,—ii a tx~x\ /r%r y>4~
i f ic? f 111 il/ui ui ui muf i wi iu ui cyy /-vorvi o vvao ou 011 id.ii, i luwcvci , ti (at i !U
generalizations could be made.
TABLE 7.
SEX DIFFERENCES IN DRAWINGS OF "ANATOMICAL SEX ABUSE INDICATORS" ("ASArSi










TOTALS: MALES: 1.3.00 (N=17){32%)
FEMALES: 28.00 (N=17)(68%)
Summary
The findings presented in this chapter demonstrated that 10 "Sex Abuse
Indicators" ("SAT's) did not appear at any time In 308 drawings of nonabused
children. Another 15 features ("SAT s) were identified which appeared at an
extremely low rate. Some of these Items, however, increased over time and
some decreased suggesting that there might be a developmental trend.
These items appeared so rarely, however, that no conclusions regarding a
link with cognitive development should be drawn. These 25 "SAT's which
were purported by several investigators to be associated with a history of
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SeXUcu dbuse eithei did nut uuuiij ui" icuciy cqjfjeofeu in drawings of
nonabused children. Further investigation into drawings of children with a
known history of sexual abuse is necessary to determine if in actual fact they
are linked with a history of sexual abuse and/or related trauma.
Data for "Anatomical Sex Abuse Indicators" ("ASA!"s) were computed
and it was determined that 23.5% of the children in the study (8 out of 34)
/>! a j j—i~ j- s—j—ir/% '* A O A :"'«—• !■. i 1 O iO \ v~%\a si s-.rsf■*> »4" o 4"/~v4"^ ^ f)CQF0W Oiitj Of 11 iui o rvurvi o, Ksiuy i \ uiawniyo ui a iulai ui uvO
contained a total of 41 "ASAFs, many of which appeared in drawings of the
same children. Two PI children, three P3 children and three P5 children
drew "ASAFs demonstrating no clear differences between agegroups.
Analysis for -sex differences revealed that 68% of the "ASAFs were drawn
by girls and 32% drawn by boys. Twice as many "ASAI"s were drawn by P1
and P3 girls than by boys In those grades. The reverse was true, however,
for P5 children where as many "ASAFs appeared in one male subject's
drawing as in two female subjects' drawings combined. The count, however,
reflected overlapping items and so few ASAFs were drawn that no
generalizations could be made. The data also suggested that no direct
association could clearly be made linking "ASA!" scores with high "SAi"
scores. Analysis of Man, Woman, and Self drawings for at! three phases
comDined demonstrated that AoAJ s appeared more frequently in Self
drawings.
According to most previous writers, the appearance of anatomical
sexual features, such as breasts, genitals, and so on are purported to be the
strongest link with sexual abuse and should raise the highest level of
suspicion. As discussed above, 23.5% of the nonabused children drew
"ASAFs which, would not support these contentions, unless these children
actually had been sexually abused. Unfortunately a determination could not
be made of a history of sexual abuse because of the sensitivity of this study.
"Hi-!o ir\flrv\a/mn rhanfor \a/i!1 riiqpi icc an mnro Hofai! iHo tqci life rvfi i i\y iv/iiv/ttii wi i i rrm uiwwuour n i it i\-»i vy uv/vuu *.t iv i uuuku f b/uiu
Analysis Chapters Vll, Vill, and IX relative to theoretical and methodological
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issues. Results will be related to findings of previous investigators.
Strengths, weaknesses, and limitations of the present study wiii be discussed





This fina! chapter of the thesis will review the results of the data
analysis in Chapters VII, VIII, and IX, relating them to theoretical and
methodological concerns, it will also review the findings of previous
investigators presented in earlier chapters. Limitations and weaknesses
of the study will be explored relative to their internal and external validities.
Other possible confounding variables wili be considered in addition to a
discussion of the generaiizability of the results to other populations.
Implications for the application of these findings by professionals working
with sexually abused children will be discussed with suggestions for future
research.
The purpose of this thesis was to determine whether and to what
extent characteristics of children's drawings alleged to -he indicative of a
history of sexual abuse might also appear in drawings of nonabused
children with no known history of such abuse. It was important not only to
determine whether these features actually appeared in drawings of
nonabused children, but to iearn whether they might be features of
ordinary cognitive development as we!!, it was also essential to identify
rlrau/inT* r»horoo+arjohoo v»/hroh Hsrl nol o!! r«r ro
u RioC Uiufvihu ul fa! uu^UIIouvas tti hui i UlU i ui. un ui i ui Ciy
appeared in drawings of nonabused children and may yet be associated
with sexual abuse. It was not within the scope of this thesis, however, to
study drawings collected from sexually abused children.
This thesis explored various difficulties in using children's drawings as
a valid assessment of possible sexual abuse. Those theories relevant to
child development, namely psychoanalytic and cognitive (Chapters II and
III), were reviewed to gain a greater understanding of possible reasons for
the lack of empirical support for the use of children's drawings in
Identifying sexual abuse. The development of projective drawing
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Instruments and their use In the assessment of cognitive development In
children were explored in Chapter IV. Existing anecdotal and systematic
studies into drawings of sexually abused children were reviewed in
Chapter V. A description of the methodological procedures used in this
research are presented in Chapter VI. The results of the data analysis
presented in Chapters Vti, Vlii, and IX will be related to the conclusions of
the earlier chapters.
Interpretation of Children's Drawings from a Psychoanalytic Perspective
and Theoretical implications
Various aspects of psychoanalytic theory have influenced the
literature and research into drawings of sexually abused children. In
Chapter li we looked closely for possible reasons why existing research
has been so problematic. The particular theories reviewed for this thesis
were early and somewhat outdated, but they were chosen for review
because they still form the basis of existing art therapy training in both the
United Kingdom and the United States (Art Therapy Credentials Board,
1994: Waller, 1990). The field of art therapy is rapidly developing in
numerous other countries as well, largely by art therapists who were
trained in either American or British universities.
A major Implication of this review Is that art therapy training needs to
mr«-p i §r% Ho+q !.nor»rrtr*rcs+ir*r« rv>orn rve\/r»hr»csn cs!v »fjpL/UUUI liW i 1 IUI C if iUUl pUf QUi iVj i i iUU'vri i i pCrjfOi iUUI iUiyUL.
approaches to psychotherapy and reliable research methodology. To
continue to rely on outdated theory perpetuates problems not only in
rocooroh s+ »r» ihoronai §+!#-• • ntan/Qntinne rlononrl nn +K»o rocoarph; wwwLAi ui ;, wwv ii i iwi is ! w; v v: iuu! u tod. wi i «.i no t vvvui I.
Art therapy has had considerable difficulty in gaining acceptance from
more mainstream schools of psychology, and in the experience of this
investigator, one of the major reasons Is the outdated thinking It uses.
The development of research methodology in art therapy is in its early
stages. Most investigations still rely on case studies, single subjects
designs, or matched groups with serious methodological flaws. There is
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a considerable resistance to the use of more rigourous methodology
«-is—!■ rwrvvn <-& y4 l~.r^L'§ srvr4 ^ —- -J
UCLfQ'UQC i i i'UDl ui i vi iv/i tApioia L-Ui i iw ii ui Is u ill iw las i UuUo.^i UUi IVJ Qi iU pi GICi
to use more intuitive and phenomenoiogical approaches. This may be
aDDronriate for some investioations. but for the oractice of usingf I I ------- , 1
children's drawings for child sexual abuse Investigations, use of less
rigourous approaches Is unacceptable.
Analysis of Drawings of Nonabused Children Relative to Cognitive
n.QV /o! r> r>mon.f
i^'UfV/iOpi i IU»i il
Chapter III reviewed the importance of taking the effects of cognitive
development on characteristics of children's drawings into consideration
vi/Kon sn+ornra+inn HraiA/inrtc -fr~*r r-*iir-*!#-*sai ru irnncac Ohan+ar i\/ lr«r»LrQri cx\ fhp
TTi !V! I SS iVvri pi wVii iV-J VSi vS»r •' i^vJ 5 wi Viii KVUi pvii pvfvj'ww. Vi iWip/Wi i V iVwiVvCi CUv vi iC»
use of projective drawing tests, taking into consideration the strengths
and weaknesses of each test reviewed. As both Stewart (1953) and
Harris -19S3j adVOCated it iyHnpd important to U^0 th-R more
x-w- • m i* : r*v - a r-» ___ -r- /inom i_!._ __
uui itempOldPy iNciylfen uidw-M-ruibUii icbi ^i^ooj iu ueieimirte tne
effects of cognitive development on characteristics in children's drawings
mi irnnrtAri tn ho limkori wi+H covi lal ahi ico Kiamiiori'c ( i QAAt mntontinn
»- „ ■ - " - ' ™{J ■ — \ i — —r.irwii
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figure and attained progressively higher scores on the Draw-A-Person
Test was tested and substantiated by the results of this study as
pi uout I tuU ill Wi ic.jJlVr-i VII, wii i lllui UiaiifiD Lfjr" piGViUUO ¥¥i HGi O uU'oi i Qb
Barnes (1893), Goodenough (1926), Ricci (1834), Harris (1963), and
Koppitz (1968) were also supported in that It was found that DAP scores
rlsrl ■ ncrooco v»/Kcjn on.ok.'-jfsd Krv+h- K«i pnrl r\\/<£&r- tsryvfi Thfsrcs v*/orpCilU ii iuiUUbU Tti iOi i Qi IU!JA.UU k/UU 1 k/J Uk^U Ui iU U'VUi UiilU. i i iUi v Wwi G
significant agegroup differences in all three phases, and significant
longitudinal differences in scores between Phases I and 11 and Phases 1
onrl !!! Kir-* cinni^rpnl riiffcsranr-o u/ac frw inri ho+vi/oon Ph.pccsc ii anri !!jcii !M tii. : -w oiys hi iuui s v -vu;:v; v; sw t?vAo ivfui ivj k/gvTtovi < ; ; iuOvO i i vai i \a tit,
such results most likely being explained by the much shorter time between
tests.
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Claims by previous writers (Goodenough, 1926; Harris, 1963;
Koppitz, 1968; Naglieri. 1988; Williams, 1935; and Yepsen, 1929) that
there were correlations between scores on Draw-A-Person Tests and
other measures of mental maturity were also supported by the findings of
this study. As discussed in Chapter IV, Naglieri himself did not compare
results obtained by the use of his instrument specifically with Raven's
Coloured Progressive Matrices (CRM) (Raven. 1958) and the British
Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS) (Dunn, Dunn & Whetton, 1982), as he
chose to use his own matrices test for cognitive ability instead (Naglieri,
1985). Even though he carried out his work in the United States, Nagiieri
likewise did not use the mors culture-specific Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test. Nevertheless, the results of this study neverthless supported his
claim that there was a correlation between the DAP and more widely
accented measures of coanitive development. The data analysis revealed-w f 5 1*w\5*" 1 T v """" * s ,x" * ~ *■ J
correlations between the CRM and the BPVS which were significant when
all subjects were combined. Correlations dropped below a level of
significance, however, when subjects were analyzed by agegroup, most
likely due to the small sample size. Man, Woman, and Self drawings
were correlated separately with the CPM and also found to be significant
when analyzed for all ages combined. The finding that the DAP
mrvra hinhk/ VA/ith OD.U maooi srinr? rr»o+!a! crkili-k.' +hon VA/lth
wwi i OiUvOO I i iui V-r i ii'^i \\J TTivi i U iw V/i iVi iiiOOOUi ii i'^ OpOU.iUi Qi/lfflj viiCAii fVIU I
the BPVS which assessed for verbal ability would be expected and
supports Piaget's (1969) contention that children's drawings represented
their developing conception of space.
The claim of Koppitz thai the use of one drawing alone was sufficient
to assess for cognitive development was also supported in that scores on
subsequent drawings were typically the same or close to the score on the
first drawing. In the use of Nagtieri's scoring method for cognitive
development. It was demonstrated that scores on Man, Woman, and Self
drawings were more or less equivalent because although the actual
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scores differed slightly, fhere were no statistically significant differences
between the total scores for each drawing. Alternatively, the use of
scores from ail three drawings yielded a higher number of total possible
scores which supported Naglieri's argument that all three drawings
should be used because this would afford a larger number of obtainable
scores. From this perspective, use of several drawings would actually be
more valid. Nevertheless, it may be that the use of only one drawing, with
Koppltz' instructions to "Draw a Person", may bo odocjuoto in future
research into drawings of sexually abused children in saving both time
and resources.
Analysis of the data for sex differences In children's drawings also
supported the claims of Florence Goodenough (1926) that there were few
sex differences in DAP scores, with girls tending to do slightly better than
boys. Similar findings relative to sex differences of Zazzo (1948) and
Naglren (1988) were also supported.
Theoretical Implications
The historical review of investigations into children's drawings
pf CSCi itOU ii i wi ia.fDl.t7i ill CUi iOiOiwi iUy iwU IvJ U DvJi iwiUOiVJi I U idl
characteristics of drawings change as children mature. Lowenfeid and
Brittain (1987) consolidated the findings of previous writers and updated\ / o 1 I
thcsir \A/r»r!/ rvarir^rliooljv/ r»o.oo.inr« rooooroh rntrs r»hi!rlrc»n'Q rlrovi/'nnQ
vi i'vli V?Oi IX pci IVJUiWCU\J vw i CifUui Ui iX-§ i UOwUi Wl i ii IVCi L>i iiiUf C.i i O Ui iCiO
relative to cognitive development. They have likewise argued that children
at each developmental stage tend to have fairly predictable characteristics
§r» +hoir rlraw.'innc anH Ihaf ohonnoc »r» thoco r-h3r3r4oric+!r>c oro rlsror^fly
ii i vi tvri; ui u?Tii iuu u; iu v: iCU. u; ?w« iuuu ii i v; ivOO u; iui uuvui iouuo u; u ui• uuU Y
related to the stages of cognitive development espoused by Piaget, with
an increasing amount of detail appearing in drawings as children mature.
The findings from this study as presented in Chapter VI! largely supported
these views.
As discussed in Chapter V. researchers such as Goodenough.
Harris, Koppitz and Naglieri attempted systematically to develop
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instruments which would measure these changes and related them
specifically to cognitive development. Writers such as Machover (1949),
on the other hand, attempted to find interpretive meaning relative to
children's drawings hased on the assumptions of psychoanalytic theories
of the unconscious. A portion of Koppitz' instrument also used
psychoanalytic interpretation. The findings in Chapter VII specific to
children's drawing instruments substantiated the alternative cognitive
developmental perspective in all instances.
Methodoiogical implications
It was necessary to substantiate the validity of Naglieri's more recent
drawing test which has not previously been used In research into
drawings of sexually abused children. At the time of this writing, previous
studies using the Draw-A-Person Tests, reviewed in Chapter IV. were
anywhere from 30 to 72 years old (Go-odenough, 1926; Koppitz. 1968). A
contemporary instrument was needed to validly delineate between
characteristics of children's drawings that clearly relate to cognitive
development and those characteristics which may turn out to be linked
'With a history of sexual abuse or other related trauma. The use of the
Naglieri Draw-A-Person Test as such an instrument was supported in ail
instances by the findings in Chapter VII.
TKg fhcsf OD.U cc.rrc»!ohir«h!«/ \i/!+h HAD crrvrpcI iCr iiiiV^iiiv^ U lui U IO V^i iVi OWi i OiUvOO 1 I IUl W i iiv^i iij Willi L/Mi ObUiCb
than did the BPVS is congruent with Nagiieri. who found that correlations
of his DAP with his own Matrices Analogies Test (MAT-SF), likewise
measuring spatial ability, were higher than those for the Multilevel
Academic Survey Test (MAST) (Howell, Zucker, &. Morehead (1985),
which measures verbal aptitude. It wouid appear that the use of the CPM
alone may be sufficient, and that the further use of the BPVS may be
eliminated in future studies of children's drawings relative to sexual abuse
to save time and resources.
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As discussed previously in Chanter V. research into drawings of
sexually abused children rarely used dependable measures of cognitive
development. Nor did anecdotal accounts based on clinical work reflect
the use of such tests in assessing for sexual abuse. Since troubled
children tend not to do 3S W0il on drawing tests as they do on other
measures (Hanvik, 1953; Pechoux, 1947), it is essential that such
standardized instruments be utilized both for purposes of research and in
clinical work with these children. The results of this study supported the
use of the Naglieri DAP as a contemporary measure of mental maturity
using exclusively drawings, its closer correlation with scores on the
Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices (CRM) than with the BPVS make
a case for combining the Naglfen and the CRM for such purposes. A
wide discrepancy between DAP scores and other measures of intelligence
might be a supporting factor where there are concerns that sexual abuse
may have taken place.
"Sex Abuse Indicators" ("SAi si in Drawings of Nonabused Children
Relative to Cognitive Development
The data presented in Chapter VIII tested the claims of numerous
writers that certain characteristics in children's drawings are indicative of
a history of sexual abuse, and the extent to which they appeared in
drawings of nonabused children. St was also necessary to determine
which of these "Sex Abuse indicators" ("SA!"s), if any, might be
specifically related to cognitive development.
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drew a considerable number of "SAl"s, with younger children clearly
drawing more "SAi"s than oider children. There were also significant
longitudinal differences in the number of "SAP's appearing between
Phases 1, II, and ill when analyzed for all agegroups combined, with
"SAP's decreasing over time. Six "SAP's, however, increased with age and
time, but not significantly so. This also suggests a developmental link.
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Senarate analyses for each anenroun demonstrated some differences.i / C s? r"
UUt iht^so vVoi g nOi SigfluiCaflt. L/iiicrGi ji^vjb jjGiw'v/Ci i Wiuci ciyuUdi ids.
however, namely Primary One and Primary Five children, were significant
for all three phases.
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negatively correlated to those of the Nagiieri DAP scoring with scores
consistently declining with age and time whereas Nagiieri scores
inoraocoH \A/i+h qhq anrl Kma Rocar icq crsma "QA!"c vi/ora -fr-vi sr*H lr« hp
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strongly related to cognitive development, it therefore appears that these
particular "SAI"s are useless for determining sexual abuse in younger
children Their nresence in drawings of older children however mioht be" " 1 " * * 1 " 5
C " r !!. ^ e ~P~ * ,,V" " ' " " " ' " " O '
linked with such abuse in accordance with the observations and findings
of Burgess (1988). Chase (1987). Cohen-Liebman (1995), Hibbard &
Harlman MQQiTl K'niinw (1 PAC'i Malnhinrii liQOflt anrj Qtornhpr I1 9801, -y , „ ; , J v / , ■ ' -v ,, — . , V V)
who found that sexually abused chiidrsn typically drew di &. lower level of
maturity. The argument of this thesis that it is essential to take age into
account was thus stronaly substantiated.
s/ /
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with other standardized and well established measures of mental
maturity, namely Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices (GPM) and the
British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS). Again, the claims of previous
writers that characteristics commonly seen in drawings of sexually abused
children are linked with a lower level of cognitive development were
cs snnrirforj /Qirli sr* 1QAP.- Phsco 1 OA~7\
wCSpj-r-w! (VM i, ■ wv, "WPS iCtOv, i w f ^ .
Sex differences in the appearance of "SAf's were, as expected, in
favour of boys drawing more "SAi"s than girls. This also would be
expected in view of the fact th© girls conversely did- better than boys on
the Nagiieri DAP. Boys' drawings showed more characteristics of the
drawings of younger children, but not significantly so.
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Results identified certain "SAl"s as having a developmental
■component. There were significant differences in the appearance of four
items at different ages with these particular features decreasing with age.
There were also significant changes over time in the occurrence of theseO v/
"SAf"s, again substantiating that cognitive development played a
substantial part. Nonsignificant trends in either increase or decrease of
some "SAF's were aiso found. The need to take into account
developmental factors in interpreting children's drawings was supported
In that a total of 14 specific items were found to be related to cognitive
development.
Table 1 below summarizes presumed "SAF's identified in this study to
be associated with cognitive development.
TABLE 1.




























Chase (1987), Ghantfer et.al. (1991),
Sidun & Rosenthal! (1986)
Stember (1980)





Cha.ntler et. al (1991)
Moore (1989)
Moore (1989)
Uhlin (1979), Hubbard & Hartman (1990)
Buck (1.977)
Moore (1989)
Uhlin, 1979), Moore (1989)
*
Significant at .05 levei
NSD = Non-significant decrease
NSI = Non-significant increase
Theoretical Implications
The finding that 14 Items purported to be indicative of sexual abuse
were related to cognitive development challenges the assumptions of
writers of psychoanalytic persuasion who. when interpreting childrens
drawings, did not appear to take seriously into account the effects of such
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development (Kramer, 1979; Wohl &. Kaufmann, 1985, 1992). Claims of
various investigators that these particular features were due to sexual
abuse were likewise not supported by the findings of this study.
Methodologicai Implications
The findings in Chapter VIII supported the hypothesis that it would
have been difficult, if not impossibie, to identify empirically "SAF's related
to cognitive development if this study had used a matched group design,
as consistently has been done by prsviqug snvsstfysto rs who matched
groups by age, socioeconomic background or other demographic factors,
in a recently published article American art therapist Trowbridge (1995)
argued that one of the strengths of the many studies she reviewed relative
to drawings of sexually abused children was the use of matched groups.
Her view is not supported by the results of this thesis in that it was
essentia! to control for age in order to determine which presumed "SAF's
were, in fact, indicators of cognitive development, or alternatively signs of
a history of sexual abuse.
The so-called "SAF's identified in this study as being linked with
cognitive development, upon retrospective review by this investigator,
actually had been presented in one way or another in the scoring manuals
of Goodenough (1926), Harris (1963), Koppitz (1968) and Naglieri (1988),
lending further support to the findings of this study. Previous writers on
drawings of sexually abused children (including this investigator), in most
instances, apparently had not referred to any of these sources before
concluding that these features were relative to sexual abuse. The
features used in the Hagood Scoring Chart for this study were gleaned
from existing literature alleging that such features were likely to be
indicators of sexual abuse.
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Summary of "Sex Abuse Indicators" ("SAT's) Which May Yet Be Linked
with Sexual Abuse or Related Trauma
The results in Chapter IX did support the claims of some of these
writers, however, in that it was demonstrated that 10 recorded "SA!"s did
not appear at any time in all 306 drawings of nonabused children.
Another 15 features were also identified that appeared at an extremely
low rate. Those rarely appearing Items were so few that any link to
cognitive development was imposGiblc to dstorm ine. It is therefore
possible that these 25 particular features listed in Table 2 below may
appear in drawings of sexually abused children as consequences of their
abuse or other related trauma. The data supported the claims of
investigators listed below that these particular features actually may in
some way be linked with sexual abuse.
TABLE 2.
"SAP'S LINKED WITH POSSIBLE SEXUAL ABUSE OR RELATED TRAUMA
NON-OCCURRING ITEMS INVESTIGATOR
Head absent.
Head only, or head and neck only.
Triangular neck.
Uhlin (1979)
Uhlin (1979); Sidun &
Rosenthal! (1986). Chase (1987)
jUud, s idgo, Stendronsky
Legs repeatedly redrawn (more than two legs)
Phallic shaped legs.
Tongue protruding.
Complete absence of facial features.
Crossed-out. shaded out. or scribbled-out face.
Entire person or body crossed out or scribbled out.
Trunk drawn from waist up only.
Mac
(Clinical Observations)
Faiier (1988). Moore (1989)





Hibbard & Hartman (1990)
Hagood (Clinical Observation)
Uhlin (1979)




Eyes with angular pupils
Eyes with vertical pupils
Hands hidden







Burgess & Hartman (1993)
Sidun & Rosenthal! (1986),
Chase (1987)
Chase (1987)









Clown instead uf jjei&on
Burgess (1988)
Hartman (1991)
Keliey (1985), Chase (1987)







"Anatomical Sex Abuse indicators" ("ASAI"s)
Chapter IX presented the data on the occurranee of so-called
"Anatomical Sex Abuse indicators" fASArs) in drawings of nonabused
children. These features were overlapping in nature and represented
more detailed aspects of anatomical sexual parts of the body (e.g., penis,
breasts, etc.). which previously had not been considered. It was found
that 23 5% of all of the children In the study (8 children out of 34) drew
oho or more "ASAf's. On the other hand, out of 306 drawings which
afforded the possibility of incorporating genitalia or other sexual features.
there were only 19 (6.21%) drawings which contained a total of 41
"ASAI"s with some of these drawings containing several "ASA!"s (See
Chapter IX). The rare occurrence of "ASArs in the total number of
drawings of nonabused children collected for this study lends support to
+K*=s rlaimc of nrowio.i «c u/ri+arc ! oo 1QAQ- l^r^r*rs!+T 1 QAA* MsKKsrH pf ptjv; IV ViUii i lO v i f-': v 7 iv/Uv T? l I ivf ^v : wv , < vVv , : , s vw .111vwi v V k HI ,
1337, 1990a, 1930b) who have argued thai the appearance of genitalia
and other anatomical sexual features rarely appeared in nonabused
children's drawings and were strong Indicators of possible sexual abuse.
On the other hand 23.5% of the children in the present study assumed to
be nonabused actually drew them, which is fairly high. Other
investigators working only with sexually abused children have observed
that "ASAI"s appeared frequently in their drawings, including this
investigator (Goodwin, 1982; Hagood, 1992; Keliey, 1985; Stember,
1980). Further comparison between drawings of nonabused and sexually
abused children is obviously needed.
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It was also found that, In contrast to the finding that boys drew more
SA! s, three times as many girls as boys drew "ASA!"s. Further analysis
also demonstrated that "ASAr's appeared more frequently in Self
drawings, but not significantly so. The data was so sparce, however, that
any generalizations would be invalid.
The findings in this study relative to "Anatomical Sex Abuse
Indicators" couid be interpreted in at least two ways: (1) that the eight
children who drew "ASA!"s could have been sexually abused, or (2) that
genitalia and related anatomical parts may have appear ed as a matter of
sexual curiosity in ordinary children. There was no discernable pattern of
association with an increasing awareness of sexuality which might be
expected In children as they grew older. Primary Three children drew the
most "ASAr's. not Primary Five children, as might be expected.
A major difficulty In scoring specific "ASA! "s was the lack of feedback
from the children who drew the pictures. As can be seen in Chapter IX.
these features were scored to the best of the raters' abilities, but hearing
what the child had to say would have made the scoring more valid. This
conclusion supports the argument of Chapters II, IV, and V that
interpreting children's drawings without hearing what the child has to say
is problematic. Due to the sensitivity of the topic of this study at the
present time in Scotland, however, it was not possible to query the
children who made these drawings regarding any sexual content in their
drawings.
i i Cuutu usz af^ucu UfaI a m i si tauui i uhd oiuuy wao uiai n wao ilUl
possible to screen children for a history of sexual abuse. It was
important, however, to use a primary school which represented the
normal population in order to learn what is likely to appear In the artwork
of children in an ordinary classroom. Given the claims of existing
literature, however, regarding the numbers of children who are being
sexually abused, it is certainly possible that some children in this study
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have had such a background (Baker &. Duncan, 1985; National Center on
Child Abuse Prevention Research. 1994).
Theoretical implications
The psychoanalytic view that children projected their "Oedipai
fantasies" Into their artwork was not supported by the results of this study.
Freudian and Kieinian theory that instinctive sexual drives lying within ail
children's unconscious had sometimes ied, until recently, to the
conclusion that when children painted or drew erotic material, it was as a
result of a natural phenomenon belonging to all children. The majority of
children (76.5%) in this study did not create representations of any
anatomical sexual features at all. Some children (23.5%), however,
assumed to be nonabused, did draw genitalia, breasts, and so on (as
mentioned previously. Whether or not these children had been sexually
abused, however, was impossible to ascertain.
Methodological Implications
The purpose of designing the part of the Hagood Scoring Chart
measuring "ASAl"s was to look at how much detail would be found on
various sexual parts of the human anatomy when drawn by nonabused
children, it was the initial intention to compare them with drawings of
children with a substantiated history of sexual abuse. It was observed in
data collected from American children that some sexually abused children
placed a great deal of detail in their drawings of anatomical sexual
features, but unfortunately the data was not useable for this study.
Ps irfhor inr./oc+iria+in.n alnnn th!c hno «c ro.^nmrnQ.nriorj fn Ho+ormsnPi u; jv-ri ii i i ciiv/i no <11 is-? ; v-»ww; ; <i i iv-»; w ucvwi i i 11< SC
differences in the degree of such detail between nonabused and sexually
abused children. The data, however, on nonabused children revealed
that drawings frequently contained more than one "ASA!" In varying
degrees of detail. Because of the overlapping nature of the Items scored,
statistical analysis was extremely limited.
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Strengths of the Study: Methodological Problems and How -Some Were
Overcome bv the Use of This Design
The design of this study allowed for the comparison of agegroups in
order to be able to identify which features in children's drawings were
olorl > » /ith orvnniln/Q rA01 /q!r«r» rrvc«r«f «n prQ^Qrpnrya tho r>c.rv> rTtOnK/
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used matched-group design used in previous studies.
The longitudinal design in this study assisted in determining which
features in children's drawings were related to cognitive development, in
that the study not only accounted for agegroup differences but also for
changes over time. These changes also substantiated that certain
Indicators were In, actual fact, linked with cognitive development.
This study used other measures of cognitive development in addition
to a drawing instrument to substantiate that the scores on the drawing
tests correlated with such measures. Previous studies, with few
exceptions, did not use such an approach.
Sex differences were explored to learn whether features commonly
seen in drawings of sexually abused children might be due to pecularities
in drawings of boys or girls. Such differences were ruled out in this
particular study as being an important consideration, with the exception of
anatomical features whre the number of girls exceeded the number of
boys to a considerable extent.
This study focused exclusively on drawings of nonabused children
which had not been done previously. The findings highlight the
Importance of the problem with anectdota! studies which make judgments
from drawings of only sexually abused children and not normal
nonabused children. The dangers of making psychoanalytic assumptions
without realizing how many of these features are commonly drawn by
ordinary children are also reiterated.
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Limitations of The Study
Threats to Internal Validity
As discussed in Chapter Vt, in some instances, the children's
attention span appeared to decline as the study progressed. Children
were sometimes anxious to hurry through their drawings because they
wanted to return to class to observe a film or to go to lunch. Children
sometimes appeared eager to complete the Man, Woman, and Self
drawings which were In pencil, in order to be able to do the coloured
drawings which they preferred and which were used as a reward. This
could have influenced the number of items included in the drawings and
g-ffgH-grj the overall score measurino coonitive development. Results of
this particular study, however, were in line with the expectations of other
drawing tests measuring cognitive maturity, in that scores increased
sionificantlv river time with anp as woi ilH hp pvnprtprj Ac the
predicted results of items increasing over time discussed in Chapter VIS
concur with previous findings on Draw-A-Person tests, it can conversely
be assumed that the slnnlficant decline in "SAT's over time in this
particular study was not due to loss of attention span. Otherwise, the
results of the Nagiieri Test would have been influenced in the same way.
Poor attention span is an important consideration in the use of
drawing instruments with abused children who In many instances cannot
concentrate, due to their high anxiety. A major question in the use of
drawings is whether lower scores are indicative of possible sexual abuse,
nr Hi to fo nnpr Qpfon+irvn cnan in n+horu/ico nrrllrvan/ nnnahi icarl rhilrirpnWi VJUV pww! WvlVl « UV/l I OpQ; i ill i IV! TT i\JO V/l i I StAi J , I IVi , Oi illVJi oi I.
Low scores alone cannot be used as a criteria for assumed sexual abuse.
Controlling for this aspect of children's drawings relative to sexual abuse,
to the knowledge of this investigator, has not been addressed to date.
Practice Effects
Practice effects also could have Influenced the items placed in
children's drawings and their subsequent higher scores on the Nagiieri
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DAP in later phases of the data collection. The period of time between
the drawing phases, however, was long enough that this was not likely to
be the case.
Effects of Immediate Prior Events
During the collection of data for this study, it became obvious to the
investigator that children in primary schools regularly have assignments in
artwork, or even other subjects, at school which will directly influence
choices of objects to be placed In a painting or drawing. It was noted, for
example, that films observed by the children, school art projects, and
special seasons of the year sometimes influenced the content of their
coloured free drawings which were used as rewards. The three pencil
drawings of a Man, Woman, and Self, however, did not appear to be so
influenced in that they didn't contain objects other than the human figure
for the most part, and if so, these were not scored.
Effects of Location of the Data Collection
The fact that drawings were collected from children in a Primary
School setting could have affected the content of their drawings differently
•fh. ^ s-* 11 JI-I -^4- hi J.—.rJ r-T s o ! !w hi: ; r-irJ
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who are frequently in therapeutic programmes focusing on issues of
sexual abuse. Because of possible censureship from school staff, sexual
content, such as "ASAI"s, could have been limited. In previous studies
into drawings of sexually abused children, drawings were not commonly
collected In a school setting. In those cases where children had been in
therapy for their sexual abuse, they would have more free to draw without
any such criticism. Such features in drawings also could have
inadvertantiv been influenced by their therapists in encouraging them to




Time-Consistency in the Data Collection.
As discussed in Chapter VI, time differences between phases varied
slightly between children due to logistical difficulties of collecting data in a
school setting. If children were ill, or on holiday they were asked to do
drawings when they returned. Holiday breaks also effected the timing of
the gathering of the data, but every effort was made to keep it as
consistent as possible. Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that this
could have influenced internal validity to some small extent.
Threats to External Validity
Generaiizabilitv
The Bonnyrigg Primary School population was selected in order
to obtain a sample of children likely to be found in an ordinary
primary school setting. Findings in this study are generalizable to
populations with comparable socioeconomic compositions as discussed
in Chapter VI. In view of the heavy influence of American media on
Scottish children, this investigator would argue that the results of this
study also may be generalizable to other British and American
populations, or other English-speaking countries with strong American
influence such as Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and so on with a
similar socioeconomic composition.
Cultural influences on drawings of Scottish children could have been
a slight factor, but only minimally as the items measured were linked to
the human figure. The Nagileri Draw-A-Person tested for very basic
■fo3+j iroc nl olo+hinr! nnly l-*s s+ fnr"« icorl mn.ro r*n rvar+c n-f iha KpWy a rjivcity; Vw v/i civf%i m ly wi \\y , i/Ui iwv/viovw : ; tw; w KSi « ^-ai vu wi u woujF, w.y .
hands, arms, eyes, etc. The Hagood Scoring Chart for Sex Abuse
Indicators iikwise tested for variations of aspects of the human figure.
Characteristics of clothing which were scored were minimal and taken
specifically from the literature on features found in drawings of sexually
abused children. The potential for cultural influences would have been
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greater if the analyzed data had included drawings of houses, trees, and
other more culture-specific items.
The generaiizability may also be limited as a consequence of the
small sample used in this study. Future research needs to replicate these
methods with larger numbers of children.
Loss Due to Attrition
Few children were lost due to attrition and the number of participants
throughout all three phases of the data collection made it possible to
maintain sufficient numbers in each agegroup for valid statistical analysis.
Other Possible Confounding Variables
Effects of Drawing Ability on Children's Drawings
None of the studies looking at drawings of sexually abused children,
including the present investigation, controlled for children's drawing
ability. Florence Goodenough (1926) attempted to ascertain whether
children who possessed special artistic talent made higher scores on her
Draw-A-Person test than children of equal general ability and found that
they In actual fact did not do so. She searched intensely for talented child
artists and found that they were indeed rare. She stated that
"Examination of drawings which make unusually high
scores on the test leads to the opinion that keen powers
of analytic observation, coupled with a good memory
for details, are more potent factors in producing high
scores than is artistic ability in the ordinary sense of the
term" (p. 53).
Suggestions for Future Research
Because some "SA!"s proved to be linked with cognitive development,
while others may yet be found to be linked with a history of sexual abuse
or related trauma, it needs to be further determined why certain "SAr's are
not in drawings of nonabused children and what their possible meaning
might be. An additional component of the results of this study was the
identification of those features that appeared rarely, or not at all in a
considerable number of drawings of nonabused children. Further
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research is obviously needed to investigate drawings of children with a
well-substantiated history of sexual abuse for comparison purposes.
Further investigation is also needed to learn which of the features not
found at ail in drawings of nonabused children may appear in drawings of
sexually abused children. To understand unconscious meanings of these
features in a systematic fashion, however, will continue to be impossible
and will remain pure conjecture. On the other hand, there may be
specifically conscious reasons sexually abused children draw these
features and methodology needs to be designed to learn what they may
be. such as nonleading. post-drawing interviews, Further investigation
into drawings of nonabused children and adolescents older than those
selected for this study would also be interesting with respect to the
inclusion of anatomical sexual features, to determine to what extent these
may be linked with the changes of puberty. As discussed previously, the
degree of detail of anatomical sex abuse indicators needs to be compared
between drawings of nonabused and sexually abused children.
Practical Considerations
Dissemination of knowledge from this study is needed to inform
psychologists, psychiatrists, art therapists, counsellors, social workers,
and any other professionals who use children's drawings where there is
suspicion of sexual abuse.
Legal professionals who work in Family Law or on behaif of children
who may or may not have been sexually abused in instances where
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of this study. An awareness that some features in children's drawings
alleged to be linked with sexual abuse are developmental in nature,
whereas others may be more directly specific to sexual abuse, is
obviously needed. The findings in this study, however, clearly
demonstrated that nonabused children drew these features to a
considerable extent, even though as stated above, a few in the population
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studied may have been sexually abused, which does remain a possibility.
The appearance of anatomical sexual features tn drawings of children in
this study across ail ages may also be a reflection of a normal developing
interest in sex, and not necessarily be linked with a history of sexual
abuse. Unless drawings are more explicitly related to sexual abuse and
are corroborated by the child's explanation as being an illustration of their
abuse, assumptions tested in this thesis would indicate that indicators,
o\/on ronrocanlohrvnc rvf non.'^aha aro rvnl ar/irlonno rvf q hsc+nrv r»f cavs spjl
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abuse. This is consistent with the conclusions of ail previous
investigators that drawings alone cannot advance sufficient evidence in
the investigation of abuse.
The findings of this study should be addressed in the training of
professionals commonly using artwork with children regarding the
responsible use of drawing instruments, with stress on the many
limitations that may lead to erroneous interpretations. The dissemination
of knowledge of developmental aspects of children's drawings is essential
In order to avoid many of the common assumptions made by previous
investigators as to what may be evidence of sexual abuse. Art therapists
are increasingly being called upon to testify in court hearings on behalf of
children where there is suspicion of sexual abuse (Levick, Safran, &
Levine, 1990; Malchiodi, 1990).
An understanding of the limitations of the subjective interpretations of
psychoanalytic theory, when applied to children's drawings, needs to be
incorporated Into art therapy training programmes, as well as other
programmes to train future professionals who are using drawings in their
work with children.
Major Theoretical Implications Relative to this Study
The results of this research strongly support the need for empirically
sound theory-building that incorporates the views of both psychoanalytic
and developmental schools of thought, particularly when It comes to
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understanding children's drawings. Verworn began looking at an
integrative approach as early as 1907. Pasto made such an attempt with
his "Space-Frame Theory" on artwork of very young children in 1964 and
Koppitz appeared to be approaching this idea with her well-known work in
1968. She was able to identify many features which previously had been
assumed to have analytic meaning and to demonstrate that they were
closely related to the cognitive development of children. She created two
different scoring charts, one for Developmental Indicators and one for
Emotional Indicators. The idea for the design of the Hagood Scoring
Chart was largely based on Koppitz' approach. Koppitz, however, feli
into the trap of claiming that there were specific meanings attached to
those features that she called "emotional indicators". These
interpretations were taken from Machover's work (1949). which has been
repeatedly criticized for its lack of empirical validity. The children in
Koppitz' study were not directly interviewed as to the meaning of these
"emotional indicators", and assumptions were based entirely on their
clinical case material. The need to elicit information more directly from
children regarding the meanings of their own drawings remains
paramount.
The fact that the indicators of sexual abuse gleaned from existing
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cognitive development and (2) those which may be linked with sexual
abuse, reiterates the need to develop methodology which will support an
integrative approach.
Current issues Relative to Drawings of Sexually Abused Children
Aside from considerations of methodological probiems in previous
research into drawings of sexually abused children, many broader Issues
relative to sexual abuse make the development of better ways of
detection of such abuse increasingly important and more difficult.
Because criminal justice systems tend to protect offenders more than their
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victims, it has been increasingly difficult to establish legally whether or not
a child has been sexually abused, much less to prosecute the offender
and thereby protect other children as weii. Newly arising issues such as
the controversy over the "false memory syndrome" (Loftus, 1993),
complicate the problem of detecting sexual abuse and Its effects
considerably. Dangers obviously arise in asking "leading" questions
about these children's drawings and suggesting to an easily influenced
child that he or she has been abused when it may not be so.
Effects of Sexual Abuse on Children's Development
Freud (1896) noted the effects on child development and the
apparent acceleration of sexual development occurring In his patients
who claimed they had been sexually abused as children. He stated:
"Precocity of somatic sexual development may often be observed, and it is
even possible that it can be promoted by too early sexual stimulation"
(p. 212). Freud further postulated: . . all these grotesque and yet tragic
incongruities reveal themselves as stamped on the later development of
the Individual and of his neurosis, in countless permanent effects which
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A review of current literature related to the developmental effects of
child sexual abuse revealed that little attention has been given specifically
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the psychopatnofogy that results from sexual abuse in childhood, as well
as behaviour problems, such as were reviewed in Chapter I.
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approach in dealing with the treatment of victims of sexual abuse
(Fin'keihor &. Dziuba-Leatherman 1994 ; Wolfe, 1993),
Mary Sue Moore ( 199Of discussed the effects of development on
children's drawings, reviewing Kapprtz' Human-Figure-Drawing Test.
She stated that developmental scores may be markers of unresolved
emotional distress, especially when the child's score is several years
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below his or her expected chronological age. Using a psychoanalytic
framework, she argued that it is possible that an event or series of
traumatic events overwhelmed the child's defenses at the age indicated
by the drawing developmental score, although she did not refer
specifically to sexual abuse, nor did she offer any empirical support for
her views.
Developmental differences between the behaviour of children
suspected to have -been sexually abused and those with no known history
of sexual abuse were studied by Black, Dubowitz, and Harrington (1394)
using the Child Behavior Checklist (Auchenbach & Edeibrock, 1983).
They found that sexually abused children were rated by parents as having
more internalizing and externalizing behavioural problems than
nonabused children, with older children exhibiting more behaviour
problems than younger children, but acknowledged that some of these
behaviour problems may be linked with the age of the child.
Few studies have included measures of intelligence to measure
cognitive development of sexually abused children. Mannarlno and
Cohen (1986) studied 45 sexually abused children administering the
Stanford-Binet (3rd ed.) to children under age six or the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (WISC-R) to children above age
six. The mean !Q was 92.9 but there was no comparison group in this
study. Waterman and Lusk (1993) compared 82 children who reported
ritualistic sexual abuse with a matched group of 34 nonabused children
and found that nonabused children were higher in verbal intelligence than
the children reporting abuse, but ail mean scores were above the
normative population,
Kilgore (1988) discussed the effect of early childhood sexual abuse on
self and ego development to provide a object-relations theoretical
framework for clinical practice with children. She relied on Winnicott's
ego-developmental theory attempting to relate the impact of child sexual
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abuse to various stages of the child's psychological development. Other
clinicians working with adult survivors of sexual abuse have relied on
similar models of object-relations theory commonly used in the treatment
of Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD). Cole and Putman (1992) used
the perspective of developmental psychopathology to incorporate the
roles of coping strategies and developmental levels into an explanation of
the formation of post-abuse psychopathology. in particular BPD. A link
•between a history of child SSXU3"! Qb-UCS cand BPD is becoming more
strongly established with recent research beginning to make an empirical
association. Waller (1994). for example, studied 115 eating-disordered
women. A secondary diagnosis of BPD was associated with a reported
history of sexual abuse with the first experience at less than 14 years.
Reported abuse at a younger age was associated with a greater level of
symptoms of BPD. Until Marsha Linehan's recent work on "Dialectical
Behaviour Therapy", a developmental approach from an object-relations
theoretical framework has been a predominant form of treatment with
adult survivors of sexual abuse with symptoms of BPD (Kernhe.rg, 1975:
Masterson. 1988).
Finkelhor and Dziuba-Leatherman (1994) in their review of the
current state of child abuse, including sexual abuse, claim that in
order to protect children and help them if they have already been
victimized, we have a long way to go. They argue thai the field of child
abuse needs a more developmental perspective on child victimization
and that this would include strategies for victimization avoidance that
are appr opriate at different stages of development. They also
emphasize the importance of differentiating how children, with all their
individual differences, react and cope at different stages of
development. They further argue that it Is only through such an
appoach that we can understand how victimization leaves its mark on
children's lives.
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The present Investigation has focused specifically on the need to
take child development Into consideration and has demonstrated that
ciaims by some investigators have been erroneous. Many so-caiied
indicators of sexual abuse have appeared in drawings of nonabused
children and shown to be linked with cognitive development, not
sexual abuse. On the other hand, some features purported to be
linked with sexual abuse did not appear, or rarely appeared in
drawings of nonabused children and are in need of further
investigation. Without such a developmental approach, these features
would not have been identified.
Summary
One of the major intentions of this research was to understand why
identifying characteristics in children's drawings linked with sexual abuse
has been so problematic. A review of various aspects of psychoanalytic
theory which form the basis for therapeutic work for a large number of
clinicians pointed out that adherence to many of these theories in
interpreting drawings of young children has been confusing and in some
instances may have led to erroneous allegations of sexual abuse or, on
the contrary, to overlooking the possibility of sexual abuse when it actually
might have happened. These theories are considerably outdated, but
they are still the basis for most art therapy training.
A review of the literature on cognitive development of children
related to their drawings pointed out a very different line in looking at
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describe the effects of cognitive development on the characteristics of
children's drawings at various stages and to demonstrate how
important it is for clinicians to consistently apply this level of
understanding to interpretation along with any interpretations derived
from a more analytic perspective.
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Harris (1963) emphasized the value of looking at the
developmental process in ordinary children as a basis upon which to
judge so-called "pathology" of certain groups. He stated:
"Another major step ahead has been the growing
recognition that a knowledge of the usuai is essential
for the recognition of the unusual. Many reputedly
abnormal or unusual features in the drawings of individual
children or of small, selected groups lose their apparent
significance when the age and sex of the subjects and the
conditions under which the drawings were made become
known. All this serves to emphasize how valuable were
these early descriptive studies of drawings by large groups
of school children as a basis for more recent work", (p. 19)
it is curious that another 35 years have passed since Harris' work
and that those seeking to find characteristics in children's drawings
relative to sexual abuse have continued to overlook the importance of
child development. The use of artwork sexually abused children in the
therapeutic process may remain useful (Goodwin, 1982: Stember,
1980; Silvercloud, 1980: Maichiodi, 1990; Hagood, 1994) but its use
as a diagnostic tool will remain problematic unless features linked with
a history of sexual abuse are identified more systematically and
features which are linked with cognitive development are recognized
and not mistakenly used to support false allegations of sexual abuse.
It is hoped that this study has laid the groundwork for replication with
larger groups of children, including specifically those who are known
to have been sexually abused, and that those features peculiar to a
history of sexual abuse may continue to be teased out in an effort to
more appropriately identify, and hopefully protect, those children who
indeed are being sexually abused.
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Dart 7 May 1991
Dear Mr Pitcairn
RESEARCH : SEX ABUSE DEVELOPMENT PATTERN IN DRAWINGS - MS M HAG00D
I refer to your letter of 6 March 1991 requesting research facilities at
Bonnyrigg Primary School on behalf of Ms M Hagood.
The subject of Ms Hagood's project is particularly sensitive but provided it
is handled carefully the Research Evaluation Committee have agreed it may
proceed.
I will now advise the Head Teacher that you have been given permission to
approach him concerning the project and would ask you and Ms Hagood to
discuss the matter thoroughly with Mr Porteous. When children are involved
in an exercise of this nature it is necessary to obtain the permission of
the parents in writing. Mr Porteoua will advise you how best this can be
arranged.
When the research is completed, it will be helpful to receive a copy of
Ms Hagood's findings and I look forward to hearing from her in due course.
Yours sincerely
Depute Director of Education
Chairman, Research Evaluation Committee
If telephoning please ask lor Mrs Anderson
All communications to be addressed to the Director
2 September 1991
DEPARTMENT oj PSYCHOLOGY
The University of Edinburgh
7 George Square
Edinburgh F.H8 9JZ
Fax (HI 667 0150
Telex 727442 (UNIVF.D G)
Telephone 031 650 1000
or direct dial 031 650* ^ 1
My name is Maralynn Hagood. I am an art therapist doing
postgraduate research into children's drawings at the
University of Edinburgh, Department of Psychology. I am
seeking your approval to include your child in my study at
Bonnyrigg Primary School.
I am interested in drawings of normal children to learn what
types of things they draw at certain developmental stages.
Drawings will not be identified in any way with your child's
name and will be identified only with code numbers to provide
total anonymity.
The drawings will be done in the classroom as part of the
normal routine. The drawings will be collected again in two
additional 6 month intervals with children being asked to
draw the same pictures they drew previously. After
collecting these drawings, characteristics common to each age
group will be analyzed.
A totally separate set of drawings will be collected from
children not at Bonnyrigg Primary School who are reported to
have been abused. Characteristics of these children's
drawings at various stages of development will then be
compared with those collected at Bonnyrigg.
Most children enjoy drawing, but if at any time your child
chooses not to participate, his or her wishes will be
respected. If at any time you wish to withdraw your child
from the study, you are free to do so.
This research has been approved by the Lothian Regional
Council Department of Education, Mr. Malcolm Porteous,
Headmaster of Bonnyrigg Primary School, and has the full
support of teachers and the School Board at Bonnyrigg.
Dr. Tom Pitcairn, Senior Lecturer in the Department of
Psychology, and Mrs. Lorraine Waterhouse, Lecturer in the
Department of Social Policy and Social Work are supervising
the project. Both are experienced researchers on behalf of
children. The research also has been approved by the
Psychology Department Ethics Committee.
I will be very grateful for your child to participate and
believe that he or she will be making a contribution toward
understanding the development of children's drawings.
If you are willing to have your child participate in the
study, please complete and return the consent form below
in the enclosed envelope directly to the Head Teacher at
Bonnyrigg.
I will be available at Bonnyrigg Primary School on Tuesday
morning, 10 September, from 9:00 to 10:00 A.M. and again
on Thursday afternoon, 12 September, from 2:30 to 4:00 P.M.
to answer any questions you may have about the research.
If you have further questions, please feel free to contact me
at the Department of Psychology, University of Edinburgh,
7 George Square, Edinburgh EH8 9JZ, Telephone: 031-650-3339■
CONSENT FORM
I hereby give/do not give (circle one) permission for my
child to participate in the study
carried out at Bonnyrigg Primary School by the University of
Edinburgh, Department of Psychology.
Signature: Date:
Please return this form in the enclosed envelope to
the Head Teacher at Bonnyrigg Primary School. Thank you.
i_v_y I i ll/- \| M I lUOlUt ».
Department of Education BONNYRIGG PRIMARY SCHOOL
COCKPEN ROAD
BONNYRIGG
MIDLOTHIAN EH 19 3HR
Telephone: 031-663 7784
MALCOLM PORTEOUS, M.A.. Head Teacher
2 September 1991
Dear Parents,
I thought It best to send a brief covering note with the letter from Ht s
Hagood about the aspect of her research study which Is going to Involve
some of the pupils at this school. I very much hope that you will be
willing to cooperate. The study once completed will give valuable guidance
to workers who have the difficult task of Investigating child abuse. It
will be clear to everybody from stories In the press how badly needed at"
more sensitive methods of carrying out such Investigation. The pupils here
however need not be aware of this. The tasks that they will be set in the
study will be along the lines of a normal drawing lesson. To test out
likely parental reaction to her proposals Mrs Hagood had the opportunity
last term to meet members of Bonnyrigg School Board and they took the
unanimous view that they would be ready for their children to be Involved.
If you are still concerned about what Is proposed I hope you will gef In
touch with Mrs Hagood (please note the arrangements In her letter'' an I sl>°








I am writing to the parents of certain of the pupils who were due,
following parental agreement, to participate in a special research project
being undertaken by Mrs_Maralynn Hagood. I decided temporarily to suspend
her study when it was realised that part of her work was involving brief
testing on an individual basis. 1 realise that parents did not have this
explained to them when they were asked to give permission. These tests are
designed to give a measure of developmental maturity and are required to
help in the interpretation of the drawings. The tests themselves are
quite unproblematic and those children who were tested enjoyed them,
finding them an interesting challenge. Frankly I do not think you have
anything to v;orry about from the nature of the tests themselves. Of course
the fact that these tests are done on an individual basis must give rise to
doubts about anonymity. However when the researcher reaches the stage of
assessing the results children will be identified by code number only.
None of the results will be available to the school or anybody outside the
University research department.
I hope you will be ready to accept my reassurance. However if you would
prefer to withdraw your child at this stage just send a note and I wi 11
simply remove his or her name from the list. Mrs Hagood will be in school
from 9 to 10 am on Wednesday 20th November and will be ready to answer any





I would like to express my appreciation to you for allowing your child to participate in my
research into the development of children's drawings. The children were enthusiastic and
very cooperative through all of the drawing sessions. From this research we now know a
great deal more about the normal development pattern of children's drawings.
I would very much appreciate it if you would give permission to use your child's
drawings for academic and scientific publications, as well as for teaching purposes.
Complete and total confidentiality will be guaranteed at all times. The only reference to
Bonnyrigg Primary School will be in the list of organizations which have cooperated in the
study. If you are willing, please sign below and return to Bonnyrigg Primary School in the
enclosed envelope.
Once again, thank you for your assistance in this research.
Yours sincerely,
Maralynn Hagood Ph.D. Candidate
Dr. Tom Pitcairn, Supervisor
+ + + + + + + + * + + ** + **** + + + + +
I hereby give my consent to Maralynn Hagood Ph.D. Candidate,
Department of Psychology, University of Edinburgh to use the drawings of my child for the
purposes of academic books, scientific journals, and teaching. I understand that at all times


































Any representation; only one needed.
Both arms (one if in profile) in two
dimensions: arms are not drawn using
one line, but have length and width.
Both arms (one if in profile) at side
pointing downward, or in action. As
long as the arms point downward,
credit may be given.
Length greater than width in both
arms; two-dimensional arms required.
Score if a-d are credited.
Head attached to neck or trunk.
Two arms (one if in profile) attached to
trunk at any point.
Two arms and two legs (one each if in
profile) attached to trunk at any point.
(Two feet without legs does not pass
this item.)
Arms and legs attached to trunk at ap¬
propriate places. For credit, both arms
(one if in profile) must be connected to
the top half of the trunk, and both legs
(one if in profile) must be attached to
the bottom half of the trunk. Measure
the length of the trunk from the top,
where it meets the head or neck, to the
bottom, where it meets the legs or
crotch.
Score if a-d are credited.
Any representation of one item shown
in any manner (e.g., shading or but¬
tons).
Clothing without transparencies: no
body parts show through the clothing.
Any two articles of clothing (except
eyeglasses) shown in any way (e.g., row
of buttons indicating shirt, pants, etc.).
Three articles of any type (except eye¬
glasses), e.g., pockets indicating pants,
shoes (two shoes = one article), shirt,
hat, necklace, watch.
Score if a-d are credited.
Any representation; only one needed.
Both ears shown (one if in profile).
Any detail in one ear: earring, lobe,
etc.
Vertical greater than horizontal
dimension in both ears (one if in
profile).
Score if a-d are credited.
Any representation; only one needed.
Both eyes (one if in profile) drawn in
two dimensions: open or filled-in circle,


























Any detail (e.g., pupil, lash, eyebrow,
eyeglasses) added for both eyes (one if
in profile).
Horizontal greatef than vertical dimen¬
sion in both eyes (one if in profile).
Score if a-d are credited.
Any representation, only one needed.
Feet are drawn in two dimensions, not
one line.
Any detail on both feet (e.g., lace, toe,
heel, etc.)
Length greater than width (or height)
in at least one foot. Two-dimensional
foot, not one line.
Score if a-d are credited.
Any representation; any number of fin¬
gers on hand (e.g., circle at end of
arm).
Five fingers on either hand, drawn in
any manner.
Five fingers on both hands (one if in
profile), drawn in any manner. Note:
thumb counts as a finger.
Thumb clearly present in both hands;
may be indicated by opposition to the
fingers; location of the thumb is not
important; mitten hand with a thumb is
creditable.
Credit 7d Do Not Credit 7d
All fingers in two dimensions, not one
line.
Length greater than width in more
than half of two-dimensional fingers.
Score if a-f are credited.
Any representation, however crude.
Hair, however crude, on more than top
of head. This includes sides of head
and other areas (beard, mustache, etc.).
Hair clearly has distinct style or detail
(e.g., part in hair, pony tail, bows, tied
with bandana, etc.). See below.
Credit 8a 8a and b 8a, b, c, and d
Score if a-c are credited.
Any representation.




• For proportion items, measure and compare the longest dimensions - any difference is sufficient for credit. 8 003453
Measurement of the vertical and hori¬
zontal dimensions of the head is some¬
times obscured by the hair, a hat, etc.
If the entire outline of the head is visi¬
ble, score as indicated above. If, how¬
ever, a portion of the outline of the
head is blocked by hair, measure to the
top of the hair as the vertical dimen¬
sion. Measure vertical and horizontal






Score if a and b are credited.
Any representation, only one needed.
Either: knee (a break in the leg or
other obvious indication) or crotch
(legs converge and meet at a point at
or below the trunk). See below.
MM, M
Credit 10b Do Not Credit 10b
c) Proportion* Length greater than width in both legs;
two-dimensional legs required. See
below.
n






Score if a-c are credited.
Any representation.
Any detail: lips, teeth, two-dimensional
mouth or other elaboration.
€?©© Q
Credit lib Do Not Credit 1 lb
c) Proportion* Horizontal greater than vertical dimen¬
sion; two-dimensional mouth required.
o
Credit 11c Do Not Credit lie






Neck in two dimensions, not one line.
Neck and head or neck and trunk
drawn in continuous line. If the neck is
cut by a shirt or neckline but is obvi¬
ously drawn to meet this criterion, give
credit. See below.





Score if a-c are credited.
Any representation.
Nostril or other detail present.
A L
Credit 13b Do Not Credit 13b
c) Proportion* Vertical greater than horizontal dimen¬
sion. See below.





Credit 13c Do Not Credit 13c
Score if a-c are credited.
Any representation.
Any detail (e.g., waist, belt, chest,
shoulder) shown in any manner.
ffalfa fa
Irtf H %
Credit 14b Do Not Credit 14b
c) Proportion* Length greater than width.
Credit 14c
o
Do Not Credit 14c
d) Bonus Score if a-c are credited.
Maximum Drawing Score: 64
1 For proportion items, measure and compare the longest dimensions - any difference is sufficient for credit.
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hagood draw-a-person scoring chart
V ARMS
a) Detail 1 Phattic shaped arm? (one If rn profile). Arm?
narrow toward trunk, hand represented by
two large "fingers" Do not score if more or





a) Detach 1 Head completely detached from neck, or if
no neck, head completely detached from trunk,
at any point. or head attached to neck, bat









Credit 3a Do Not Credit 3a
Two eyeswith pupils crossed toward centre
CU> c>
Credit 3b
Two eyes with angular pupils - not crossed toward centre
d) Detail 4
r7v? cS> ^3 <£>
Credit 3c










Large circular eyes not crossed toward centra Largest
eye must measure at least 1/4 length of face
Do not score eyeglasses
No hands, hands completely absent
Hands hidden (in pockets, behind back, etc.)
Hands with no fingers. Do not score if .ARMS. Detail 1
above is scored
d( Detail 3 Hands (one or both) with one finger or thumb
out of proportion, i.e. sticking straight up. or
clearly straight out to the side. Thumb must be
at 90 degree angle (H in doubt, do not score)
Finger must be twice as long as others.
Credit 4d Do not Credit 4d
5. HAIR
a) Detail 1 Hair shapes protruding from top of head
and flowing down side in phallic shape (resembling
anatomically correct male genitalia)
Credit 5a
6. HEAD
a) Absense 1 Head completely absent.
b) Detail 1 Head only, or head and neck only.




Head disproportionately smaller than
trunk (head measures less than 1/5
the length of the body).
Credit 6c
7. NECK
a) Proportion 1 Neck disproportionately long (neck
longer than 2/3 length of head)
8 8
Qredit 7a
b) Detail 2 Triangular neck
Credit 7b
c) Detail 3 Neck completely missing.
8. LEGS
a) Detail 1 Legs apart at groin area and drawn
directly to beltline or beltline area. Genital area completely
absent. If drawing contains a skirt, legs are both
at outer edges of skirt. Do not credit if genitals present.
Credit 8a
b) Proportion 2 Distance between crotch and beltline
narrow (measures 1/8 length of shorter
leg). Minimal or near missing genital area.
Credit 8b Do Not Credit 8b
c) Detail 3 Legs pressed tightly together.
A
Credit 8c Do Not Credit 8c
d) Detail 4 Legs repeatedly redrawn (more than two legs).
Credit 8d Do Not Credif 8d
e) Detail 5 Phallic shaped legs (feet with two "toes" and
legs narrowing toward the trunk. (Similar to
ARMS Detail 2). Do nof credit if more or




Credit 8e Do Not Credit 8e
No representation of mouth.
Mouth present, tongue protruding.
Credit 9b




d) Detail 3 Exaggerated full lips. May or may not be
heavily shaded.
§ "i I"
Credit 9d Do Not Credit 9d
e) Detail 4 Puppet mouth - mouth turned upward.
© ©
Credit 9e
f) Detail 5 Clearly jagged lipline (no lips).
<7
Credit 9f
) Detail 6 Mouth turned downward.
Credit 9g
10. TEETH
a) Detail 1 Teeth exaggerated (straight edges,
pointed edges and/or animal-like fangs).
Credit 10a
11. NOSE
a) Detail 1 Linear (verticle) nose (single ine drawing only).
Credit 11a
b) Detail 2 Question mark nose.
i) &
Credit 11b Do Not Credit 11b
c) Detail 3 Phalliolike nose.
Credit 11c
12. FACE
a) Detail 1 Complete absence ot facial features (blank face).
b) Detail 2 Crossed-out, shaded out or scribbled-out face.
Credit 12b
13 TRUNK
a) Detail 1 Entire person or body only crossed or scribbled out.
£
Credit 13a
b) Delail 2 Trunk drawn from waist up only
No representation below waist.
Credit 13b
SPECIAL
a) Detail 1 Clown drawn instead ot person.
SEXUAL FEATURES
a) Detail 1 Explicit sexualization (e.g. arrows to
genitalia).
b) Detail 2 Nudity (no clothing over entire body).
c) Detail 3 Anus.
d) Detail 4 Breasts (any indication).
e) Detail 5 Heavy shading, scratching out. darkening
or obliterating breasts.
t) Detail 6 Nipple present.
g) Detail 7 Aeriola present (open or lilled-in circle,
more than a single dot).
h) Detail 8 Breasts hanging (clearly female breasts).
i) Delail 9 Female genitalia (any indication).
j) Detail 10 Female genitalia with labia.
k) Detail 11 Male genitalia (any indication).
I) Detail 12 Male genitalia including testicles.
m) Delail 13 Male genitalia including penis.
n) Detail 14 Male genitalia including head ot penis.
o) Detail 15 Male genitalia with hole in end of penis.
p) Delail 16 Ejaculation or urination depicted.
q) Detail 17 Penis erect (width at least 1/5 length of penis)
r) Detail 18 Genitalia represented by circle only.
s) Detail 19 Heavy shading, scratching out. darkening,
or obliterating genitalia (male or temale).
M
HAGOOD DRAW-A-PERSON SCORING SHEET
1. ARMS
a) Detail 1 ( )
2. DETACHMENT
a) Detach 1 I J
3. EYES
a) Detail 1 ( ] b) Detail 2 ( ] c) Detail 3 ( ) d] Detail 4 ( ) e) Detail 5 ( )
4. HANDS
a) Absence ( j b] Detail 1 ( J c) Detail 2 ( ) dj Detail 3 ( J
5. HAIR
a) Detail 1 ( ]
6. HEAD
a) Absence ( J b) Detail 1 ( J c) Detail 2 ( J
7. NECK
a) Proportion 1 ( J b) Detail 2 ( ) c) Detail 3( )
8. LEGS
a) Detail 1 ( J b) Proportion 2 ( J c) Detail 3 ( ) dj Detail 4 ( } e) Detail 5 ( J
9. MOUTH
aj Absence ( J bj Detail 1 ( J c] Detail 2 ( J dj Detail 3 ( ) e) Detail 4 ( J
fj Detail 5 ( ) gj Detail 6
10. TEETH
a] Detail ( ]
11. NOSE
aj Detail 1 ( J bj Detail 2 { ) cj Detail 3 ( )
12. FACE
a) Detail 1 ( ) b) Detail 2 ( )
13. TRUNK
a] Detail 1 ( j Detail 2 ( ]
14. SPECIAL
a) Detail 1 ( j
15. SEXUAL FEATURES
aj Detail 1 { j bj Detail 2 ( j cj Detail 3 ( ) d) Detail 4 ( j ej Detail 5 ( J
fj Detail 6 ( j gj Detail 7 ( ) hj Detail 8 ( ) i) Detail 9 ( ) j] Detail 10 ( )
kj Detail 11 ( ) I] Detail 12 ( ) mj Detail 13 ( ) ri) Detail 14 ( )
oj Detail 15 ( J pj Detail 16 ( J qj Detail 17 ( J rj Detail 18 { J sj Detail 19
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A STUDY OF JUNG'S MANDALA AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO ART
PSYCHOTHERAPY*
MARALYNN HAGOOD MS, MFCC, ATRt
Carl Gustav Jung claimed that the mandala, or
circular art form, had a calming and centering
effect upon its maker or viewer. He wrote (1973):
The pictures differ widely, according to the stage of
the therapeutic process: but certain important
stages correspond to definite motifs. Without going
into therapeutic details, I would only like to say that
a rearranging of the personality is involved. A kind
of new centering. That is why mandalas most ap¬
pear in connection with chaotic, psychic states of
disorientation or panic. Then they have the purpose
of reducing the confusion to order, though this is
never the conscious intention of the patients. At ail
events, they express order, balance, and whole¬
ness. Patients themselves often emphasize the
beneficial or soothing effect of such pictures.
(pp. 76-77)
Jung traveled around the world examining var¬
ious cultures and discovered that the mandala
existed in all cultures. In his work with mental
patients, he learned that mandalas frequently ap¬
peared in dreams and paintings of those with
whom he worked. Jung used the mandala in his
own personal therapy as well and believed it to
be a visible statement of his psychic state at the
moment it was created. As Jung considered the
process of creating a mandala to be healing, he
would also often interpret symbolism appearing
within the mandala. He used such interpretations
as a bridge from the unconscious to the con¬
scious. He encouraged his patients at the appro¬
priate time in their therapy to learn to interpret
their own symbols, and thus used the mandala as
a bridge from dependence on himself, the thera¬
pist. to greater autonomy for the patient.
Art psychotherapists today often employ the
mandaia as a basic tool for self-awareness, con¬
flict resolution, and as a basis for various other
art psychotherapeutic techniques in a variety of
situations.
The Jungian school of thought is often
criticized for being too mystical and unscientific.
Reitman (1951) challenged Jung's universal qual¬
ity of symbols and claimed, "The Jungian
method is a priori and not empirical."
This investigator has sought to examine Jung's
theory of the mandala and to empirically explore
Jung's choice of the circle as a context for art
expression leading to psychological healing.
Hence, this study is an attempt to determine
whether or not there are measurable differences
between artwork executed within a circular con¬
struct and artwork created within a square.
•Adapted from the author's master's thesis A study of June's Mandaia and its relationship to art psychotherapy, based on
research earned out and completed at California State University, Hayward and presented at the 11th Triennial Congress of the
Intemauonal Society for the Study of An and Psychopathoiogy, University of Lonaon. Goldsmith's College, London. England on
September 3. 1985.
^Maralynn Hagood Slegelis. currently in private practice, has taught an therapy courses and workshops at California State
University, Haywood, and is a doctoral student at the University of San Francisco. She is grateful to the many staff and students
without whose assistance this study would not have been possible.
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HISTORY OF THE MANDALA
The mandaia. a universal art form, means
"magic circle" or "center" in Sanskrit. It is
found throughout ail civilizations and appears in
many forms such as art, architecture, religion,
and in nature itself. The mandaia is alluded to in
literature, and many dance forms have been
based upon the circular form. For the purposes
of this paper, the mandaia refers to any an form
that is executed within a circular context.
The history of the mandaia extends itself from
its beginnings in nature through the development
of an and architecture throughout time into the
present day where the mandaia is still used as an
an form, meditative tool, and as a basis for cer¬
tain techniques in an psychotherapy.
JUNG AND THE MANDALA
Carl Gustav Jung was the first psychotherapist
to make use of the mandaia. He maintained his
own personal journal of mandalas, discovered
them being drawn by his patients, and traveled
around the world finding the mandaia in cultures
everywhere. He believed that the mandaia was a
pictorial statement of the psyche and a key to the
process of individuation, a major concept in
Jungian theory. To Jung, the mandaia was a uni¬
versal archetype—a visual symbol capable of
being expressed by all people.
After Jung's decision to become a psychi¬
atrist, he worked at the Burgholzli Mental Hospi¬
tal and University Clinic in Zurich, Switzerland.
There he became fascinated with the phenom¬
enon of the mandaia. It was there that he dis¬
covered that mandalas appeared in the dreams
and artwork of the patients with whom he
worked, as well as patients of other psychiatrists.
Mandalas seemed to take place during periods of
intense chaos and confusion. He began using
them as a part of treatment, believing that such
use would hasten the healing process. Often, at a
point in his patients' treatment, Jung would
encourage a transition from talking to painting.
He believed that this created a therapeutic step
forward whereby patients would become less de¬
pendent on the therapist for interpretation of
dreams, and could thereby learn to more inde¬
pendently understand them own symbols (Jung,
1933).
Jung painted his first mandaia in 1916 at the
end of a three-year period of disorientation fol¬
lowing his break from Sigmund Freud in 1913.
Jung suffered hallucinations and depression dur¬
ing this three-year period, and it is believed that
he experienced a manic-depressive episode at the
time (Brome, 1978). Jung's own experiences
were a catalyst for the formation of many of his
theories. Before his awareness of the universality
of the mandaia, he had found himseif dwelling on
such mandaia themes as symmetrical dream
cities, crosses, sun-wheels, and mystic roses.
His writings of this phenomenon occurred while
he was still working with Freud (Jung, 1956).
In 1918 and 1919, while Jung was commandant
of a British war prisoner's camp in French Switz¬
erland, he began to gain insight into the meaning
of his mandaia drawings. He wrote (1963):
I sketched every morning in a notebook a small
circular drawing, a mandaia. which seemed to
correspond with my inner situation at the time.
With the help of these drawings. I could observe my
psychic transformations from day to day ... my
mandalas were cryptograms in which I saw the
self—that is, my whole being actively at work. To
be sure at first I could only dimly understand them:
but they seemed to be highly significant, and I
guarded them like precious pearls. I had the distinct
feeling that they were something central and in time
I acquired through them a living conception of the
self (p. 195)
Jung guarded the knowledge of his work with
mandalas very carefully. He wanted to be sure
that mandalas were produced spontaneously by
the patients without any suggestion from the
therapist. Thirteen years later, Jung began writ¬
ing about the use of the mandaia. Through his
studies of the various cultures of the world, he
became aware (1973) that:
mandalas were drawn, painted, carved in stone and
built, at all times and in all parts of the world.
(p. 69)
One of Jung's key theoretical teachings was
that of individuation, which he defined as a life¬
long quest for wholeness. Integration of the con¬
scious and unconscious was to be attained and
the creation of the mandaia was believed to
facilitate such a process. The concept of the
"union of opposites." another of Jung's major
theoretical tenets, lends itself to the use of the
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mandala. Archetypal figures often appear in
spontaneously drawn mandalas, indicating a
struggle within the person between opposite
parts of his or her personality. Once again, bring¬
ing these opposites together was beiieved by
Jung to heal and make the person whole.
The mandala was considered by Jung to be an
archetype coming from the collective uncon¬
scious where he believed culturally inherited im¬
ages and symbols resided. He was able to collect
vast references of the occurrence of the mandala
in an and literature from a wide variety of cul¬
tures throughout the ages. He (1964) more pre¬
cisely explained his notion of the collective un¬
conscious as the
biological, prehistoric, and unconscious develop¬
ment of the mind in archaic man. whose psyche was
still close to that of the animal.
Just as the human body contains structure
based on the general anatomical pattern of the
mammal, wrote Jung, so the mind contains prod¬
ucts of the primitive mind, seen as "collective
images" or "primordial images." He also be¬
lieved that the instincts as physiological urges
manifested themselves through the archetypes.
Jung believed the mandala to be an archetype
of the "Self." which he defined as an organizing
center from which comes psychic growth. This
inner center was a guiding factor different from
the conscious personality that enabled a person
to become a more complete human being (1964).
Jung wrote about the process of the mandala
and described the experience as coming from two
sources: (a) the unconscious, which produces
fantasies spontaneously, and (b) life, which
brings an intuitive awareness of the self.
.... the mandala symbol is not only a means of
expression, but works an effect. It reacts upon its
maker. (Wilhelm. 1962. p. 102)
The process of the mandala is explained by
Jung as being the creation of a picture that devel¬
ops spontaneously from itseif and often totally
independently of the intent of the maker. He
noticed that there were recurring patterns, de¬
pending on the stage of therapeutic process.
There were wide variations among patients, but
certain motifs seemed to be connected with var¬
ious stages of therapy. Patients were thus able to
better integrate their subconscious with their
conscious. Jung believed that such integration of
these two functions of the mind hastened the at¬
tainment of good mental health.
Regarding his own mandalas, Jung wrote:
I no longer know how many mandalas I drew at this
time. There were a great many. While I was work¬
ing on them, the question arose repeatedly: What is
this process leading to? Where is its goal? From my
own experience. I knew by now that I could not
presume to choose a goal which would seem
trustworthy to me. It has been proven to me that
I had to abandon the idea of the ego ....
(Storr, 1983, p. 234)
Jung (1973) continued to write on the proc¬
ess of creating a mandala:
The pictures represent a kind of ideogram of uncon¬
scious contents. I have naturally used this method
on myself too and can affirm that one can paint very
complicated pictures without having the least idea
of their real meaning. While painting them, the pic¬
ture seems to develop out of itseif and often in
opposition to one's conscious intentions. It is inter¬
esting to observe how the execution of the picture
frequently thwarts one's expectations in the most
surprising way . . .. (p. 68)
Jung also initiated the use of mandalas in per¬
sonal journals. Art psychotherapists often
encourage their clients to free-associate with
words, write poetry, or make notations of what¬
ever thoughts may arise in connection with the
mandala.
Jung beiieved that the mandala was especially
helpful to the psychotic as it provided a safe con¬
text within which consciousness is symbolically
protected from being split apart by the uncon¬
scious. He maintained that the very process of
painting or drawing within a circular form was
helpful in preventing such splitting and helped to
integrate the conflicting psychic forces at work in
his patients. He was able to weave the concept of
the mandala throughout his complex theories of
psychoanalysis. What began as a simple personal
awareness in his own doodles broadened to a
major study of the circular motif and ultimately
led to the acceptance of its use in art
psychotherapy.
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THE USE OF THE MANDALA IN ART
PSYCHOTHERAPY
The mandala is used in various ways in art
psychotherapy. In addition to the Jungian usage,
mandalas are used in journals for self-therapy,
individually, with groups, and with couples. The
mandala is an effective therapeutic tool with
many populations including psychiatric and
geriatric populations, and also in school settings.
The mandala provides a projective device
created by clients themselves. In groups, it pro¬
vides a graphic illustration of existing group
dynamics as well as individual issues.
Jung described constructing a mandala as an
expression of a self-healing process. He believed
that the psyche maintained its own sanity and
nurtured its own growth through the process of
creating a mandala. He said that the mandala was
a symbol of the "innermost god-like essence of
man." Through the mandala, according to Jung,
one can work to unite opposite forces in one's
life.
In creating a mandala, one becomes involved
in the process to the extent that it is difficult to
determine whether the artist or the process itseif
is in control. No two mandalas emerge the same
unless deliberately copied. Shapes, forms, and
lines create suggestions of further shapes, forms,
and lines. Various colors may be used and may
be used to better understand emotional states.
One becomes involved, spontaneously allowing
the creative forces within to dictate each step.
Meaning may be either in conscious awareness,
or totally unconscious until a later time. The
completed mandala provides a matrix upon
which further projections of unconscious mate¬
rial come to the fore. The maker has, in essence,
made his or her own personal "Rorschach." The
experience in and of itself often creates a calming
and relaxing effect on the artist.
Jung listed nine basic characteristic themes
recurrent in the mandalas created by his psychi¬
atric patients (1973. p. 77). The use of the man¬
dala with psychiatric populations was also re¬
searched by Joan Kellogg (1978). After observing
hundreds of mandalas. she also found recurring
patterns, but, in contrast to Jung, viewed them as
falling into 13 basic categories (Kellogg, 1984).
The number of categories is not as important to
Kellogg as is the cyclical nature of the categories.
Kellogg observed that each category represented
an archetypal stepping-stone or stage through
which one passes, entering the cycle again at a
higher level (Kellogg & DiLeo, 1982).
Kellogg describes the mandala as a still picture
taken out of context from a moving picture of the
life process of the person. She explains the proc¬
ess of making a mandala (1978):
Because of the intense focusing when working with
the mandala. an altered state of consciousness, an
almost hypnotic state may ensue. The mandala then
works itself differently than one's conscious de¬
sires. In a sort of biofeedback manner, one gives
reign to that pan of one's self that is able to express
the contents of consciousness. Then, on reflecting
on the finished product, one participates critically.
(p. 36)
Kellogg also developed a system of analyzing
color implications within the mandala based on
the research of German psychiatrist Max
Luscher. Luscher (1969) developed an intricate
diagnostic system linking color choices with cur¬
rent feeling states and psychological concerns.
As suggested by Betensky, mandalas may be
processed within the phenomenologicai model ot
psychotherapy. Betensky (1977) has the client
make a drawing and then secures it to the wail at
a distance. The client tells the therapist whatever
comes to mind about what is seen, or what is
experienced during the drawing process. The
therapist may question the client with the goal of
eliciting more meaningful connections with the
artwork. When the client exhausts all possible
interpretations, the therapist may then give feed¬
back based on personal observations, keeping in
mind that his or her own personal projections
may be present. Although Betensky uses her
method with artwork in general, it may be effec¬
tively applied to the making of mandalas.
Margaret Keyes (1978) uses the concept of the
mandala in her work with clients with relation¬
ship issues. She calls this process the "dialogue
mandala" and uses it with intimate couples,
encouraging them to paint a mandala together.
Therapist and clients iike may gain a great deal
of insight regarding how each partner functions
and feels in relation to each other. Problem areas
may be dealt with and cohesiveness between the
partners is enhanced.
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Another use of the mandala with coupies is
carried out within a group setting where each
partner creates his or her own individual mandala
and explores both the intra-personai and inter¬
personal processes of the relationship. Each
partner discusses what is going on at the mo¬
ment, as well as where they would like to be in
their relationship to each other. The similarities
and differences between the partners become
more evident and may be dealt with more effec¬
tively (Ireland & Brekke, 1980).
Mandalas may be used in group therapy by
having individual group members draw their own
mandala and then share each experience of creat¬
ing the mandala with others in the group. Indi¬
vidual personal meaning and current issues often
become the focus of attention and the mandala
becomes a catalyst for group participation. Of¬
ten, group members who tend not to participate
verbally become more willing to share and to be a
part of the group.
A large mandala may be executed jointly by
group members (Richmond. 1977). The art ther¬
apist cuts a large circle out of butcher paper. The
group then works together to create a mural "in-
the-round." either creating its own theme or one
suggested by the an therapist. A discussion of
feelings after the mural is drawn, issues of nego¬
tiation. greater understanding of the dynamics of
the group, and improvement of group cohesive-
ness are some of the benefits to be gained by this
technique. The circular shape of the paper seems
to invite more joining than a rectangular shape
with corners. Clients with socialization difficul¬
ties tend to puil back into those comers and par¬
ticipate less in the group. The circle invites them
gently to join the group process. Music may be
used as a background to the mural construction
to elicit various feeling states or to provide an
appropriate mood for the theme (De Leo, Grof.
& Kellogg, 1977).
Various versions of the mandala are used with
a variety of populations. A popular place for its
use is in psychiatric hospitals, but the mandaia
has also been used in nursing homes, rehabilita¬
tion centers, and in private practice. It has been
successfully used with the mentally handi¬
capped, including chronic emotionally disabled,
autistic, and the physically handicapped (Frame,
1982). It is also used as a tool for personal growth
and self-exploration with the normal neurotic.
In summary, the mandala has been adapted by
art psychotherapists for use in a variety of ways.
Jungian analysts use art expression in the tradi¬
tional manner espoused by Jung himself. Other
psychotherapists encourage its use in self-
therapy, individual therapy, couples therapy,
and group settings. Its use as a vehicle for self-
awareness, integration of conscious and subcon¬
scious material, and as a tool for the facilitation
of relationships and group cohesiveness, has
been established. As a result, the mandala is




The purpose of this study is to test the views
held by writers of existing literature that drawing
within a circle is calming and relaxing. Mandalas
are frequently used by art psychotherapists in
working with various populations. A mandala is a
piece of art drawn or painted within a circle.
To measure such a phenomenon, angles were
used to determine possible differences in emo¬
tional states between subjects who drew within a
circle and those who drew within a square. An¬
gles are interpreted by many art psychotherapists
as depictions of frustration and anger (or associ¬
ated feelings), whereas curvilinear expressions
often indicate a state of relaxation.
The question as to whether lines "possess"
emotional qualities has been systematically in¬
vestigated by a number of workers, according to
Bolander (1977). One of the earliest of such
studies was performed by Lundholm (1921) in a
series of experiments. She was able to show that
emotions can be associated exclusively with cer¬
tain pure line forms, and she categorized feeling
tonality on the basis of the kinesthetic expression
of affective states by certain types of lines. She
wrote:
When sharp angles predominate in a line of the
active type, it seems to acquire an unpleasant feel¬
ing tone, as weil as an increased intensity in its
movements. Thus a jolly and a furious line differ in
the frequency of the acute angles.
Beauty in a pure line is expressed by unity of direc¬
tion. continuity, roundness of curves, lack of an¬
gles. and periodical repetition of similar elements.
(p. 20)
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Karen Bolander (1977) wrote that lines have
expressed emotional tone since the beginning of
history. In addition, she wrote that angular lines
are usually an expression of hostility, either
overt or controlled. Regarding the angular wave,
she wrote:
The angular wave, which in its compressed form
schematizes canine teeth, is symbolic either of ex¬
treme aggression, or extreme fear, or both.
(pp. 162-173)
Hammer (1958) has done extensive studies of
projective drawings and wrote that jagged lines
are associated with hostility. Harris (1964) has
studied the relationship of children's drawings to
their intellectual maturity and personality. Harris
also stated that the size and quality of line, in¬
cluding the degree of angularity, are considered
to be highly significant avenues for projecting
unconscious motives or needs.
The association of sharp angled triangles with
pain is made by Leonhart, Rothberg, and Seiden
(1984) in relation to victims of cystic fibrosis.
They found that the art expression of these vic¬
tims reflected both emotional and physical dis¬
tress in an intertwined manner, and that it was
difficult to differentiate between the two.
The association of sharp-angled triangles with sharp
pain was not difficult to make. (pp. 72-73)
Art psychotherapists are trained to interpret
possible emotional meanings to lines drawn by
their clients. Hale (1980) gave instructions to his
art students on the importance of understanding
line quality and its emotional message:
Let your eye follow where the artist's line leads,
but ask why he has chosen specific kinds of lines for
specific purposes. What is the emotional feeling
that the line transmits? (p. 27)
The literature is consistent in supporting that
angular lines indicate a variety of negative affec¬
tive states. Sharp angles, angular lines, angular
waves, jagged lines, and sharp-angled triangles
are among the descriptions of such lines used by
various writers. Such unpleasant feeling tones
range from extreme aggression or extreme fear to
hostility or fear. Hence this investigator rea¬
soned that since the mandala(circular artwork) is
credited as a calming and relaxing medium, there
might be measurable differences in the number of
angular lines drawn within a circle and the
number of such lines drawn within a square.
Hypothesis to be Tested
The hypothesis under consideration states that
the number of angles drawn within circles will be
fewer than the number of angles drawn within
squares.
Population!Sample
The subject population for this experiment
was a community college class in a large city in
the San Francisco Bay Area. The group was in¬
tact, having a history and future together. The
researcher was acquainted with the instructor.
The research activity was integrated into the
class curriculum. Direct participation in research
activities was not required by either the instruc¬
tor or the investigator. The group consisted
primarily of young adults between the ages 18 to
25. Where minors (age 17) volunteered, a consent
form was requested from parents in full com¬
pliance with research ethics.
The population consisted of 32 male and
female students of a variety of ethnic origins, in¬
cluding Blacks, Asians, and Caucasians. This
particular class was selected because of its
cross-cultural nature, in keeping with Jung's be¬
lief that the mandala is a universal archetype
common to all cultures. The emphasis of the
class was on inter-personal communications.
Prior to the implementation of the experiment,
a protocol was submitted and approved by the
Human Subjects Committee at California State
University, Hayward, to insure compliance with
ethical standards appropriate for research with
human subjects. Issues such as personal privacy
and confidentiality were fully respected in order
to minimize risks to subjects. Random selection
of circular contexts and square contexts was
used. No identification of subjects was placed on
the drawings, and participants placed their own
drawings in a large portfolio at the end of the
experiment to further maintain anonymity.
General Methodology
Subjects were asked to select a number to in-





Figure I. Figure 2.
sure randomization. Those who chose a number
one from a container of numbers were asked to
take a square. Those who chose a number two
were requested to take a circle. Subjects were
then instructed to sit anywhere they wished in
the room, but were asked not to move around the
room during the drawing period, or to exchange
drawings. They were told that they could leave
the experiment at any time should they so desire.
Instructions for making mandaias were read to
the class (Kellogg, 1978). Subjects were in¬
structed to each take a ball-point pen provided by
the investigator and make a form in the center—
any form. They were then to dwell on that form
and to let it grow spontaneously, drawing what¬
ever shapes or images came to mind. There was
no right or wrong way to draw. The outside
perimeters of the circles and squares were not to
be regarded as a fence, but rather as a guide.
Participants were given permission to go outside
the context if they so desired. A time period of
exactly two minutes was given, and subjects
were subsequently asked to stop and to place
their drawings into the portfolio.
At the completion of the experiment, the in¬
vestigator briefly explained its purpose. The hy¬
pothesis was shared as well as a condensed ver¬
sion of Jung's theory that drawing in a circle was
calming and soothing. Subjects then understood
that angles would be the unit of measurement.
Materials
The circular contexts provided were 10" in
diameter drawn in heavy black ink on white
paper, size 12" x 18". The square contexts were
10" x 10" drawn in heavy black ink on white
paper 12" x 18" in size. Bail-point pens, all of a
standard brand and size, were provided for all
subjects. Randomization was assured by having
subjects select one numbered piece of paper each
from a container, thus eliminating the possibility
of subjects seeing which number they were
selecting.
Convention for Handling the Data
A description of angles to be rated was made
with graphic examples illustrating clear defini¬
tions of what was meant by "angle." The rater
was given further instruction by the investigator
by examining four samples of the drawings that
contained a good variety of the types of angles to
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Figure 5.
be rated. The quantity of angles was marked on
each drawing by the rater, and the totals of an¬
gles found within the squares and circles alike
were entered on the rating sheet.
Results
A frequency distribution indicated that both
groups consisted of skewed distributions. A
non-parametric statistical test was thus chosen,
namely the Mann-Whitney U Test (Siegel, 1956).
On analysis of the data utilizing the Mann-
Whitney U Test, it was determined that there
were significantly fewer angles within the circles
than within the squares. A U-value of less than
83 is required for significance at the .05 level.
This research determined a value of 78: thus sig¬
nificance is assured. The experimental hypoth¬
esis is not rejected. Figures 1 and 2 are typical
examples of these drawings.
Post-Hoc Observations
.After further examination of the drawings, this
investigator discovered that there were other
trends in differences between the two groups of
drawings. For example, there were several draw¬
ings depicting faces in the circular context, both
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obvious and subliminal (Figure 3). The only face
drawn within a square was created after the sub¬
ject had made a circle inside the original square
context (Figure 4). Faces were drawn more often
within circles (41%) than squares (7%), (x2 =
3.39, P < .10). The incidence of realistic content
appeared to be slightly greater in circular draw¬
ings (Figure 5) while the reverse trend was true
for drawings executed within squares (Figure 6).
There was also a trend toward more positive af¬
fect in the circles than squares (30% versus 18%),
and more negative affect in squares than circles
(33% versus 7%), (see Figures 5 and 6). How
trustworthy these comparisons are must be
questioned, however, due to evaluation by the
investigator herself. Nevertheless, they do pose
interesting quetions for further research.
SUMMARY
Discussion
On examination of Jung's theory that creating
artwork within a circle has a calming and sooth¬
ing effect, the findings of this study appear to be
congruent with Jung's claims for the mandala.
The difference in the number of aneies drawn
within circles and the number of angles drawn
within squares was statistically significant and
the hypothesis that there would be fewer angles
drawn in circles than in squares was retained. In
view of research establishing that angular line
quality frequently expresses negative affect, the
investigator infers that fewer angles drawn within
circles support Jung's claim for the effect of the
mandala upon the maker's affectual experience.
From a theoretical perspective, the post-hoc
observations also support Jung's thesis that
artwork within a circle promotes psychological
healing. The circle appeared to promote draw¬
ings of the face, which is congruent with Jung's
concept of the "Self." Realistic drawings are
preferable for reality orientation of psychotic
populations. Thus, it may be possible that the use
of the mandala with these patients elicits more
realistic drawing than does drawing within a
square. Jung used the mandaia especially with
such patients.
Positive affect seemed to be demonstrated by
the content seen within circles more frequently
than content within squares. In the judgment of
the investigator, themes seemed to be happier
and more positive in general. However, in cases
where it may be desirable to access angry or
hostile feelings, the choice of a square context
might be preferred. Perseverative drawings ap¬
peared more frequently within squares. Persev¬
eration in patient artwork usually indicates a les¬
ser degree of psychological well-being. Further
research in these areas might better determine to
what extent these observations are due to the
contexts or to other factors.
Limitations and Recommendations for Further
Research
A possible limitation of this study was that the
experiment might have been extended to include
a second phase where each subject then drew
within the alternate context. For example, those
who drew within circles might have drawn within
squares during the second portion of the experi¬
ment, and vice versa. It is suggested by the re¬
searcher that further studies be carried out with
other populations (e.g., various ethnic groups or
psychiatric groups). A study of possible sex
differences might be made. The length of time of
the actual drawing experience might also be al-
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tered. The post-hoc data are suggestive of sev¬
eral other possible areas for research as dis¬
cussed above.
The data obtained in retaining the hypothesis
of this particular experiment are generalizable to
similar groups (i.e., of comparably mixed college
students). There is, however, no reason to be¬
lieve that comparable findings would not result in
the study of other populations.
Conclusions
The process of research is an important one
because it makes a theory more concrete, real,
and in the present. It allows one to get away from
simple abstractions and makes the concepts
more credible.
This researcher has benefited from the inves¬
tigative process by seeing Jung and his theory in
a more tangible way. Jung's theory is often
criticized for being too vague. Cognitively-
oriented psychotherapists sometimes shy away
from Jungian theory claiming that it is too com¬
plex and difficult to understand and thus better
left to the artistic and religious. Jung sometimes
has not gained the respect he deserves among the
more scientific schools of thought.
The plight of art psychotherapy has been
somewhat similar to that of Jungian theory due to
the limited amount of scientific research pres¬
ently existing in such a relatively new field. The
difficulty of reducing artwork to measurable data
is but one of the dilemmas of such research. Art
psychotherapy, too, struggles to be heard as a
credible approach to psychological healing.
While art therapists see the positive results of
their work on an ongoing basis, they are fre¬
quently not taken seriously by their colleagues of
verbal therapy persuasion.
Jung himself was well aware of the difficulties
of bridging the worlds of the artistic and the sci¬
entific. He held a high regard for the scientific
method, as long as it was not viewed as the only
source of truth. He wrote:
Science is not. indeed, a perfect instrument, but it is
a superior and indispensable one that works harm
only when taken as an end in itself. Scientific
method must serve: it errs when it usurps a throne.
It must be ready to serve all branches of science,
because each, by reason of its insufficiency, has
need of support from the others. Science is the tool
of the Western mind and with it more doors are
opened than with bare hands. It is part and parcel of
our knowledge and obscures our insight only when
it holds that the understanding given by it is the
only kind there is. (Wilheim. 1962, p. 82)
It has been the intent of this researcher to con¬
tribute in some way to bridging the gap between
the worlds of the scientist and the artist by at¬
tempting to demonstrate that many times one
world is trying, basically, to say the same thing
as the other.
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REFLECTIONS
ART THERAPY RESEARCH IN ENGLAND: IMPRESSIONS OF AN AMERICAN
ART THERAPIST
MARALYNN M. HAGOOD, MFCC, ATR*
During the summer of 1987 I flew to England in
pursuit of information regarding the status of research
in art therapy and the receptiveness of art therapists
there to my doing research in that country for a
doctoral dissertation.
My British colleagues received me with enthusi¬
asm. I met with six art therapists representing a good
cross-section of the mental health field —three mem¬
bers of the art therapy faculty at Goldsmith's College,
the University of London, an art therapist in London
(working in the area of chronic schizophrenia as well
as providing marriage and family counseling ser¬
vices), an art therapist at the Netherne Psychiatric
Hospital south of London, and an art therapist in
Oxford (working in the areas of child education and
child psychiatry).
My first meeting was with Joan Woddis and
Andrea Gilroy, both lecturers at the Art Therapy Unit
of Goldsmith's College. Joan Woddis, after many
years as an art teacher/therapist, is now a full-time
senior lecturer at Goldsmith's, a practicing group-
analytic psychotherapist, and chairperson of the Brit¬
ish Association of Art Therapists. She also has
published articles in the British art therapy literature.
Andrea Gilroy, also a senior lecturer at Gold¬
smith's, has been corresponding with me since we
met at the 11th Triennial Congress for the Arts and
Psychopathology in 1985. She is currently working
on her doctoral thesis investigating the occupational
motivation of art therapists and art teachers and the
influence of training and clinical practice on their
artwork.
Both women were gracious and most encouraging
about my returning to obtain dissertation data. They
informed me that there was very little research in art
therapy in Great Britain, even less than in the United
States. They recommended that I visit the Netherne
Psychiatric Hospital where an therapy is practiced,
which I was able to do.
The three of us spent a very enjoyable, albeit
sometimes frustrating, time attempting to understand
each other's professional jargon. We jokingly con¬
cluded that perhaps, in some instances, we weren't
speaking the same language after all.
My next meeting was with Diane Waller, who
heads the Art Therapy Unit at Goldsmith's and is
President of the British Association of Art Therapists.
She has had several articles published in Inscape, the
official journal of the British Association of Art
Therapists, and is writing a book on the history and
development of art therapy as a profession in Britain
based on her PhD research at Sussex University. Ms.
Waller agreed that there was a great need for empir¬
ical studies in art therapy. We also exchanged many
ideas regarding group art therapy.
At a meeting with James Low, a practicing art
*Maralynn Hagood is currently carrying out her PhD research at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland on the artwork of sexually abused
children. She also trains and consults with professionals in both England and Scotland on the use of art therapy with sexually abused children
and their families. She wishes to thank art therapists in the United Kingdom for their continued support and encouragement throughout her
work.
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therapist working with groups of schizophrenic cli¬
ents, and also a Marriage Guidance Counselor, he
expressed concern about the current trend of the
British government to de-hospitalize psychiatric pa¬
tients (as has been done in the United States). We
exchanged ideas on the direction of art therapy in
Great Britain as well as on philosophical issues. I
learned that many of the theories used in family
therapy in the United States are not commonly used —
Haley, Jackson, Satir, and others are known in
England, but the structural approach of family ther¬
apy, such as Minuchin's theory (Minuchin & Fish-
man, 1981), is still mainstream. However, the systemic
approach is becoming more popular due to its per¬
ceived greater flexibility. Bion's group therapy mod¬
els also have been incorporated into family therapy
and psychodynamic approaches have a strong hold on
the therapeutic community. Anna Freud, Melanie
Klein, and other object-relations theorists are held in
high regard.
At my visit to the Netherne Psychiatric Hospital
with Robert Eyres, Staff Art Therapist, 1 learned that
art therapy had its beginnings there in 1946 when an
artist, Edward Adamson, first began to encourage
mental patients to use art materials. Adamson is
known in England for his collection of over 60,000
patient paintings and drawings, some of which had
been on exhibit at the Netherne for many years, but
are now in a private collection just outside of Cam¬
bridge.
Mr. Eyres graciously invited me into his studio and
gave me an overview of what he did in a very old
mental hospital. He was keenly interested in the
prospect of research as he has difficulty justifying the
hiring of additional art therapists without more tangi¬
ble evidence of the effectiveness of art therapy. He
was also interested in doing research, but had reser¬
vations about the practicality of conducting it where
he is working. His research consists primarily of
developing case studies to present to the psychiatric
staff. He, too, sees the effectiveness of art in the
therapeutic process, and, like art therapists in the
United States, sometimes has difficulty convincing
other members of the mental health field of its unique
merits. He is expanding his professional experience to
counsel families of his hospital patients. He told me
that some art therapists in the United Kingdom
eventually move into using other therapeutic modali¬
ties as an extension of their art therapy training. This
is often due to the fact that by and large it is only the
National Health Service that recognizes and pays art
therapists as in a distinct profession. Thus, many art
therapists find work in other areas, such as Social
Services, under whatever appropriate heading is avail¬
able.
Muriel Greenway, RA Th. (Registered Art Thera¬
pist), whom I had met during my previous visit to
London, works with children in a school setting and is
currently setting up a treatment program at the local
psychiatric hospital for the treatment of sexually
abused children. Although she has been primarily an
art educator, she holds a diploma in art therapy and
has gained a great deal of respect for her work in art
therapy with the school system in the Oxford area. At
this visit, she shared slides of the work she has done
with children whose artwork indicated sexual abuse,
and spoke of her frustration at not being able to use
them as reliable evidence.
I visited the library at the Hertfordshire College of
Art and Design at St. Albans, north of London, which
contains the most complete collection of the literature
on art therapy in the United Kingdom. However, the
shelves held fewer books on art therapy than one can
find in most colleges offering art therapy courses in
the United States. Filled with case studies dating back
to the opening of the Hertfordshire art therapy pro¬
gram in 1973, the collection featured only one doc¬
toral dissertation by an art therapist. It was an
experimental study on the artwork of severely re¬
tarded children (Dubowski, 1983). The master's the¬
ses consisted primarily of case studies, as in the
United States.
Review of Selected British Publications
lnscupe, a publication of the British Association of
Art Therapists and the official art therapy journal in
Great Britain, offers articles that are primarily case
studies and papers dealing with general professional
issues.
Textbooks available in the United States were not
on the St. Albans library shelves. Most of the works /
there had a strong psychodynamic approach. Freud,
Jung, Bion, Anna Freud, Kris, Adler, and Laing
appear to be the major sources of the body of
psychotherapeutic knowledge in Great Britain.
Edward Adamson's book, Art as Healing (1984),
includes a colorful collection of some of the artwork
done by his former patients at the Netherne Hospital.
Adamson was trained as an artist and exhibited his
work in both London and Paris. He retired from the
Netherne Hospital after spending many years (since
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1946) working with the mentally ill, and now runs a
private practice in his own studio, as well as keeping
up with his collection. Adamson does not take up the
issue of research in art therapy in his book, but his
gigantic collection of artwork as well as his pioneer¬
ing efforts to gain acceptance of art therapy in Great
Britain have certainly made an impressive contribu¬
tion.
Art as Therapy, edited by Tessa Dalley (1984) is a
British textbook on the subject and represents an
overview of art therapy in England. Ms. Dalley
briefly addresses the issue of research. Art therapists
in British practice are strongly against interpreting
patient artwork without the input of the patient.
Emphasis seems to be against diagnosis solely using
artwork, and efforts of some art therapists in the
United States to exclusively use artwork are viewed
negatively. Dalley writes:
To view that disturbed, fragmented painting is nec¬
essarily connected with disturbed personality is only
a matter of speculation, with no means of testing its
validity, since such claims have been based solely on
the observational accounts of individual practitio¬
ners.
She admits that research in Britain has been sporadic
and unsystematic, and comments on the dilemma of
finding conclusive statistical results in art therapy
research. She concludes, however, that
It is essential that the effectiveness of art therapy be
evaluated by specific data in the future, in order that
the field may develop more productively and so that
we may determine how much emphasis should be
placed on it in treatment, (p. xxvi)
Michael Edwards, in his 1981 work, discusses the
status of art therapy at that time. On art therapy
research, he writes that, in his opinion, mechanical
and statistical instruments of measure are yet unable
to handle the complexities involved. He states that
though research in art therapy is still in its infancy and
research results mean different things to different
professional groups, he is sure it will ultimately find
a comprehensive methodology.
Patricia Nowell Hall's master's thesis (1984) was a
rough attempt to systematically evaluate the effects of
group art therapy and to compare these effects with
Yalom's (1975, p.3 ) goals for group therapy in
general. Ms. Hall relies largely on a questionnaire
method, using self-report as a measure. She discusses
the limitations of research in art therapy in general,
and feels that the experimental approach to such
research is fundamentally incompatible with the na¬
ture of psychotherapy. She raises issues around ethi¬
cal problems in controlled studies, although she does
not state what those ethical issues are. She states that
not much attention has been paid by the scientific and
quantitative method to the individual's experience.
She believes that existing methods may be improved
or radically altered, referring to a "dramaturgical"
model based on intense observation. She quotes from
a paper by Parlett (1982) of the University of Edin¬
burgh in which is raised the issue of using the
" 'heuristic' design of evaluation methodology in
which the emerging themes are identified early enough
to serve as effective organizing principles—rather
than getting 'locked into' a pre-structured design."
John Evans writing (1979) of his experiences at the
Hertfordshire College of Art and Design where he had
lectured since 1973, discusses the development of the
program and the frustrations of insufficient funding
by the National Health Service at the time. An
ongoing controversy in Great Britain (as it has been in
the United States) is that occupational therapists
receive funding, whereas art therapists often do not.
Evans also comments on the need for the program to
advance to the MA or MS level in the coming years as
"only in this way can research begin to develop, an
essential if the practice of art therapy is to grow in
influence."
Diane Waller, in her article (1979), summarizes
briefly the art therapy program at Goldsmith's, which
emanated from a meeting at the Eliza Doolittle Pub in
London before 1971, and grew into a program that
enrolls an average of 25 students per year. The focus
in art therapy at Goldsmith's in 1979 was primarily on
children's artwork and its therapeutic use. However,
the course now includes working with adults in all
areas of the National Health and Social Services.
Students with primarily an art background and, occa¬
sionally, those with a psychology or education back¬
ground are admitted. Some professionals with experience
in a related area are also included. The program has
access to a wide variety of placement sites and,
because of this, Waller states, it is in a fortunate
position to carry out projects to investigate the effec¬
tiveness of art therapy. Waller emphasizes the need
for research:
Art therapy is a new profession and as such is much
concerned with monitoring its development at all
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levels. This makes for an exciting, if precarious
existence and makes an involvement in research a
necessity for all—and vital for those concerned with
training.
Jeanne Males (1980), writing on the issues of
research in art therapy and the various methodologies
available for the researcher, states that objective
assessment is indeed a useful and valuable approach
to art therapy research, and takes to task Michael
Edwards' view that empirical research is inappropri¬
ate for art therapy. She makes a case for the impor¬
tance of fact finding so that "art therapy can communicate
its usefulness to other professions with the ultimate
effect of benefitting the client in the everyday treat¬
ment situation." Males advocates the use of observa¬
tional methods in looking for behavioral outcomes as
a basis for art therapy research.
Gerry McNeilly (1983, 1984) discusses the use of
directive and nondirective approaches in group art
therapy. He argues that the directive approach has a
tendency to uncover powerful feelings too rapidly and
is often a process of control by the therapist in order
to avoid dealing with transference and countertrans-
ference. It also allows for the development of too
much dependency of group members on the therapist.
He prefers the natural process of clients in a group
analytic approach whereby group members are re¬
quired to do more interacting and experience trans¬
ference in a multiplicity of relationships.
Joan Woddis (1986) makes some interesting ob¬
servations from a British standpoint of American art
therapists in her paper, "Judging by Appearances."
She addresses the fundamental difference between the
historical roots of the two countries and stresses that
she believes this contributes to our different ap¬
proaches in art therapy:
The British traveller in the United States is aware that
Americans' sense of the present and the future
overrides their considerations of the past, which they
often see in terms of nostalgia rather than instruction,
and an energetic immediacy, based on the scientific
prescription that every problem has a solution, inhab¬
its the prevailing culture. This seems to be reflected
in much of the current art therapy practice, where a
search for meanings and answers is in progress.
Woddis has deep concern that the direction Amer¬
ican art therapists are taking is dangerous because it
appears to isolate the artwork from the total picture of
the client in its efforts to use the artwork as a
diagnostic tool. She feels that we are contributing to
the dehumanizing qualities of the medical model and
sees a need to look at more than just the artwork—for
example, the relationship between the therapist and
the client, the creative process itself, and focusing on
the assets of the client rather than the incapacities. I
believe that these concerns also need to be taken into
consideration in art psychotherapy research. I also
believe that ethical concerns are paramount in design¬
ing any research involving human subjects. Issues
such as feedback to the subject, the research having
some direct benefit to the subject, and using other
parameters in addition to the artwork in assessment
procedures should be incorporated into research.
Ms. Woddis makes an excellent point on how the
differences in our roots affect our approaches to
psychotherapy. I was made acutely aware of my own
lack of roots, particularly while staying in Biggar,
Scotland, the small village from where my ancestors
came. I agree that we Americans tend to be somewhat
superficial and simplistic at times because of that
lack, and it will be one of my goals in working abroad
to take a look at some of the more indepth approaches
so strongly advocated by many British art therapists.
Conclusions
My overall impression of art psychotherapy re¬
search in England is that considerably less has been
done there than in the United States. Art therapy
research practiced in the United States has been, for
the most part, poorly designed, consisting mostly of
anecdotes and case studies. In both countries many
published articles by art therapists that claim to be
research have not made serious attempts at empirical
control. During the 1920s and 1930s effort was made
by psychologists here and abroad to study the rela¬
tionships between art and psychology, with a great
deal of focus in Europe on the art of the mentally
disturbed. Much research in the United States that has
carried more sound empirical foundations has been
done by psychologists, not art therapists.
The relationships I have established with the art
therapy professions in Great Britain have been very
rewarding. We share many ideas and concerns, and as
a result I see exciting possibilities in the further ex¬
change of ideas to affirm the viability of art psycho¬
therapy as the respected therapeutic modality it is.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Shortly after my paper, entitled "Art Therapy
Research in England: Impressions of an American Art
Therapist," appeared in the Winter issue of The Arts
in Psychotherapy (Volume 17, No. 1, 1990), I
attended the Second Annual Conference on "Arts
Therapies Research" at City University in London
held April 5-6, 1990. As I began reviewing the
presentations offered, I had difficulty choosing from
so many excellent subjects. There were over 30
papers with topics covering a wide range of issues
pertaining to research in art therapy, music therapy,
dance/movement therapy, and drama therapy. Many
focused on art therapy research in particular, and I
was struck by how much progress had been made
since my visit in 1987. I thus feel obliged to add this
postscript to my earlier article.
The interest and enthusiasm shared at the two-day
conference were very high and the papers presented
were rich with information. The agonies and plea¬
sures of doing research were discussed and a good
deal of support was exchanged. Topics addressed
specific to the process of art therapy research were:
(a) having appropriate, knowledgeable, and support¬
ive supervision, (b) struggling through the proposal
and design phase of the research, (c) the personal
growth and development of an art therapist gained as
a result of the research process, (d) overcoming fear
and anxiety of managing statistical data, and (e) the
sometimes positive and sometimes negative aspects of
finding results not expected.
Themes of several papers presented on issues of
creative arts therapy methodology were: (a) "new-
paradigm" research, (b) the quantity versus quality
dichotomy and its possible integration, (c) borrowing
methodologies from other professions, (d) obtaining
financing from funding bodies expecting more tradi¬
tional experimental designs, and (e) the need for more
education in research methodology for creative arts
therapy students.
It appears that the issues involved in doing re¬
search in the creative arts therapies in Great Britain
are parallel to those in the United States. Future
employment for art therapists in Great Britain will
depend on research, particularly in the areas of
outcome and cost-effectiveness studies because the
National Health Service and Departments of Health
and Social Services are undergoing massive reorga¬
nization. Creative arts therapists are now having to do
outcome studies within their own agencies to justify
funding for their work. There are approximately ten
art therapists in England and Scotland currently work¬
ing on their doctorates.
Once again, my belief is reinforced that art thera¬
pists from various countries have an incredible amount
to learn from each other. I am discovering that what
I have learned as an American art therapist is being
very much enriched by my experience in Great
Britain. British art therapists have learned much from
the American art therapy experience, sometimes agree¬
ing with it and sometimes not. I am convinced that we
American art therapists can only benefit from reach¬
ing out and doing likewise.
Maralynn M. Hagood, MFCC, ATR
(Currently at the University of
Edinburgh, Scotland carrying out
PhD research on the artwork of
sexually abused children in the
United Kingdom)
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GROUP ART THERAPY WITH MOTHERS OF SEXUALLY ABUSED CHILDREN
MARALYNN M. HAGOOD, MFCC, ATR*
The importance of psychotherapy for mothers of
children who have been sexually abused cannot be
overemphasized. Improvement in the mother's psy¬
chological well-being may well alter the family sys¬
tem in the direction of healthier functioning for all
members. In addition, successful treatment of the
mother will minimize the recycling of child sexual
abuse into the next generation (Sgroi, 1982).
When incest or other forms of sexual abuse are
disclosed and reported to legal authorities, not only
the victimized child but the whole family is thrown
into a state of crisis. It is common for the molesting
parent ("perpetrator" or "offender" in legal terms)
to initially deny an accusation. The mother of the
child may side with the father (Porter, 1984) and
accuse her daughter of lying. Or, the mother may side
with the child and begin a long period of blame and
anger toward her husband. Oftentimes the role of the
mother in an incestual family is not addressed. Yet, as
in all families, each member plays an integral part in
maintaining the family system (Satir, 1972).
One of the goals in psychotherapy for a mother of
a victim of sexual abuse, whether it be incest or other
forms of sexual assault, is to learn which piece of the
family puzzle she represents, and how she inadvert¬
ently, or in some cases knowingly has played into the
drama. However, to place responsibility on the mother
for the actual molestation is nonproductive. As with
an alcoholic, the full responsibility for the molester's
behavior belongs to him. To blame the mother takes
the heat off the offender and is not productive to his
treatment. Instead, facilitating greater self-awareness,
personal growth, behavioral changes, and developing
the mother's protective abilities should be primary
therapeutic goals.
It has been this author's experience that most of
these mothers carry around a good deal of pain from
their own past, as well as difficulty managing their
lives in the present. Many of the mothers were
sexually molested themselves during childhood (Gra¬
ham, 1984). Her child's victimization frequently
brings up issues previously unaddressed or repressed
by herself. It is of utmost importance that such
mothers work through their own molestation issues
(Serrano, 1989).
Whether or not sexually abused themselves, these
women typically exhibit symptoms of extremely low
self-esteem, poor self-identity, and a general lack of
assertiveness. They frequently experience feelings of
guilt, intense anger, helplessness, and hopelessness.
They are also much in need of improved parenting
skills because their own childhoods were usually lived
within dysfunctional families. They are frequently
unable to provide their children with adequate super¬
vision and protection simply because they did not
receive it themselves from their own mothers. They
had no role-model to follow in being an adequately
protective mother. In addition to having therapy,
these mothers should be encouraged to attend parent¬
ing classes; if available, they can be helpful.
Perhaps the most difficult hurdle at the outset of
treatment is in helping these women break through
their strong denial defenses (Sgroi, 1982). Often
many genuinely have difficulty believing their child's
disclosure and will attempt to get her to retract the
story of her abuse in an effort to make the problem
disappear. Much of this inability to perceive the
reality of the molestation is genuine. The mother
*Maralynn Hagood, a Licensed Marriage, Family, Child Counselor and Registered Art Therapist, is currently at the University of Edinburgh
carrying out her Ph.D. research on the artwork of sexually abused children in Scotland.
This article is adapted from papers presented at the 17th Annual Conference of the American Art Therapy Association, November 17, 1986,
and at the 3rd National Conference on the Sexual Victimization of Children at the University of Reading, England, September 18, 1989.
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literally cannot perceive it differently. It is not diffi¬
cult to understand why denial can be so strong, as the
mother may have her life radically changed if the
allegations are true and the husband or boyfriend is
ordered out of the home. If with no other means of
support and without marketable skills, she will prob¬
ably become part of the welfare system.
It is true that there are some mothers who were
aware of their daughters' molestation and did nothing
about it. They may actually flee from their percep¬
tions by "blacking out," actually leaving the home,
or even becoming suicidal (Bentovim, Elton, Hilde-
brand, Tranter, & Vizard, 1988). In this author's
clinical experience, these women were in the mi¬
nority.
It is necessary for therapists to build the self-
esteem of these women and to reflect belief in their
ability to grow and change in order to dissipate their
ongoing denial. Gentle confrontation can then follow.
Heavy confrontation without underlying emotional
support often serves to lock the mother more deeply
into her denial system and feeds into her sense of
being victimized. Assisting the mother to understand
that she did not wake up in the morning and decide
that she wanted her daughter to be molested gives her
more self-acceptance so that she can reduce the
strength of her denial. In a group therapy setting,
when she realizes that other mothers have experienced
similar circumstances and she begins to gain their
reassurance, her denial may be considerably de¬
creased.
Most of these women require improved socializa¬
tion skills because they have been isolated from
relationships outside of the immediate family. This
reflects a common characteristic of closed dysfunc¬
tional family systems (Minuchin, 1974). In such
families there is little interaction outside the immedi¬
ate family network and therefore no learning of
healthier ways of functioning. In addition, after the
sexual abuse has been disclosed, they may have
become even more isolated out of fear of others
learning about the abuse. Hence, the family pathology
becomes reinforced and is believed to be "normal."
It is not unusual to see the amazement on their faces
when these women discover that not everyone in the
world lives as they have lived. Encouraging mothers
within a group to exchange telephone numbers and to
socialize during the week with other members outside
of group sessions is quite beneficial.
Marital relationships are difficult as these women
tend to be ovemurturers toward their childlike and
often passive husbands, and to carry the bulk of the
responsibility for the family. They tend to be over-
protective of their husbands and their children ("Hid¬
den Epidemic," 1984). They also exhibit many
codependent behaviors found in alcoholic marriages
(Beattie, 1987). Codependency is a word derived
from chemical dependency treatment programs in the
late seventies. Beattie defined a codependent person
as "one who has let another person's behavior affect
him or her, and who is obsessed with controlling that
person's behavior" (p. 31). Because of the irrespon¬
sibility of her husband, the wife is often forced into
the role of rescuing and taking on too much respon¬
sibility, thus enabling the husband's behavior to
continue. Many offending spouses suffer from alco¬
hol or substance abuse, and the women have learned
the role of codependency in order to survive.
According to Stern and Meyer (1980), there are
three types of marital relationships observed in these
women: (a) "dependent-domineering," where there
is an inadequate man and a stronger domineering
woman; (b) "possessive-passive," where the father
controls the marital relationship and family, and the
mother tends to be downtrodden and passive; and (c)
''dependent-dependent," (or "incestrogenic"), where
one or both of the parents had been sexually abused
when children by their parents or other family mem¬
bers. In this latter case, these adults cling to each
other, cannot meet each other's needs or those of their
children, and look to their children for love and
parenting.
Mothers and daughters frequently reverse roles.
The phenomenon of the "parentified child" is seen
where the child controls the relationship and the
mother behaves in a childlike and dependent manner,
leaning excessively on the child for emotional support
(Machotka, Pittman, & Kalman, 1967). Guilt feelings
tend to make the mother more susceptible to manip¬
ulation by the child. Mothers have also reported
feelings of shock, numbness, anger, horror, fear of
losing their minds, and so on, when learning that their
husbands or boyfriends had been molesting their
daughter(s). The daughter frequently feels so respon¬
sible for her mother's feelings that she won't tell her
of the abuse from fear of hurting her. In addition, as
many of these mothers are not emotionally available
to their daughters (Faller, 1988), there is a good deal
of fear that the child will not be believed. The child
senses that if she tells, the family may break up, and
this usually adds to her burden of guilt. The offender
frequently threatens physical harm to the child or to
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other family members if she tells anyone, or he makes
her believe that the abuse is her fault.
Improving the mother-daughter bond is a key
strategy in unraveling the incestual family process
(Giarretto, 1978). The mother's feelings toward her
daughter frequently have been negative over a long
period of time, perhaps inadvertently setting the
scenario for the incest to take place. Such mothers
typically had poor relationships with their own moth¬
ers. Brooks (1983) reported that mothers of incest
victims unconsciously project hostility toward their
own mothers onto their daughters. This difficulty in
the relationship between mother and daughter creates
a weakening of the maternal bond and makes it easy
for the daughter to turn to her father or other male
father-figure to meet her emotional needs. She thus
becomes more vulnerable to the possibility of incest.
Herman and Hirschman (1980) noted that the most
striking feature commonly seen in incestuous families
is an almost uniform estrangement between mother
and daughter prior to the occurrence of overt incest.
Machotka et al. (1967) also discussed various
aspects of mother-daughter relationships in incestuous
families. They described these mothers as absent both
physically and emotionally. The daughter is fre¬
quently left alone with her father. According to
Finkelhor (1987), the majority of research demon¬
strates that children whose mothers are unavailable,
either as a result of employment outside of the home,
illness, or disability, are at considerably higher risk
for sexual abuse. In addition, Machotka et al. re¬
ported that the primary goal of therapy should be on
basic family psychopathology rather than on past or
recent incest issues. In the experience of the author of
the present paper a combination of both is essential.
Some mothers who also were victims of incest
have developed a borderline personality organization,
making their therapeutic treatment very difficult (Mark,
1980). An intense fear of intimacy and of abandon¬
ment make it difficult for them to remain in relation¬
ship to the therapist, particularly in one-on-one therapy
(Austin, 1980). Anger at the therapist for not being
able to supply an endless source of emotional support
or for confronting her is common, and the therapist
becomes the "bad" mother. A high incidence of
missed appointments and other forms of resistance
can also create countertransference issues for the
therapist, who may in turn begin to feel abused.
Treatment of these women in group therapy mini¬
mizes this problem.
Physical and mental abuse within families are
often mingled with sexual abuse. Some wives suffer
both physical and mental battering from the husbands
who are molesting their daughters. Likewise, children
of these dysfunctional families may be subjected to
this abuse, or to further sexual assault from other
family friends and/or relatives. The therapist must be
constantly vigilant to notice any further abuses, sex¬
ual or physical, and to see that they are appropriately
reported to legal authorities. If a mother is suffering
from physical assault, she may need the additional
services of a battered women's shelter. She must
understand her role in the dynamics of the "battered
wife syndrome" (Martin, 1977), and must learn how
to protect herself.
Chemical dependency frequently complicates the
picture as mothers with drug and alcohol problems
require special consideration for referral to appropri¬
ate recovery programs as well as regular attendance at
Alcoholics Anonymous and/or Narcotics Anonymous
groups. Occasionally, a mother may be dependent on
the molesting father for her supply of drugs or
alcohol, which only adds to treatment difficulties. In
such a case, her ability to protect her children may be
minimal or nonexistent. Confronting her with her
addiction jeopardizes her attendance in therapy as
well as her daughter's. Unless such mothers are
court-ordered into a treatment program with stringent
controls over their drug use, it may be next to
impossible to work with them.
Group Art Therapy
Following is a description of an ongoing art
therapy group consisting of women who were mothers
of victims of sexual abuse (Hagood-Slegelis, 1986).
The group was attended on a weekly basis by between
5 to 12 clients within an agency that specialized in the
treatment of sexually abused children and their fam¬
ilies. The group had previously been primarily a
verbal therapy group. Art therapy was initiated and
integrated into the usual therapeutic issues and served
as a catalyst for group interaction. The artwork
frequently uncovered feelings and problems that had
been previously withheld on a verbal level, and also
served as a source of increasing self-awareness.
The women in this particular group were from a
variety of career backgrounds. Represented were
executive secretaries, teachers, nurses, electronic as¬
semblywomen, food service workers, and homemak-
ers. Most women were well-groomed and had pleasant
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Figure 1.
personalities. Happy chattering was heard among the
group members. Several women were excessively
overweight and it was usually learned that they had
been sexually abused themselves and used the over¬
weight as a defense against unwanted sexual ad¬
vances. Eating disorders are common among women
who have been sexually abused in childhood (Kilgore,
1988).
Denial of actual feelings was frequently demon¬
strated during art therapy sessions where drawings
were made depicting extreme happiness (Figures 1, 2,
3, 4). In reality, the circumstances these women
experienced were such that it would have been
virtually impossible to experience the joy shown in
the artwork.
Feelings of anger and jealousy frequently are
harbored by mothers toward daughters who have been
incestually involved with their fathers (Bentovim et
al., 1988), but such feelings were seldom openly
expressed in this group. Angry feelings were often
symbolically represented in artwork portraying their
relationship with their daughters, but verbally denied
(Figure 5). It is important to the therapeutic process
for these women to learn to acknowledge and express
these feelings in order for them to develop healthier,
more authentic relationships with their daughters.
The women in the group exhibited a view of
themselves as having little control over their lives.
This perception was due not only to their own sense of
learned helplessness, but was reality-based in fact.
The constant intrusion of professionals from within
the legal and mental health systems, such as district
attorneys, probation officers, social workers, child
protection workers, detectives, parole officers, and
welfare workers, gave these women an extreme sense
of helplessness and reinforced their feelings of being
victimized. In addition, they were expected to be
involved in a treatment program where staff members
and counselors also had an integral role in managing
their lives. It was necessary to encourage these
women to discuss their legal problems with each other
outside of the group because the entire group time was
taken up with complaining and little actual therapy
could take place.
Once these women realized the serious conse¬
quences of the molestation to their daughters' mental
health, considerable guilt was expressed over not
having consciously realized that the incest was going
on. In some instances, clues had actually been given
by their daughters, such as preoccupation with clean¬
liness, layering of clothing, indirect attempts to ver¬
bally disclose the abuse to their mother, failing in
schoolwork, nightmares, and so on. Unfortunately,
because of the horror of the possibility of incest, some
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mothers could not see these rather obvious symptoms.
Much support was required for the women to be able
to forgive themselves for their denial mechanisms
unconsciously at work. Help was also needed in
uncovering ways they unknowingly might have col¬
luded with the incest, such as being absent from home
Figure 3.
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a great deal, leaving their children alone with their
father, refusing sex with their husbands (for a variety
of reasons not necessarily their fault), being unavail¬
able emotionally, missing clues given by their daugh¬
ters, and so on. It was important to stress that the
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played in the family scenario was not to blame and
accuse them, but rather to help them to gain insight
and in so doing prevent the sexual abuse of their
children from reoccurring.
Art Therapy Techniques
In art therapy sessions, whenever it was felt that it
would be more therapeutic to let the women take their
artwork home or to share it with their individual
therapists, they were encouraged to do so. It was
always pointed out that the artwork was primarily
theirs, and they were given the choice of what to do
with it. This was therapeutic in and of itself as it
taught the women to feel entitled to ask for what they
wanted — an issue they constantly needed to work
on. They were encouraged to keep their art projects in
an appropriate place at home as a reinforcer of the
issues they had explored in the group.
Magazine Collage — "This is Me"
Group members were provided with a variety of
magazines, scissors, glue sticks, and large sheets of
newsprint. They were requested to create individual
collages depicting themselves using the theme "This
is Me" (Dalley, 1984). The therapeutic goal of this
session was to help them develop a sense of identity.
It was important to begin focusing on the identity of
these women as individuals to help them get beyond
the stigma and guilt of being "mothers of victims of
sexual abuse." This was not intended to lure them
back into denial about their role in the drama of sexual
abuse, but rather to help them rebuild their shattered
self-images. The pictures were subsequently shared
and feedback from members of the group was encour¬
aged. Insight was gained as to how the women viewed
themselves versus how others saw them.
Dialogue Painting
Watercolor paints, an assortment of paintbrushes,
and art paper were provided. Members were asked to
pair off and to communicate with their partner graph¬
ically without the use of words (Keyes, 1983). The
therapeutic goal of this session was to improve
socialization skills and to learn to feel more comfort¬
able with each other. It was interesting to notice two
particular women in the group who were sisters and
had a symbiotically close relationship. During each
session, they sat clinging to each other and were
fearful to relate with anyone else in the group. Each
was asked to choose someone else as a partner in
order to begin learning to relate to the other women in
the group. As a result, they began to feel more
comfortable with other group members and in subse¬
quent sessions no longer sat together. The women in
the group shared their feelings about working with
others and group cohesiveness continued to develop.
Individual Drawing — "As I See Myself Today"
The women were asked to make a drawing as a
statement of how they viewed themselves at that time.
Media used were oil pastels on newsprint. The
drawings were shared and feedback was given as to
progress members had made since they first joined the
group. Emphasis was again placed on the importance
of seeing themselves with their own individual iden¬
tity, and reducing the tendency to stigmatize them¬
selves as mothers of sexually abused children. Much
support and positive comments were expressed, en¬
hancing their self-esteem.
Group Mandala Mural —"Merry Christmas"
Group murals are a very effective form of art
psychotherapy focusing on the dynamics of group
members' interactions with each other (Liebmann,
1986). At the end of the last session before Christmas,
the women were provided with a large round of
butcher paper five feet in diameter, and oil pastels.
They were instructed to make a group Christmas
ornament (or mandala). In Jungian terms, the man¬
dala is a symbol of the self or wholeness. As a group
process, it depicts the self of the group and again
reinforces group cohesiveness (Slegelis, 1987). The
women were able to make an easy transition into a
playful state. The activity also served as a reward for
their hard work in therapy during the previous ses¬
sions. They enthusiastically decided to hang the
colorful mural in the reception area of the agency and
it continued to be a source of improved self-esteem as
other clients and staff members made positive com¬
ments about it.
Visual Imagery — Fantasy Drawing
The group participated in visual imagery (Leuner,
1969) in which they were guided to fantasize taking a
trip to the beach all alone and writing one's name over
and over in the sand as the waves rolled in and washed
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it away. Several new members had been incorporated
into the group during this session. They were experi¬
encing considerable anxiety, and the older members
were feeling somewhat invaded. Mothers of victims
of sexual abuse are accustomed to being in closed
family systems and typically have a difficult time
letting new members into their already established
circles. Such closed systems serve to reinforce patho¬
logical ways of relating. In some situations, this
author has seen mothers try to prevent anyone new
from coming into their group. It was important for
these women to experience accepting new members in
a nonthreatening way as well as for the new ones to
feel included.
The seashore theme was carried over into the
drawing as members were asked to write their name
and to create a piece of art around it in whatever way
they chose. They were provided with oil pastels and
assorted colored construction paper from which they
selected whatever color they wanted. As members
shared their artwork, cohesiveness once again began
to take place very effectively and the new members
were more easily integrated into the group. Issues
around incest were shown even in these drawings and
the similarities between the new women and the older
members were apparent, which created a feeling of
mutuality.
Kinetic-Family-Drawing
During this session, the women were asked to
make a Kinetic-Family Drawing depicting themselves
with their family in the process of doing something
together (Burns & Kaufman, 1970). Various colors of
construction paper and oil pastels were provided.
Family issues were addressed and the drawings pro¬
vided clues for further assessment, and served as a
catalyst for verbal interaction. Once again the draw¬
ings showed a good deal of happiness within the
family, which actually was not the case. The desire to
deny and minimize the pain was clearly portrayed
(Figures 1, 2, 3, 4).
Triangulation
A didactic presentation was made to the group
explaining the theory of triangulation in dysfunctional
families (Bowen, 1978). An example of triangulation
is the occurrence of one family member going to
another member to express frustration toward a third
family member instead of going directly to the person
with whom he or she has a problem. It was explained
that it was much healthier to go directly to the person
to resolve problems. The women were then asked to
draw all of the triangles in their family that they could
think of and illustrate these family members with
faces or symbols of their choice. The drawings were
then shared and the women began to realize how
much triangulation was going on within their
families.
Genogram Collage
The genogram, an effective tool used in family
therapy, was adapted to an art therapy exercise
(Lieberman, 1979). The group was instructed to
create a genogram with colored construction paper.
They were to select whatever color they wanted as a
base for their artwork and then to cut out or tear other
variously colored pieces as symbols for family mem¬
bers. They were asked to portray their grandparent's
generation, their parent's generation, their own gen¬
eration, and their current family as best they could.
Similarities between the generations were compared
and the women learned how much family behavior
had been passed down from one generation to the
next, and how the cycle of molestation could con¬
tinue if the family did not participate in treatment.
Codependency Role-Play
Members were asked to pair off and to draw
together with color crayons on one large sheet of
drawing paper. They were instructed to play the roles
of ovemurturer and dependent spouse as they jointly
drew a picture of their mutual choosing. The object of
this session was to help the women to get in touch
with feelings they tended to promote in their childlike
and dependent husbands. One partner played the pan
of controlling and directing the other, being critical,
doing the work for the other, and feeling angry and
impatient. The member playing the opposite role
began to experience feelings of helplessness, guilt,
and low self-esteem. Then they were asked to reverse
roles with each other on the opposite side of the art
paper. The group was then asked to share the artwork
and feelings experienced during the exercise. Most
women had not been aware of how their husbands
might feel when they exhibited such behavior and
seemed surprised to experience these feelings for
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themselves. Helping these women to understand their
codependent behaviors is an integral part of improv¬
ing their marital relationships.
My Mother/My Daughter
Members were asked to draw, using felt-tip mark¬
ers on the left side of their art paper, their relationship
with their mothers and remembered feelings during
childhood. On the right half of the drawing paper they
were instructed to draw their present relationships
with their daughters and resultant feelings.
Interestingly, when the mothers in the group were
asked to compare their relationships with their daugh¬
ters to their relationships with their own mothers,
once again denial seemed to occur. Relationships with
daughters were usually described as being positive
and much better than were their relationships with
their mothers. Figure 5, drawn by one of the women
in the mothers' group, illustrates feelings toward her
own mother on the left side and feelings toward her
daughter on the right. She described her feelings
toward her daughter as being more positive. How¬
ever, graphic indicators of anger are seen with sharp
angles and jagged lines, usually an expression of
hostility. Again, it was interpreted that this mother
was in denial about her true feelings toward her
daughter. Generally speaking, negative feelings to¬
ward their mothers were more easily addressed. These
women seemed determined to make their relation¬
ships with their daughters better than the ones they
had experienced as children with their own mothers,
and perhaps to some degree they actually were.
Individual Mandalas
The purpose of making individual mandalas was to
teach the women how to create their own personal art
journal. They were instructed to do this by daily
drawing or painting a mandala and free-associating or
writing poetry about whatever came to mind while
creating or observing the mandala (Jung, 1973).
Using a dinner plate as a guide, they drew a circular
outline. They then started in the center of the circle
and spontaneously created whatever images came to
mind (Kellogg, 1984).
While she was working on her drawing, one
woman began talking about her anger over her daugh¬
ter's molestation. As her feelings emerged, she began
creating bright red flames issuing from the circumfer-
Figure 6.
ence of her mandala (Figure 6). She expressed amaze¬
ment at what she had created and said she really
hadn't been aware of what she was doing. Another
mother was faced with the dilemma of leaving the
therapy session to go home and inform her six-
year-old daughter that her daddy was going to have to
go to prison for six years. Her mandala portrayed the
deep feelings of love and sadness she felt for her
husband (Figure 7). In previous sessions, she had
been unable to express any emotion whatsoever.
When asked how she saw herself in the picture, she
sobbed for ten minutes while the other women in the
group gave her considerable affection and emotional
support.
Lost in a Storm
This session centered around visual imagery (Leu-
ner, 1969) representing each mother alone and lost at
sea in a terrible storm, the parallel being the dilemma
in which they had found themselves as mothers of
sexually abused children. They were then asked to
illustrate what it was like in the storm. Next they were
asked to portray how they escaped from the storm and
how it felt. Sadness, anger, loneliness, and fear were
openly expressed by the women. The second phase of
the drawing moved them into feelings of empower¬
ment and hope (Figure 8).
Life Mandala
During the last session of this group the women
were asked to create a "Life Mandala." Visual
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in an abstract manner. Periods of their lives were
shared and brief comparisons were made of the
similarities and differences of the evolution of each
woman's life.
Figure 7.
imagery was used to encourage them to reminisce
about their lives from birth to age 5, from age 6 to age
13, from age 14 to age 20, and so on in five to seven
year increments. They were then instructed to create
a mandala with each layer of color and design
representing a span of their lives, working from the
center outward. The purpose of the project was to
integrate their memories and feelings about their lives
Figure 8.
Conclusion
It has been demonstrated how group art therapy
can be used in working with mothers of children who
have been sexually abused. Some advantages of the
use of art therapy include: (a) more members are
drawn into the group process, (b) encouragement
from peers can take place, and (c) a sometimes
playful atmosphere can be created. Art therapy en¬
courages expression of deep feelings with group
members viewing each other's artwork, sharing their
insights, and giving supportive feedback. Artwork
thus provides a visual experience of issues, and
becomes a catalyst for group process. Visual clues for
the therapist appear that may otherwise not be so
obvious on a verbal level. Greater self-awareness and
more interaction are additional benefits from group art
therapy. Problems in individual therapy also can be
brought into the group and more easily resolved with
the support of the group.
The psychological well-being of the mother of a
sexually abused child is essential to the overall
treatment of her child. The mother is deeply trauma¬
tized along with her child and the achievement of her
mental health paves the way for her child's recovery.
Many of these mothers have never known adequate
parenting skills, nor have they achieved healthy
self-esteem. The attainment of therapeutic goals ben¬
efits both mother and child and may indeed stop the
vicious repetitive cycle of incest within that family for
generations to come.
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STATUS OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
BRITISH ART THERAPISTS
by Maralynn M. Hagood, m.f.c.c., a.t.r.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the status
of child sexual abuse in the United Kingdom and
the growing possibilities for the use of art thera¬
py in the development of treatment strategies for
sexually abused children and their families. The
observations and conclusions in this writing are
based on my impressions as an American art
therapist now living and working in Britain car¬
rying out research into the artwork of sexually
abused children and training professionals on
therapeutic issues pertaining to child sexual
abuse with particular emphasis on the use of art
therapy.
In the summer of 1987,1 visited England and Scotland
in order to explore the feasibility of doing research
into the artwork of sexually abused children in either
of these two countries. I met with lecturers at the Art
Therapy Unit at Goldsmith's College of the University
of London, along with several other British art thera¬
pists and asked for feedback as to how receptive
British mental health agencies might be to my pro¬
posed research (Hagood, 1990a). It was suggested to
me that cultural differences between Britain and
America in attitudes toward sexuality might be an
important consideration due to a general British hesi-
tance to be open about sexual issues. Such reluctance
might prove to be an obstacle in investigating the area
of child sexual abuse.
However, by the end of my visit that summer, while
in Scotland, the "Cleveland Affair" filled British news¬
papers and my questions began to be answered more
fully.
Earlier that year in Cleveland, England, two paediatri¬
cians, Dr. Marietta Higgs and Dr. Geoffrey Wvatt had
substantiated and reported suspicions of many cases
of alleged child sexual abuse which had been referred
to them from a variety of sources. Unfortunately
because of the large number of cases, the social work
and legal systems were overloaded and the removal
of many children from their homes was poorly execut¬
ed. Front pages of newspapers were literally filled
with articles about child sexual abuse and a variety of
reactions ricocheted throughout the entire United
Kingdom. Tire two paediatricians were scapegoated,
but the "pandora's box" of child sexual abuse in Great
Britain was now wide open.
The following summer (1988) I returned to Britain at
the invitation of the N.S.P.C.C. (National Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children) in Central
England. I visited six child protection teams and dis¬
cussed my experiences as a psychotherapist and art
therapist working with sexually abused children and
their families in California. We exchanged many ideas
and I learned a good deal about methods being used
and developed in intervention and investigations
work in Britain at that time. Several social workers
had been using artwork with sexually abused children
and shared their drawings with me, wondering if they
were on the "right" track.
The N.S.P.C.C. is a charity with teams throughout
England and uses a multidisciplinary approach in
direct work with children and adults who have been
sexually abused. Team members also provide consul¬
tation services for other professionals in the immedi¬
ate area. In 1988, work with sexually abused children
generally included disclosure interviews and short-
term therapy (averaging 8 weeks at the most). A col¬
laborative effort was being made to reach pockets of
people affected bv sexual abuse in the surrounding
area who needed support groups. A high level of frus¬
tration and anxiety existed among these social work¬
ers who were suddenly being asked to perform duties
for which they had little training or experience. The
urgent need for social workers to take up the treat¬
ment of an ever-growing number of sexually abused
children was rapidly becoming an emotionally loaded
issue. Social workers had developed excellent skills in
intervention on the behalf of the sexually abused
child, but not in the therapeutic treatment of these
children and their families. Some social workers dis¬
closed that they had been sexually abused themselves,
and fear was expressed at having to uncover some of
their own painful issues. The need for a support sys¬
tem for such professionals was becoming increasingly
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apparent.
I was given tours by the N.S.P.C.C. through child ther¬
apy and disclosure rooms which had been set up simi¬
larly to those found in the United States. Such a room
was typically filled with an assortment of toys and art
materials. A group of women in a nearby village had
created sets of hand-made anatomically correct dolls
which were extremely attractive. One social worker
had already visited treatment programs in American
and had brought back many ideas on setting up the
play/art therapy room used for investigation and
brief therapy. Other professionals typically watched
behind a one-way mirror and disclosure work was
observed by witnesses to what the child revealed.
I presented a one-dav workshop sponsored by the
N.S.P.C.C. in Warrington, England entitled "Child Sex
Abuse, the Use of Art in the Healing Process". It was
attended by approximately 50 social workers and art
therapists from both England and Scotland. The work¬
shop covered therapeutic issues in working with sexu¬
ally abused children and art therapy techniques
appropriate to these issues. Art therapy experientials
were included wherein participants were asked to
recall some of their own childhood memories. As an
American, it was most interesting for me to observe
how much British culture was depicted in the art¬
work. Memories of playing in parks unique to
England, weddings in cathedrals, and other British
traditions were clearly reflected in the crayon draw¬
ings. The auditorium floor was filled with participants
as they created their artwork and shared their reac¬
tions and feelings about the art process. It was empha¬
sized that professionals attending the workshop
would not leave as "art therapists" unless they had
had extensive training in art therapy. Members of the
audience who were not art therapists were encour¬
aged to look into further training at existing art thera¬
py programs in London, St. Albans, and Sheffield in
England. Approximately ten art therapists from
England and Scotland met with me at the end of the
workshop to discuss art therapy in the United
Kingdom compared with art therapy in the United
States. Apprehensions were shared regarding newly
evolving expectations on British art therapists as the
new crisis in child sexual abuse unfolded. Anxieties
were expressed that participants from other disci¬
plines might use art therapy without adequate train¬
ing and thus dilute its specialty - a concern frequently
dealt with by American art therapists as well.
My overall impression at that time was that while
excellent inroads were being made in protecting chil¬
dren and providing them with humane treatment dur¬
ing the investigation stage (with the possible excep¬
tion of the Cleveland Affair), actual psychotherapeutic
treatment for these children and their families
appeared to be rarely available. Herein lies a major
cultural difference between Britain and America.
Resorting to counselling and psychotherapy in the
U.K. is somewhat rare with the emphasis being on
reliance on family and friends for emotional support
with personal privacy being highly valued. As a gen¬
eral rule, only in cases of serious mental illness do
people seek psychological help. Such therapy is done
by clinical psychologists and psychiatrists, the num¬
bers of which are proportionately much smaller than
in the United States. A stigma also exists among social
workers seeking mental health assistance. By contrast,
the stigma of seeking psychotherapy in the United
States appears to have been reduced to the point that
it has become quite acceptable to be in psychotherapy
or self-help groups.
After my stay in Central England, I met with several
art therapists, mental health workers, and a psychia¬
trist in Oxford, England and shared slides of artwork
of sexually abused children with whom I had worked
in California. There I learned that art therapists in the
London area were becoming increasingly involved
with clients who were victims of sexual abuse. Some
were now receiving such referrals from the National
Health Service for private work. Art therapists at that
meeting expressed amazement and interest in the
wide variety of therapeutic approaches being used in
America in working with sexually abused children.
Travelling north to both Glasgow and Edinburgh in
Scotland in 1988,1 continued to visit protection teams
and psvchiatric hospitals, such as the R.S.S.P.C.C.
(Roval Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children), (the Scottish counterpart to the N.S.P.C.C.),
Fern Tower Adolecent Unit in Glasgow and the Royal
Hospital for Sick Children in Edinburgh. Feelings of
anxiety about testifying in court on behalf of sexually
abused children were openly expressed. I came away
further inspired to push forward in my research into
the artwork of sexually abused children and to hope¬
fully contribute to the validation of artwork as evi¬
dence in the courtroom.
On June 29th and 30th, 1988,1 was privileged to
attend a two-dav conference sponsored by the
University of Glasgow on a variety of legal and clini¬
cal issues in working in the field of child sexual abuse.
Approximately 300 British psychiatrists, social work¬
ers and other mental health and legal professionals
were in attendance. Well-known speakers from the
United States with expertise in child sexual abuse,
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namely David Finkelhor, Kee MacFarlane, and Lucy
Berliner, presented papers along with key mental
health professionals from both England and Scotland.
Groundwork was being laid for dealing with newly
evolving problems in investigations work, disclosure
techniques, clinical issues, and working more effec¬
tively with the legal system to minimize damage to
children in the courtroom. Interestingly, two days
after this conference, the newspapers told the story of
a Scottish judge taking his wig off and stepping down
to console a child who was testifying!
While in Edinburgh, I began initial contacts with fac¬
ulty at the Department of Psychology at the
University of Edinburgh to discuss the possibility of
returning to Scotland to do Ph.D. research on the art¬
work of sexually abused children, specifically in
Scotland. I was greeted with a good deal of enthusi¬
asm and encouragement.
Child sexual abuse was literally on the lips of people
everywhere I went that summer. I had many interest¬
ing discussions with British lay people at bed and
breakfast houses as well, and was exposed to the
thinking of the general population who, as in
America, tend to draw their conclusions from the
media. A broad spectrum of comments ranged from
the desire to see sex offenders executed, denial that
sexual abuse of children was occurring in such high
proportions, and the belief that the two Cleveland
paediatriaticians should be jailed for creating such a
scandal. On the other hand, many listened with a
good deal of compassion and openness to my experi¬
ences in working with these children and their fami¬
lies in the United States.
At the end of my visit in 1988, the results of the
"Cleveland Inquiry" by Judge Butler-Sloss, as well as
suggestions for major changes in the mental health
and legal systems in the United Kingdom, were
revealed when the famed "Cleveland Report" was
released during the first week of July (" Ministers Act
on Child Abuse", 1988 and "Cleveland Inquiry",
1988). The House of Parliament also earmarked a con¬
siderable about of money designated for training
social workers, police, and mental health professionals
on issues of child sexual abuse. It was my hope to
return to continue training professionals while I car¬
ried out my Ph.D. research.
Having been admitted to the Department of
Psychology at the University of Edinburgh as a
Postgraduate Research Student, I moved to Scotland
in June, 1989. The initial stages of developing the
research design and contacts in the community were
begun. Many art therapists, social workers and psy¬
chologists have expressed interest in the research and
have offered a good deal of assistance and support.
British art therapy colleagues were also most support¬
ive and encouraging in assisting me to become regis¬
tered with the British Association of Art Therapists
and I felt very welcome at monthly meetings with
Scottish art therapists in Edinburgh.
Developing Perspectives on Sexual Abuse
A major problem in the U.K., as mentioned before,
continues to be that shortly after disclosure work, the
child is not likely to receive long-term therapy, nor are
the parents. Specialists in the U.S. almost unanimous¬
ly have learned that these families need anywhere
from 2-4 years of intensive individual and group ther¬
apy for a lasting change to be made.
The Great Ormond Street Hospital in London has
been a forerunner in developing a treatment pro¬
gramme for sexually abused children and their fami¬
lies, including offending fathers operating primarily
from a family systems perspective (Bentovim et al,
1988). They have recently been involved in a study
looking at the effectiveness of combining family and
group therapy compared with family therapy alone
where sexual abuse is the presenting problem.
A strong feminist movement in the U.K. raises many
arguments against the perceived view of family sys¬
tems theory that mothers of sexually abused children
carry blame for the abuse. The issue of blame, howev¬
er, is contrary to most major family systems theories
where blame itself is a dynamic in dysfunctional fami¬
lies. Some British feminists are also unable to believe
that in some cases women are the sex offenders. The
feminist controversy continues to reverberate
throughout Britain at the time of this writing, and in
the opinion of this author at times feeds into the over¬
all problem of denial.
Increasing levels of training on issues of child sexual
abuse have been carried out all over Britain by both
British mental health professionals and visiting
Americans in the past two years, with several confer¬
ences being held as well. The 3rd Conference on the
Sexual Victimization of Children was conducted at
Reading University in Reading, England in
September, 1989 with a subsequent conference sched¬
uled for September, 1991. A broad range of topics
were addressed with presenters from both the United
Kingdom and the United States. One issue which
received a considerable amount of attention was that
of sataruc ritual abuse, which is being discovered on
an ever-increasing basis throughout the United
Kingdom. Artwork and symbols typically used by rit-
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ually abused children were presented. Since the con¬
ference, a special investigation unit was formed in
Manchester, England specializing in investigating rit¬
ual abuse cases. At the time of this writing, an alleged
incidence of ritual abuse is currently being investigat¬
ed in the Orkney Islands of Scotland.
Dr. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross visited Edinburgh in the
spring of 1990 and spoke to a large audience of mental
health professionals including in her presentation
issues of child sexual abuse. She shared how she uses
artwork with the children she treats. She later
returned to Scotland and offered workshops to adult
survivors of sexual abuse. A three-day presentation
training social work and nursing students at
Edinburgh University in April, 1990 was made by
another American psychiatrist. Northorpe Hall Trust
is currently developing and expanding an innovative
therapeutic project for sexually abused families in
West Yorkshire, England. In Glasgow, Scotland, the
NCH (National Children's Homes) Family Centre is
now working to establish 13 centers in the U.K. in the
next two years providing counseling to victims of
child sexual abuse. These newly evolving programs
are only a small sample of work currently going on
throughout the U.K. in efforts to expand training of
professionals and services to victims of child sexual
abuse. Bamardo's in Edinburgh is also beginning to
develop more specialized work with sexually abused
children.
The BBC (British Broadcasting Company) airs British
and American television dramas on incest and
molestation issues on a regular basis, as well as panel
discussions by professionals both in England and
Scotland. Dr. Marietta Higgs recently appeared on the
Kilrov Show to explain to the public for the first time
what actually had happened in the Cleveland Affair
and to respond to reactions from the audience. She
has now been barred from practicing medicine any
longer with sexually abused children and currently
works in a neonatal clinic. She recently lectured to
approximately 200 medical students at the University
of Edinburgh and continues to actively work in many
ways for the cause of sexually abused children in
Britain. In spite of increasing awareness of the extent
of child sexual abuse, widespread desire to deny the
problem still has a stronghold throughout Britain. At
the time of this writing, two alleged cases of satanic
ritual abuse are in the headlines - one in England and
one in Scotland. Unfortunately, the sensationalism
surrounding such a problem is continuing to feed into
the denial process of Britain as a whole.
Implications for British Art Therapists
I see many opportunities for art therapists in the U.K.
to join in the much needed treatment of victims of sex¬
ual abuse, their mothers, adolescent victim/offenders
and adult offenders. .Art therapy accesses painful
issues that sexually abused children and family mem¬
bers want very much not to deal with. Repression of
that victimization results in serious psychological
damage later on. Such treatment not only is healing to
the survivor of sexual abuse, but is a powerful pre¬
ventative measure to hopefully minimize the later
development of more serious psychiatric problems
such as dissociation, major depression, sexual dys¬
function, borderline personality disorder (and other
serious psychiatric disorders). Relationship problems,
family dysfunction, and worse yet, the possible repeat
of the cycle of sexual abuse in generations to come are
all problems to be dealt with. Art therapy has a great
deal to offer in such preventative therapy.
I believe that British art therapists have a unique
opportunity to develop techniques especially applica¬
ble to issues of sexual abuse. Clara Jo Stember was the
first art therapist in America to specialize in working
with sexually abused children (Stember, 1980) and has
been followed by many others professionals (Kelley,
1984,1984; Marrion, 1990; Naitove, 1982). Many
American and Canadian art therapists (Knibbe, 1990)
are now successfully specializing in such work using
art therapy effectively with sexually abused children,
individually as well as in groups. As a result of her
research, Marrion (1990) compiled a list of a consider¬
able number of art therapists in both Canada and the
United States specializing in work with both sexually
abused children and adolescents. A recent survey of
American art therapists revealed that 16% of them are
now specializing exclusively in work in the field of
child sexual abuse (Gordon & Manning, 1991). Art
therapy also has been used effectively in group work
with mothers of victims of sexual abuse (Hagood,
1991a). An Australian colleague with whom I worked
in California took art therapy techniques back to
Australia where she has continued to do pioneering
work in the field of child sexual abuse. Scottish art
therapists are beginnmg to see issues of child sexual
abuse appear more frequently in therapeutic sessions.
Students at Goldsmith's College Art Therapy Unit at
the University of London are beginning to focus on
this area for projects required for the Diploma in Art
Therapy. The art therapy program in St. Albans
recently employed an American art therapist as lectur¬
er who is now living and practicing in England, hav¬
ing specializing in art therapy with sexually abused
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children through the National Health Service for the
past four years.
Art therapy used in work with sex offenders has been
a powerful tool in breaking through denial and
repression (Naitove, 1988). In my own work with ado¬
lescent victim/ offenders, these boys frequently com¬
mented that looking at problems in their artwork
enabled them to see them more clearly and come up
with better solutions (Hagood, 1991b). These adoles¬
cents were eager to do art therapy and usually
enjoyed the process. Adult offenders also have been
enthusiastic about using art therapy. I personally have
seen sex offenders break into tears upon looking at
their own drawings. These men had been minimizing
the sexual abuse they had perpetrated onto their vic¬
tims and as a result of their artwork began to realize
what they had done. They were helped to bridge feel¬
ings with their own childhood victimization and to
begin to develop empathy for their victims, a major
therapeutic issue for sex offenders. Conning other
group members also became much more difficult to
do. As I near completion of this writing, Perth Prison
has just employed the first art therapist to work with
sex offenders in Scotland.
Research into characteristics of artwork of sexually
abused children has been carried out in the United
States by American art therapists (Sidun, 1986; Chase,
1987; Cohen & Rosenthal, 1987) and other mental
health professionals (Hibbard, Roghmann, and
Hoekelman, 1987; Hibbard and Hartman, 1990).
Interest in such research is now increasing in the
United Kingdom. A social worker in Southern
England recently carried out a research project on the
artwork of abused children including victims of sexu¬
al abuse (Martin, 1989). A high-school art teacher in
Glasgow, Scotland is attempting to carry out such
research based on drawings he has seen over the years
reflecting adolescent emotional problems. However,
there is a need for research into the artwork of sexual¬
ly abused children to be conducted by art therapists
themselves who have training in art therapy and a
more in-depth understanding of the artwork of their
clients. Another cultural difference between Amencan
and British art therapy exists in that American art
therapists emphasize the use of artwork in diagnosis
to a far greater extent than do British art therapists
who tend to focus more on the process itself (Woddis,
1986). However, the question of the use of children's
drawings as evidence in courtroom hearings is
increasingly becoming an issue in the U.K.
One of the problems I see for British art therapists in
beginning to work in the area of child sexual abuse
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might be the need to move from using predominantly
non-directive approaches to including more directive
treatment. Cognitive and behavioral approaches in
working with sexually abused children as well as ado¬
lescent and adult offenders have been used in treat¬
ment programs in the United States. It was discovered
at the Kempe National Center for Prevention and
Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect in Colorado
that children who were victims of sexual abuse and
treated with psychoanalytic methods a decade ago are
now re-entering the system as adolescent offenders.
The argument is strongly made for the treatment of
behavioral aspects of offending, as well as cognitive
distortions which are common in offenders, and the
need to reevaluate modes of therapy incorporating
cognitive-behavioral approaches (Ryan, 1988). In
working with sexually abused children, as well as
other family members, if some directive therapy is not
used, issues dealing with sexual abuse tend to be
avoided. In my use of art therapy with this popula¬
tion, I have found some directive therapy to be essen¬
tial, alternating it with time spent doing non-directive
artwork. Otherwise therapeutic issues tend to be
avoided, repressed and denied. Sensitive timing and
respect for needed defense mechanisms, of course,
remain of the utmost importance. My impression,
after attending the conference on Research in the
Creative Arts Therapies in London in April, 1990,
(Hagood, 1990b), is that directive art therapy is now
becoming more accepted among British art therapists.
For example, art therapist Marian Liebmann uses art
therapy with troubled adolescent offenders in a neces¬
sarily directive way (Liebmann, 1990).
On the other hand, some adult survivors of sexual
abuse have much difficulty in the area of objects rela¬
tions, particularly borderline issues (Mark, 1980) and
art therapists who work within that theoretical model
have much to contribute in helpmg these women, and
men as well, to heal old traumas on a more long-term
in-depth basis.
Kilgore (1988) developed a theoretical framework
integrating early childhood characteristics of sexual
abuse with theories of self psychology and ego-devel¬
opment psychology. Berliner and Wheeler (1988) dis¬
cuss the incorporation of social learning theory and
cognitive and behavioral patterns resulting from
social learning processes in the treatment of sexually
abused children.
The longer I am in Britain, the fewer major differences
I see in theoretical models, political issues, research
dilemmas, techniques and approaches between
American art therapists and British aift therapists. The
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historical development of art therapy in the two coun¬
tries has been parallel in many ways. At the Annual
General Meeting of the British Association of Art
Therapists in 1990 a proposal was made to establish
regular conferences focusing on the development of
new and original theory in art therapy, building on
the development of recent years of published theoreti¬
cal material. With Britain being in the early stages of
dealing with the problem of child sexual abuse, art
therapists are in a unique position to develop thera¬
peutic approaches appropriate to the treatment of sex¬
ually abused children, their mothers, adult survivors
and offenders. Much can be done in joining the fight
against child sexual abuse and the resultant psycho¬
logical and psychiatric damage done to these children
and surviving adults.
The fear that other mental health professionals will
learn art therapy approaches and use them without
adequate training in art therapy is one that has been
heatedly debated both in the United States and in
Britain. In my training of social workers, probation
officers, and psychotherapists, it is apparent that
many of them are already using art in working with
sexually abused children. It is my role to give them
guidance as to appropriate ways to use artwork and
to remind them of their limitations and ethical respon¬
sibilities in not using any modality beyond the scope
of their training and experience.
My personal philosophy is that we art therapists have
consistently borrowed from other psychological theo¬
rists to establish our own body of knowledge. Art
therapy approaches have evolved from Freud,
Winnicott, Jung, Mahler, Bion, and Yalom, along with
many others, in both Britain and the United States.
Art therapy models using Gestalt, humanistic-phe-
nomenological, family systems, and cognitive-behav¬
ioral approaches seem to have been developed to a
greater extent in the United States. To study these the¬
orists and borrow from their methods no more quali¬
fies us as art therapists to be psychoanalysts, Jungian
analysts, and so on than for other professionals who
have little training in art therapy to call themselves art
therapists. Methodology used in art therapy research
also continues to be borrowed from other professions
in the hope of ultimately developing our own unique
designs. Professionals from these fields have gener¬
ously shared their approaches with us. To reciprocate
by sharing our expertise with them only stands to
enhance us as credible professionals and raise the visi¬
bility of art therapy in the mental health field.
British art therapists working in the area of child sexu¬
al abuse can provide a challenging opportunity to
develop art therapy skills, to adapt them to a highly
specialized field, as well as to share this knowledge
with others. It also could result in the creation of more
job opportunities for art therapists as agencies such as
children's hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, the
N.S.P.C.C., Barnardo's, County Councils, Social Work
Departments, the R.S.S.P.C.C., the N.C.H. and other
British social work agencies seek to expand and devel¬
op treatment programmes and resources.
Using art therapy with sexually abused children,
unfortunately, may also include the dilemma of seeing
sexual abuse depicted in children's artwork, and per¬
haps not having courts accept it as evidence. It also
will open the door for more art therapists having to
testify in court, one they (along with other profession¬
als) appear to dread. Nevertheless, the total involve¬
ment of art therapists on behalf of the protection and
treatment of sexually abused children and their fami¬
lies stands only to enhance the potential, visibility, and
recognition of the profession of art therapy in the
United Kingdom.
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BRITISHJOURNALOFPROJECTIVEPSYCH LOGY(1992)VOL.37,N .1 DiagnosisorDilemma DrawingsofSexuallyAbusedChildren Maralynn.Hagood INTRODUCTION TheincidenceofhildsexualabusibotthUnitedStateandGreatBrit ihas beenreportedinncr asingnumb rsoverthpast20ye r(AmericanHuman Association,1984;Miles,1989)InCleveland,England,i1987,anationalsc ndal arose(TheClevelandIncid nt)fromthreportingofalargnumt> rofallegedc ses ofchildsexualabusebytwpaedi tri ians("ClevelandInquiry",198S).This resultedinthetraumaticd,insomcases,inappropriateremovalofmanychildren fromtheirhom sbyc ildprotectionauth ri i s.TheNation lSocie yforhe PreventionofC ueltytChildr(N.S. .C.C.)releasedfiguwhicreflect dtwice asmanyc sereport dfroAp il1988tApril1969aswerereportedith precedingyear(Mil s,1989).Thallegedc seofritualsex alabuseinthOrkney IslandsinScotlandurrentlyibeinginvest gatediahearingwhichllcont u throughJune1992.Theneedfobett rdiagnos ictoolbehalfofsexuallyabused childrenintheUniteKingdomhasbecomeincre si glyappar nt. PsychotherapistsandArtTherapistsworkingwithchildrenidentifieashav ng beensexuallyabusedhavnotic dcert ingraphicindicatorsseemi glypeculiarto theartworkoftheschildren.Thusofartherapyinttreatmentofs xu lly abusedchildrenhasbeenw lsubstantiated.Studi shavebeencarriedoutt determinewhatcharacteristicsappeamorfrequen lyinthedrawingsofchildr n whohavebeensexualyabus d. RESEARCHINTODRAWINGSOFSEXUALLYABUSEDCHILDREN Goodwin(1982)carriedout1consecutiveinterviewswithgi lsage5to16whowere suspectedincesvictim .Thdrawingswereofdiagnosticvalueinunderstanding thechild'sfearsananxietie ,h rviewofherfamily,andherself-imag .Imag sof malephalluseswereincorporat di tmore"acceptable"subje ts,suchasph lic trees.Goodwindesc ibedan8-ye r- ldgirl'sdepictionofadr aminwhichshewas 22
campinginsideazipped-uptentwithaphallic-appe ringtrein rus velyoverlap¬ pingtheent.SomchildrenwithhomGoodw nw rkedhwekno nthav beensexuallyabuseddr wthperpetratorwithanobviouphallu ,butidentified
itas"decoration" rs idiw s"noth g".Good indevel p dtheDraw-t e- Perpetratortaskwheresobservedthchild enrefu dtodrawabothsexual abusesfrequentlyastheyr fus dtoalkbo tthevent.Frequ ntlythvictim crossedouttheirrep atedatt mptodr wthperpe ratorandfinallyg vuor theydrewafigurwithanobviousphall s.Goodwinfoundtheusdrawings helpfulinvaluatings xualabusewithchildrenunder12.Shedidnotfiasmuch successinusingdrawingswithadolescent .Shneverthelesconcludesherarticl bystating: "Suchdrawings,bythemselves,arnotsufficienttomakeadiagnosticdecision.I isthechild'sincreasingsenseofbei gabltcommuni ateandherexperie ceof beingunderstoodthatarhelpfultohclinicianinreconstructi gwhatishappen¬ ingthefamily.Thediscov ryofworkableavenueofc mmunicati nisalso helpfulinreducingt ea xietyofc ildw osenmeshmentinfam lysecretsh s oftenblock dverbalmeansoaskingforhelp". Kelly(1984)examined120pictur sdrawnby10sexu llyabusedchildren.Analy¬ sisshowedthat,oft eself-portraitdrawn,20perc ntportrayedprominengenitalia, 40percentplacedandd demphasisonthepelvieregion,43percentem hasisedhe upperportionoftheirbodi sand30percentdrewthems lveswithouhan s.A majorproblemwiththisstudywath tonlylOsubjectsweru d,whicistoosmall forgeneralisationtoth rgroups. Koppitz(1968)foundthatHuman-Figure-Drawingsofnorma!child enages5-12 rarelyincludedgenitalia.Conclusionswerebasedothdrawingsofover1,800 schoolchildreninth sager e.Inexaminingbodypartsdrawby5to12-year- old"normal"schoolchildren,Kopp tzre rtedthao lytwof925girls(one7-year- oldano e9-ye r-old)andni eof931bo s(sixaged5andoe ch6,7and9year old)includedgenitalia.Theseconclusionsalsowerbasedonlyonrawi g fromeachchild. DiLeo(1973)not dafterrevi wingthousandsofordi arychildren'sfiguredrawings thatt erepresent tionofgenitaliawasrarandreason dth titwabecausthe childhadbeenm d precociouslyawarofthhighem tionalchargeinvest dithe sexorgansdueith rtsurg ryoseducti nbyadultsorlderchildren. Silvercloud(1982)unsystematicallylistedsev ralfeaturesre-occurr nginthart¬ workofchildrenkno ntbesexuallyabus dfromherclinicalexperi nce.Items suchasstabmarks,crossedoutwindows,heavylin s,r dhouse ,a dsoo ,we e discussed. Stember(1980)usedarttherapyext n ivelywithsexuallyabusedchildrenan foundthatdrawingss metimesrevealedthpos ibilityosexualabusewhichw s substantiatedupofurtherassessment.Sexuallyab sedchildrenoftencrea 23
disorganiseddrawi gsndclownimages.Horizontalsc ibbli gfreque tlychanged
toverticalscribb ingandthendravvingsbecamemore rganis dthroughtheprocess oftherapy. Kelley(1985)notedthatpictur sdrawnbysexual yabusedchildreinthee l phasesoftherapyweoft nbel wxpect ddevelopmentalle els,buthatduring thelaters agesoftherapychildrendrewm rage-appropriatepictures.Burges , McCauslandandWolbert(1981)believedth tsexualabussho ldbsu p ct din childrenw osedra ingsmarkedlysh ftfroage-appropriatefigur stodisor an¬ isedobjectsrshowrepeatedsexu lfigur s.Howev r,theconcl sionsweren t systematicallyvalidated.Hibb rd,RoghmannandHoekelman(1990),how ver, foundnosignificantdifferencesinthdevelopmentalle los xuallyabused childrencompar dwiththoseofnon-abu edchildrenasmeasuredinHuman- Figure-Drawin s. Johnston(1979)evalua ed10s x allyabusedchildrenage5through1usingthe Kinetic-Family-Drawingandfouthatdrawi gsreve leddysfunctionalfami y systems.Twoofth10c ildrenincludedrepresentat onsofthmalsexorgan. Isolationwasmanifestedbythedrwi goft efam lyme bersinseparatcompart¬ mentsothpaperandr lreversalwainterp t dithdra ingw enthchild madeherselflarg rthantmotherfigu e.Ot rpossiblcau sofs zedifference , suchaslevelofanxiety,importance,orself-esteem(Thom&Silk,1990)wernot discussed. Empiricalstudieshavebeencarr edoutc pa ngartworkbetweengroupsof sexuallyabusedchildrenandthow oereinpsychiatrictreatmentforther emotionalproblems.CohernandPhelps(1985)comparedsetsofdrawingsof166 children,aged4-18years,89ofwhomwerekno nthavbeensexu llyabus dand 77ofwhomerechildrenwherbeingtreat dfortheremotionalpro lems. Statisticallysignificantdifferencesw rfoundinthfreq n yratedg p ic indicatorsbetweenthwogroupsonb htheHouse-Tree-P rsonTesandth Kinetic-Family-Drawing.Poointer-r ter liability,however,madetresul s inconclusive,anddevelopmentaldiff r nc sinthsubj tswenottakenint account.Agai ,thecomp risongro pconsistedofpsychiatricallyhospitali ed childrenanditwassuggestetheuofa"normal"compar song o pbe incorporatedi tofutures udies. Inanarchivalstudy,Sidu(1986)alo gwithCh e(1987)developedacoding manualforartworkfsexua lyabusedchildrenfromexi ti glite ature.Th yrat d andcomparedHuman-Figure-Drawingsof30kn wnsexu llyabusedadolesc nts withdra ingsof30adolescen sbeintreatedfoemotion ldistur ancewithn knownhistoryfsexualabuse.Awidera gofintelligencewasrepresent dwith subjectsinongrouphavingl.Q.sc resof75t118andtheot rgr uphaviI.Q. scoresrangingbetween75and123.Bothgroupsw rematchedfoI.Q.bup ssible effectsofdifferencesinintelligenceothartw kwasn taccount dfor.Sidu
hypothesisedthatabusedgroupwouldr wm rover-sexualis dandundif¬ ferentiatedfigures,withmoindicatorsofanx e y,dmorindic t sofpoself- esteem.Nosta isticallysignificantdiffere c sw rfound,h w v r,inmea u ng thesecharacteristics. Itwasfurtherhypothesisedthatdrawingsftsexuallyabusedgr pwo ld containagreaterfreque cyofwedg s,phallic-likeobj ts,andcirclesthandrawings ofthenon-abusedgroup.Iacompositeanalysisotheda ,gre enumberof suchcharacteristicswfoundinartworkfthesex allyabusedgro p.Whethe characteristicswereanalys dindependently,howev ,th lycharacteristifou d tobestatisticallysignificantw sthuoenclosedcir les,whi hainterpreted asindicativeof"or lregression".Thusefe closedcir eisalsdevelopm ta characteristicindrawingofve yyoungchildren(Kell gg,1969;Lowenfeld& Brittain,1982).Resultsalsoindicatedthl nepressurwheavi ridrawingof sexuallyabusedadolescentsth nindrawingofno -abus dsubjects.Anoth r graphicindicatorexpectedidrawingsofs xuallyabusedsu jectswexaggeration oftr userflies.Non-abu edadolescentsact allydrewtrous rfliem roft ntha theabusedgro p.Theinvestigatorr ason dth tadole cenceisnatur ltimfo heightenedconcernforsexualityandther forn tsp i ictabu dsubjects.Iwa concluded,however,thatstrongestgraphiindicat rsseeapossiblesexual abuseinadolescenceweromittedhan ,omitt dfingers,he donly,e clos d circles,andheavylinepressure.Am joproblemwithusingthegraphic indicatorsascluestopossiblesex aabuith tt ymalsreflectfeelingo anxietydhelpless ess(Koppitz,1968)whichw uldverylikexistinemotion¬ allydisturbedadolescentswheth ron tth yhabeensexuallabus d. Yates,Butl r&Cr go(1985)compareddrawin sofg oupf18girlswhe e incestvictimsand17girlswhoeredisturbedb tnoincestvic im .Thagrange ofthefirstgroupwas3.5t17yearsold,anthger nofthsec dg upwas 4to17yearsold.Thelistfcharact risticstberatedw rderiv dfromtheclinical literatureandconsistedof15dimensio .Th ewhyposexual sation(failuret attendtosexualfeatures),hypersexualisation(over laborationfs xualfeatu s), degreeofimmaturity,levelofanxiety,c ntrolofimpuls ,amou tofconfusi n betweenlovandng r,qualityfsomatisation,qu lityofdeni l,qualityof repression,andqual tyofsublimation.Thonlytwodimensio seasuredwhic provedtbestatisticallysignificanwe emeasur sofimpulcontrola drepres¬ sion,whichsuggestedthaincesin erf reswiththc ild'sabilitytoutiliserepres¬ sionandtocontrolimpulses.Thissofdevel pmentaldiff r ncbetw enthi wideage-rangalsowasnotaddr sed,nowea ycorrelati nswithintelligence made. Twostudieshavbeendonetatu i gnormalchildrenassumednotthavebeen sexuallyabusedcontrols. Chase(1987)comparedtheHuman-Figure-DrawingsandKinetic-Family-Drawi gs
of34femalesubjects,ag s5-16,whoervictimsfincesti hthos26at d emotionallydisturbeds bjectsand34matchedj twinknownadj s m n disorders.Onerawingp rsubj ctwacoll ctedf ea hproj ivera ng instrument.Usi gthamecoringm nualaswasus dnSid 'stu y(Sid , 1986),significantdifferen eswerfou dra i gsbet enexuallybus subjectsandemotionallydist rbedsu j cts,sw llexuallybuseubjec snd non-abusedsubjects.Therw ralsodiffer n esidevelopmentalscoreusing Koppitz'developmentalratingmethodwi hs xu llyabusechildr nhavi gsig¬ nificantlylowerdevelopmentalscoresthaith rr lon- bus dem tion¬ allydisturbedchildr n. Hibbard,Roghm nn&ekelma(1987)co paret edrawingsf57childre , ages3-7,referredfoall gsexualbu ewiththdra inf55non-ab sed childrenmatchedfoag ,sexr cndocio onomicbackground.Subje tsw askedtodrawwoHuman-Figure-Drawings,onefe chsex,ddc mpl t ahumanfigureo tline.Dr wingsersco dthinclusioff vb dyparts: eyes,navel,vulva/vagina,penisandnus.Thres ltw rths x llyab childrenwere6.8timesorlik lydrawgenitaliath nco parisonchildr . Theyconcludedt atfewchildrendrewg nitaliaath swhoi rlik yt havebeens xuallyabus d.However,hildr wingmayl rtonth possibilityfsexualab se,itdoenotr vet.Becau egenitaliw redrawnm ofteninthcompletiondrawing,stro glyrecomme dedthasuchdra ib usedinfuturest dies. Hibbardetal.(1990)replicatedtheirar ierstudy.T ycompardrawingsof10 childrenalleg dtoh vbe ns xuallybuswithdra ingsof109chi drew thn knownhistoryfsexualabuse.Thcollect dtwHuman-Figur -Drawingsdr n inthesameession,andoComplete-A-Mandr w grsubject.Match d comparisongroupsconsistedfchild enrangingfroage3t8.Inthiseco d study,thedevelopm ntalmaturityft esechildrenw smeasu dbythGood - nough-HarrisDraw-A-ManTestandthePeabodyictureVo abularyTest.Corr ¬ lationsfscoresfromtheswoesterehighinn n-abus dc ldr n'sgr up, butlowwiththechildrenhoallegedlyheensexuallyab s d.Si f109 childrenal egedlysexualbus ddr wgenitaliaothcomple iondrawings. Onlyo echildithno -abusedgroupdidso.T ec nclusion,su hmeagre evidence,thatsexuallyabusedch ldr nweitim smorlik lytdr wgenit lia indrawingsthanerenon-abus dchildrense mnconclusive.Hibbardetal.m d similarsweepingconclusionsitheirearltudy. Inseveralofth setudi s,graphicindic torsha ebe ncompar dbe w egr ups ofsexuallyabusedchildr nndthoswhoeinp ychiatrictreatmentforoth emotionalproblems.Thlatt rg uparik lytbcontaminatedwithg d possibilityfemotionalldisturbeds bjectsb ingvict msofundiscl sedsexual abuse.Fewcomparisonswithn rmalchildrenjudgedtbnon-abu dhave n publishedtodate.M tstudi sh vbeena donlyndr w ngp rsubj ct.
Variabilityofch ldren'sdrawingd y-to-dayb si ,iscu setlengthy Kellogg(1969)hasn tb enccou tedforim ststudies.found collectionf200,000children'sdrawings,t ahild'ren iihumafigur variedconsiderablywh ndrawnilybas s.Rub(1984)similarlyfo considerablevar ationsidrawingc eatediffer nttim s,ndthse variationsalsoincre sednddecre sedtc rtaingl lsofthehi drewho drawingserestudied.Interestingly,studi sofxuallyb ed childrenontinuetus ,veryfewdrawingsdno ehb elongit d al
todate. Measurementsofm ntala uritydewithinstr mentwh ck wnd respectedfortheirval ityandliability,suchstWISC,Stanford-Bine ,and Ravensw renotusedtcorrela eheff ctfment laturityochildre 's drawingsinthevastmajorityofstudieiscussedbov . Vastdifferencesnr wingabilitiofchildr nachgelev lasse s d,e. . drawingsofthree-year-oldsversuight-year-olds,venfifteen-y lds,w r nottakenintcc untm sstudiesusi gatch dgroups.Frequen iesmeasur¬ ingcertaincharacteristics,su hasop piley ,mouthtra pa enc es hands,eavylinetc.,w recalculat dithoutt kingintconsideratiothfa thatyoungchildrenmayin ludeesc aracteristicsth idrawings,n t elementofabuse,butratherthco rn r aldevelopment. Anmericanbookre entlypublishedisfu lflengthyacoun sfchildre 's drawingswithoutadequateiscussi nsofdevel pmentalspec sfthe echil r n's artwork(W'ohl&Kaufman,1985).Particularattentionisfocussedodrawings childrenfromabusivehomesndgaswe pingnalyticinterpret tionsarmad . Developmentalphasesfthechildren'r tioaronlysu e ficiallydiscuss d andinterpretationscommonlyusefordultsras es ingdrawingf youngchildren. PROBLEMSWITHJECTIVED AWINGINSTRUME TS Projectivedrawinginstrumentsrewid lyus dbyClinicalPsycholog s ,E u a¬ tionalPsychologists,SociW rker ,A tTherapist ,andt erprofession lsw workithchildren.Drawingtes saru edsprel mi aryasses m nttooln ofteninterpretednanalyticbasis.Fr que tlylyodr wi gisused. Drawingsreoftendiscuss dw thth rprofe sionalsthe rom itwithout corroborationbythehild.Problemsfvalidityanreliabil yab unndr majordrawbackinusingchildren'singsaccuratessessmentinst u ent. Thefactt aHuman-Figure-Drawing(H- -D),usedosofteninthestud s, wasdevelopedinye rpriort1968hastb ntakeintco sid ratio .Thlev l ofexposurefchildrentsex allyplicitmate ialinthanyy rfoll w gth developmentfthH-F-D,aswelloth rproj ctiveraingt st ,in taddress d inmostofthesestudies.Teffectsxeduca ion,"modern"par n ingm th d ,
films,videotapesandsorediscuss dnlybyHibbaretl.(1990).Wh tinow- reflectedinchildren'sdrawings"normal"1992ightbconsiderablydiff r nt thanwhatastypic lofchildren'sdrawingstearli rpe iodfimw et establishmentofma ychi dren'sprojectivedr wi gt stswacarriedou .Thu ofldprojectivedrawingtes ssvalidmeasurefchildren'drawingt ay regardingassessmentofchilexualbusebecomeshigh yque tion ble. ANALYTICTHEORYSRELATEDDR WINGSOF SEXUALLYAB SEDCHILDREN SigmundFreud'ssed ctionthe ryano dipalcomplexhavinflu ncedthink¬ ingandtr iningofPsychotherapistsin lu iArtTherapistt ughouw rl (Masson,1984).Problemsriseinessingphallicim gechildr n'sartworki viewofthcurrentlydebatedissuFre d'ssed ctionh ryanhisr v ionof hisoriginalbeliefthatfem lepati n ssufferingr myster calsymptomsusu lly hadbeens xuallybusedchildren.Fre dpresent diseductionth ryin groupofthreepapersentitl d"ThA tiologyHysteria"(Fr ud,1896)inwhichh publiclychallengedtnotionathysteriaw seredit randidentifi dxcite¬ mentofthgenitalsr su ingfr ms xu labuseinc ildhoodthraumat broughtnhysteria. OneyearaftFreudproposedhith ry,begantdoubttactualsexab se inchildhoodwast ebasiforhystericalsymptoms(Ro nfel ,1987).Ma son( 4) arguesthatFreud'reversalofpiniondc eati nfto d palcompl xwasdu toFreud'scowardiceind al ngwithubtimedicalc mmuni y.Thisdebate stillreverberatesamongm nt lhe lthprofessionals. EdithKramer,onfthearlyfoundersrtth r py,wastrainedexte sivelyin Freudianpsychoanalytictheorysubsequentlyinfl nc ngtt aini gofartthera¬ pistsintheU it dSta ,GreatBritain,ndho einvolvte rlydevelo ment ofartthe apyinmanthercountriesw rld.Kra e(1969)w rkit childwhosedra ingsepictedgenitalialaimth tech ldh dnobee molestedbecauseherartworkwasllorgani ed.Thic sst yides rib don severalpagesofgraphicdet ithrepeat dh llicima ryfthnine-y r-o d child'swork.Kramerbo atstandardtextb oinrtthe pytraining programmesac osstheUnit dSitherrud-1980's.It eclinic lexper encof thiswriter,eartworkofva tnumberschildr nkn wntha ebeens xually abusedwasfreq ntlynotragmentndcha tic,buforthmospwall- organised. CarlJungdevelopedhistheoryofetransc ndentfunctidescribiipro es wherebythunconsciousisrevealedartworkdbecom sinteg atwith conscious(Jung,1935).J ghadipatientsi tadr wthe rreamsinaff rt tohelph mbeco eawarfunconscioussymbolsa dtbri gt eintt ir consciousu derstanding(J ng,1933). 28
MargaretN umburg(1987),anothermajocontributottherapyydr ws frompsychoanalytictheoriesfb thFr udanJung.S edefi srtth pya processwh rebythoughtandfeeli grd r vedr munco s iousa doften reachexpressioninmagesr therth nwords. "Bymeansofpictorialrojection,arth apyenc uragemethodfsy bolic communicationbetweenpati tandtherapist.I simag smay,inpsychoanalytic procedures,alsodealwiththtafr ams,ph ntasiesdayd e ,fe r ,confli s andchildhoodmemories.Ttechniquesoftth rapyarebasedtknowledg thateveryindividual,whetherrainedoruntr int,h slatc p cityt projecthisinnerconflictstov sualform..."(Pag1)."Artthe apya ceptsbas c toitsreatmentmethodshpsychoanalyticappr chtm chanismsofrepr ¬ sion,projection,identif cationsubl mati ,andconde sation".(P g2). Naumburg(1953)dedicatednentirebooktcasstu yfwom nhohadbe avictimofsexualbuseinh rchildhood.Anatomicallyc rrectm lege ita ia appearre tedlyinthpaintingsddraw gsoft ep ti tw osrecoll ctions ofsuchabusewerrepres eduntilhim g ryunlockedem m ri . Aphenomenonwhichfrequ ntlyoccursinthepaintings,draw gs,ndscul tur s ofyoungsex allyabusedchildr nit edepictionanat micallycorr ctm genitalia.Suchartworksome imesincludesej culati nandicreat dlev lof 29
realismfarbeyonddevelopmentalappr priate ess.Th schildr nusuallyn thegenitaliaassomeotherbj ct,uchtr ,cl udheartr i bow,tc. (Goodwin,1982;Uhlin79).H wever,tsiz ,hapandproportionsfthese "sublimated"genitalialeavetltoheim ina ion(Fi ur s1-4).Thisparticul r characteristicinchildren'sartworkmaybeonwhichouldarousehiglev f suspicionofexualabuse.Todep tsu hreal mty gngese mshighly unusual.Theamingoftheseph ll s sasomth rbjectmighbdtwo explanations.Thefirstmightbetc ildiscon cioufwh thorsa drawnbutttemptstoisguisehiknowl dge.T eecondpossibilitymighthat thephallusasraumaticobj ctisuncons iouslyportrayed.Aconsiderable amountoffurtherinvestigationneedstbd nunderstandthphe omenon andtole rnwhetheritoccursdra ingsfnon-abusedchild enswell. ADDITIONALPROBLEMSINASSESSMENTOFCHILDREN'SDRAWINGS Sweepingstatementsarfrequ ntlymadeboutchild en'sdrawingsi h utcon¬ sideringthfollowiphenomena: EffectsofImm diatePriorv n Whathasgoneoint ec ild'slifimmediatelypriortdo ghrawing?F r example,doesparticularflowerthchildrawhavsignificance,h s orshejustcomefranrlassinu s ryc oolwhereveryowap inting daisies? EffectsofTherapeuticr atmentversOrdinaryDevelopme talMaturi gdu g thePrcessofT apy Itiseasytoassumeth tchangesnrtworkrdueth py,b ta tualfam beduetoevelopm ntalmaturationwhicho ldoccurwithothera y.F r example,childmaydrawlegsapartttheiniti lph seofth r py,butlaterdraw themtog ther.Isisduoresolutionftra masexualabus ,rtm ntal development? P.ejectionintChildren'sDrawings-ThC ild'sInt ntionversusourw Projection Itisimportantgetadescriptionfromthchildwher verp ssible.Wh nclinicia suspectsexualab se,ita ytoproj t"ev dence"i tchildren'drawings.Th probleminworkingithsexuallyabus dchildr nithathesechildrenarv y oftenunabletverbalisesuchatr ma,dieasyfoaver-a xiouclinician toreadmoreintoheartworkhanayac uallybthere.Onot erha d,is equallyastooverlookclueth tmayinde di di atth ts xu labuseh occurred. PsychoanalyticInterpretationsAppropri tefoAdultsca riedv rtChil en' Drawings 30
Canpsychoa alyticsymbo sco monlyusedwithadultpatientsbsimil rlyu ed
inworkingithchildren?Foexample,arinterpret tionscom onlymadeby usersofthHouse-Tree-PersonT st(B ck,1948)whi hmayappltdrawingsf adultsppropriatefodrawingsfyoungchil ren?Existinglite tu eoncase studiesuggestthaiioftencas . IMPLICATIONSFORCLINI IANWORKINGITH SEXUALLYABUSEDCHILDR N TheBritishPsyc ologicalSoci tye n lexpres ditsconcernsrega dingth abilityofPsychologiststssesshildsexualabusele tBriti hPsychol gisthav theirownCleveland(H tt,1990).Tdil mmainusi gchildr n'sdrawings indicatorsofpossiblesexualabuseia parent.Cautioandcomm nse sc n t beover- mphasisedasBritiscliniciant eatch ldrewhoarll g dthavbee sexuallyabusedonev r-incre singba is. Manyvariablesmustbetakenintocco nt.Indica orlistedithl teraturas characteristicsofartworksexuallyabus dchildrenfrequentlyse navari stagesofdevelopm ntintheordinarynon-abusedp pul tion.Theyal opp rin drawingsofchildrenththeremot onalproblem ,p r apssufferingfroorms ofabusetherthansex al.An lyticinterpretationusediw rkingithadultso olderc.iildrenannotbegen ralis dty ungerchildr n'drawings.Know g eventswhichmayha eoccurr dimmedi telypriorts e gchilayhe pcl rif whythechilddepictertainel mentsinhisordraw ng.L s n gtwhat childhastosayboutdr wingimport n ,buonemusttakeintacco nt e reluctanceofmostchildretdis lossex alabuse.Thchimaybtryingo communicateindire tlyandbeunabletve allydescr bwh tcouldbehappe ¬ ing. Thedevelopm ntofmorvalidandc nte porarypr jectiveinstrum ntsusi g children'sdraw ngsisesse tial.Methodolo icallysounstudiesmu tbca ried outtbetterunderstanddiff rencesidrawi gsofnon-abus dsexuallya use children. Thetheoreticaldilemmcu r ntlyfa edbym ntalhealthprofessionalstwhether phallicimagesnchildren'artworkrnormoedipalfantasiesimagesreflect¬ ingactualsexabusein edofre olution.Suchm jortheoreticalques nwill notbeeasilyanswered.Mea while,warfac dwiththimmedi tet skof adequatelyprotectingthchildr nwithw omecomintcontact. Atthepres ntime,ihabeenconsist ntlydemonstratedtdrawi gsl e cannotbeusedasevidenceth tsexualabushoccurred.Hopef lly,withtim , theusofc ildr n'sartworkwillbec mincreasinglyvaluableidet t ngsexu l abusendweillbecometterequipptpro ectchildr nfromthlong-t rm psychologicallydamagingeffectsofsucabuse. 31
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LETTER
To the Editor:
I am writing to you with the hope that The Arts in
Psychotherapy will consider beginning a special col¬
umn whereby art therapists in both America and Brit¬
ain might begin a dialogue in which theoretical and
practical concerns are shared. As an American art
therapist 1 have lived and worked in Britain for the
past 4 years and have been made increasingly aware
of some of the similarities, differences, strengths and
weaknesses of the practice of art therapy on both sides
of the Atlantic. It seems to me that issues such as
theoretical approaches and theory-building, economic
concerns, directions in research, working with vari¬
ous populations and pioneering work in other coun¬
tries around the world might be some of many possi¬
ble topics to be addressed.
1 moved to Scotland as a Ph.D. student at the Uni¬
versity of Edinburgh 4 years ago, having previously
been trained and registered in art therapy in Califor¬
nia. I taught art therapy for nearly 3 years at Califor¬
nia State University in Hayward and practiced art
therapy for a number of years before my move to
Scotland. Two years ago I began teaching art therapy
at Edinburgh University, Department of Continuing
Education, to Scottish and English students as well as
a few from other countries. I have tried to integrate
theories and approaches from both America and Brit¬
ain in my lectures and in so doing have been compar¬
ing and contrasting them to the best of my ability.
My overall impression is that British art therapists
naturally rely strongly on theories of important British
psychotherapists. Examples are object relations theo¬
rists Melanie Klein and Winnicott as well as psychi¬
atrists and psychoanalysts such as Marion Milner,
Irene Champernowne, Ralph Pickford and R. D.
Laing, all of whom in one way or another have in¬
fluenced the development and practice of British art
therapy. The work of American art therapists Edith
Kramer and Margaret Naumberg have also had con¬
siderable influence. Freud and Jung remain popular
and art therapy training appears to focus on primarily
psychodynamic approaches.
American art therapy also has adhered to psycho-
dynamic approaches, but more recently has integrated
its work with more contemporary therapeutic and
counseling theories. The terms counseling and psy¬
chotherapy tend to be used more interchangeably in
the United States than in Britain at the present time.
Theories of therapists such as Fritz Perls, Carl Rog¬
ers, Virginia Satir, Jay Haley and other family ther¬
apists, along with many others during the 60s and 70s
on the West Coast of America similarly have im¬
pacted on the evolution of American art therapy. Fur¬
thermore, the trend in the mid-80s was to integrate
theories and "generic" and "eclectic" approaches
became more popular. Janie Rhyne's Gestalt art ther¬
apy, Mala Betensky's humanistic/phenomenological
approach, Helen Landgarten's family systems work in
art therapy, Rawley Silver's work in cognitive art
therapy and Harriet Wadeson's use of "eclectic
blending" combining a variety of theoretical posi¬
tions are some of the advances in American art ther¬
apy having developed from these influences. Psycho¬
therapy and counseling training programs in Britain
are now beginning to focus more on these contempo¬
rary theorists, but my impression is that mainstream
British art therapy tends to be somewhat reluctant to
move in this direction. Art therapists who do not use
primarily analytic approaches sometimes feel left out
and unsupported as they experiment with other ways
of working that perhaps better suit their places of
work and the populations with whom they practice art
therapy.
Many differences in American and British art ther¬
apy stem from cultural and systemic variations—far
more than I had imagined would exist between two
countries that seemingly speak the "same language."
These variations strongly influence attitudes about
psychotherapy in general in each country as well as
who the recipients of art therapy are likely to be.
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British professional jargon is sometimes considerably
different than that in America and will need to be
clearly defined if we begin an exchange. Cultural dif¬
ferences come into play with America, a relatively
new country with little historical foundation, always
struggling to come up with something innovative, and
Britain, a very old and traditional country by compar¬
ison, looking for validation from the past as well as
the present. Stereotypes about each country exist on
both sides of the Atlantic, but I believe that a number
of so-called differences may also stem from misper-
ceptions. It is to be hoped that with increasing dia¬
logue these problems will begin to diminish.
Efforts to define theories in art therapy that will
stand on their own merit are being made in both coun¬
tries. As American and British art therapists struggle
with theory-building, we stand only to gain from an
exchange that will allow us to have our own ideas
challenged and broaden our perspectives.
Research in art therapy has made considerable in¬
roads in Britain over the past few years. The emphasis
on research in American art therapy is apparent as
more research articles are appearing in journals. But
are Americans aware of the kinds of creative arts
therapy research being done in Britain? I was consid¬
erably impressed with the directions that are being
taken as British art therapists are being held more
accountable for the effectiveness of their work (Ha-
good, 1990).
The term "Anglo-American split" is discussed by
British art therapist Andrea Gilroy as she expresses
her frustrations over reading research articles in
American art therapy journals and sees them as being
somewhat naive and unhelpful (Waller & Gilroy,
1992). Many of these studies are the product of mas¬
ter's theses and do not come from art therapists with
considerable experience. On the other hand, art ther¬
apists who carry out research in Britain often are con¬
siderably clinically experienced before they begin
their investigations.
Joan Woddis, British lecturer and writer in art ther¬
apy, expresses her disillusionment with aspects of
American art therapy that emphasize the medical
model looking for disease and using art for diagnosis
of such pathology, directly equating certain symbols
with specific psychopathology (Woddis, 1986). My
training in America in the early 80s involved the same
premises—namely that certain symbols meant partic¬
ular pathologies. The dangers of such assumptions
fortunately have been made more apparent in recent
years, but some American case studies still seem to
reveal this kind of thinking.
As an American in Britain, 1 too feel frustrated
when 1 teach Gestalt, family systems and cognitive-
behavioral approaches in art therapy, but am aware of
little of it being practiced here. There are many set¬
tings throughout Britain where these approaches
would be tremendously beneficial. Reading lists
given to students in British programs seem to me to be
extremely limited, and the amount of training and
experience required to become registered is consider¬
ably less than in America. Having said that, Britain is
now moving from one to two-year diplomas and de¬
veloping courses for registered art therapy practitio¬
ners to expand on their knowledge.
I personally grow impatient with the British debate
over directive versus non-directive art therapy as
though there is only one way, namely non-directive.
I have seen the powerful impact on clients from a
variety of populations in my years of practice using
directive theme-oriented art therapy appropriate to
each client's needs. It is my impression that this ap¬
proach tends to be frowned upon in this country. On
the other hand, the richness of the object-relations
approaches and indepth work on transference and
countertransference I see being developed in Britain
(Schaverein, 1992) leaves me feeling envious that my
American training did not focus more deeply on these
aspects of art therapy.
Populations with which art therapy is practiced
vary somewhat between the two countries and there is
much for us to learn from each other in these areas as
well. Medical art therapy, art therapy with sexually
abused children and art therapy with eating disorders
are some examples of areas that appear to have been
considerably further developed in the United States.
These issues are increasingly coming to the fore in
Britain and British art therapists can learn from Amer¬
icans in these areas. On the other hand, a good deal of
work has been done in Britain working with those
suffering from schizophrenia and developmental dis¬
ability that may very well contribute to American
practice with these populations. Although there are
cultural differences, it has been my experience in
working with British clients that human nature and the
dynamics of problems typically brought to therapy
sessions appear to be basically the same on both sides
of the Atlantic.
There are many parallels in the history and devel¬
opment of art therapy in America and Great Britain
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(Waller, 1991). Political issues, struggles for recog¬
nition, difficulties in gaining employment and ade¬
quate salaries are but some of the issues we have in
common. At a time when the world's economy is
suffering, art therapists on both sides of the Atlantic
express discouragement about art therapy within their
respective countries. Funding for diploma programs is
extremely difficult to obtain in Britain and several
American art therapy training programs are currently
being cut (Malchiodi, 1993). Britain is moving away
from the National Health Service toward privatization
and America is currently doing the opposite, namely
moving away from private medicine to a National
Health Service. Now would be an excellent time to
learn from each other in these areas because the prac¬
tice of art therapy in the future in both countries will
be deeply affected by these changes.
American art therapists are currently reaching out
to teach art therapy in Mexico, Lithuania, Italy, Swe¬
den and many other countries. Likewise, British art
therapists have been doing pioneering in several other
European Community countries such as Ireland, Italy
and Switzerland, Eastern Block countries such as Bul¬
garia and Hungary, as well as more distant locations
such as Australia, Canada and Hong Kong. Interna¬
tional networking has begun with art therapists from a
considerable number of countries around the world—
44 at my last count.
The vast majority of art therapists the world over
are trained either in the United States or Great Britain.
In spite of the current discouragement on both sides of
the Atlantic, there may be considerable ramifications
for the future development of art therapy within
America and Britain respectively if we begin a more
thorough dialogue. By combining this possibility with
the implications for art therapy around our ever-
shrinking world, coming together and integrating our
ideas may very well create some very exciting times
ahead!
Maralynn M. Hagood, M.F.C.C., A.T.R. (R.A.Th)
Currently at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland
teaching, writing, and carrying out cross-cultural
research with American and British children into
the development of children's drawings relative to
possible indicators of sexual abuse.
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GroupArtTherapywith AdolescentS xOffenders AnmericanExperience MaralynnHagood
Introduction AsaScot-American,IhavlivedntheU i eK ngdofore rlyfivye rs. IamofSc ttishdescent,borninCaliforn aitheS nFranci oB yA ea. Ireceivedmytraininginbothartthe apndc u s llingpsychologyat CaliforniaStateUniversityithcitiesofHayw rddSacr mento.Pri r tomyovetBritain,yw rkconsistedofseveny arftherapeutic work,usingbothartthe apyandc n ellingapproacheswithlargenumb r ofchildrenwhohabeens xuallyabused,th rmothers,andadole c nt anddultsexoffenders.Iwork dincentreswhthtreatm top obl ms relatedtos xualabuswathecentralfo u ,andme hodsfther p tic worke econtinuouslybei gdev loped.Inm stinstanc s,wastho ly arttherapistwo kinginth secentr ,andIfouincorporatingartthe py intoverbaltrea mentmethodsv rychall nging.FeedbackIr ceiv dfro adolescentsexoffenderswath tt ylovedarttherapy,bec utco ld actuallyseeth irproblemsinfronfthem,inste dfytalkingabout them. Thischapterisba edonmyowntrai ingndexperiencewitadolescent sexoff nders,asw llinformationgleanedfroexis i gliteraturenth subject.Myworkascarri do tintreatmentpr gr mesiCalifo ni , wheretherishig stincidenceofdiscl urfsex alabusit e UnitedStat s.Theseprogramm ss eciali edittrea m ntoffamiliesf sexuallyabusedchildr n,inclu i gadol scentseoffend rs.
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ARTTHE APYWITHOFF NDERS
MymovetBritainw sprecipitatedbyach iofev nbegin ingin
1985,whenIpresentedaap rGoldsmith'sC ll g ,thUniv r ityf London,attheEleventhTri nialCongressf rthS u yftArtsi Psychopathology.Friends ipsbeg natth tp intwitveralBr tisr therapistsandIdecidet twoulv rymuchliktlivnBrit i . 1returnedin987,andlookeintothpossibilityfd i gPhDres arch atuniversityitheUnitedKi gdom,inves igatingdrawingsofs xu lly abusedchildren.1haseenteffectiv n ssofrtth rapyinhelpi gth s childrentoexpresstheirfeelingar s veprobl ms.Ih dal oth painfulexperienceohav gchildr ndraws xua lyex licitpictu s,only tohavethemrej ct dsevidenceintc urtsyst .Coin identally,du i g thatvisit,eCle elandIncide twassplash dacrosn wsp perlo Britain,anddiscussionsoch lsexualabusewereeve ywhere.Sur ly Clevelandhaditwrong-th recouldn'tbsom chc ilxu lab sin theUnitedKingdom! Inthesummerof1988,wasinvitedbythNati nalSoci tyf rt PreventionofCrueltythildren(NSPCC)inWa ington,Eng a d,t consultwitha dtrainrtherapists,soc alw kers,andprob tionoffi er , whoeredoingpione ringw rkinthar afc ildsexualabus .I subsequentlyjourney dnorththatsummerScotlandf myv ryir tti e, toattendhdedicationftnewBiggarMuseumbyPrinc ssAn . (Biggaristhevillagefromwhermyancestorsem gr edtAme ica.)During thatvisioScotl nd,IvisitedtDepartmentfPsychologyEdinburgh Universityandexpressedmyr searchinterest .Iwav tuallyacc t d intothePsych logyDepartmenttoinvestigatehdev lopmentfchildren's drawings,withrefere cetos xualbuse.1mov dtE inburghih summerof1989. SincemyovtScotland,Ihavebeeninvol edtrainingconsid r¬ ablenumb rofprofessionalsibothEnglandandSc tl ntherap utic issuesofchildexualab se,foc singmai lynthusfarttherapy.AI ledworkshopsontherapeuticorkitad lescents xoff n rs,Idisc v¬ eredthatBritishprofes ionalsworkingththboyw ntsam 'wavelength' asmyself. Datanowemergingfroresearchichilds xualabusiB it in generallyreflectst ndssimilarohfindingsAmerica.Thai differenceappearstobhpaucityofres urcesandthera eutiworkin Britain,andthevirtualnon-existencefdiversiop ogramm s.Ths dly remainsthesituationinmostoftU tedKingdom.
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Adolescents xoffend rsbothsidesfthA lanticreportfeeli gsf powerlessness,loself- steem,ham ,guilt,fea ,embarrassmentandnger. Thesefeelingsoftentranslatthemselveintobehaviourp bl m ,depres¬ sion,vulnerabilitytodr gandlcoh ldependence,andsus ptibilityto suicide,nottmentionthepossiblerecy lingoftabu eintsex a ly offendingth rs.Thesappeartbhumanissuesregardlessocultur . Withheavypr sonsentencesa dlittlpos ibilitofther peuticinterv n¬ tion,hehelplessnessd nialandragofBri i hadol scents xoffe d r maybeevenmoreint nsethanhiAmericacount rpart,whhasoppo ¬ tunityofaconsiderableamountftherapeutichel .Ty u gAmeri an sexoffenders,withhomIworkepri rtmyvtScotland,wer distressedwhenth ylearnedatBri ishboyinsucsi uationcouldget littleornohelpatl.Whiltherobvi uslyareculturaldifferencesbetwe n AmericaandBrita ninde l gwiththtraumaofc ildsexu lab se,i mybeliefthatsimilaritiesfaoutweighthdifferences.S x llyabus d children,w ichmostoftheseadolescentoffenderar ,pp artfeel victimisedregardlessofnationality. Currently,throughoutUnit dS a s,largn mberofpsychothera¬ pists,includingartherapist ,everyknowledge bleabo ttreatmentissu s inthear aofc ildsexualabus .Groupsfoadol scentseoffendersar availableinmostlargeciti s,andnyindividu lthe apistsh ebe trainedow rkththemasw ll.Am jorculturaldifferencexistbetw en AmericaandBrita ninth teUn dSta stherisolongeg t dealofstigmaat achedtgainingtherapeutichel .Slowly,how verI perceivethatrece ingcounsell ginBritainswbecomingm rea cept¬ able. InAmerica,istatesuchasCaliforn a,tre tm tprogrammes partiallyfundedbycriminalcom ensationmo eya tu llpaidycriminal offendersaspartfth irsentence.Thishacr t dresourc stprovid counsellingandpsychoth rapyforvictimsfsexualabusendth ifamili . Theneedforsuchwo kiBritainbvious,butaspre i lymen ioned, littleisavailabletodat(Na i n lCh ldre 'sBureauFindings1991). ItseemsobviouthatworkinAmericacannotbtransplantedwith 'cookiecutter'intothisc ltur ,b tIbeli vemanyapproachesndtechniq es canbeincorporatedi tthn wlyev lvingworkiBr ain.Treatme t methodsinworkingisurv vorsofsexualabuse,bothchildr nandd lt , arecu r ntlybeingdev lopedwithitheUnitedKingd monaever-in¬ creasingbasis,ndmanyideasstemmingfroAmeric napp oachest treatmentargr duallybeingadaptedtoheBri ishsystemandcul ur (Pattison1991/2).
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ArecentsurveyofAmericaartth apistsreve ledth16p rc nof Americanantherapistsarenowsp ci lisingiworkfch ld sexualabuse(GordonandM nning,1991).Anothersurveyf553exual abusetreatmentprogra methroughouthUni edS atindic ta , morethanhalfoftheseprogrammes,rtt erapyw su d,l gith insighttherapy,pltherapy;behav ourmodification,cogn tiver tructur¬ ing,andrelapsepreve tion(KellerC ccin lli&:Ga d e1989).Ala g numberofantherapistsinCan daarelsodevelopingexpertiiwork intheareaofc ildsexualab s(Knibb1990;M rr on990).T implicationsforBritishantherapistsindevelopingmeth dofwork withadolescentsexoffend rs,aw llothersaffect dbyxualb se, seemobvious(Hagood1992b). Arttherapywithadolescents xoffenders Arttherapistsusuallyhavetrainingndexperiencei ar toftheo ies andtechniques.InBrit in,ismyimpr ssionthatpsychodynamicap¬ proachesarefai lymainst eam(Hago d1990).A ttherapyrainingpr ¬ grammesinBritainappeartodr wla elythworkfFreud,Jung,Kl Winnicott,Naumburg,dKra er,llofwhomrpsychoanalytically oriented.Athpresenttim ,how v r,th risacallf exp nsionf theoreticalappr achesinBri isnthe py. MuchliteratureinheU itedSta sonrtth apywithdol s entss alsopsychoanalyticinappro ch(Li esc1988).Itmu tbmphasised, however,thatinworkingithadolescents xoff nders,p ychodynam c approachesalonedn tap e rtbedequat .Th ymeff ctivi helpingwithresolutionoffeelingsri ga ininsi t,butthe ean addictivecomponenttsexualoffe dingwhi hm stbaddresse .In America,foexample,nychildrewhoeinitiallytr t dhprimar¬ ilypsychoanalyticap ro ches,laterrea pe redinhsystemsextc op ofsexoffenders(Rya1988).Th yw ro t nhelp dto kt roughir feelingsrelatedtoh irownabusw thrttherapy(St mb r1980).A time,howev r,Americanmentalhealthprofessio alsrenotw fth phenomenonofsexualoff ndingbehavi urinyochildren,he c itwasnotsufficientlyaddressed. Itisnowbelievedthatlowsucc ssratt a mentofp edophilesmay bepartiallyattributedtohefaconlyrec nthavAme i anth rapists beguntotreatpa dophiliaasnddiction(N lso1992).Techniq esdrawn frompsychodynamicthe ryareinv luable.Neve theless,incr asingly
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toenablegroupmemberstsproblemsvisually.Ienc r gessharingand feedback,andoftenpullseveryoneintthgrouppr cess.Imyexperienc , artthe apyingroupsenablemem erstr lish tyanoloni theirsituation,problemsandfeelings. Casestudyofgroup Thefollowingcasestudydes rib sartthe apyusedwi hgr uf adolescents xoffenderswithhomIworkedpri rtmovi gBrita . Inmyexperiencewiththesboys,foundth momuchlikoth r troubledadolescentswithhomIhadw rk d,iththm j rdifference beingtheirsexualoff dingehaviour.Hence,iwasn tdifficultranslate mypreviousexp riencetodoi ga tthe apywitht esyous xoff nders. Thedurationofcontactwi hthesboyasem nth .T elengtf eachweeklysessionsonh ura dtw ntyminut s,thav ragegroup consistedfsevenboywithagesra gingfr melev nts v nte nye rs ofage.Theseboysliv dnv rioussituations,mahome,si residentialtreatmentc ntres,a dsoinfosteh m s.Thg oupsw r heldonpremisesrentedbythtr atmentpr gra mew rIk d,and theboyscamefr v ri tyflocationintheimmediatare . Iworkedithamalco-therapist,whohadprevi uslydoneconsid r¬ ablemountofcouns llingwithdelinquentboys,includi gysex offenders.Itwasmutuallyagre dth two ldrktogeth rinco bining verbalcounsellingapproachesndttherapy. TreatmentprogrammesinCalif niausu llyincludedweek ys s io sof individualtherapy,groupt rapy,andfamith ywhenfamili swe e available.Treatments ffm tachweektodiscusshrkonigroup , andtoco sultwithindividuatherapi tswhoalsorkedththboy . Thismadeitpossibletc eckoutinconsis enc esw tthb ysaidi thegroupwithoth rs affmembers,inordertminimisthoccurrencf 'conning'. Thegroupwasstructured,ithrulese tablishedbythherap tsand groupmembersalik .Itwasagreedth tt rwouldbnodestructionof anyoneelse'sartw rk.Issuofco fide tialitywerdiscus d,awhat sharedwithintgroupsnotbetoldany noutsi ei .How ver, itwasalsoexplainedoheboyt twh thapp nedinthgr upandt e artworkwouldbediscussewithothertherapistsinprogrammewh wereinvolvedth irtreatm ntiordh lpthebe t r.Rul sab ut behaviourduringg upsess nsweree t blish dandenforced.'Outlawe ' behaviourincludedrrivinglat ,missingses ions,phy icaloverbaab e
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towardsthermemb rsfthgroup,andt euseoalco oland/odr gs priortoc minghegr up. Thoroughdiscussionswitht eboysregardinganypos ibilitiesffut sexoff ndingweree s ntialinordert yandprev ntre ccurr nce.Th maingrouprulesreg rdingreoff ndiwer : 1.Thateachboywouldunderncircumst ncesoffendagai 2.Thatanyfutureoffenc swouldhavetbreported. 3.Thatt erewouldbconsequencesofanyremol sting,such furthersentencing,long rprobatio ,or,ifldenoughpri n. Withinthegrouprulesandstructure,howev ,m chlatitudeasgivt encourageopensharingffeelingsbetw enmembersofthgr up,tallow foranatu alunfoldingfissues,a dtworkiththedynamicsofthe groupastheyoccu r d.Asissueeme g d,wencouragedthboydepi t themwithcoloureddrawingsndtsharethemwitheacot er. Newsprintandcolou edmarkerswerusedthrough tt segr p sessions.Itwasn ce arytoch oseartmat ialsw ichereport bland requiredminimalcl aningupbecauseofti enstraintsa dborrowe premises.Manyotherartma ialsg odtuswith sclientgr up, suchaspaints,magazi ecollage,su rp per,cl y,andoilpa tel ,tn butafew. Myapproachwiththeseboyasm xfdirectiveandnon-directive work.Asissuesemergedpontaneouslyfrothnon-direc iveflowfgr up interaction,heyweregivenasth m sfodrawing .Af rtdrawingser completed,eachb ysh redwhatsdepictedinhiartwork.Thother boyswereencouragedtc mmenta dgivfeedba k. Asaresultoftheartwork,feelingsfrequ ntlyeme gedwhichhad previouslybeenblocked,andpportunitywascr tethelptheboys developempathyforachother.Asqu tionsw rasked,m rverbalisation ofproblemsandfeelingsunfolde .Thesboyshadlearnetsupprth feelingsatveryarlagebecausth yhadlmo talw ybe nabused themselvesinsomeway.Physicalabu ,emoti nalabuse,nd/ rsexual abusewercommonlyexperi ncedinth ire lydevelopment. Inordertosurvive,theiremotionshabeco elunt ,a dlittlmpathy wasdisplayedto ardeachther.Artther pyw sus dinacat articw y, tohelpheseboyventilatth iranger,pa n,ds d ess.Tartworkw s amajorfactorinelicitingthefeelingsth tth sboyw rsoad ptt concealing,orevenallow gth mselv sexperie ce.
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Specialproblemsa oseduringth seherapeuticsess on ,includor attentionspa ,hyperactivitycha gingtsubject,anddist ctbehaviour suchasrockingndbanginchairs,especiallyw ndis us ganxiety- ro¬ ducingsubjects.Interestingly,h sekindsofbehaviourt n ddimini h duringtheartmakingprocess. Theseboysweradepttshowinglittlemotionalconn ctionat theyverbalised.Tlearnedopresenttg oupwhatthough wouldimpresstheherapi tandenablet emle vg upsoon r.Tim wasspenthel ingthboyslearnonegotia e,sertiveinst df aggressiveorpas e,ndtre li ehatct ngin't o positwayh t peoplewanted' astfr echoice.Byaut maticallyr belling,t yw r notleavingthemselvesfrchoose.Itwasessent alfo uotpositiv qualitiesth teachboypossessed,andrh pimeli inat behaviourwhichasself-defeatingsellaextremelyharmfutooth rs. Artworksometimesreflectedblatants xuallyexplicitmat r alinwhat appearedtob nttemptshockustherapis s,es eciallyinly stagesofthession .Tboysexpend dac nsiderablemou te rgy intestinggrouprulesandourpatience.Iprevi uworkthtr ub adolescentboys,Ih dlearn dthatmuchfiesti gwnffor drivemaway,lestth yb cameemotionallyattach dndthen abandoned.OneboyskmifIwasg i gtleavhi'likeeveryon elsehaddone'.Developingtru tingndpr dictablela i nshipw thth se boyswaessential.Itsimportantf rtherapi tsnomisg ups ions withouttellingheboysaheadfime,inrd rominimi ethefeel g ofabandonment. SomeprofessionalsinAmericatreatme tprogramm sadvo ter p t d anddet ileisclosuresnthgroup,fact almolestation.Iwasfound, however,thatisfedintosexualfantasiesh chu llyprecipitatedsexu l offending,anthuswanotencouragedit isgr up.F rr aso ,explicit sexualartworkwaslsdiscou aged. Gainingse seofempowermentov rffendinbeh ourwathmost importanttherapeuticssu .Iwasemphasi edachb yhadtot l responsibilityfornotsexual yoff nding:a yfend ngbeh vi rcouldn t belamedonanyonelse.Bl mingpar ts,thvictim,rsystfo theirownffenceswassimplynottolerated.Ob yitg upllustrated hisfearsofremolestingndn eos me nel et t pifr doingso(Figure9.1).Thestickfigurayi g,'S ayawayrommy daughter',andsomccompanyingtextwarns,'W tchy urkidsoh ve someonewatchthemforyouhilearg n ,ifrustthe .And
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tobeinthegroup,buti st adw scongratulatedf rih nesty.M chohissurprise,itwasupportivelyacknowledgedthathisdes rnottbth re wasunderstandable,nth tiwasindeedifficultot lkouts x al abuse. Missingtherapys onsforreasonsthatwereu t ueoccurr df mti e
totime.Onb ymissedas sionantoldthegroupthefoll wingw ek thatheadbeenill.Ipersonallydseeimwaitingforbusjustout ide thelocationwheretgroupwasld.Hadl tif sterpar ntsthathewasgoingttherapy,butwentsomewherelsin tead.Thisincid nt providedanopportunitytconfro th mabouthislyi ga dconningbehaviour.Gr upmemberswerencouragedtxpr ssh wtf lttohavebeenli dto.Ne dlesstosay,theydi n'tl ktandlsoaidhatim e
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Figure9.3eelingsaboutb ngintheroup themfe lstupidorhavingb lievem,anat ycoulnolong rr s him.Whensupported,t eboywasabledmitdelying Inworkingithth sgroup,quicklylearnedt atbe nconnedysex offendersiscommon,untilatherapistbe moreexperienc d.T s boysare'experts' tconningdmanipula ing.AIl ar dti te y 'gutreaction' whenstoriesdidn'tddup,n t ceinc sistenci s betweenhatassaidanctuallyd pi dihartwork,I connedlessfr quently. 1learnedthateseboyft nf ltangryow rherapistsicoul manipulatethemeasi y.Toouchsympathyadet er pis svul erabl thismanipulation.Balancingbe ngsu portive,c rindm thic,with consistent,firmlimit-se tinga dgentleconfrontatio ,waessenti l.Oft n feedbackfrompeerswmo er adilyh ard.Myco-th rapistnIo ke togetherascatalysts,butheroupwencourageddm stfther py. Childrenwhohavbeenabusedfr q ntlyoptabit alVic im position'.Th sianttituderesultingfrom'learnedhe plessness' v rlo g periodoftime,leadingend ncyop rce vehw rlfr vict m's perspective.
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Theboysfeltlittcon roloverth ien ironmenta dbeli v dthat negativethingsjust'happened'tohem.Workingw hthe eyoup ople
tohelpthembeco emorassertivendh wth yetthems lvesupf r manyoftheirdifficultiesW3Sanongoingp rtftherapy.Asru tg dually developedinthgroup,defencessoft nedanthb ycamewillingto bemoreopen.Thartworkbegantch gea dth mesfaban onment, loneliness,a dcurrentprobl msem rged.Figure9.4c arlyd pic sab y' ownvictimisationahildnhparents' efusalobelieveh . Figure9.4Victimisationasch ld,ndnb lievingparents Heportrayedhimselflockinsidbrickwall,fe linglon lyc red,d rt andunbelieved.Ashspokeaboutthdr wing,bursti tot arsa d expressedhifeelingsv ryop nlyithgroupfi ttime.Thother boysegantheirdistr ctingb aviourndwe eunablesupportive.
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Theremainderoftsessionw su einorkingithth mhe rhat theboywassayingandeginle r intempathise. Relationshipswitgirlserefraug tdifficultie .Onv rytractive boyinthegroupc uldonlyrelateir sthr ghpromiscuouss x. Extremelylowself- steem,fearofr j c ionandproble swithocialsk ll tendocreateafearofrel tionshipswitgirls(K tz1990).An theb yi thegroupwasinvitedoat ndhi hschooldancbynattractive cheerleader.Wencourag dhimta eptinvitation,hopingmight develophealthierage-appropriaterelationships.Hiself-est emwlo that,eventhoughhwasav rylikeablendhands mboy,wasun le toaccepthinvitation. Othersymptomsoflowself-est ew rappar ntinthb i group,inthe'put-downs't ymadeohemselvesawelleachot r. Unfortunately,suchlowself-esteemmadieasi rtg atifs xualeds withyoungerchildren.Somfthesb yshaff n dsexuallyw ile childminding,insteaofspen ingth irareimei appropriatrelation¬ shipswithpeers. Difficultiesindevelopingrelationshi swite cotherredem ¬ strated,astheboycreatedlargmuralt geth rnht picf'Friends'. Mostftheimag sreflectedconcernwithm n y,druga dotsup r¬ ficialvalues,withlittleevidenceofh'camaraderie' usuallyinv l d healthyfriendships.A ot erattemptwasm detbringthesoyt g ther ascohe ivegroup,byhavingthemdfantasymural,imaginint ywere takingripintoouterspacetogeth r.'Hypersexuality' w sexp es d,s theboysfocusednlytheirindividualrock tships,w icerrepl withexplicitlyphalliimages.Th rel ttlinteractionwi he co r duringtheprocess. Becauseoftheirpooim ulsecontrol,depressi nandisolati ,well asthenegativecircumstancesiw ichthboyfou dthemselve ,w importanttbealertfosignsfsuicidaltendencies.Ob yithgr up consistentlycho eo lyblackforllhisdraw ng .Aftersev rae ks,1 consultedhicounselloratthresiden ialtreatmentc ntrw erhliv , andfouthateboyh dinfacteenverbalisings i idfeeli gs. Artworkcannotinitselfbusedford agnosis,tclueft napp ar whichalertthrtherapistodfurtassessment.Wri tsl shing,de d people,graveyards,whirlpools,consistentu fblack,ro ng yanddark bluearfrequ ntlyseeninthartworkofsuicidalpeopl .Ifs hsymbo s appearinnadolescentoffend r'srtwork,c nn tbautomatically
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assumedthathei s ici al,b uchimagesshoulds rverfl g, showingt atfurtherassessme ti n d d. Therewasaconsiderableamountfigno anceithg oupgarding accuratesexualinform tion,aswe lulti udeofmisconceptionsb ut sexandlov .Theboy ' u d rstandingofreproductio ,birthc n rol, sexuallytransmitteddi ases,s fex,anper onalr sponsibilityforf andotherswaminimal,a df t emo tparerr neous.Muchs x al knowledgehabe nle rnedfromoth rchildrenainvolv d'st e ' language.Intherapeuticwork,frankdo endiscussionsab utx,w th accurateinform ion,wereessential.Initiallyth seboysltuncomfortable withmeasfe aletherapist,butnd dres ectingmt ylist n d tomyperspectivenrelatio shipswig rls. Abandonmentypar ts,whetherp ysical,e otion lhwa themer curringinthartwo kofeseb y .Fig e9.5illustrat sthf orts byoneytoreachouthispar ntswitl ve,lytobrejec ed. Thisboyhadeenpromisedr peatedlythaparentswouldt k hometolivwiththem.Hwaitednconstanth pendisappointment,s hecontinuedtbel ftires dentialcare.
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Therelationshipsofth sado e cents xoffenderwithth irfat e s
wereexplored.Onboytoldhgr upconstantlyaeve ythi gathom waswonderful.Figure9.6,howev r,illustrat sssituationsome hat differently,withastrongepa ationbetwhim elfandp ren s. Figure9.7Boyfishingwithfatherw sehackiturned
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InFigure9.7,thsameboydepictsoingfishiwi hh sfat er.Tb y hadrepeatedlytoldthershaisrel tionshipwi hfat rwon er¬ ful.Whenaskedtoalkbouthispict re,saifat r'sb kwatur ed onhim,a dbegantocry,revealingthatlw ysf lmotionallyshutt byhisfather. Ifoundthatimagespp aringt rtworkofadol scents xff nders oftenincludedbl o ,g re,sa isticand/orsata ithemes.Figure9.8 illustratesonboy'sdesiref girlfri nd('Ine dgirlf i ndb c u eI m tiredofbeinglonely'atopfpicture),withvariousgraffitiincl d ng aninvertedpeacesign(topr ht)thesot ric'sig f333777' (centre).Iwasotclearh therth ssymbolsrlink dsatanismd ritualabuse,orwhethert yderivedfr m'heavy-metal' m sic. I Figure9.8Graffiti-boy'snameiphallicshape Thephallics peintupperlef - ndcor erwasresultfb y printinghisnamei g affi i.Heappearedtobunawarefhh llus,o didanyofthegroupmembersco m ntit.P allicshapesincorporat d intoar workrecommonlyseenpaintingsddr wingfsexua ly abusedchildr n(Hagoo1992a),nt eseboyswernexc ption.
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Mostfthemlistened'heavy-metal' mu ic,whichcouldh vinflu¬
encedthinclusionofsatanicymb lsith irdrawings.Graff ti,r ally enjoyedbteenagboysa dsometimesusinrtth rapy,te d d encouragetheusofth esymb ls.Tproblemwashowta sw ether thedrawingserinfluencedby'heavy-metal' music,orwh t ethc ild wasactuallyinvolveds tanism(Speltz1990). Oneboyithgroupalludedrepeatedlythismysteriousactiviti s outsidethegroup,andsait yw lsh ckusifeknewaboth m. Hisdrawing(Figure9.9)showsseveralwell-kno nsymb lsofsatanism, suchas:theinvert dChri tiancro s,wi ht ree6aroundi ;tswastik ; theinvert dp ntagram;a dbehihoodefigurl inganx .This boyalsoh dhauntedan'electrocuted'l okbouthim.S rtlyafter completingthisdrawing,hedisappearedfromther a,now etbefou d. Itwassuspectedthaheadbe ninvolvedsomrtofri ualab e. Depictingbloodangoreisan therm ansfdefe ceag instfe ling ,a d mayalsobenatt mpttoshockther pist.Nor al,non-abus dboygo throughphasesint eirdevelopmentwth ymalsdr wsucm erial (Uhlin1984).Itismporta t,therefore,n tjumptco clusionsabou satanism,buttoconsultappr pria eprofessionalsithe ese i uconc rn.
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askedthemocr atesdrawingsillu tratinghowh yfelabouti .The posters(Figur9.10and1)expressedtheboys'fe li gsaboutthe therapeutich lptheydrec ived,andt rho atB itishdo escent sexoffenderst owouldbhelped. Theletterssay: Useavelveth ndannop nmi d.[Thdr wingfthheah s 'hinges'labelled.] Perpetratorsa epeopleto ,sr atth mlik .Remindt ef timeohatyaring odhands.Ttencourageth m continueunseling,lotermcou eling.I d rtalkh m, youmustbekind,ortheywon'top nup.Yal oMUSTh ve patience. and: Teenoff ndergroupish lpingmleafr mwhatIdi .lik everybodyinthegroup,hey'remyfri nds. Goodluck.1ikey u. Iterminatedyworki hth sgr up,co vincedt tatherapywas effectiveinhelp ngth syoungs xo fendersd alwiththeirpr bl ms.T useofarttherapysupplementedcouns llingincomfortablew y,ath boysinthegroupreadilyane siacc ptedituse.Thparticipated willinglyandenthusiasticallyicre t ngt eimagwhichillustratedth ir dilemmas,notonlytusaherapists,b l ovenett rmorec arlyt themselves. References Becker,J.V.(1988)Interv ningiChildS xualAbus :L arfromAmerican Experience.ChildSexualAbusConf rence,oci lPaediatricandO stetri ResearchUnit,niversityofGlasgow. Chissick,R.(1993)'Shenev raido'.N wWoman,Febru ry,pp.68-71. Cohen,B.M.Gill rE.,andLy ,W(1991)Mu tiplePerso alityDisorderfromt e InsideOut.Baltimore,Maryland:Sidr nPress. Gordon,R.A.andM n ing,T(1991)1990-9membershipsurveyreport.Art Therapy,Jou nalftheAmericanth r pyssoci tion,8(2),20- 9. Hagood,M.M.(1990)'ArttherapyresearchinEnglan :Impr ssionsfa Americanarttherapist'.ThetinPsyc otherapy,17(1),75-79. Hagood,M.(1992a)'Dia nosisordilemma:Drawingsfsexu llyabused children'.BritishJournalfProjectivesychology,17(1),22-33.
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